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PREFACE

A little over a year ago the Subcommittee on
Investigations of the House Committee on Post
Office and Civil Service asked the Merit Sys-
tems Protection Board to conduct a study to
determine the extent, if any, of sexual harass-
ment in the Federal workplace. This task was
assigned to the Board's Office of Merit Systems
Review and Studies (MSRS) which, at that
time, was in its infancybarely two months old
with a staff of four.

The study of sexual harassment was to be-
come a landmark study of a complex social
issue with Federal-wide implications. To con-
duct such a study, MSRS had to develop sys-
tems to address the issues at hand and survey
the entire Federal population in a manner
honoring the scientific standards for a study of
such scope.

My colleagues and I began to shape the pro-
ject along the lines of the Congressional man-
date in late December 1980. Daniel Wojcik,
Associate Director for Operations, brought to
the assignment his multi-discipline experience
in personnel research, survey design and per-
sonnel operations. George Raub, the office's
newly recruited Statistician-Computer Scien-
tist was able to borrow from his previous Fed-
eral experience in analyzing complex data
bases and began to set in place the myriad of
systems required to ensure an unbiased analy-
sis. Cynthia Shaughnessy was chosen to coordi-
nate the day-to-day operations of this project, to
contribute her substantial knowledge of Fed-
eral women's issues which had grown out of her
leadership in the Federal Women's Program,
and to oversee the drafting of the final report.

Our initial task was the development of a
questionnaire to search out answers to the con-
cerns raised by the Congress. Although several
informal studies had been conducted in recent
years, none of them met the standards we
believed we must honor to ensure a balanced
and objective review of this area of human
behavior.

With this pioripership much in mind we
sought the counsel of those experts we believed

could contribute to our understanding. At the
time we developed the questionnaire, Dr. San-
dra Tangri, Dr. Martha Burt, and Dr. Leanor
Johnson were identified as expert researchers
in various aspects of sexual behavior and they
took a brief leave of absence from The Urban
Institute to help us identify the critical issues
and develop the questionnaire. During this
phase of the project, Dr. Suzanne S. Ageton of
the Behavorial Research Institute of Boulder,
Colorado, Dr. Hubert Feild of Auburn Univer-
sity and Dr. Barbara Gutek of the University of
California at Los Angeles gave us the benefit of
their research experiences as did many others.

Over 20,000 Federal employees completed
the questionnairean 85% response rate which
far exceeded the minimum standards for relia-
bility. Once the results were tabulated and ana-
lyzed a preliminary report of the statistical
results was presented to the Subcommittee on
Investigations of the House Committee on Post
Office and Civil Service on September 25, 1980.

Our final report identifies sexual harassment
as an important concern in the workplace.
Although we know of no comparable research
in the private secto-, our findings in the Fed-
eral studythat people of all ages, salary lev-
els, education backgrounds and hometowns are
potential victims lead us to the observation
that sexual harassment cannot be uniquely
associated with Federal employment. We
encourage private sector understanding of
othe, mployee experiences with sexual ha-
rassment and encourage private sector leaders
to pursue a comparable course of self-analysis
as the first step in eliminating this form of sex
discrimination.

Patricia A. Mathis
Director, Office of Merit Systems Review

and Studies
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Executive Summary

This Executive Summary provides in condensed form a sum-
mary of major recommendations and a review of the major
findings on the views of Federal employees about sexual
harassment, the extent of sexual harassment in the Federal
workplace, a description of characteristics of victims and per-
petrators of sexual harassment, a discussion of the perceptions
and responses of victims to their incidents of sexual harass-
ment, the impact of the behavior on the victims and the esti-
mated dollar cost of sexual harassment to the Federal Govern-
ment, and views of Federal employees about potential remedies
and their effectiveness.

The full Final Report represents the culmination of approx-
imately one year of original research and evaluation of the
nature and extent of sexual harassment in the Federal
Government. This study is the first scientifically controlled sur-
vey of this depth and breadth ever to be conducted on the sub-
ject of sexual harassment. To our knowledge it is also the first
of its kind to be conducted with the full cooperation of the
employerin this case the Federal Government.

The full report contains many recommendations that can be
implemented by agency heads quickly and at relatively min-
imum cost. Copies of this study should be made available to all
agency personnel offices, training officers, Equal Employment
Opportunity officers and Federal Women's Program managers,
to aid implementation of the recommendations.

Background
"Managers should be put on notice that a 'boys
will be boys' atmosphere will not be ccndoned in
any Federal agency." James M. Hanley, former Chair-
man, Committee on Post Office and Civil Service. U S !louse of

Representatives.

In recent years there has been growing dis-
cussion about the existence of s.2xual harass-
ment at the workplace. Some maintain that it is
an age-old problem, while others feel that it is a
relatively new phenomenon that has emerged
as more women enter the working world. There
has been controversy about what constitutes
sexual harassment, how widespread harass-
ment is, and how serious its consequences are
for employee well-being and productivity.

Against this background, Chairman James
M. Hanley and the Subcommittee on Investiga-
tions of the Committee on Post Office and Civil
Service of the United States House of Repre-
sentatives conducted a preliminary investiga-
tion on sexual harassment in October and
November of 1979. Although the investigation
was limited to an examination of 100 com-
plaints, the findings were serious enough to
prompt the Subcommittee to ask the Merit
Systems Protection Board to conduct a thor-
ough and scientific survey of sexual harass-
ment in the Federal workplace. The Subcom-
mittee wanted to find out if the results of their
limited investigation would be borne out by a
more extensive study.

1



The preliminary results of the MSPB study
were prewnted at follow-up hearings held by
the House Subcommittee on September 25,
1980. The preliminary briefing focused on the
series of questions mandated by the Subcom-
mittee to be addressed in the survey. These
were:

1. What kinds of behavior constitute sexual
harassment? Do the attitudes of men and
women differ in this regard?

2. To what degree does sexual harassment
occur within the Federal workplace? What
is the frequency? What are the mani-
festations?

3. Are victims or perpetrators of sexual ha-
rassment found in disproportionate num-
bers within certain agencies, job class-
ifications, geographic locations, racial
categories, age brackets, educational lev-
els, grade levels, etc.?

4. What forms of express or implied lever-
age have been used by harassers to reward
or punish their victims?

5. What has been the impact of sexual ha-
rassment on its victims in terms of job
turnover, work performance, physical and
emotional condition, financial and career
well-being?

6. What effect has sexual harassment had on
the morale or productivity of the imme-
diate work group?

7. Are victims of sexual harassment aware
of available remedies? Do they have confi-
dence in those remedies?

Research Methodology

To develop the study, the MSPB's Office of
Merit Systems Review and Studies:

surveyed the current literature on the sub-
ject of sexual harassment,

consulted with a group of community
workers, academic researchers, Federal
officials, and a union representative on the
content of the study,

reviewed applicable case law and Govern-
ment regulations and related policy direc-
tives, plans, and training programs, and

2

reviewed various case testimonies, Con-
gressional testimony, and pre% ious research
studies that had addressed the subject of
sexual harassment.

After extensive field testing on over 300 Fed-
eral employees and after making numerous
revisions, the research team constructed a ques-
tionnaire designed to elicit answers to ques-
tions in the Congressional mandate. As directed
by the House Subcommittee, the research team
prepared the questionnaire on the basis of the
Office of Personnel Management's (OPM) defi-
nition of sexual harassment, i,e., deliberate or
repeated unsolicited verbal comments, gestures
or physical contact of a sexual nature that is
considered to be unwelcome by the recipient.

With the assistance of OPM, a disproportion-
ately stratified random sample' was drawn
from OPM's Central Personnel Data File
(CPDF) consisting of civilian employees in the
Executive Branch. Four variables were selected
to stratify the population. These were: sex,
minority status, salary, and organization, Over
23,000 men and women were surveyed in May
1980. Questionnaires were sent to respondents'
homes to preserve their confidentiality and
anonymity. The members of the sample were
asked to base most of their answers on their
work experience during the 24-month period
from May 1978 to May 1980. A reminder post-
card was sent one week later and a follow-up
questionnaire was sent to non respondents three
weeks after that. The rate of return of 85 %
was considerably higher than usually expected
on mail surveys?

IA "disproportionately stratified" sample is one in
which certain categories of participants are selected
to be in the sample in greater numbers than they
occur in the general population. These categories of
participants are intentionally oversampled to ensure
adequate numbers for statistical analysis within
each category. The sample is "random" in that,
within a given category (or stratum), each member
has an equal chance of being selected. A random
sample enables the researcher to make prediction:,
about the whole population based upon the sample.
All final results in this final report are expressed in
"weighted" terms, which means that all numbers
and percentages are adjusted to reflect each cate-
gory's actual size in the Federal population.

2See Babbie, Earl R. Surrey Research Methods,
Wadsworth Publishing Company. Inc. Belmont, Cali.
fornia. 1973, p. 165.



Explanations of Frequently Used Terms

Victims. In this executive summary, victims
of sexual harassment are defined as those
respondents who indicated (in either Survey
Question 17 or Question 20) that they had expe-
rienced one or more forms of sexual harass-
ment on the job during the preceding 24
months. All data is computed on the basis of
Question 17 except for those parts of the Ques-
tionnaire where respondents were asked to
provide detailed data on one critical sexual
harassment incident. For questions involving
this critical incident, the data on victims was
computed on the basis of Survey Question 20.
In the finil report, the victims who ehose to
describe their critical incident are referred to
as "narrator-victims."

Level of severity of sexual harassment. On

the basis of preliminary analysis, sexual harass-
ment experiences (identified by respondents to
Survey Question 17 or Question Survey 20)
were classified as "most severe," 'Severe," or
"less severe." Those considered "most severe"
were actual or attempted rape or assault;
"severe" included letters, phone calls or mate-
rials of a sexual nature; pressure for sexual
favors; and deliberate touching, leaning over,
cornering or pinching; and "less severe" in-

cluded pressure for dates; sexually suggestive
looks or gestures; and sexual teasing, jokes,
remarks or questions.

Findings

Summary
The following major findings emerged from

the study:

Both men and women Federal workers
generally agree that uninvited behaviors
of a sexual nature constitute sexual ha-
rassment.

The incidence rate of sexual harassment
in the Federal workforce is widespread-
42% of all female employees and 15% of all
male employees reported being sexually
harassed.

Many sexual harassment incidents oc-
cur repeatedly and are of relatively long
duration.

The majority of Federal employees who
had worked elsewhere feel sexual harass-
ment is no worse in the Federal workplace
than in state and local governments or in
the private sector.

Sexual harassment is widely distributed
among women and men of various back-
grounds, positions and locations; however
individuals with certain personal and or-
ganizational characteristics are more likely
to be sexually harassed than others.

The characteristics of harassers differ for
women and men victimsfor example,
women report almost always being ha-
rassed by a man, whereas men report usu-
ally being harassed by a woman.

Many harassers are reported to have both-
ered more than one victim at work.

Few employees report having been accused
of sexually harassing others.

Those who are sexually harassed by super-
visors and those who experience the more
severe forms of sexual harassment are
more likely than other victims to foresee
penalties or possible benefits from the
sexual harassment.

Most victims neither anticipated nor re-
ceive adverse consequences as a result of
their sexual harassment, although a size-
able minority did, particularly women.

A number of informal actions were found
by victims to be effective in stopping sex-
ual harassment, particularly the most
direct and assertive responses.

Few victims pursue formal remedies, but
many who do find them helpful.

The impact and cost of sexual harassment
in dollars to the Federal Government is
sizeablean estimated minimum of $189
million over the 2 -ye;; period covered by
the study.
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Although their experiences do not change
the careers and work situations of most
victims, a sizeable number of women and
men do leave their jobs or suffer atherse
consequences.

Victims are more likely to think the sexual
harassment negatively affected their per-
sonal well-being or morale than their work
performance or that of their immediate
work group.

Victims and supervisors are generally un-
aware of available formal remedies and
are skeptical about their effectiveness.

Assertive informal actions are thought to
be the most effective way employees can
make others stop bothering them sexually.

Most victims and supervisors think there
is much management can do to reduce
sexual harassment.

In conclusion, the data show that sexual
harassment is w idcspread, is costly, deeply
felt by many of the victims, and that the
1979 Congressional investigation was in-
dicative of a significant problem, however,
the data also indicated that there is much
that can be done to reduce that problem.

View of Federal Workers
Toward Sexual Harassment

To determine whether men and women
defined sexual harassment differently, they
were asked whether they considered uninvited
sexually-oriented behaviors to be sexual harass-
ment. These behaviors. ranked in order of
agreement were:

Severe
1. Letters, phone calls or materials of a sex-

ual nature
2. Pressure for sexual favors
3. Touching, leaning over, cornering or

pinching

Less Severe
4. Pressure for dates
5. Sexually suggestive looks or gestures
6. Sexual teasing, jokes. remarks or questions

From the responses. we found that most men
and women agreed that behaviors 1-4 consti-
tuted sexual harassment. Ilowever, men were
less lip. 21y to think that "sexual looks" and "sex-

4

ual comments," the more ambiguous and pre-
valent forms of sexual beha% ior on the job. v ere
sexual harassment, particularly when perpe-
trated by a coworker. Respondents were not
asked whether they thought that actual or
attempted rape or assault was sexual harass-
ment. Since this behavior is potentially crimi-
nal, we assumed that it is the most severe form
of sexual harassment.

Generally, men and women were more likely
to think that a behavior was sexual harassment
if the perpetrator was a supervisor rather than a
coworker. Thus, it would appear that a higher
standard of conduct exists for supervisors to
exhibit proper behavior in the office, arguably
because of their official authority and respon-
sibilities.

Although in the abstract men and women
were likely to agree that uninvited sexual be-
havior at work is sexual harassment, responses
may indicate that sexual harassment is some-
times situational. For most workers, including
those who identified themselves as victims, the
perceived motive or demeanor of the initiator
made a difference as to whether the behavior
was viewed as sexual harassment.

A number of questions were asked to find
how respondents viewed sexual behavior at
work. We found that both men and women
believed that sexual activity, whether volun-
tary or otherwise, should not occur between
people who work together, although women
were less likely to approve of sexual affairs
among coworkers than were men. We found
that men. including supervisors, showed a
greater tendency than women to think that vic-
tims are somewhat responsible for bringing
sexual harassment on themselves and are in-
clined to believe that sexual harassment has
been exaggerated. lim.ever, men and women
agreed that sexual harassment is behavior that
people should not have to tolerate.

Extent of Sexual Harassment

To determine how widespread sexual harass-
ment is in the Federal workplace, respondents
were asked whether they had experienced any
of the seven listed behaviors within the finite
time:frame of the previous 24 months (May
1578 to May 1980), and how often the expe-
rience occurred.

From this we found that ow in four Federal
employees reported receix ing uninvited and



Definition of Sexual Harassment

Percentage of Male and Female Federal Employees Who Agreed that Each. of Six Forms of Unwanted, Uninvited

Sexual Attention Constitutes SeXual Harassment (Questions 2-7, b & d)

** SEVERE

.1

Letters Pressure for Deliberate Pressure

and calls sexual favors touching for dates

NOTE: Percentages are based on "Probably Yes" and "Definitely Yes" responses to questions.

unwanted sexual attention, and that women, as
expected, were much more likely to be victim
than were men. Almost half(42%) of all fetpal&
Federal employees and only 15% of all Male
employees reported being sexually harassed.
Although the percentage for men is lower in
comparison to women, it nevertheless is much
higher than previously expected.

Whether both men and women define the
unwanted behavior that they received in the
same way is debatable. Other studies have
shown that men and women view their sex
roles very differently and use language in dif-
ferent ways to describe sexual behavior. Again,
it should be pointed out that the sexual harass-
ment as reported here is based upon data pro-
vided by the victims themselves. Ifsexual atten-
tion was neither unwanted (nor uninvited) by
the recipient, it presumably was not reported.

LESS SEVERE

I
Suggestive Sexual
looks remarks

Women
Men

The sexual harassment as repqted by the
victims took many forms. Every form except
actual or attempted rape or sexual assault was
experienced by a sizeable percentage of both
men and women. The more ambiguous forms of
sexual harassment."sexual comments'? and
"suggestive looks"were reported most often.

ese forms were more likely to be repeated.
However, with the exception of actual or

attempted rape or assault, most of the victims
eported experiencing all forms of sexual ha-

ment repeatedly. In addition, many reported
experiencing more than one form of sexual
harassment. We also found that the incidents of
sexual harassment were not just passing events
most lasted more than a week, and many lasted
longer than 6 months. Thus, not only'did the
sexual harassment occur repeatedly, it was of
relatively long duration as well.
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NOTE. Many respondenis indicated that they experience more than one form of sexual harassment. I

Incidence Rate Among Various Forth: of Sexual Harassment
Percentage of Female and Male Federal Employees Who Experienced Each Form of Sexual Harassment

Between May 1978 and May 1980 (Question 17)

LESS SEVERE SEVERE
MOST
SEVERE

1.06,,0 .0.10.:004
se,e6s ofP too

ote tes 1,0
s.e°0' feAs's,s% 10%

0,98

PG

To view the incidence rate of sexual harass-
ment in context, we asked respondents who had
worked outside the Federal Government to
compare the Federal. Government with other
workplaces. The majority of respondents stated
that they felt sexual harassment was no worse
in the Federal workplace than in state and
local government or in the private sector.

Victims of Sexual Harassment

To determine who is 'Sexually harassed and
whether certain personal and organizational
factors contributed to the likelihood of harass-
ment, we looked at a number of demographic
variables. Demographic characteristics of vic-
tims that seem to have a strong bearing on
whether or not an individual is harassed are:
age, marital status, and sexual (male-female)
composition of the workgroup. Those factors
that seem to have a somewhat weaker bearing
are edudation level, race, ethnic background,
job classification, non-traditional nature of job,
and sex of immediate supervisor. Based on
these factors, we found that the typical men
and women who are likely to be harassed are:

young,

not married,

higher educated,

6 members of a minority, racial or ethnic
group (if male)

6

hold trainee positions (or office/clerical
positions, if male),

hold non-traditional positions; for their sex,
(e.g., female law enforcement officers, male
secretaries)

have an immediate supervisor of the oppo-
site sex,

have an immediate work group composed
predominately of the opposite sex.

We also found that certain agencies have a
greater incidence rate than do others. Women
in the Departments of Labor, Transportation,
Justice, certain Defense Department agencies"
(other than the Air Force, Army, Navy and
Marine Corps), Housing and Urban Develop-
ment (HUD), Air Force, Navy/Marine Corps,
Veterans Administration and other smaller
agencies' had a higher rate of sexual harass-
ment than those in other agencies. Men (as well
as women) in the Departments of Justice and
HUD and the Veterans Administration, and
men in the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare and the General Services Admin-
istration also reported rates higher than the
Fed.iral-wide average.

"Such as the Defense Mapping Agency and Office
of the Secretary of Defense.

'Such as the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration and the Office of Personnel Manage-
ment.

1
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Age of Victims
Percentage of Federal Employees of Different Ages Who Experienced Sexual Harassment (Question 61)

Ages 16-19 Ages 20.24 Ages 25.34 Ages 35.44 Ages 45.54

Marital Status of Victims
Percentage of Federal Employees Who Experienced
Sexual Harassment, by Marital Status (Question 62)

Single Divorced Married Widowed

Ages 55
and older

Education Level of Victims
Percentage of Federal Employees of Different Education Levels Who Experienced Sexual Harassment

(Question 60).
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Racial and Ethnic Background of Victims
Percentage of Federal Employees of Different Racial and Ethnic Backgrounds

Who Experienced Sexual Harassment (Question 59)

Other Hispanic Whit not of
Hispanic
origin

Black, not of
Hispanic
origin

Asian or
Pacific
Islander

Job Classification of Victims
Percentage of Federal Employees of Different Job Classifications

Who Experienced Sexual Harassment (Question 57)

American
Indian or
Alaskan
native

Trainee Professional, Administration,
technical management

Traditionality of Jobs of Victims
Percentage of Feder Employees in Traditional and
Nontraditional Jobs For Their Sex Who Experienced

Sexual Harassment (Question 52)

Nontraditional
job

8

Tradition&
job

Other Office,
clerical

Blue collar,
service

Sex of Supervisor(s) of Victims
Percentage of Federal Employees Who Experienced

Sexual Harassment, by Sex of Immediate
Supervisor(s) (Question 50)

Male supervisor Male and female Female
supervisors supervisor



Sexual Composition of Victims' Work Groups

Percentage of Federal Employees in Different Kinds of Work Groups Who Experienced Sexual Harassment
(Question El)

All men Predominately
men

Equal numbers
of men and
women

Predominately
women,

All women

Sex of Harasser

Percentage of Narrator Victims Who Indicated the Sex of the Person(s)

Who Bothered Them Sexually (Question 32a)

Mole Two or
more males

Both males
and females

In addition, we found that certain work envi-
ronments were more conducive to sexual ha-
rassment than were others.

Victims were more likely to report being in
work environments where employees did not
perceive open communications or a good rela-
tionship with their supervisors, felt pressure to
engage in sexual activity, such as flirting or
making comments about the opposite sex, and
observed others using sex for professional
advancement.

In addition, victims were much more likely
than supervisors to perceive that sexual harass-
ment is a problem in their offices and to think
that management is not making every effort to
stop sexual harassment.

Female Two or more
females

Unknown

Perpetrators of Sexual Harassment

We found that most women reported that
their harassers were male and that most men
indicated that their 'harassers were female
However, men were far more likely than women
to report being harassed by someone of their
same sex.

Most harassers of women and men report-
edly acted alone rather than in concert with
another person. However, most women identi-
fied their harasser as being older than'they,
whereas men usually indicated that their ha-
rasser was usually younger than they. Although
both women and men reported that their ha-
rasser was usually married, men were more
likely to indicate that their harasser was
divorced or single. Most victims in general
reported being harassed by someone of their
same race or ethnic background, although

9



Age of Harasser

Percentage of Narrator Victims Who Indicated the Age of the Person(s) Who Bothered Them Sexually
(Question 32b)

Older Younger Same Various ages Unknown

Marital Status of Harasser
Percentage of Narrator Victims Who Indicated the Marital Status of the Person(s) Who Bothered Them Sexually

(Question 32d)

Married Mixed

minority women were more likely to report
that their harasser was of a different race or
ethnicity.

One surprising finding was that women and
men repoited being harassed by fellow em-
ployees more often than by supervisors. This
finding was surprising in that, before the study,
most sexual harassment was thought to be per-
petrated by the more powerful supervisors
agai nst their more vulnerable employees. How-
ever, a sizeable number of women also reported
being harassed by supervisors. Thus, super-
visors were found to be personally responsible
for a number of sexual harassment incidents,
although not the principal cause of the prob-
lem. However, supervisors as part of their
duties have a responsibility to assure that their
subordinates work in an environment free from
sexual harassment in keeping with Federal
policy prohibiting sexual harassment in the
Federal workplace.

10

Unknown Single DivOrced,
separated,
widowed

Another major finding was that many women
and men reported that their harasser had also
bothered others at work. This somewhat negates
the view that sexual harassment is principally
a matter of isolated instances of personal sex-
ual attraction. Thus it appears that some indi-
viduals are more likely to harass than others
and that sexual harassment is not necessarily
normal interaction among men and women on
the job, or that all men and women engage in it
as has been intimated by some.

Only a handful of respondents indicated that
they had been accused of sexually bothering
someone else at work, and most thought that
the charge was unfair. This could indicate that
few victims confront their harassers or that
many accused harassers are unwilling to iden-
tify themselves even in the privacy of an anony-
mous questionnaire.
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Ethnic Status of Harasser
Percentage of Narrator Victims WhoIndicated the
Ethnic Status of the Person(s) Who Bothered Them

Sexually (Question 32c)

TOTAL VICTIMS OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT

Same Different Soma the Unknown
same and
some
different

Incidents of Sexual Harassment

We found that although most victims did not
foresee consequences for resisting or comply-
ing with the sexual harassment, both the organ-
izational level of the harasser in relation to the
victim and the severity of the sexual harass-
ment made a major difference in the victims'
perceptions of the use of leverage.

Victims who were harassed by immediate or
higher level supervisors were more likely to
foresee negative consequences for refusing to
comply and 'incentives for complying with the
sexual harassment than those who were ha-
rassed by coworkers or other employees. Like-
wise, those who were victims of "most severe"
and "severe" sexual harassment were much
more likely than those who were victims of
"less severe" harassment to perceive that car-
rots and sticks were being used against them to
comply with the behavior.

We also looked at how victims resposnded to
their sexual harassment. Most victims stated
that they responded to the sexual harassment
by passively ignoring it. However, the most
effective actions for most victims to take were
found to be the most assertive actions"asking
or telling the person to stop" or- "reporting the
behavior to the supervisor or other officials."
The least effective actions were found to be the
most passive"going along with the behavior"
or "ignoring it." The effectiveness level for var-
ious actions differed somewhat with the sex of
the victim and severity of the sexual harassment.

Organizational Level of Harasser
Percentage of Narrator Victims Who Identified the

Organizational Level of the Person(s) Who Bothered
Them Sexually (Question 33)

TOTAL VICTIMS OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT

'Coworker or Immediate Unknown Subordinate
other supervisor
employee or other

supervisor

NOTE: Some respondents indicated that more than one
party bothered them.

However, it should be pointed out that al-
though reporting the behavior to a supervisor
or other officials was found to produce better
results compared with other informal actions,
around half of the women and only one-third of
the men who tried this found that it made no
difference or made things worse. This indicates
that much still needs to be done to make super-
visors and other officials accountable for resolv-
ing these problems informally.

Another indication of the need to make super-
visors and other officials more responsive to the
problem of sexual harassment is the finding
that talking with these officials did not help the
situation in the majority of cases. Talking with
a party outside the agency such as a lawyer,
civil rights group, someone frdm Congress, or
other agency official, was found to be most suc-
cessful for the few male and female victims of
"most severe" sexual harassment and female
victims of "less severe" sexual harassment who
tried it. Most workers did not talk with any one
about their incident and when they did, they
usually spoke with friends and relatives or
other workers.

We found that very few victims took formal
institutional remedies against the sexual ha-
rassmentonly 2 to 3%. The majority who took
formal actions reported that their doing so
made things better. This would indicate that in

11
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Narrators' Formal Responses to Sexual Harassment
Percentage of Narrators Who Indicated That Taking These Formal Actions "made things better" (Question 28)

o

Requested an
investigation
by victim's
organization

Filed a
discrimination
complaint or
lawsuit

Requested an Filed a
investigation grievance or
by an outside adverse action
agency appeal

NOTE: Some respondents indicated that they took more than one formal action.

13
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Costs of Sexual Harassment

Job Turnover
Women Men Total

Cost to offer a jobl $ 6.4 $ 1.9 $ 7.6
Background checks= 2.0 0.4 2.4
Training 24.1 2.7 26.8

Total Cost of Job Turnover 22.5 $ 4.3 $ 26.8

Emotional Stress 3.9 2.1 5.0

Individual Productivity 37.7 34.4 72.1

Absenteeism 5.3 2.6 7.9

Work Group Productivity 32.6 44.3 76.9

TOTALS $102.0 $ 86.7 $188.7

'Source. Office of Program Management and Eva lua-
, Lion. Office of Personnel Management

-Source. Division of Personnel Investigations. Office of
Personnel Management

contrast to the lack of faith in formal remedies
expressed by must respondents in Chapter 8,
the system does work for some. However, a
sizeable minority (41%) indicated that filing the
formal action either had no effect or in fact
made things worse.

In addition, victims in general reported a
mixed response, from management to their
formal complaints, although the response of
management seemed to depend somewhat on
the sex of victim and the severity of the harass-
ment. Generally, victims were more likely to
find a favorable management response than a
hostile one. However, male victims were more
likely to encounter hostility than were women
and few victims of either sex reported that
management "corrected the damage done to
them."

Impact and Cost of Sexual Harassment

We found that a conservative estimate of the
cost to the Federal Government due to sexual
harassment over the two -year period was $189
milliona sum equivalent to the total salaries
of all 465 agency heads and all 7000 senior
Federal exccuties (members of the Senior

14

Source. "Employee Training in the Federal Sery lee
n' 1979." published by the Office of Personnel Manage-
ment, %'&rkforce Effectiv eness and Development Office.

Executive Service) for six months. The great-
est costs were associated with the loss of indi-
vidual and workgroup productivity as reported
by the victims. These figures are conservative
for three reasons:

Victims were far less likely to report a
decline in their productivity than a decline
in their physical or emotional well-being.
Since physical or emotional well-being may
in fact affect productivity, the number of
victims who reported a drop in productiv-
ity may actually be closer to the larger
number who stated that their emotional or
physical condition declined. Thus, the num-
bers used to compute the loss due to indi-
vidual productivity are probably low.

We assumed that where reported, individ-
ual productivity declined by only 10%.

We assumed that where reported, work
group productivity declined by only 1%.

We also found that most victims reported
that their careers and work situations did not
change as a result of their sexual harassment
experience, although a sizeable' minority of
women and men reported adverse consequences,

22



such as leap mg their jobs. Although most women
and men ' let inns in general indicated that their
sexual harassment experience did nut nega-
tively affect their personal well -being or work
performance. this varied with the severity of
the harassment. Victims of the more severe
forms of sexual harassment were more likely to
report adverse effects. The adverse effects were
particularly dramatic for the victims of "most
severe" sexual harassment.

As stated above. most women and men were
much more likely to perceive that their sexual
harassment experience affected their personal
\\ ell-being or morale than their work wrfor-
mawe or productivity. Again, this finding nty
he one of perception.

In contrast to the reported effect on the indi-
viduals themselves, we found that few victims
felt that the morale or productivity of their
immediate work groups were negatively af-
fected bs their sexual harassment experiences.
One reason for this may be that few coworkers
knew about the experience and its effects on
the victim since only about one-third of the vic-
tims reported that they spoke with coworkers
about the incident.

Awareness of Remedies and
Their Effectiveness

To iscol er nether letims and supervisor-
w ere e \ en arc are of formal remedies for sexual
harassment. \\ e asked \\ nether they believed
that the follo\\ ing actions v ere mailable to
those e ho had been sexualls bothered bs others:

requesting an
zat ion

requesting an in \ estigation by all outside
organization

filing a grievance or adverse action appeal

filing a discrimination complaint

filing a complaint through special chan-
nels set up for sexual harassment com-
plaints

Although most of thee actions are in fact
available to most employees. we found that
most victims and supervisors were relatively
unaware of them. The one remedy about which
the respondents were most knowledgable was
"filing a discrimination complaint."

When we asked respondents w nether they
thought those same formal remedies w ere effec-

inveAlgation b.\ the organ,-

tie in helping victims of sexual hamssment.
e found that relatively few victims or super-

\ isors thought that the formal remedies would
definitely be effective.

However. to the largest number of victims.
particularly those who have not experienced
the most severe form of sexual harassment. fil-
ing a formal complaint simply may not be an
appropriate response. They prefer to handle
the situation informally. Most victims indicated
that they "saw. no need to report" the incident
as a reason for not filing a formal complaint.
However, the female and to a lesser extent the
male victims of the more severe forms of sexual
harassment were much less likely to cite this
reason for not taking a formal action than fear
of adverse consequences or belief that nothing
would be done.

In contrast to the somewhat pessimistic ' iew
of formal remedies, most Federal workers be-
lieve that employees successfully can take in-
formal steps to stop the unwanted sexual atten-
tion. Both victims and supervisors most often
endorsed direct assertive actions by the em-
ployees as being effective in stopping unwanted
sexual attention. In contrast, few respondents
thought that there was little an employee could
do about the situation.

In addition, most Federal workers also think
that there is much that management can do to
reduce sex tad harassment. Management actions
m.01\ mg tougher sanctions and enforcement
generally were endorsed must often. However,
a inapt-its of victims and supervisors also en-
dorsed actions involving publicizing manage
ment policies on sexual harassment. Women
were more likely than men to endorse actions
intended to help victims cope with the problem.
such as setting up z special counseling service.

Conclusions
From these findings the following five gen-

eral conclusions can be drawn about sexual
harassment in the Federal workplace. This
Final Report provides explanations for these
conclusions.

1 sexual harassment is a legitimate prob-
lem in the Federal workplace.

2. In the past, af:eney managers have riot
been as successful as they could be in
resolving problems of sexual harassment.

15



Perceived Effectiveness of Individual Actions
Percentage of Victims and Supervisors Who Thought Employee Actions

Would Stop Sexual Harassment (Question 10)
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Perceived Effectiveness of Management Actions
Percentage of Victims and Supervisors Who Thought Management Actions Regarding Sexual Harassment

Would Be Effective (Question 11)

Conduct swift and
thoroUgh investigations
of complaints of
sexual harassment

/
Enforce penalties
against managers who
knowingly allow this
behavior to continue

/
Enforce penalties
against those who
sexually bother others

Publicize the
availability of formal
complaint channels

Establish and
publicize policies
which prohibit
sexual harassment

Provide training for
managers and EEO
officials on their
responsibilities for
decreasing sexual
harassment

Establish a special
counseling service for
those who experience
sexual harassment

Provide awareness
training for employees
on sexual harassment

INOTE Many respondents indicated more than one action would be effective

3. There is much that management can do
about .the problem of sexual harassment
in the future.

.1. There are effective actions that victims
can take to solve the problem of sexual
harassment.

5. Sexual harassment by its nature and in its
various forms has differing effects on
victims.

Recommendations
The final report goy, into more detail rk.gard

ing the recommendations that are summarized
here. It is strotigl) urged that these recom-

There is very little that
management can do
to reduce sexual
harassment on the job

mendations be implemented as both a cost
savings measure and one designed to produce
a positive ..ork atmosphere where morale
and productivity can prosper. These recom-
mendations can be incorporated within current
mechanisms without undue expense to the
Government.

For the few who choose to pursue formal
remedies, the complaint channels need to be
responsive to their needs. However, because of
the sensitivity of the issue, most victims have
not and probably will not in the future take
formal actions to stop sexual harassment. The
most effective way to aid these. individuals and
have the greatest impact on reducing most
instances of sexual harassment is to take steps

25
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to prevent sexual harassment in the first place
and to help victims handle the situation in-
formally.

Of the following recommendations, the first
two are remedial in nature, the second two
preventive, the fifth, designed to assist victims
and the last designed to monitor compliance
and provide follow-up.

1. Agencies should provide strong and effec-
tive enforcement against sexual harass-
ment and issue sanctions where appro-
priate.

2. Complaint channels for sexual harassment
should be clarified and streamlined.

3. Managers and other agency officials
should be made aware of their responsi-
bilities and held accountable for enforcing
Federal Government and agency policy
prohibiting sexual harassment at the Fed-
eral workplace.

4. Agencies should develop a training strat-
egy to aid in preventing sexual harassment.

5. Agencies should provide information to
victims on effective techniques for resolv-
ing incidents of sexual harassment.

18

6. A number of other activities should he
instituted to assure compliance with law
and regulation. as well as to provide fol-
lowup to this study both within the Fed-
eral Government and in the other public
and private sectors.

.-

Conclusion
The Federal Government has a responsibil-

ity to be a model employer that maintains "high
standards of honesty, integrity, impartiality
and conduct to assure proper performance of
the Government's business and the maintenance
of confidence of the American people ... Sex-
ual harassment is a form of employee mis-
conduct which undermines the integrity of
the employment relationship. All employees
must be allowed to work in an environment
free from unsolicited and unwelcome sexual
overtures."5

To mount a strong campaign to reduce sex-
ual harassment is in keeping with this policy
and is cost-effective.

I

{)PM Policy Statement. see Appendix E.
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Introduction

Sexual harassment in the workplace is a subject about which
much discussion is currently taking place. Do any of these
statements sound' familiar?

Sexual harassment is just another example of what men do to
womento keep them from advancing in the workplace.

The issue of sexual harassment has been greatly
exaggeratedbecause of all the publicity men will be afraid
to talk to women for fear of being accused of sexual
harassment. :

Women in low-pay and low-status positions are More likely to
be harassed than others and are afraid to make waves about

- it for fear of losing their jobs.
"TheGovernment should not try to legislate loveit has no
business interfering in the personal (sex) lives of employees.

As statements such as these suggest, there
have been disagreements about what consti-
tutes sexual harassment, how widespread it is
and its consequences for employees in their
careers, morale, and work performance.

As a result of this publicity about the issue of
sexual harassment, the Subcommittee on Inves-
tigations of the U.S.,House of Representatives
Committee on Post Office and Civil Service,
under the leadership of Chairman James M.
Hanley, conducted a preliminary investigation
of sexual harassment in the Federal Govern-
ment and held hearings in October and Novem-
ber, 1979. The findings from the investigation,
which included an examination of 100 employee
allegations, were serious enough to cause the
Subcommittee to request that the Merit Sys-
temsTrotection Board (MSPB) conduct a thor-
ough and authoritative study of sexual harass-

ment in the Federal workplace. Since no such
thorough study had ever been conducted on this
subject in either the private or public sec
the Subcommittee wanted to discover whether
the results of their preliminary investigation
would be borne out by a scientific study.

To establish a Federal Government-wide ap-
proach to sexual harassment the Subcommittee
also asked the Office of Personnel Management
(OPM) to (1) prepare a policy statement about
sexual harassment, (2) prepare a training

, module on sexual harassment issues, and (3)
encourage agencies to issue policy statements
and provide training. The Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC) was also
asked to (1) develop and issue interpretive
guidelines clarifying the status of sexual harass-
ment under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
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1964 (Title VII), (2) require agencies as part of
their affirmatiN e action plans to inform Fed-
eral agencies that sexual harassment is prohi-
bited by Title VII, and (3) require agencies to
take steps"" to make the work en \ ironment free
of sexual intimidation)

MSPB was directed to examine the follow ing
questions using the definition of sexual harass-
ment already developed by OPM:

1. What kinds of behavior constitute sexual
harassment? Do the attitudes of men and
women differ in this regard?

2. To what degree does sexual harassment
occur within the Federal workplace? What
is the frequency? What are the manifes-
tations?

3. Are victims or perpetrators of sexual
harassment found in disproportionate num-
bers within certain agencies, job classifi-
cations, geographic locations, racial cate-
gories, age brackets, educational levels,
grade levels, etc.?

4. What forms of express or implied lever-
age have been used by harassers to reward
or punish their victims?

5. What has been the impact of sexual harass-
ment on its victims in terms of job turn-
over, work performance. physical and
emotional condition, financial and career
well-being?

6. What effect has sexual harassment had on
the morale or productivity of the imme-
diate work group?

7. Are victims of sexual harassment aware
of available remedies? Do they have confi-
dence in those remedies?

Top agency officials of the MSPB, OPM, and
EEOC reported the status of their charges
regarding sexual harassment at a hearing held
by the Subcommittee on September 25, 1980.

'Memoranda of Understanding between the Sub-
committee on Investigations of the House Committee
on Post Office and Civil Service and the Merit Sys-
tems Protection Board, the Equal Employment
Opportunity Cunirnission and the Office of Personnel
Management concerning the Problem of Sexual
Harrassment of Federal Employees; see Appendix E.
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The Chairwoman of the MSPB and the Direc-
tor of the Office of Merit Systems RevieN% and
Studies (MSRS), the MSPB office given respon-
sibility for conducting the study, reported on
the preliminary findings at the hearing. These
findings were preliminary in that they included
information only on women victims and only
for some of the data. This Final Report consid-
erably expands the preliminary study, notably
by including data on male victims and provid-
ing policy recommendations.

In developing the plan for the study. the
MSRS research team first examined the rele-
vant issues by reviewing the legal case law and
the relevant available literature.

Review of Relevant Case Law

We reviewed the OPM policy statement pro-
hibiting sexual harassment as well as the
limited but growing case law on sexual harass-
ment in order to observe the legal basis for
prohibiting sexual harassment. OPM defines
sexual harassment as: "deliberate or repeated
unsolicited verbal comments, gestures or phys-
ical contact of a sexual nature which are un-
welcome."' This definition allows the recipient
of the behavior to determine whether the con-
tact is "unwelcome" and is more broadly defined
than other interpretations construed by the
courts and EEOC.

Under recently published EEOC interpre-
tive guidelines, sexual harassment is considered
to be sex discrimination under certain condi-
tion's: (1) when submission to it is a term or
condition of employment, (2) when it is used as
the basis of employment decisions, or (3) when
it creates an intimidating or hostile work en-
vironment.' With the exception of the recent

'Office of Personnel Management Policy State-
ment and Definition of Sexual Harassment, see
Appendix E.

'Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
Guidelines on Discrimination Because of Sex, No-
vember 10, 1980, 29 CFR Part 1604.11, 15 FR 25024,
see Appendix E.
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Court of Appeals decision in the case of Bundy
r. Jackson, D.C. Civil Action No. 77-1359 (D.C.
Cir.. January 12. 1981). most courts have found
that prohibited sex discrimination has occurred
only when submission to the sexual harassment
is a term or condition of the victim's employ-
ment.' The OPM definition is broader than
these interpretations in that it expands the
definition of sexual harassment to include un-
acceptable behavior that. ahhough not neces-
sarily sex discrimination. may be a prohibited
personnel practice or a violation of the stand-
ards of conduct in the Federal workplace. Thus,
unwelcome sexual attention, however defined.
is seen at most as a form of sex discrimination
that is prohibited by law and at least as a viola-
tion of the standards of conduct in the Federal
workplace that is prohibited by Government
policy or regulation.

Survey of the Literature
To conceptualize the study. we wanted to

determine whether any of the questions posed
in the Congressional mandate had been ad-
dressed in the available literature on sexual
harassment.

We found that only within the last six years
has sexual harassment gained public notice
both as a catch-word to describe a situation and
as a work related issue' Since that time a
number of authors have examined the issue
and several common patterns have emerged
from their writings. First, most of the litera-
ture has been descriptive in nature with little
or no explanation for the underlying social pro
cess involved. Second. most of the writers have
been feminists who have focused on the behav-
ior almost exclusively as it affects women, and
not men, the larger society, or the work organi-
zation. Third, there has been no common de-
nominator in the literature about what behav-
iors constitute sexual harassment. Fourth,
much of the literature has. drawn upon individ-
ual case studies to generalize about the victims
of sexual harassment, how the experience
affects them and how they have responded.6

'For a further discussion of this case law see
Appendix II.

'For a fuller review of the literature see Appendix
G.

6For example, see Backhouse and Cohen, 1978,
Farley, 1978; Martin. 1978; Appendix II.

Most of the studies that did attempt to dis-
cern the extent of sexual harassment and to
explore other factors such as the characteris-
tics of victims and perpetrators, are not scien-
tifically valid.' Therefore they are not useful to
measure the actual pervasiveness of sexual
harassment'in the workplace.

The groups surveyecl .in most of these studies
were small and self-selected' In addition, in
none of these studies was sexual harassment
defined in the same way, making comparison
of results difficult. Another drawback was that
most of these studies asked about experiences
of sexual harassment over the respondent's life-
time (relying on their recall ability), rather
that using a conceptually stronger finite' and
more immediate period of time.

However a few studies have had some degree
of scientific controls Although they shed some
light on the topic. none have addressed all of
the issues covered in the Congressional man-
date. none have involved Federal employees, all
have been restricted to a particular geographic
region and/or work setting. only one has in-
cluded men as well as women as potential vic-
tims, and most have restricted harassment to
heterosexual behavior.

Major Views of Sexual Harassment

Three major view s of sexual harassment have
emerged from most of this literature: one con-
cerning the underlying social-political basis for
the behavior, the second concerning the vul-
nerability of particular groups to sexual harass-
ment and the third. concerning the motivation
behind the behavior.

The three views are:

1. That sexual harassment is an abuse of
power that is exercised by those with
power, usually male supervisors, over low-

status employees, usually women.

'Since the results were not based on information
derived from a scientifically selected probability
sample. predictions for the population at large are
usually not valid.

"See for example, Felber. 1979; Lang. 1979, New
Responses, Inc., 1979; Safran, 1976. Working Wo-
men's Institute. 1979; Appendix II.

`'See Benson and Thompson. 1979; Gutek and
Nakamura, 1980; Livingston, 1979; Appendix II.
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2. That individuals with certain low-status,
low-power characteristics, such as youth
and low salaries and who are tied econom-
ically to their jobs, are more vulnerable to
sexual harassment than others.

3. That sexual harassment is an expression
of personal attraction between men and
women that cannot and should not be
stopped.

The first two views are closely related. They
grow out of a belief that sexual harassment is a
form of sex discrimination and abuse of power
used to keep women in their place at the low
end of the economic scale. This r iew is based on
the fact that on average women earn only 59
cents for every dollar that a man earns and that
sexual harassment is one example of, the sex
discrimination that maintains this disparity.

The first v iew sees sexual harassment pri-
marily as an expression of power (see for exam-
ple, Backhouse and Cohen, 1978; Farley, 1978;
Appendix H.). One example of this perspective
sees sexual harassment as a form of violence ur
threat of violence used as a mechanism of social
control over women to lim;t their access to cer-
tain jobs or their job success and mobility
(Bularzik, 1978). Others emphasize that sexual
harassment is used as a powerful lever to main-
tain the status quo in traditional economic and
social relationships (Silverman, 1976-77).

The second major view about sexual harass-
ment that emerges frornjhe analytic literature
has to do with the vulnerability of particular
groups of women working in particular kinds
of jobs. It has been suggested that v% omen, par-
ticularly %%omen from minority groups, work-
ing for low wages in low -status jobs are particu-
larly vulnerable to sexual harassment because
of their economic dependence un their jobs (see
for example, Houven and McDonald, 1978).
Another group considered to be particularly
vulnerable to harassment are women working
in traditionally male occupations because they
have invaded a private male preserve (Silv er-
mar., 1976-77, also see Martin, 1978, on harass-
ment among women police officers).

The third view reflects a fundamentally dif-
ferent view of the sex roles of men and women
and the impact that these roles have on their
relationships to each other on the job. This the-
ory grows out of a belief that rather than being
a source of power' of men over women, the
vagueness and broad nature of the definitions
of sexual harassment used by both OPIVI and
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EEOC will undoubtedly lead to a barrage of
trivial and unfounded complaints against men.
Followers of this view also might be inclined to
believe that the sexual relationships between
men and women are expressions of personal
attraction, and that although some of the con-
sequences of these relationships may involve
harassment, it is not appropriate for an em-
ployer to become involved (Berns, 1980). This
study will review the evidence for these three
views.

Study Design

Of primary concern in developing the study
vas the desire w devclup a scientifically valid
survey instrument that would determine whe-
ther sexual harassment w as a problem in the
Federal workplace and address the questions
posed in the Congressional mandate. Secondar-
ily, we wanted to gather information that would
permit examination of the major views about
sexual harassment in order to make appro-
priate policy recommendations.°

With the assistance of OPM, a disproportion-
ately stratified random sample" of civilian
employees in the Executiv e Branch vv as selected
to be in the study. The four variables on which
the sample was stratified were. (1) sex, (2)
minority status, (3) salary , and (-1) organization.

As a result of rev icing the survey instrument
through pretests un a cross section of Washing-
ton, D.C.-based Federal employees, the final
product contained 12 pages with 63 questions.
Over 23,000 men and \A, omen received question-
naires in May 1980, which were sent to the
respondents' homes to preserve their confiden-
tiality and anonymity. The rate of return from
two mailings of the questionnaire was 85%a
rate considerably higher than is usually re-
quired for statistical reliability." Tim members
of the sample were asked to base most of their
answers on their work experience during the
24 -month period from May 1978 to May 1980.
Both the preliminary findings presented at the
Congressional hearing in September 1980 and
the Final Report were prepared by the MSRS
research team based upon the data gathered
from the survey.

' °A more detailed description of the methodology
employed by the research Warn is given in Appendix

"Sue footnotes 1 and 2 in Executwe Summary for
explanation.



Disclaimers and Cautions in
Interpreting the Data

In reading this report and interpreting the
data, some issues ,hould be kept in mind. First,
the incidence data is based upon the number of
respondents who personally indicated that they
had received what they believed to be uninvited
and unwanted sexual attention. Thus, the
method of identifying victims for this report
involved a self-defining process on the part of
the respondents. This approkh seemed to be a
reasonable way to measure incidence of sexual
harassment and in line with the OPM defini-
tion of sexual harassment, which also relies on
'self-identification of victims. This method of
determining incidence cannot measure whether
the initiator believed that the behavior was

.sexually harassing, although the questionnaire
afforded some opportunity for those who had
been accused of sexual harassment to describe
their experiences.

A second major caution in interpreting the
dataconcerns the perceptual and language dif-
ferences-that may have been operating on the
men and women who took this questionnaire.
That men and women look at sexual behavior
differently is important to keep in mind w hen
looking at the reported experiences of men
victims in the following chapters.0 There
is an indication from the data that the be-
havior that is referred to as unwanted and
uninvited sexual attention, particularly for re-
ported cases of actual or attempted rape or
sexual assault, may be different for men and
women respondents."'

Also, men and women may have different
reactions to the unwanted behavior. Sexual
behavior that may be offensive to women may
be more or less offensive to men when they are
the recipients. Social norms have encouraged
men to be sexually aggressive and w omen to be
sexually passive (Faltzman, 1974). As moder'n
attitudes have altered these stereotypical expec-
tations, it is not surprising that stress or confu-
sion ofteirresults when these sex roles reverse.

For example, one study that was conducted
on young adults found that when men and
women were asked their views about sexual
behavior that could happen to them, the men

Faltzman Chafetz, MoseulineFeminine
.01 Human! Over% iew of the Sociology' of Sex Roles,
F.E. Peacock Publishers. Inc., Itasca, Illinois, 1974.

"See Chapter 3.

.'
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were much more likely to see less severe behav-
iors, such as pressure for dates, as more offen-
sive than did women. The men felt uncomfor-
table as the recipients of these actions since
their typical sex role was reversed, whereas,
the women, were not as offended since they saw
the unwanted attention as part of normal dat-
ing behavior."

In addition, the degree to which victims felt
bothered by their sexual harassment could riot
be measured closely in this study. There is rea-
son to believe that men who indicate that they

. have been sexually harassed are not only talk-
ing about different behavior (language differ-
ence) than women victims, but are affected in
very different w ays. The only other scientific
study on sexual harassment that involved male
respondents found that in general male victims
were more likely to think that sexual hat'hss-
ment was flattering or ego-enhancing and the
women victims were more likely to think that
the experience was threatening or interfered

.vv ith the effective conduct of their work (Gutek
and Nakamura, 1980).

A final caution in interpreting the data in
terms of the experiences of male and female
victims is raised. That is the belief that it is not
reasonable to equate the sexual harassment of
men vs ith the sexual harassment of women,
since men traditionally have had more oppor-
tunities for advancement in the workplace.
This view states that since this is a society
where law s have had to be enacted to ensure
women their rights, the sexual intimidation of
men is not logically as severe or discriminatory
as that of women (McKinnon, 1979).

Presentation of .the Report

The Final Report is organized into eight
additional Chapters plus Appendices. The
Chapters are as follows:

Chapter 2: View of Federal Workers Toward
Sexual Harassmentthe attitudes of men and
women toward senial behavior in the Federal
workplace.

Chapter 3: Extent of Sexual Harassment in
the Federal Workplacethe overall incidence
level of such behaviors among women and men.

"Martha R. I3urt and Rhoda E. Estep,"Asse,sing
the Impact of Sexually Intrusive EN ents." unpub-
lished manuscript, University of Minnesota, 1976.
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Chapter 4: Victims of Sexual Harassment
the personal and organizational characteris-
tics of women and men victims and their work
environment.

Chapter 5: Perpetrators of Sexual Harass-
mentthe characteristics of those who initiate
sexual harassment.

Chapter 6: Incidents of Sexual Harassment
the perceived use of leverage by harassers, as
well as victims' responses to the sexual harass-
ment.

Chapter 7: Impact and Cost of Sexual
Harassmentactual dollar cost of sexual ha-
rassment to the Federal Government, as well as
the perceived consequences to victims.

Chapter 8: Awareness of Remedies and their
Effectivenessopinions of victims and their
supervisors toward informal and formal insti-
tutional remedies for stopping sexual harass-
ment.

Chapter 9: Summary of Findings, Conclu-
sions and Recommendations.

The Appendices are as follows:
Appendix A: Methodologyexplanation of

the methodology used in preparing the study,
including the development of the questionnaire,
the selection and design of the sample, conduct
of the study, the preparation and analysis of the
data, and the confidentiality and anonym ity.of
participants.

Appendix B: Definitions of Termsdefini-
tions of commonly used terms that appear in
this report.

-I,
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Appendix C: Survey Questionnairea copy
of the cover letters and questionnaire used in
the survey.

Appendix D: Additional Statistical Analy-
sesback-up data for figures and tables that
appear in the report, as well as additional fig-
ures and tables.

Appendix E: Official Policy Documents
copies of Memoranda of Understanding Be-
tween the Investigations Subcommittee and
MSPB, EEOC, and OPM; OPM Policy State-
ment and Definition of Sexual Harassment;
EEOC Guidelines on Discrimination Because
of Sex; and EEOC Instructions for Prevention
of Sexual Harassment in the Workforce Plans.

Appendix F: Agency. Actions Regarding
Sexual Harassmentrecent steps taken by
agencies to reduce sexual harassment.

Appendix G: Survey of Literaturea re-
view of the current literature on the subject of
sexual harassment.

Appendix H: Annotated Bibliographyan
annotated listing of major or useful works clas-
sified as general theory and analysis, studies
and surveys, mass media articles, legal com-
mentaries, miscellaneous reports, booklets and
guides, and bibliographies.
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View of Federal
Workers Toward
Sexual Harassment

Both men and women Federal workers generally agree that
uninvited behaviors of a sexual nature constitute sexual
harassment.
Federal workers believe supervisors should be held to a
higher standard of conduct than other workers regarding
sexually oriented behavior on the job.
Both men and women Federal workers believe sexual activ-
ity, whether voluntary or otherwise, should not occur
between people who work together.
Men show a greater tendency than women to think victims
are somewhat responsible for bringing sexual harassment on
themselves and are inclined to believe the issue of sexual
harassment has been exaggerated.
Both men and women Federal workers think sexual harass-
ment is something people should not have to tolerate.

The. "playing around" many of us engage in is
mutually agreeable between consenting adults
and greatly rebores tension in a tense environ-
ment. No one who didn't want to join in has ever
bebn bothered.

There is a great deal of sexual innuendo and jok-
ing that goes on in my office .... It is uncomforta-
ble to me, and I consider it a kind of sexual
harassment.

Two views of sexually oriented behavior on
the job) Which is more typical of Federal
workers? Do Federal workers think behavior of
a sexual nature should go on in the office? At
what point does such conduct cease being ac-
ceptable or tolerable and begin to seem like

'These and other comments that appear in this
report were provided by Federal workers on their
questionnaires or through a sexual harassment "hot-
line" in a Federal agency.

sexual harassment? Do different groups of em-
ployees view these things differently?

These were some of the questions that came
to mind when the Subcommittee on Investiga-
tions directed the Merit Systems Protection
Board to determine "what kinds of behavior
are perceived to constitute sexual harassment
and whether the attitudes of men and women
differ in this respect."2 They were interested in
learning not only how Federal workers define
sexual harassment, but also how they feel gen-
erally about sexually oriented be! aviors on the
jobsuch things as affairs between people in
the same office and people using sexuality to
get ahead on the job.

'Congressional Memorandum of Understanding;
see Appendix E. v.
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We anticipated that men and women would
differ not only in how they define sexual harass-
ment, but also in how they feel about sex in the
office, since researt,h has show n that the per-
ceptions of men about sexuality in general and
sexual activity differ from those of women and
that men tend to use different language to de
scribe sexual experiences.' We also thought
people who had experienced what they consi-
dered to be sexual harassment might feel dif-
ferently about sexually oriented activity in the
office than would people who had not.

We found substantial agreement among Fed-
eral workers in the way they defined sexual
harassment. We also observed a tendency to
hold supervisors to a higher standard of con-
duct than nonsupervisors. The majority of
women considered all of the six forms of unin-
vited and unwanted behaviors they were asked
about to be sexual harassment, whether ini-
tiated by a supervisor or another worker. The
majority of men regarded all the forms of
behaviors as sexual harassment when initiated
by a supervisor but did not consider sexually
suggestive looks, gestures, remarks, joking,
teasing, or questioning to be harassment when
coming from a coworker.

As to their general attitudes, Federal work-
ers indicated that they believe sex, whether
engaged in voluntarily or otherwise, has no
place in the office. Most res'pondents also
thought that sexual harassment is a behavior
that should not be tolerated. The majority of
women thought people should not have affairs
with people they work with, and nearly all felt
unwanted sexual attention is something people
should not have to put up with. The majority of
men also disapproved of affairs between people
who work together and believed workers should
not have to put up with sexual harassment.
However, men differed from women in show-
ing a greater tendency to hold victims respon-
sible for their own harassment and thinking
the issue of sexual harassment has been exag-
gerated.

Burt and Estep. 1976. liiitek and Nakamura.
19e1(). Chafetz. 197-1 (Chapter 1, footnote 12).
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Federal Workers' Definition of
Sexual Harassment

To learn how Federal worker;, define sexual
harassment. we listed six forms of beha% ior
and asked w !tether they w °till consider each
form to be sexual harassment "if (this) hap
pencil to you or someone else at work. "'

The six forms of behavior were:'

Uninvited pressure for sexual favors:
Uninvited and deliberate touching, lean-
ing over, cornering, or pinching ("deliber-
ate touching");
Uninvited sexually suggestive looks or ges-
tures ("suggestive looks");
Uninvited letters, phone calls, or materials
of a sexual nature ("letters and calls"):
Uninvited pressure for dates; and
Uninvited sexual teasing, jokes, remarks,
or questions ("sexual remarks").

These behaviors for the most part were taken
from the Office of Personnel Management's
(OPM) definition of sexual harassment, as had
been directed by the Subcommittee on Investi-
gations. One behavior not mentioned in the
definition but referred to in the literature on
sexual harassment was included in the survey:
"uninvited letters,phone calls, or materials of a
sexual nature."

It seemed possible that Federal workers
would view sexually oriented behaviors differ-
ently depending on the job status of the person
demonstrating the behavior. Thus, for each of
the six forms of behavior, we posed two quest
tions: If a supervisor did this, would you con-
sider this sexual harassment? If another worker
did this would you consider this sexual harass-
ment? The possible responses were: "definitely
not," "probably not," "probably yes," "definitely
yes," and "don't know."

Many Uninvited Behaviors Constitute
Sexual Harassment

Substantial agreement existed among Fed-
eral workers that uninvited behaviors of a sex-
ual nature constitute sexual harassment. We
had expected to find that men and women view

'Survey Questions 2-7. b, d; see Appendix ('.
`A seventh form of behavioractual or attempted

raped or semial assaultappears in later discus-
sions. However. since rape and sexual assault ark
criminal offenses. Federal %%orkers were not asked
%%hether the) considered these sexual harassment.



FIGURE 2-1
Definition of Sexual Harassment

Percentage of Male and Female Federal Employees Who Agreed that Each of Six Forms of Unwanted, Uninvited
Sexual Attention Constitutes Sexual Harassment (Questions 2-7, b & (1)

SEVERE LESS SEVERE

Letters
and calls

.,

Pressure4for Deliberate Pressure Suggestive Sexual

sexual fTvors touching for dates looks remarks

NOTE: Percentages are bawl on "Probably Yes" and "Definitely Yes" responses to questions.

sexual harassment somewhat differently, that
we:nen consider all of the six behaviors sexual
harassment but that men regard only the most
direct, most obvious conduct as harassment.
Instead, we found considerable agreement be-
tween the two groups.

As Figure 2-1 shows, the majority of women
considered all six uninvited behaviors to be
se:.ual harassment,6 regardless of whether the
perpetrator is a supervisor or another worker.
Although men were somewhat less likely to

-think that any one of the behaviors constituted
sexual harassment, the majority of men consi-
dered the behaviors to he sexual harassment
with two exceptions. Somewhat fewer than half

6That is, they responded "definitely yes" or "prob-
ably yes" that they considered the behavior to be
sexual harassment. See Appendix D for more com-
plete statistical information for this and other fig-
ures and tables.

Women
Men

(but still sizeable percentages) thought "sugges-
tive looks" or "sexual remarks," when coming
from another worker, constituted sexual ha-
rassment. Since these are two behaviors that
are thought to be somewhat indirect and sub-
ject to different interpretations, our expecta-
tion that men would regard only the most
obvious behaviors as sexual harassment was
partially borne out.

As can be seen in Figure 2-1, both men and
women showed a pattern in their responses.
For both groups there was clear agreement
that three behaviors"letters an calls," "pres-
sure for sexual favors," and "deliberate touch-
ing" constituted sexual harassment. There
was somewhat less agreement about the other
behaviors"pressure for dates," "suggestive
looks," and "sexual remarks."

It is worth noting that two of these latter
behaviors"suggestive looks" and "sexual re-
marks"tend to be indirect and subject to dif-
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ferent interpretations. Another group of actions
that might be regarded as ambiguous"delib-
erate touching" fell about the seeming demar-
cation between considerable agreement and
general agreement, while a rather overt be-
havior "pressure for dates"fell below.

It is also interesting to note that the majority
of Federal w orkers considered all of the behav-
iors listed in the Office of Personnel Manage-
ment's definition as harassment. Moreover, the
form of behavior not included in the OPM
definition "letters and calls"was the behav-
ior about which there was most agreement.
Nine of every 10 women thought such behavior
constituted sexual harassment, whether the
perpetrator was a supervisor (93%) or another
worker (87%), and at least 3 of 4 men agreed
(87% if a supervisor did it and 76% if another
worker did it).

For purposes of later analysis, the behaviors
about w h ich there was considerable agreement
were grouped in a category designated "severe,"
harassment, and those about which there was
general agreement were termed "less severe"
harassment. On this basis, we can say that the
majority of men and women who work for the
Federal Government believe that "severe" forms
of uninvited behm iur are sexual harassment,

hether initiated by a supervisor or another
worker. The majority of men and women also
think "less severe" behavior is sexual harass-
ment when engaged in by a supervisor.

Supervisors Generally Agree
with Definition

Male an.1 female supervisors- defined sexual
harassment substantially the same way as did
men and women in general. The majority of
female supervisors felt all of the behaviors,
regardless of w hether initiated by a supervisor
or another worker, constitute sexual harass-
ment. The majority of male supervisors agreed,

ith the same two exceptions as men in gen-
eral "suggestk e looks" and "sexual remarks"
coming f rum another workerbut, again, sub-
stantial percentages (-16% and 42%) thought
these beh furs constitute harassment.

Like men in general, male supervisors were
somewhat less likely than w omen to agree that
any of the uninvited behaviors constituted sex-
ual harassment. Male supervisors also were

7See Appendix 13 for a definition of supervisor and
other terms used in this report: See Appendix I),
Figure A for data.
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less likely to regard a beha% iur as harassment
than w ere female super% isurs. Since most su-
pervisors are men,w these findings raise some
questions. Are supervisors generally able to
identify sexual harassment in their () ganiza-
tions, particularly the less severe beim% iors
demonstrated by nunsuper% isury personnel?
Will the 12% to 58" of male super isors w hu du
not consider the ariuus beha% iurs sexual ha-
rassment be able to be as_ertko in enforcing
sanctions against those behaviors?

Motives and Sensitivity
to Sexual Overtures

Whether a behavior is considered sexual ha-
rassment is related to some extent to the per-
ceived motive of the person exhibiting the
behavior. We learned this by asking Federal
workers how strongly they agreed ur disagreed
with the statement, "I would call something
sexual harassment even if the person doing it
did not mean to be offensive."

As Table 2-1 indicates, few Federal %% orkers,
regardless of gen Jer, supervisory status, ur lc-

tim status, would consider an act sexual harass
ment had the initiator not intended to be offen-
sive. For most workers, the perceived make
or demeanor of the initiator does make a
difference.

To learn something about sensitivity to the
issue of sexual harassment, we also asked Fed-
eral workers how they felt about the statement.
"People shouldn't be so quick to take offense
when someone expresses a sexual interest in
them."" We thought that since men are usually
the ones to be accused of sexual harassment,"
they would identify' w ith the harasser and think
people shouldn't be so quick to take offense. We
expected men would think most beha ior was
not intended to be uffensk (2 and thus the recip-
ient should not take offense. On the other hand,
we expected that women would tend to identify
with thevictim, and, show ing a greater sensi-
tivity to sexual overtures, w uuld be less likely to
believe people shouldr't take offense so quickly.
This difference was sumett hat reflected in the
responses. As Table 2-1 shows, half the men.
but only about one-third of the omen, agreed

"Approximately 322.800 men and 88.000 women
are supervisors according to the survey data.

9Survey Question 1(i).
'"Survey Question 1(g).
"See Chapter 5.
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Table 2-1

Sexual Attitudes
(Question No. 1)

Thee are the opinions that Federal workers have expressed about different kinds of sexual behavior that
can happen at work. Percentages are of Federal XS, orkers men. %omen, supervisors, nonsupervisors,
and nonvictimswho owed with the following statements.

Definition of
Sexual Harassment:

(i) I would call something sexual
harassmenttven if the person doing
it did not mean to be offensive.

(g) People shouldn't be so quick to
take offense when someone
expresses a sexual interest in them.

Sexual Activity in the Office:

(b) Morale at work suffers when
some employees seem to get ahead
by using their ..2xuality.

'03) There's nothing wrong when
women use their sexuality to get
ahead on the job.

(k) There's nothing wrong when
men use their sexuality to get ahead
on the job.

(a) I think it's all right for people to
have sexual affairs with people they
work with.

Responsibility Of Victims For
Their Own Harassment:

(j) When people say they've been
sexually harassed, they're usually
trying to get the person they accuse
into trouble.

(f) People who receive annoying
sexual attention have usually asked
for it.

(m) The issue of sexual harassment
has been exaggeratedmost inci-
dents are simply normal sexual
attraction between people.

Policy Implications:

(e) Unwanted sexual attention on
the job is something people should
not In ye to put up with.

Responde nts

Women Men Supervisors Nonsupervisors Victims Nonvictims

26% 28% 30% 27% 31% 26%

36% 48% 45% 43% 44% 4TX)

93% 90% 92% 91% 94% 90%

4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4%

3% 4% 1% 4% 4% 4%

17% 26% 21% 23% 2:1(X, 23%

7% 13% 11% 11% 9% 12%

22% 31% 30% 27% 23`X, 29%

23% 44% 43% 34% 28% 39%

97% 95% 96% 95% 96% 95%

Note: Percentages are based on "Agree" and "Strongly Agree" responses to statements.
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or strongly agreed with the statement. Thus, it
appears that women would be more likely to be
offended w hen someone expresses a sexual in-
terest in them.

Different Behavior Is Expected of
Supervisors

Federal workers think super% isors should be
held to a higher standard of conduct w hen it
comes to sexual behavior on the job than should
other workers. As Figure 2-1 shows, for every
one of the six forms of uninvited, unwanted
sexual ,attention, both men and women were
more likely to consider a behavior sexual ha-
rassment if initiated by a supervisor than if
initiated by another worker. There are no data
to suggest why workers felt this way. The dis-
crepancy' may imply- that since supervisors
hold positions of pow er, their behm ior should
be exemplary. Uninvited sexual attention ma'
be seen as less threatening and coercive when
initiated by a coworker, who usually has little
power over the recipient. This assumption was
borne out by findings presented in Chapter 6.

Federal Workers' Attitudes Toward
Sexuality in the Workplace

The late Margaret Mead felt that there is no
place in the work environment for sexuality,
and she called for a general societal taboo
against mixing business and sex.'' Other peo-
ple just as sincerely regard this as an unneces-
sarily harsh solution to a& problem of sexual
harassment, whatever its extent. They note
that since most people spend most of their
working hours on the job, that is where they
form many of their meaningful and long-lasting
relationships, including social sexual relation-
ships. We wondered how Federal workers felt
about this and related issues. Do they think
rmitually agreeable sexual activity between
people who work together is all right? What
about people who use their sexuality to get
ahead on the job? Do Federal workers think the
problem of sexual harassment is really as great
as it has been made out to be? And is it just part
of the job, something that many people bring on
themselves?

Several questions were designed to shed some
light on these issues.

'- Mead. 1978, see Appendix II, General Theory
and Analysis.
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Sex Does Not Belong in the Office

Voluntary sexual affairs on the job. Feder
al workers were asked whether they thought
"it's all right for people to have sexual affairs
with people they work with."" As Table 2-1 sug-
gests, there was considerable agreement that
even such voluntary activities should not go on.
The finding that supervisors, along vv ith wom-
en, were even less likely than other groups to
approve of voluntary sexual affairs is note-
worthy , particularly since most super \ isors are
men. This result, together w ith the fact that
only 22% of male supervisors questioned ap-
proved of this behaN ior," may help answ er a
question raised earlier.

Since most supervisors, both male and fe-
male, do not approve of such relationships, they
may not hesitate to enforce sanctions against
sexual harassment out of fear of interfering
vv ith possible voluntary relationships.

Using sexuality to get ahead on the job is
wrong. Federal workers were asked three ques-
tions about the use of sexuality to get ahead on
the job.15 As can be seen in Table 2-1, there was
almost universal agreement among Federal
workers, regardless of gender, supervisory sta-
tus, or victim status, that morale at work suf-
fers when employees seem to get ahead by
using their sexuality. Likewise, Federal work-
ersbe they men or women, supervisors or
nonsupervisors, self-reported victims of sexual
harassment or nonvictimsoverw helmingly
disapproved of employees using their sexuality
to get ahead on the job. The fact that very few
approved of this behavior whether used by a
man or a woman, indicates that Federal work-
ers do not apply a double standard to the sexes
in this regard. Responses to these three ques-
tions seem to indicate that Federal w orkers feel
people should not mix business w ith pleasure.

That sexual favoritism (as such use of sexual-
ity to get ahead on the job is usually called) was
censured by 9 of ever, 10 Federal workers,
men and women alike, is interesting in light of
recent Government statements on this matter.
In interpretive guidelines issued in November
1980,16 the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC) affirmed that sexual ha-

"Survey Question 1(a).
"See Appendix D. Table A.
'5Survey Question 1(b), 1(d), and 1(k).
'''See Appendix E for the full text of the EEO('

Guidelines.
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rassment under certain conditions is a form of
discrimination on the basis of sex. The EEOC
did not regard sexual favoritism specifically as
a form of sexual harassment, but did caution
that when such favoritism occurs, the employer
may be liable for unlaw ful sex discrimination
against other employees who were qualified
but did not receive the employment opportun-
ity or benefit. This survey did not address the
issue of sexual favoritism beyond the three
questions seeking em ployee attitudes toward it.
however. this would be an interesting topic for
subsequent research.

Victims May Bear Some Responsibility

Three items in the Questionnaire". were de-
signed to dscoer whether Federal employees
hold victims responsible for their own harass-
ment. that is. whether they tend to blame the
victim. These questions, again presented in the
form of statements with which the respondent
couk; agree or disagree. %vere: "People who
receive annoying sexual attention have usually
asked for it "When people say they've been
sexually harassed. they're usually trying to get
the person in trouble," and "The issue of sexual
harassment has been exaggeratedmost inci-
dents are simply normal sexual attraction be-
tween people." Partial responses are shown in
Table 2-1.

Few women agreed '' ith any of the three
statements. The responses of men were mixed.
Although less than a majority of men thought
that victims ask for attention or are vindictive
in accusing their harassers, the percentages
were greater than those of women. Further,
almost half of the men thought that the issue of
sexual harassment has been exaggerated (com-
pared with less than one-fourth of the w omen).
Looked at in another W.ay, men were about
twice as likely as women to think the issue has
been exaggerated (-1,1"b of men, but only 23% of
women agreed or strongly agreed '' ith the
statement).

In summary. for all the "blame the viclim
attitudes. substantially smaller percentages of
women than men agreed with the statements
This would indicate that men are more inclined
to believe that victims bring sexual harassment
on themselves, to think accusers are trying to
get people in trouble. and to think the issue of
sexual harassment has been exaggerated.

' Survey questions la). 10). and hm)

Supervisors as a group tended to see things
as men in general saw them. While this may
not be surprising. since most supervisors are
men. it is noteworthy. Of particular interest is
the fact that almost half (-13%) of the supervi-
sors agreed that the issue of sexual harassment
has been exaggerated. Might this indicate a
lack of understanding on the part of super\ i-
sors as to the actual incidence rates of sexual
harassment in their own agencies and in the
Federal Government as a whole?

Not surprisingly, since most victims are
women, ictims of sexual harassment tend to
hold views similar to those of women in gen-
eral. This may be because people who have
experienced a behavior usually are more sensi-
tie to that behm for than others. In contrast.
nom ictims tend to think more like men in gen-
eral and like super% isors on these issues.

Sexual Harassment is a Problem and
Should not be Tolerated

Several additional question, were asked to
get an 0 erall picture of how Federal workers

iew sexual harassment as h eoblem. Is it just
part of the job, something people have to learn
to put up w kV Or is it a real problem'? Is
enough being done about it?

Federal workersbe they men or w omen.
supervisors or nonsupervisors, victims or non-

ictimsstrongly agree that people should not
ha\ e to put up u ith unwanted sexual attention
on the job" (see Table 2-1). Nevertheless, a
great many apparently must, for some 197.900
Federal workers (3 in 20 women and 2 in 20
men) hii\ UM% anted. uninvited attention is a
problem w here they v (irk.'" The finding that
around one fourth of both male and female vic-
tims think unw anted. uninvited attention is a
problem where they work (See Table 1-3,
Chapter 4) suggests that victims fee) they are
not the only ones in their organization who have
been sexually harassed -and in fact their re-
sponses to another question bears this out:"'

"That is. they agreed or strongly agreed with the
statement, "Unwanted sexual attention on the job is
something people should not have to put up %% ith":
see Survey Question 1(e).

'Concluded from re,ponses to Son* Question
-14iet Appendix D. Table 0. ()thee data on Survey
Question -W are reported and discussed more fully in

Chapter .1.
"Concluded from response to Survey Question 3.1:

see Figure 5-6 in Chapter 5.
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43% of female narrators.' and 31% of male nar-
rators reported that the person w ho had ha
rassed them had also sexually bothered others
at work.

Are organizations doing enough to eliminate
the problem? About two in every twenty non-
victims (18% of men and 13% of women) said
no.2-1 The perceptions of victims were strikingly
different: one in three victims-32% of males
and 34% of females- apparently felt their or-
ganizations could be doing more to stop sexual
harassment.

Conclusion
Federal workers think sexual activity, even

voluntary affairs between people who work
together, has no place in the office and believe
people should not have to put up with uninvited
sexual attention. They consider a number of
forms of unwanted, uninvited sexual attention
to be sexual harassment, particularly when the
person exhibiting the behavior Is a supervisor.
However, most men and women would take the
motives of the person into account and would
not consider it sexual harassment if the person
did not mean to be offensive.

That men and super% isurs tend to think like
each other but differently than women and is
tims about expressions of sexual interest and
the responsibility of % ictims for their own ha-
rassment is not surprising, since most super i-
sors are men and most victims are women. The

21Narrators are victims who chose to describe one
incident of sexual harassment in some detail: see
Appendix B for a full description of narrators.

-''That is. they disagreed with the statement. "My
organization makes every effort to stop unwanted
sexual attention among its employees": see Survey
Question 44(g): and see Table 4-3. Chapter 4.
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differences are wurthy of note, however, and
may have implications for efforts to reduce
sexual harassment in the offices of the nearly
200,000 men and women who recognized it as a
problem where they work. When even 4 in
every 10 supervisors (43%) believe the issue of
harassment has been exaggerated, 3 in 10 (30%)
believe people who receive annoying sexual
attention have usually asked for it, and 4 in 10
supervisors (45%) believe people should not be
so quick to take offense when someone expresses
a sexual interest in them, can we feel confident
that sanctions against sexual harassment will
be enforced? And when men and women are
inclined to differ on these points, with men
more than women showing a tendency to blame
the victim and believe people shouldn't be so
quick to take offense. is a need for better
understanding between menusually the "ha-
rassers"and womenusually the "victims"
indicated?

In this chapter we learned that both men and
women regard many forms of uninvited, un-
wanted sexual attention as sexual harassment
and that 3 in every 20 women and 2 in every 20
men see such behavior as a problem where they
work. Since these figures indicate only the
number of respondents who see sexual harass-
ment as an organizational problem rather than
a personal problem they have had to face, the
figures do not indicate the actual incidence of
sexual harassment of Federal employees. The
incidence of sexual harassment is examined in
the next chapter.
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3
Extent of Sexual
Harassment in the
Federal Workplace

One out of every four Federal employees was sexually
harassed on the job over a 2-year period.
Vonien are much more likely to be victims than men-42% of
all female Federal employees, but only 15% of male
employees, reported being sexually harassed.
Sexual harassment can take many forms, and every form
except attempted Qr actual rape or sexual assault was expe-
rienced by a sizeable percentage of both men and women:
Sexual harassment is not just a one-time experiencemany
victims were repeatedly subjected to harassing behaviors,
parkicularly the less severe forms.
incidents of harassment, are not just passing eventsmost
lasted more than a week, and many lasted longer than 6
months.
The majority of Federal employees who had worked else-
where feel sexual harassment is no worse in the Federal
workplace than in state and local government or in the pri-
vate sector.

"I said no, I simply was not going out with
him after work and no, I simply.was not going
to have an affair with him because I thought I
could rely on my job skills ... and eventually
"I was fired with 25 minutes notice on a Fri-
day."' Stories like this from dozens of Federally-
employed women led the Subcommittee on
Investigations to ask the Merit Systems Protec-
tion Board to determine the "degree to which
sexual harassment is occurring within the
Federal workplace, ;ts manifestation and fre-
quency"2 'We wanted to learn how widespread

'Hearings before the Subcommittee on Investiga
tions of the House Committee on Post Office and
Civil Service on Sexual Harassment in the Federal
Government, 1st sess., October 23. November 1, 13.
1979, pp. 71-74.

'Congressional Memorandum of Understanding,
Appendix E.

harassment of Federal workers is, whether it
happens to men as well as women, whether it is
a one-time event or happens to some victims
more than once, how long the incidents go on.
and if harassment is worse in the Federal
Government than in other work settings.

We found that sexual harassment is a prob-
lem for a large number of Federal workers
approximately 294,000 women and 168,000
men. For many of the women, harassment
occurred repeatedly and frequently !a steel a
relatively long time. The men, though fewer in
number, representing only one in every three
victims, had similar experiences; relatively few
reported their experiences to be one-C-ne-only
events that were soon over.

g i
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FIGURE 3-1.
Overall Incidence Rate of Sexual Harasiment

Percentage of Federal Employees Who Experienced Sexual Harassment Between May 1978 and May 1980,
by Severity of Harassment (Question 17)

Sexual Harassment Is Widespread

To learn how common sexual harassment is,
we asked Federal workers whether they had
received, during the past 24 months (approxi-
mately May 1978 to May 1980), any of seven
forms of uninvited and, unwanted sexual atten-
tion from someone where they worked in the
Federal Government.3 The forms of behavior
were:

'Survey Question 17; see Appendix C.
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Actual or attempted rape or sexual assault;

*Pressure for sexual behaviors;

Deliberate touching, leaning over, corner-
ing, or pinching ("touching");

Sexually suggestive looks or gestures ("sug-
gestive looks");

Letters, phone calls, or materials of a sex-
ual nature ("letters and calls");'

Pressure for dates; and

Sexual teasing, jokes, remarks, or ques-
tions ("sexual remarks").
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FIGURE3-2
Incidence Rate of Sexual Harassment Among Women and Men

Percentage of Female and Male Federal Employees Who Experienced Sexual Harassment Between May 1978 and
May 1980, by Severity of Harassment (Question 17)
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As the earlier but limited Congres'sional in-
vestigation had indicated, we found that sexual
harassment in the Federal workplace is w ide-
spread.

Approximately 462,000 Federal employees
a number roughly equal to the population of
Den% er. Colorado, reported being sexually ha-
rassed on the job between May 1978 and May
1980 (see Figure 3-1). These victimsabout ene
in every four Federal employeesfaced all
kinds of problems. One woman was called into
her Division Chiefs office and "after a verbal
shakedown, he threatened, me, became more
violent, lunged over the desk at rite, offered
promotions in exchange for sexual behaviors,
and threatened to fire me if I didn't go along."
A woman whose only access to a telephone is in
her superintendent's office says that whenever
she (or other women) uses the phone "the super-
intendent persists in putting his arm around
me, kissing me, making obscene suggestions
about what I should do with him, suggesting I
g-,) away for long weekends with him and his
buddies so they can show me a really 'good'
time." The male supervisor of a sandblaster
grabs him while he's working on a scaffold.
Another man finds his apartment and car
broken into and .packages of women's under-
garments left there.

Less direct behaviors are also common. On(
Federal worker reported that her District
Director "practically sits in my lap IA hen I ask
a question, embarrassing me with his constant
twisting of every word I say into some sexual
connotation." Another complains, "I resent
being asked into someone's 'private office' to
confer on legitimate business and then being
confronted with walls papered with nudes."
She adds: "No government office is so 'private'
that such a display can be justified." A third
worker felt harassed by her supervisor's exces-
sive interest in her personal life, his question-
ing in "private little chats" about her marital
plans, family planning, and other matters she
feels are none of his business.,

The "most severe" form of harassment
attempted or actual rape or sexual assault
was also the least common experience, faced by
only about 1% of Federal workers (see Figure
3-1). Still, this means that around 12,000 people
had to deal with this problem. At least 300,00(1

victims were subjected to "severe" sexual ha-

rassment, while at least half that number
experienced "less severe" harassment."'

We 'say "at least" that many workers faced
"severe" and "less severe" harassment because
many people indicate, they had experienced
more than one of the seven forms of behavior
asked about. When this happened, the victim
was counted only once, on the basis of the most
severe form of harassment he or she had en-
countered.' Thus. the number of incidents was
considerably larger than the number of people
experiencing harassment, as reported on Fig-
ure 3-1.

As the next section show s, there were marked
differences between male and female Federal
workers.

Women Are Sexually Harassed
More Than Men

Sexual harassment of women is far more
common than harassment of men. While about
twit .! as many men as women hold Federal jobs
(1,168,000 vs. 694.000), two out of three victims
were women (294,000 women out of a total of
462,000 victims).

Eight in every 20 women (42%), but only 3 in
every 20 men (15%), were subjected to harass-
ment on the job over the 2-year period (see Fig-
ure 3-2). While far more women than men were
harassed (294,000 women compared with
168,000 men), the patterns for the two groups
were similar. The largest group of victims
had experienced at least one form of severe
harassment, and only a small percentage
though still a significant number considering
the seriousness of the behaviorhad faced at-
tempted or actual rape or assault.

Most Forms of Harassment
Are Common

Every form of sexual harassment except
actual or attempted rape or sexual assault was
experienced by a sizeable number of men and

women.

'See Appendix 1, for explanation of levek of sever
ity of sexual haras.mont

'For example, a person ho reimirted both delib-
erate touching. a (urn of ",,evre" harassment. and
pressure for data, a "less seere" beha% los% was

treated as a victim of ",,evere" harassment



FIGURE 3-3
Incidence Rate Among Various Forms.of Sexual Harassment

Percentage of Female and Male Federal Employees Who Experienced Each Form of Sexual Harassment
Between May 1978 and May 1980 (Question 17)
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NOTE: Many respondents indicated that they experience more than one form of sexual harassment.

As Figure 3-3 shows, 1 in every 3 women
employed by the. Federal Government reported
having been subjected to unwanted sexual re-
marks, 1 in 4 had been deliberately touchedor
cornered, 1 in 10 had been pressured for sexual
favors, and 1 in 100 had, faced actual or at-
tempted rape or sexual assault. Since respon-
dents were allowed to report more than one
kind of behavior, many are counted more than
once in these figures.

What kinds of experiences are these women
talking about when they say they've been sexu-
ally harassed? A woman who works in a pro-
duction area reports that she and other women
employees are constantly subjected to sugges-
tive remarks and propositionS as they go about
their jobs. She added that supervisors partici-
pate in this and frequently send women on
unnecessary errands through the area just to
give the men another opportunity to act this
way. Another woman writes that a great deal
of sexual innuendo and joking goes on in her
office and everyone feels obligated to contrib-
ute or tolerate it. "It is very uncomfortable to
me," she says, "so I consider it a kind of ha-
rassment." A clerical worker says her boss
stands touching her while she works. When his
"buddies" stop by his desk, he makes remarks
that imply that she cooperates sexually with
him. He offers to share her "services" with his
buddies, in a tone and manner tat make clear
it is not clerical services he's talking about.

Suggestive looks and gestures often accompany
the joking and remarks. One woman, for ex-
ample, says that her fellow employees make
obscene gestures and remarks to and about her.
Her supervisor thinks it's funny and does noth-
ing about it.

Deliberate touching and cornering is cited by
a large numbeof women. A supervisor stands
so close to a female subordinate while giving
instructions or looking over her work that he
touches herand while so doing makes sugges-
tive body movements. "The last time the Re-
gional Director was here," writes another vic-
tim, "the head secretary had to come to my
rescue as the Director was practically breath-
ing down my shirt."

Many women find materials of a sexual na-
ture bothersome. One woman dislikes the way
her male coworkers pass around and put up
pornographic cartoons in work spaces. When
she objects, her boss tells her she's too sensitive.

Pressure for dates and sexual favors are also
cited by women. Their descriptions indicate
that their experiences not only were bother-
some, but sometimes had serious consequences.
One woman says when she ignored her boss'
advances, he began to treat her cruelly; for
example, he made her take 4 hours of dictation,
made her stay late to transcribe it, then in her
presence threw it all away because "He didn't
need it." Another woman's boss kept pestering
her for dates and for favors and kept making
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personal remarks. When she would not change
her mind and play around with him, he had her
transferred to a less desirable job. During her
first week on the job, reports a temporary
trainee, her supervisor kept rubbing her back
and shoulders while she typed and filed. Later
he made a point blank advance, which she
refused. Within a week she w as let go on the
grounds that she could not adapt to the office.
The woman described earlier, whose Division
Chief became v iolent w hen she refused to grant
sexual favors sought medical help to calm her
net.% es but finally quit working altogether be-
cause of the experience. "I'm afraid to go back,"
she says.

Far smaller percentages of men have been
the object of these unwanted attentions, but the
pattern is similar. Generally, the less severe the
behavior, the more likely the worker was to
experience it, with sexual remarks and sugges-
tive looks leading the list for both men and
women and actual or attempted rape or sexual
assault being relatively rare. It is more diffi-
cult to discern what kinds of experiences men
are talking about when they say they've been
sexually harassed, because few chose to de-
scribe their experiences in the open-ended com-
ment section p, ovided in the questionnaire.
Information from other sources indicates that
men tend to describe homosexual harassment,
such as the experiences cited earlier.

It is interesting that the three most common
forms of harassment "sexual remarks," "sug-
gestive looks," and "deliberate touching"are
the least direct and perhaps the most subject to
different interpretations. One person's appre-
ciative glance might be another person's sug-
gestive look. Questioning about personal life
might be intended as an expression of concern
or cari'fig but felt as an invasion of privacy.
Writes one Federal worker, "the sexual harass-
ment that goes on in my office is supposed to be
in jest, but is very offensive and f.mbarritssing."
Another notes that the man in her office who
tells sexual jokes and teases thinks the women
enjoy his attention and remarks. Regardless of
the possible ambiguity of some behavior, how-
ever, the important point is that a large number
of Federal workers had found themselves the
objects of this uninvited attention and had not
wanted ithowever innocent it had been or
however innocuous it might have seemed to the
initiator.
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Sexual Harassment Occurs
Repeatedly

To learn whether harassment is a one-time
only experience or occurs repeatedly, we asked
Federal n orkcrs how often they had been the
object of the seven forms of unin% lied, un-
van ted attention during the 2-y ear period

once, once a month or less, or once a 11eek or
more often.' Their respi ..ses made it clear that
harassment is not a one-time-only phenomenon.

Generally, the less severe the harassment the
more likely w omen. v, ere to experience it more
than once. flow ev er, more than half the female
victims of five of the seven forms of harassment
(all of the less severe forms and two of the three
severe forms) had been subjected to that behav-
ior more than once (see Figure 3 -4). Only for
female victims of actual or attempted rape did
the experience tend strongly to occur only once.

The experiences of men were similar, though
for most forms a smaller percentage of male
victims had experienced the behavior repeat-
edly. A marked difference between men and
women was the frequency of actual or attemp-
ted rape or assault. More than half the men

ho reported this experience, but only one-fifth
of the women, said they had faced it more than
once. The experiences of men are somew hat
surprising, as it w as not anticipated that such
serious behavior would occur repeatedly in
more that half the reported cases. The sharp
difference between men and women may re-
flect a difference in perception :; about what
constitutes attempted rape or sexual assault.
Further research might shed some light on
this.

Incidents May Last Several Weeks
or More

To add to the picture of harassment of Fed
eral workers, ictims w ere asked to describe in
detail one particular incident, either their only
experience, their most recent experience, or
the one that had had the greatest effect on
them. Victims who did so were termed "narra-
tors," and the episodes they reported on w ere
termed their "critical incidents."'

One question asked of these narrators w
"I low long did this unwanted attention last"

6See Survey Question 17
'See Appendix 1i for a complete discussion of

narrators.
"Survey Que,,tion 22. see Appendix 1). Figure 0 for

data.



FIGURE 3.4
Frequency of Sexual Harassment Incidents

Percentage of Female and Male Victims of Each Form of Harassment Who Experienced
That Form of Sexual Harassment More Than Once' (Question 17)
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Their responses indicated that incidents of ha-
rassment can last varying lengths of time, but
that most go on a week or moreand a sizeable
percentage persist for more than 6 months.

Responses of female narrators were some-
what evenly distributed among the closed
choices presented in the questionnaireless
than 1 week (31%), several weeks (19%), 1 to 6
months (22%), and more than 6 months (28%).
For one-third of the female victims of actual or
attempted rape (33%), the incident was over in
less than a weekbut for an equal number the
incident lasted a fairly lengthy time, from 1 to
6 months.

The incidents of male narrators also lasted
varying lengths of time, but a somewhat larger
percentage indicated their critical incidents
were over in less than a week (39% compared
with 31% for women). As with females, for one-
third of the male victims of actual or attempted
rape (32%) the experience lasted less than a
week. In contrast with women, however, the
largest group of these male victims (38%, com-
pared with 17% of females) said their expe-
rience-went on longer than 6 months. Again,
this finding is somewhat surprising, one that
might warrant further examination.

344-463 0 - 81 - 14

Sexual Harassment Is No Worse
in Federal Workplace

The findings that large numbers of men and
women are sexually harassed, that many are
harassed more than once, and that the inci-
dents last a relatively long time indicate that
sexual harassment is a problem in the Federal
work force. But is it any worse a problem in the
Federal workplace than in the private sector,
or for employees of state and local govern-
ments? Since we could not conduct a compre-
hensive survey of non-Federal workers, we
sought to shed some light on this question by
asking Federal workers who had held jobs out-
side the Federal Government what they
thought.9

Their responses suggest that harassment is
not worse in the Federal workplace. Of the men
and women who had held jobs outside the Fed-
eral Government and had an opinion on the
subject, around two-thirds (68% of the women
and 61% of the men) thought there is about the
same amount of sexual harassment in Federal
and non-Federal jobs. An additional 20% of the
women and 29% of the men thought there is
more harassment in non-Federal jobs. The re-
mainder thought there is less harassment in
non-Federal jobs.

4See Survey Question 8, see Appendix D, Table B
for data
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Although we have no data w ith which to vali-
date this overwhelming consensus that sexual
harassment is no worse in the Federal work-
place, there seems no reason to dispute the
opinion, since Federal Workers probably re-
flect the cultural values and bena for of the
larger U.S. society.

Conclusion
Clearly, sexual harassment is a problem for

many women working for the Federal Gov-
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ernment, and to a lesser extent for men. Indeed,
evidence presented later (see Chapter 5) indi-
cates thy . many hai-assers bother more than
one person. Thus, a picture of the experiences
of Federal workers begins to emerge. sexual
harassment occurs repeatedly , frequently lasts
a month or longer, occurs in multiple forms for
many victims, and is part of .an overall pattern
of sexual harassment perpetrated by the
harasF,r.



Victims of
Sexual Harrassment

Age, marital status, and sexual composition of the employee's
work group have a relatively strong effect on whether a
Federal, employee is sexually harassed.
Factors having a somewhat weaker relationship are
employee educational level, race or ethnic background, and
job classification, traditionality of the employee's job, and sex
of the employee's immediate supervisor.
Some Federal agencies have a greater incidence of sexual
harassment than do others.
Sexual harassment is more likely to occur in work environ-
ments where employees have poor communications with
their supervisors and feel pressured to participate in activi-
ties of a sexual nature.

4

One in every four Federal employees reports
having to deal with uninvited, unwanted sexual
attention on the job.

One in 20 has been pressured for sexual
favors.

One in 100 has faced actual or attempted
rape or assault.

Who are these 462,000 men and women who
have had to deal with sexual harassment on the
job? And who are the people bothering them?
This and the follow ing chapter look at the vic-
tims and perpetrators of sexual harassment, at
the same time exploring w hat are thought to be
some of the causes of the problem.

Many people see sexual harassment as an
expression of power, specifically a tool used
(primarily by men) to keep other workers (typi-
,,!all women) in their place and an expression
&,f hostility toward workers (again, typically

women) intruding in a world once exclusively
the domain of the other sex) This chapter
addresses a corollary theor'ythat the people
most likely to be sexually harassed are the
powerless (those working in low-status jobs) or
the pioneers (those working in jobs tradition-
ally reserved for the opposite sex).

We hoped to determine whether victims of
sexual harassment are found in disproportion-
ate numbers within certain Federal agencies,
job classifications, geographic locations, racial
categories, age brackets, educational levels, and
grade levels." We also wanted to learn whether
there are any personal or job characteristics

'See Chapter 1.
-See Congres:ow.ai Memorandum of Understand-

ing; see Appendix E.
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Table 4-1
Characteristics of Federal Workers Most

Likely To Be Sexually Harassed On the Job

Women Most Likely To Be Sexually
Harassed Are...

Young (under 34)
Single or divorced
Well educated (college degree or higher)

Members of either a minority or nonminor-
ity group (black, hispanic, other minority,
or white)

Very dependent on their jobs

And Working ...
For the Departments of Labor. Transporta-

tion. or Justice. "Other Defense Depart-
ment" agencies, the Department of Hous-
ing and Urban Development, the Air
Force, Navy, or Marine Corps gNeter-
ails Administration, or other agencies

In any geographic region. but Particularly
in the North Central and lipper Midwest

At any salary level. but particularly for less
than $11.000 annually

As a GS-1 through GS 15 or n pay Llassifi-
,ation "Other"

In any occupation. but particularly as a
trainee or in a professional,' technical
position

Iii a nontraditional position (though lutist
victims hold traditional ixisitions)

For an nu' iediate supervisor who is male.
or for several supervisors. both male and
female

In a predominately or compietely male
immediate work group

rot

Female Victims Also Tend To...

have varying degr e, of privacy in their
workspaces. but particularly to have no
%vorkspace to call their own, to rune a
%vorkspace that can be seen from one to
three sides, or to have only a semi-private
Office

lie working in a non.upervisory capacity

have worked for the Federal Government
for varying numbers of year

lie working full time on a permanent basis

Bo working- either regular day lime hours
or (HI Other zelledOle

lie working in immediate work groups Of all
size., from group: of 1-5 persons to group.
Of 25 or more

Men Most Likely To Be Sexually Harassed
Are...

Young (under 34)
Widowed, single. or divorced
Relatively well educated (at !east some col-

lege)
Members of a minority group (black. His-

panic. American Indian. Alaskan Native.
or other nnority)

Very dependent pa their jobs

And Working...

For the Department, of Ilealt IL Education
and Welfare; Justice: or Housing and
Urban Development; the Veterans
Administration; or the General Services
Administration

In any gwgratiliic region. but particularly
in the Pacific region

At kg% er salary levels (tinder $15,()00 annu-
ally)

As a GS-1 through GS-8 or in an ungraded
job

In any occupation, but particularly aN a
trainee or in an office, clerical position

In a nontraditional position (though most
victims hold traditional positions)

For an immediate supervisor w ho is female.
or for se% oral super% isin.s, Both male and
female

In a predominately or completely female
unmediati work group

Male Victims Also Tend

have %any ing degree. of pri% ac% in their
orkspaci.s. but part icularl% to hate no

w or k...pace to call their n

lie working in either a super\i-ory Or non-
upervisory capacity

I la% e worked fin the Federal Go% ernment
les, than I year

lie vk orking full time on a permanent basis
or to be a part-time, seasonal. or tempor-
ary employee r a consultant

lie w orking on a schedule other than regu-
lar dayt line hour. (e g . eekends.
alternating shifts)

lie working in work group of all
sizes. from groups of 1-5 pet son. to groups
of 25 or more

eJ ()



FIGURE 4-1
Age of Victims

Percentage of Federal Employees of Different Ages Who Experienced Sexual Harassment (Question 61)

Ages 16.19 Ages 20.24 Ages 25-34

related to the incidence of sexual harassment
that management could change to reduce the
incidence of the problem. Such information is
useful in framing remedies appropriate for dif-
ferent target groups.

The factors that showed a relatively strong
relationship with experience of sexual harass-
ment were employee age, marital status, and
sexual composition of the employee's imme-
diate work group (see Table 4-1). Factors that
showed a somewhat weaker relationship were
education level, race and ethnic background,
job classification, traditionality of job, and sex
of supervisor. In addition, the rate of incidence
of sexual harassment varied somewhat from
agency to agency.

A detailed discussion of these personal and
organizational characteristics and a brief look
at general work environments follow.

Several Personal Characteristics
Are Related to Sexual Harassment

Since few studies have looked at men as
potential victims, we had few expectations
about the characteristics of male victims. We
anticipated that most female victims would
have similar personal and organizational char-
acteristics that would make them more vulner-
able to being harassed, and that generally they
would have less power and lower status than
women who are not harassed. We found that in
some ways women with relatively little power
and status, as measured by certain personal
and organizational charcteristics, were more
vulnerable to sexual harassment and in some
ways they were not.

Ages 35.44 Ages 45.54 Apes 55
and older

We expected to find that young, unmarried
Federal workers, those less educated, very de-
pendent on their jobs, and members of minority
groups, were more vulnerable than others to
sexual harassment. We found that age and
marital status have a relatively strong relation-
ship with sexual harassment, and educational
level and race or ethnic background a some-
what weaker relationship.

Younger Workers Are More Vulnerable

Age makes a difference in whether a Federal
worker, particularly a woman, is sexually
harassed' (see Figure 4 -I). Although men and
women in all age brackets were victims, gener-
ally the lower the age bracket, the more likely
the experience. The youngest workers (aged 16-
19) had the highest incidence rates. These
young workers, though they represented the
fewest number of victims, were far more likely
than workers in the oldest age bracket (aged 55
and older) to be sexually harassedyounger
women were more than three times as likely
and younger men twice as likely.

Single and Divorced Workers Are
- Likely Victims

Generally, unmarried workers were more
likely than married workers to have been sexu-
ally bothered by others, but there were some
differences between women and men' (see Fig-
ure 4-2).

'Based on responses to Survey Question 61; see
Appendix C.

'Based on responses to Survey Question 62, see
Appendix D. Table P for data on marital status by
age of victim.
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FIGURE 4-2
Marital Status of Victims

Percentage of Federal Employees Who Experienced
Sexual Harassment, by Marital Status (Question 62)

Single Divorced M.:reed Viltlowzd

Single and divorced women were more likely
than married women to have been sexually
harassed, but widowed women were least likely
to have had the experience. The reason for their
lower rate is uncertain. One might speculate
that widows, as a group, tend to be older than
other groups, as are widowed victims (88%
were 45 years or older). Their relatively greater
age may have made them less vulnerable to
sexual harassment.

Like women, single and divorced men were
more likely than married men to report sexual
harassment. But, in contrast to women, widow-
ers had the highest incidence rate among men
(though the majority, like women, were 45 or
older). Despite their relatively high incidence
rate, however, widowed men accounted for only
a very small percentage of male victims, only
2% (or approximately 3,000) out of 168,000
male victims. The reasons for this might be a
subject for further research.

Education Level Shows a Weaker
Relationship

Contrary to expectations, higher educated
men and women had a greater likelihood of
reporting they had been sexually harassed than
their less educated counterpartss (see Figure
4-3). Of the 74,000 women with at least a col-
lege degree, around half-48% to 53% reported
having been bothered by uninvited sexual atten-
tion. Incidence rates fer the 221,000 women
with less than a college degree were lower,
ranging from 31% to 45%.

5Based on responses to Survey Question 60.
eft
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Somewhat surprised by this finding, we
examined the responses of these women victims
to several other survey questions. It seemed
possible that the higher incidence rates reported
by higher educated women might be attribu-
table to greater awareness or sensitivity on
their part or to some other factor. Higher edu-
cated women victims (those with at least a col-
lege degree) generally were not more likely
than lower educated women victims (those
lacking a college degree) to label univited sex-
ual attention sexual harassments but there
were differences in attitudes that may indicate
greater sensitivity on their part.

For instance, higher educated women vic-
tims were considerably more likely than lower
educated women victims to call something sex-
ual harassment even if the person doing it did
not mean to be offensive (47% compared with
25%).7 This could indicate that higher educated
women are more likely to view with suspicion
the perceived motive or demeanor of the person
initiating a behavior, and thus more likely than
their lower educated counterparts to regard
that behavior as ',exual harassment.

As relevant as this difference in attitudes
seems, it may not be great enough to explain
the difference in incidence rates between the
higher and lower educated women. Another
explanation may lie in the types of jobs these
women hold. As data presented later in this
chapter show, women who are among the first
of their sex in a job report higher rates of
harassment than women who are not. On this
factorT.traditionality of jobthe higher and
lower educated female victims differed consid-
erably." The more educated victims were more
than 2 1/2 times more likely than their lower
educated counterparts to hold nontraditional
jobs (23% compared with 9%). These additional
findingsthat higher educated women are
more likely to be the first of their sex in their
jobs and more sensitive to offensive behavior
than are lower educated womenmay help
explain the difference in rate of harassment
between the two groups.

Higher educated men also tended to be more
likely than their lower educated counterparts

6Based on responses to Survey Questions 2 7, b. d.
see Appendix D. Table C. for data.

Based on responses to Survey Question 1 (i): see
Appendix D, Table D. for data

'Based on responses to Survey Question 52: see
Appendix D, Figure B, for data.
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FIGURE 4-3
Education Level of Victims

Percentage of Federal Employees of Different Education Levels Who Experienced Sexual Harassment
(Question 60)
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FIGURE11-4
Racial and Ethnic Backgtound of Victims

Percentage of Federal Employees of Different Racial and Ethnic Backgrounds
Who Experienced Sexual Harassment (Question 59)

Other Hispanic White, not of
Hispanic
origin

to report unwanted sexual attention. Men with
a high school diploma, Graduate Equivalency
Degree (GED), or less were less likely to be
sexually harassed than those with more than a
high school diploma. Further, men with some
college experience or with graduate degrees
were more than twice as likely to be harassed
as those with less than a high school diploma.

In summary, there does appear to be a rela-
tionship between education level and experi-
ence of sexual harassment. Higher educated
men and women tend to be more likely than
their lower educated counterparts to report
harassment, but for women, some of the differ-
ence may 'oe explained by other factors. De-
spite these differences, it is clear that the prob-

Black, not of
Hispanic
origin

Asian or
Pacific
Islander

American
Indian or
Alaskan
fatly*

lem of unwanted sexual attention affects a
sizeable number of Federal workers of all edu-
cation levels, particularly women.

Racial or Ethnic Background Makes Some
Difference

Although unwanted sexual attention is a
problem for women and men of all racial and
ethnic backgrounds, there does appear to be

some relationship between incidence rates and
this personal characteristic, particularly for
men,

9Based on responses to Survey Question 59; see
Appendix B for an explanation of racial or ethnic
categories.
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As can be seen in Figure 4-4. incidence rates
for Hispanic, Hack, and non- minority w hite
women the cateories representing the great-
est number of female Federal workers 10,100.
59.300. and 212.800 respeetix ely tt ere similar.
While tt omen in ether minority categories here
both more likely or less likely do. these three
groups to report harassment. they accounted
for a relatit elx small number of %ietims. Fur
example. women w ho classified themselx es as
"other," had the highest rate of sexual harass-
ment, but only accounted for 2.00 of the
women t ictirns. Like ise, Asian and American
Indian tt omen had lower rates of sexual harass
ment but accounted for only 3,500 and 1.300 of
the women victims.

Unlike women, men w ho are members of
minority groups did report higher incidence
rates than nonnunority men. The lowest rate of
sexual harassment for men of any racial or
ethnic group was found among non-minorities
(13%). Minority men, however. had higher rates
of harassment ranging from i6% to 27%. As
sr ith women. the nien ft ith the highest rate of
sexual harassnient those classified as "other

ere also the fewest in HUM ben (2.200).
Thus it appears that racial or ethnic back-

ground has some effect on wi Nether men ar u
sexually harassed, but less on women.

Most Victims are' ery Dependent on Their
Jobs

Perhaps not surprisingl, e found that most
ictims were tery dependent on their jobs. This

showed clearly in the responses of narrator
tims to the question, "At the time of this expe-
rience, how much t oil need thi, job.'"'"

Nearly 7 in 10 female narrators said that at
that time they needed their job a great deal (the
other four possible response's ranged from
"quite a bit- to "not at all"). It rs iny'resting that
ft omen ft ho had fated actual or attempted rape
or assault were more likely than others to have
needed their jobs a great deal at the time of
harassment (79", compared with 70% of female
narrators w ho described "set ere- experiences
and 66",i of those who had "less severe" sexual
harassment I."

The responses of male narrators were sim-
ilar to those of women.

841't t% 11 ;1etun star
'See Appendix D. 'r'igure C for data

Personal Characteristics Do Have an
Impact on Incidence of Sexual Harassment

In S11111111ar,%. we found that age and marital
status hate a strong relationship with expe-
rience of sexual harassment, and educational
let el and racial or ethnic background hate a
somew hat weaker relationship. Although size-
able numbers of w omen oft arious backgrounds
experience sexual harassment, young, unmar-
ried, and relatitely well- educated women ap-
pear to be more vulnerable to sexual harass-
ment than others. This pattern holds true for
men. as well, but racial or ethnic background
also plays a role for men. Male minorities are
more likely than nonminorit it's to report hav-
ing been sexually harassed.

Several Organizational
Characteristics Are Related to
Sexual Harassment

Continuing- our int estigation by looking at
w het her t ictinis w ith certain organizational
characteristics w ere more I ikel to be bothered
by unwanted sexual itttention, we explored the
popular theories about sexual harassment.'j The
literature suggests that t ietims tend to be work-
ing in low status jobs with little power. Based
on this we expected that typical victims would
he nonstipervisors who were relatively new to
the Federal work force. working for a low
annual salary (or perhaps as a part-time or
temporary eel. or working- in a job tra-
ditionally held by a member of the opposite sex.

To sonu extent these expectations w ere
realized. Organizational characteristics that
had some relationship ff ith rates of sexual
bar assment were job classification (e.g.. train-
ee, office clerical or administration manage-
ment). traditionalit of job. sex of
supers ism and sexual composition oft ictim
tvorkgroup.

Incidence Rates Vary By Agency

For both men and women. incidence rates
varied considerably from agency to agency"

,,See Appendix for a survey of the litera ire on
sexual harassment.

"Based on resixtnses to Survey Question 55: the
State Departinent was not included in this analy.:is
because the response rate front those employees was
too low to prosaic reliable data,



Table 4-2

Incidence Rate of Sexual Harassment In Each Agency

l'et ccutage of Federal Eniplo et-, ur 1)iffurent Agencies Who Experienced Sexual Harassment (Question 55)

Agency'

Female Victims

Most
Severe Severe

Less
Severe

Total
Victims

Department Labor 2% 47% 8% 56%
Department of Transportation 1% 45% 9% 55%
Department of Just ice 4% 33% 16% 53%
All Other Department of Defense Agencies.: 3% 37% 10% 50%
All Other Agencies- 1% 301X) 16% 48%
Department of Ilousing and Urban Development 1' 29% 18% 47%
Department of the Air Force 1% 34% 12% 46%
Veterans Administration '240 33% 12% 46%
)epartment of the Navy. including the Marine Corps 2% ,30% 12% 44%
)epartment of Interior 1% 28% 12% 41%

)epartment of the Army 1% 31% 9% 41%

)epartment of Commerce 0.3% 20% 20% -10%

)epartment of Energy 1",i 27% 10% 38%

)epartment of Treasury 0 22% 15% 37%

)epartment of flealth. Education and Welfare' III,, 25% g',. 35%

;client' Services Administration 0 2n, 13% 35%

)epartment of Agriculture 9% 18% 11% 31%

Federal Government-wide 1% 29% 12% 49%

Agency'

Male Victims

Most
Severe Severe

Less
Severe-

Total
Victims

Deportment of Ilealth. Education and Welfare' 1% 13% 9% 22%
Veterans Administration 0.4% 13% 8% 22%
Department of Justice 0.3% 10% 6% 16%

1)epartment of !lousing and 1J1-1 )an Development 0 11% 5'%, 16"o

General Services Administration 0 !Yko 7% 16%

Department of the Army 0.1% 9% 5'% 15 k,

Department of Treasuo, 0 2% 9% 5% 1,1%

Department of Interior 01 6% 7'%, 14%

Department of Energy 0 7% 6% 11%

Department of the Navy. including the Marine Corps 0 3% 9% 11'%) 1.1%

All Other Department of Defense Agencies 0 7% 6% 13%

Department of the Air Force 0.1% 9% 1% 12%

Department of Agriculture 0.2 ",,, 7% 5% 12%

Department of Commerce 1% 3% 8% 12%

All Other Agencies= 0.3% 5% 5% 11h,

Department of Labor 1% 7% 2% 10%

Department of Transportation 0 5% l'k. 9'.,

Federal Government-w ide 0.3' 9% 6% 15%

Note All figure, for each agency ina not add up due to rounding l'erulitages in bold are higher than Federal
(;mernment-w ale percentage,

'Ranked in order of highest percentage of sexual hal as,
merit among total ietims for each sex

-See Appendix 11 for explanation.

The 1)ciartment of Iriqilth. Education and Welfare
abolishe 1 and tAo Taw. agencies (Department of Health
and Human Sen, ices and the Department of Education)
%ere formed in May 1980
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FIGURE 4.5
Geographic Location of Victims

Percentage of Federal Employees in Each Geographic Region, Who Experienced Sexual Harassment (Question 56)
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(see Table 4-2). For women, incidence rates
ranged from a high of 56% (nearly 6 women in
every 10) in the Department of Labor to a lower
rate of 31% (3 women in 10) in the Department
of Agriculture. In nine agencies the incidence
rate exceeded the 42% overall rate for women
in the Federal work force, and in four of these
agencies at least half of the female employees
indicated that they had been sexually harassed.

Incidefice rates also varied somewhat by se-
verity of harassment experience: women in six
agencies reported having faced actual or at-
tempted rape or sexual assault at a rate higher
than that of the Federal work force as a whole;
in nine agencies, the rate of "severe sexual
harassment was higher than the national aver-
age for that level of severity, and in six agen-
cies the rate of "less severe" sexual harassment
exceeded the Federal average.

Incidence rates for men also varied by agen-
cy, but the agencies having rates exceeding the
15% average rate for men in the Federal work
forcefive agencies in the case of menwere
somewhat different. Again, incidence rates also
varied by severity of harassment experience: in
five agencies the.rate for men who faced actual
or attempted rape or sexual assault exceeded
the Government-wide average, in four the rate
for "severe" sexual harassment exceeded the
Federal average, and in five the rate of "less
severe" harassment was higher.

Although the specific agencies with higher
overall incidence rates differ somewhat for
men and women, in three agenciesJustice,

48
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Housing and Urban Development, and the Vet-
erans Administrationthe bates for both men"-
and women were higher thatf the Federal rate.

We also found that the majority.of narrators
in the Federal Government-83% of women
and 86% of menreported that the harassment
incident occurred on their current job as of
May 1980."

For both men and women, this finding var-
ied somewhat by agency and with the severity
of the experience. For example, 98% of feThale
narrators who experienced some form of harass-
ment at the Department of Housing and Urban
Development were in. the same jobs where the
harassment occurred compared with 65% at
the Department of Energy. Moreover, all fe-
male and male narrator victims of actual or
attempted rape or assault at the Department of
Justice reported that they had left the job
where they had been working at the time of
harassment.

In summary, the incidence rate of sexual
harassment varies substantially from agency, to
agency, and the majority of victims are still
working in the jobs they held when they were
harassed.

Regional Differences Are Minor

Sexual harassment is not limited to any par-
ticular geographic region or regions, and what
regional differences were found are judged to

"Based on responses to Survey Question 19, see
Appendix D. Table E for data.
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F(GURE 4-6
Annual Salary of Victims

Percentage of Federal Employees ih Different Annual Salary Brackets Who Experienced
Sexual Harassment

Low income
($1 to $10,999)

Low medium Medium income
income ($11,000 ($15,000 to
to $14,999) $19,999)

be small" (see Figure 4-5). in 6 of the 11 geogra-
phic regions, the incidence rate for women
exceeded the Federal average for women, the
highest rates being in the North Central and
Upper Midwest regions" (48% and 47% com-
pared with the Federal average of 42%). In three
regions the rate was lower than the Federal
average, the lowest being in the Pacific North-
west (37%) and the Southeast (38%).

For men, the highest rates were in the Pacific
and Mid-Atlantic regions and the lowest were
in the Southeast, New England, and Southwest
regions (20%, 16%, and 12% compared with a
Federal average for men of 15%).

Differences Among Salary and Grade
Levels Vary Slightly

Contrary to what might have been expected,

4
sexual harassment is not concentrated in any
particular salary level. Although incidence
rates did vary somewhat by salary bracket, the
differences were small)? As Figure 4-6 shows,
women in the lowest salary bracket (which
comprised 39% of all women victims) were
somewhat more likely (47%) than others to be
sexually harassed, but generally the rates were
similar for all income groups.

Having expected to find a greater contrast
among income groups, and suspecting that
salary level might not reflect job status as well

°13ased on responses to Survey Question 56; see
Appendix C.

°See Appendix 13 for list of states included in each
region. Regional breakdowns are those used by the
Office of Personnel Management.

"Based on responses by group or stratum number;
see Appendix 13 for explanation of salary levels.

Medium high High income
income ($20,000 ($24,000 and up)
to $23,999)

as grade level, we looked closer at the women in
white collar jobs, classified under the General
Schedule pay plan." Since most women em-
ployed by the Federal Government_are classi-
fied under the General Schedule, we thought
this might be an appropriate measure of job
status. The incidence of sexual harassment was
pretty much the same among most white collar
workers, those in grades GS 1-15." Women in

the "other" category had a somewhat higher
incidence rate, and those in Executive positions
(GS 16 or above or in the Senior Executive,
Service) were somewhat lowerbut those two
groups account for a very small number of
women.

As Figure 4-6 indicates. men in the two low-
est salary brackets were somewhat more likely
than other men to be sexually harassed (19%
compared to 11% to 14%). However, it should be
noted that a relatively small number and pro-
portion of victims fall into these two lower
salary brackets (34% or 56,800 men) compared
with women (72% or 212,800 women). The find-
ing that men in lower salary brackets are
somewhat more likely to be sexually harassed
is supported by an analyses of incidence among
men in General Schedule grades. The incidence
rates ranged from a high of 54% for men in

ungraded positions to a low of 9% for men in the
executive positions (GS 16 or above. or Senior
Executive Service).

In summary, the problem of sexual harass-
ment is not concentrated in any particular
salary or grade level, but men in lower intome
brackets and grade levels are more likely than
others to experience harassment.

' "That is, those who gave the first response to Sur-
vey Question 53.

°See Appendix D, Figure D for data.
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FIGURE 4-7
Job Classification of Victim

Percentage of Federal Employees of Different Job Classifications
Who Experienced Sexual Harassment (Question 57) .

Trainee Professional. Administration.
technical management

Job Classification Shows a Relatively
Weak Relationship

While there were some variations in inci-
dence rates, it is clear that sexual harAssment
is not concentrated in any category of job=" (see
Figure 4-7). Contrary to expectations arising
from popular theory, there was no clear pat-
tern that women in low-status jobs having little
power were generally more vulnerable to sex-
ual harassment than were other women. As
Figure 4-7 shows, the incidence rate was high-
est for trainees, but was next highest for women
in professional/technical positions.

The finding for trainees was not unexpected
since trainees, being new on the job, usually
have little power or control over their work
situation. Further, they tend to be young (81%
of female trainee victims were 16-34 years
old).21 As data presented earlier in this chapter
show, younger victims are more likely to be
sexually harassed. In addition, female train-
ee victims were more likely than female vic-
tims in other job classifications to be in nontra-
ditional jobs (35% of female trainee victims
were in nontraditional positions compared
with around 20% in administrative. blue collar.
and professional/technical positions0 How-
ever. very few female victimsonly 3% --were
trainees.

Contrary to what might have been expected.
female office/clerical workers were not more
likely to be sexually harassed than women in
higher status positions. Also contrary to find-
ings of other studies, women in blue collar, ser-

2"B1Lsed on responses to Survey Question 57.
',See Appendix D. Figure E for data.

See Appendix I), Table Ffor data.
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Other ' Office.
clerical

Blue collar.
service

vice occupations had a relatively low incidence
rate (38%). The relatively low incidence rate
may be attributable to the fact that few of these
women were in nontraditional positions for
their sex- (only 17%, or 5,200 of 31,600 female
blue collar workers); in the private sector more
female workers in blue collar/service occupa-
tions may be holding nontraditional jobs.

Results for men tended to be as anticipated.
As Figure 4-7 shows, incidence rates for men
were highest in office/clerical positions (typi-
cally female jobs) and lowest in blue collar/ser-
vice positions (typically held by men). How-
ever, only 6% of all male victims (approxi-
mately 9,600 men) held office/clerical posi-
tions, compared with 17% (or 28,500) in blue
collar;sevice positions. It is noteworthy that
male office/clerical workers who reported sex-
ual harassment were almost twice as likely to
be one of the first of their sex in their jobs com-
pared to male office,'clerical workers w ho were
not harassed (13% compared with 7%).

In summary, although most sexual harass-
ment is not concentrated in any particular job
classification, women trainees are considerably
more likely to be harassed than are those in
other jobs.

Working in a Nontraditional Job Makes a
Difference

We expected that workers who were among
the first of their sex in their job (i.e., in nontra-
ditional jobs) would be more likely to be sexu-
ally harassed than those in more traditional
jobs for their sex. Examples of nontraditional
jobs are female law enforcement officers and
construction workers and male secretaries and
nurses. The literature does not address this
issue for men, but suggests that this occurs to



FIGURE 4-8
-Traditionality of Job! of Victims

Percentage of Federal Employees in Traditional and
-Nontraditional Jobs For Their Sex Who Experienced

Sexual Harassment {Question 52)

Nontraditional Traditional
job job

women because men see women entering their
"territory", as a threat, and respond by using
sexual harassment to try to limit the 'omens'
success or-to get them to leave. We found the
expected relationship present to some extent:
men and women in nontraditional jobs for their
sex were somewhatsmore likely to be sexually
harassed than, others.n

As Figure 4-8 shows, fully 5 in every 10
women in nontraditional jobs reported un-
wanted sexual attention on the job, compared
with 4 in 10 women in other jobs. However, few
womenonly 12%, or 35,800 in 291,700re-
ported working in nontraditional positions. As
with women, men in nontraditional jobs were
somewhat more, likely to experience harass-
ment than others, but this group comprises an
even smaller percentage of male victims-5%,
or 8,700 tut of 164,700.

Sex of Immediate Supervisor as Factor

We had expected to find that women Workers
with supervisors of the opposite sex were more
vulnerable to sexual harasAment, since the
literature suggests that most incidents of sex-
ual harassment are perpetrated or tolerated by
supervisors.24 This expectation that the sex of
the immediate supervisor makes a difference
was borne out for both men and women.25

s-e:

z3Based on responses to Survey Question 52.
24llowever, as the next. chapter shows, most Fed-

eral workers were harassed by other workers rather
than supervisors.

25Based on responses to Survey Question 50.

FIGURE 4-9
Sex of Supervisor(s) of Victims

Percentage of Federal Employees Who Experienced
Sexual Harassment, by Sex of Immediate

Supervisor{s) (Question 50)

Male supervisor 'Male and female
supervisors

Female
supervisor

As Figure 4-9 shows, women were somewhat
more likely to be sexually harassed if their
immediate supervisor was a man than if the
supervisor was a woman. Even more consistent
with expectations, we found that men were
almost twice as likely to be sexually harassed if
then' supervisor was a woman, than if the
supervisor was a man.26

These findings that women are somewhat
more likely to be harassed if their'supervisor is
male and men are almost twice as likely to be
harassed if their supervisor is female implies
that sex of supervisor has some bearing on
whether an employee is likely to be sexually
harassed, although most incidents of sexual
harassment are perpetrated by coworkers. It
also may suggest that supervisors are more
.likely to allow sexual harassment to occur to
their subordinates if those employees are of the
opposite sex.

Male-Female Ratio in Immediate
Workgroup Is Strongly Related

We expected to find that most sexual harass-
ment occurs between members of the opposite
sex and is greater where the victims have
fewer same-sex coworkers who might serve as
a support" system. We fhokiht women in pri-
marily male work groupsmight be especially
vulnerable because they could be seen as out-
siders, who threaten the "old boy network" iri
the workgroup.

As expected, both men and women were
more likely, to be botherdd by unwanted sexual

26However. as the next chapter shows. of the men
who report being harassed, only about 7% are ha-
rassed by female supervisors.
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FIGURE 4-10
Sexual Composition of Victims' Work Groups

Percentage of Federal Employees in Different Kinds of Work Groups Who Experienced Sexual Harassment
(Question 51)

All men Predominately
men

Equal numbers
of men and
women

attention if they worked in work groups com-
posed wholly or primarily of members of the
opposite sex.27 As Figure 4-10 shows, the great-
er the proportion of men in the work group, the
likelier women were to be sexually harassed.
More than half the women who worked in all-
male workgroups, and nearly half who worked
in predominately male workgroups, reported
having had to deal with unwanted sexual atten-
tidn, compared with just over one-third of wo-
men in predominately female work groups,
and one-fifth of women in all-female groups. A
sizeable percentage of female victims-44%
or 127,700 out of 292,800were working in
wholly or predominately male work groups at
the time they were harassed.

Men also were more likely to be bothered by
unwanted sexual attention if they workeil in
groups composed wholly or predominately of
members of the opposite sex. However, rela-
tively few male victims--.--.only 20% di. 33,600 out
of 167,000were working in mostly or, all-
female groups when they were harassed; the
largest number (62%) were working in all or
predominately male workgroups, where the
incidence rate is relatively low. (89i) to 13%).

Thus, it appears that sexual composition of
work groups does affect the likelihood of women
and men becoming victims of sexual harass
ment. The greater the concentration,of mem-
bers of the opposite sex in the work group, the
greater the incidence of harassment. This has a

.greater impact on women since a greater pro-
portion of women than men are likely to work
in 'groups cdinposed wholly or primarily of
members of the opposite sex.

4713ased on responses to Survey Question 51.
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Predominately All women
women

The finding that sexual composition of the
work group, like sex of .the supervisor, has a
relationship to incidence rate of sexual harass-
ment also may be attributable to the finding
reported in the next chapterthat Federal
employees are sexually harassed by coworkers
more often than by supervisors.

Other Organizational
Characteristics Showed Little
Relationship with Sexual .._._
Harassment

Six other organizational characteristics exam-
ined showed little relationship to the incidence
of sexual harassment. Four were expected to
shed some light on the theory that people with
the least status and power are most vulnerable:
level of privacy, supervisory status, length of
Federal service, and work schedule. The other
twowork hours and size of workgroupwere
designed to explore workplace characteristics.

Relationship between privacy on the job
and likelihood of bothersome attention is un-
certain. Some observers have speculated that
workers having .no personal workspace or an
open workspace would be more vulnerable to
harassment since their working conditions do
not afford a sense of privacy; others have sug-
gested just the opposite, that those having pri-
vate workspaces would be more vulnerable
since much sexual harassment, particularly in
its more severe forms, occurs in private. Thus,
.ve asked victims whether, at the time they
were harassed, they had a workspace they
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could call their own, and if they did, what it
was like; open (worker could be seen from all
sides); semi-open (seen from 1 to 3 sides); semi-
private (with door that can be closed); or pri-
vate (with door that can be closed). 1)' We found
thatno one type of workspace was typical of
victims.of sexual harassment.

While there were some differences for wo-
men, there was not a clear pattern. Women
having nu workspace, a semi-open space, or a
semi-private space were somewhat more likely
to be bothered with unwanted sexual attention
than those with open workspaces or a private
office (44% to 46% compared with 39%).

The slightly greater likelihood of harassment
of women who had no personal workspace
might be due to their lack of privacy. The
slightly greater vulnerableness of women hav-
ing semi-private offices might reflect the find-
ing (discussed in the next chapter) that most
women were bothered by coworkers in the
same office; the semi-private office would seem
to afford a relatively greater freedom to harass.
Any conclusions on the question would be pre-
mature, but the findings would seem a fruitful
area for future research.

Men experienced sexual harassment at about
the same rate, . egardless of the degree of pri-
vacy of their workspaces (13%- 16%).

Nonsupervisors were not found to be more
vulnerable to sexual harassmertt than super-
visors.29 Although female nonsupervisors were
somewhat more likely than female supervisors
to report unwanted sexual attention (43% com-
pared with 39%), and male nonsupervisors
slightly more likely than supervisors (15%
compared with 14%), the differences are
judged to be small. While it is true that most
victims-88% of female victims and 73% of
male victims are nonsupervisors, there are
also far more people working in a nonsuper-
visory capacity for the Federal Government.

The relationship between length of Fed-
eral service and likelihood of unwanted sexual
attention was different for men and women."
Women on probation (i.e., with less than 1 year
of Federal service) were somewhat more likely
to report sexual harassment than those not on

2'4QueM..ion 49; see Appendix 13 for explanation of
terms; See Appendix 1), Figure F for data.

4913ased on responses to Survey Question 58. see
Appendix 1), Figure G for data

"'Based on responses to Survey Question 15, Nee
Appendix 1), Figure 11 for data

.
Probation (i.e., more than 1 year of Federal
service) (45% compared with 42%), but this dif-
ference was judged small. The difference in
incidence rates for men was more marked: 20%
of men on probation, but only 14% of those not
on probation, reported having been harassed.
The overall impact of any true differences is
probably insignificant since relatively small
numbers of Federal workers have less than I
year of Federal service and most victims are
women, who show only slight differences in
incidence rates. Most victims of sexual harass-
ment,,both men and women, had been working
for the Federal Government for more than 1
year when they were harassed.

Work schedulepermanent, full-time or
another arrangement such as part-time, tem-
porary, or seasonalshowed only a slight rela-
tionship with incidence of sexual harassment,
and then only. for women.31 Women working in
permanent full-time jobs were somewhat more
likely than others to be bothered with unwanted
attention (43% compared with 37%) but men
showed the same rate regardless of work sched-
ule (15%).

The typical working hours of an employee
day time or other arrangements such as night-
titile, weekends, shifts, or frequent overtime
seems to bear no important relationship to
whether the employee is subjected to bother-
some sexual harassment.32 Women working
regularly in the day time were just about as
likely to be bothered as working nights, week-
ends, shifts, or a lot of overtime. Although men
working "other" hours were a little more vul-
nerable than day time workers to being ha-
rassed (17% compared with 14%), this disparity
probably is not great enough to make a real
difference.

The size of the immediate work group of
the employeesmall (1-5 people), medium (6-
15 people), large (16-25 people), or very large
(more than 25)had no relationship with like-
lihood of sexual harassment." The largest
group of female victims were working in
medium-sized work groups (40%), but the inci-
dence rates for the four different-sized groups
were about the same (41% to 45i)). The range of
incidence rates for men was even smaller (13%
to 15%).

"Based on responses to Survey Question 1o, see
Appendix 1), Figure I for data.

'213ased on responses to Survey Question 47. see
Appendix D. Figure J for data.

;'Rased on responses to Surey Question 18: see
Appendix 1), Figure K for Oa
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Organizational Characteristics time an
Impact on the Incidence of Sexual
I I a rass m e tit

In summary, ,,f the 13 characteristics of an
employ ee's job or %surk place examined, one
clearly show ed a relatively strung relationship

ith incident c of sexual harassment. male-
female ratio in the immediate %surkgroup.
Women %% ork ng in %% (irk groups composed com-
pletely or primarily of men were more likely to
be subjected to unwanted sexual attention, and
conversely, men in wholly or primarily fenitile
workgroups were more likely to be sexually
harassed.

Three other organizational characteristics
showed some relationship with harassment: sex
of immediate supervisor, traditionality of job.
and job classification. Generally a %vorker whose
immediate supervisor was of the opposite sex.
or who had more than one supervisor, both
male and female, was more vulnerable than a
worker whose supervisor was of the same sex.
Although most victims, both male and female.
were working in traditional jobs when they
were harassed, the likelihood of being harassed
was greater for those in jobs usually held by
the opposite sex, This effect may have been
seen somewhat in the slightly greater vulnera-
bility to harassment of mien in office:clerical
positionsbut relatively few male victims were
working in such jobs when they were harassed.

Women working in professionalAechnical
jobs, and both female and male trainees, %%;ere
somewhat more likely to be bothered with
untie anted attention but it is clear that Fed-
eral workers in all job classifications, particu-
larly women, experience harassment.

Victims See Their Work
Environments Differently Than
Nonvictims

NVe also were interested in whether the gen-
eral atnwsphere in a work place had any rela-
tion:qui,' ith sexual haass?nent. Are sonic
w (irk en's ironments more coducbe to sexual
harassment than others? To explore this iAsue
%te compared the responses of % ictims" by sex
(i.e.. female ' ictims tc ith female. nuns lentils.
etc.) to tw o sets of attitudinal questions. one

As determined by responses to Survey Question
17. .ee Appendix C. Victims responded in terms of
the office, they well," in when then w ere harassed:
nom ictinis described their current job:,
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that attempted to assess general relations ith
supervisors and one designed to measure the
general level of sexual activity in the office. -'

We expected to find that' ictims had ' oi'se

relations ith their super% ism's, felt more pres-
sured to engage in sexually oriented behavior,
and generally felt their organization w as not as
helpful as it might be in curtailing sexual
harassment of its employ cc:-. This turned out to
be true.

Perhaps not srpri:singly, victims, particu-
larly women, were considerably more likely
than norivictims to feel unin% ited, unwanted
sexual attention was a problem where they
worked. (See Table 1-3) Specifically. male and
female victims were more inclined to feel they
were expected to flit.and make sexual com-
ments about the opposite sex and to think
employ ees in their offices use (or used) sexual
favors to advance on the job.

Victims also were more likely to indicate
employee-supervisor relationships in their im-
niedate workgroups were not what they might
be. They were is ice as likely as their nonv ictim
counterparts to feel unable to bring w ork-
related concerns to their immediate supervi-
sors and to feel, if they did, that their supervi-
su's could not do anything about the situation,
even if it were possible. Fihalb7. victims %%ere
more likely than nonvictims to feel their organ-
ization w as not doing everything it could to stop

'unw anted sexual attention among its employees.
NVInle there i"ouhrbu se% end explanations for

these differences in attitudes between 'tennis
and nonvictims, one possibility is that work
atmosphere does have some affect on the inci-
dence of. sexual harassment. Further research
on this issue would be interesting and helpful
in designing means of eliminating the problem'.

Conclusion

We have re% ices ed in detail the personal and
organizational characteristics of ' ictims and
how they affect the %ulnerability of women and
men tt, sexual harassment. Sonic chaacter-is
tics affect the rate of sexual harassment more
than others, and spy .characteri. tics are lim'e
subject to control by managers w ho ish to
reduce the rate of sexual harassment in their
organization.

!lased on re,pon.es G, Sur% Q I -I a- I ig. .



Table 4-3

Perceptions of Work Environment

These are statements used to describe the general work setting in the immediate work group. Percentages

arc of Federal workers who agreed or disagreed with the following statements. (Question 1.1)

General Relations
with Supervisors

a. Disagreed with: I feel free to bring up gen-
eral work-related concern: or suggesti(ms to

my immediate supervisor

b. Disagreed with. I feel that my supervisor
would correct general work-related concerns Or
suggestions If pof,sible.

1 RIVel of Sexual Activity

c. Agreed Nt ith: Where I work. I feel I ani
expected to flirt.

d. Agreed with: Where I Nt (irk, I feel I ant
expected to make sexual comments about the
opposite sex.

e. Agreed with: Uninvited and unwanted sex-
ual attention is a problem for employee where
I work.

f. Agreed with: Where! Nvork. employee, use
their sexual favors advancement on the job.

g. Disagreed +Ith 11y organizatnto makes
every effort to stop unwanted nal attention
among its einplo (es.

Respondents

Female Hale

Victims Nonvictims Victims Nancictims

21%

2.1'

27"..

8"1. 960

21".

99%

23".. 27".,

3911

21%

Note. Percentages are ba't'h on "Agr'''ee and "Strongly Agree" and "Disagree" and "Strongb Disagree"

responses to statements

Sexual harassment is a problem of virtually
all Federal agencies studied. Variation in inci-
dence rates suggests the problem is more sa-
lient in some agencies than in othersbut in
none is it absent. As noted. a number of generic
demographic characteristics are related to sex-
ual harassment. As the composition of the work
force varies from agency to agency, so too may
the incidence of sexual harassment. Although
this has not been investigated, agency manag-
ers need to be aware of the composition in their

workforce to identify the workers in their agen-
cy most likely to be victims. This i. a first step
toward reducing the problem.

In addition. certain working conditions ap-
pear related to sexual harassment, and many of
these conditions can be changed by tmtnage-
ment in an effort to reduce sexual harassment.
Consequently. managers need to be made aware
that sexual harassment is a problem and that
they are held accountable for dealing with it.
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5
Perpetrators of
Sexual Harassment

Most victims are sexually harassed by people of the opposite
sex.
Most harassers act alone rather than in concert with another
person.
Most harassers of women are older than their victims, and
most harassers of men are younger.
Most harassers are married, but many men report being
harassed by divorced or single women as well.
Most harassers are of the same race or ethnic background as
their victims. but most minority men report being harassed
by those of a different race or ethnic background.
Most harassers are coworkers, but many women are
harassed by supervisors.
Many harassers are reported to have bothered more than one
person at work.
Few employees report having been accused of sexually
harassing others. . . ..

More than half the women in four Federal
agencies ... one-fifth of the men in another
agency ... two-thIds of all women aged 16 to
19 ... nearly one-third of all divorced men ...
half of all female trainees ... one-fifth of all

men working in nontraditional jobs...
These are the victims of sexual harassment

in the Federal workforce. The next step is iden-

tifying the perpetrators of these incidents, the
people IN ho are offending others with their sex-
ual comments and deliberate touching. are
pressuring others for sexual favors, and in
some cases are committing the criminal offense
of rape or sexual assault.

We were interested in learning a number of
things about the perpetrators of sexual harass-
ment: whether they are found in disproportion-
ate numbers within certain job classifications,
racial categories, age brackets, educational

levels, and grade levels;' whether harassers of
men and women are similar in most ways or
differ markedly; whether certain types of vic-
tims typically are bothered by certain types of
harassers; and whether incidents tend to be
one-time acts, or whether some harassers show
a pattern of sexually bothering others.

Such information would indicate what reme-
dies mightor might notwc -k and would
help in developing remedies appropriate for
different target groups. It seemed especially
important to look at the harassers of women
since the problem of sexual harassment affects
women m far greater numbers, at greater
rates. and with greater severity than it does
men.

1Congre,sional Memorandum of Undemanding:
see Appendix E.
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FIGURE 5-1
Sex of Harasser

Percentage of Narrator-Victims Who Indicated the Sex of the Person(s)
Who Bothered Them Sexually (Question 32a)

Mal* Two or
more males

Both males
and females

FIGURE 5.2
Age of Harasser

Female Two or more Unk nOw
females

Percentage of Narrator Victims Who Indicated the Age of the Person(s) Who Bothered Them Sexually
(Question 32b)

Older Younger-

We found that women typically are harassed
by a male coworker who is married, older than
the victim, of the same race or ethnic back-
ground (or a different background if the victim
is a minority), and likely to have harassed oth-
ers atwork (see Figure 5-1).

Men typically are harassed by a female co-
worker who is married (but frequently is
divorced or single), younger than the victim, of
the same race or ethnic background, and some-
what likely to have harassed others at work.

More detailed descriptions of perpetrators of
sexual harassment are given in the sections
that follow. Descriptions are based on the re-
sponses of narrators (i.e., victims who described
one incident of harassment in detail) to survey
questions 32-34. Most findings presented repre-
sent the responses of victims of all forms of
sexual harassment. Analysis of responses by
severity of harassment experience revealed that
in most cases the harassers were similar re-
gardless of severity of experience. Only the
notable exceptions are described.
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Same Various ages .

Harassers of Women Are
Strikingly Similar

Unknown

The- harasser of a woman is usually a
man. In 95 cases of sexual harassment out of
every 100, the incident was perpetrated by a
manin 79 incidents by a lone man and in 16
incidents by two or more men. Few women
were harassed by other women.

The harasser of a woman usually acts
alone. In 81 incidents out of every 100 the
harasser acted alone rather than in concert
with othersin 79 incidents as a lone male and
2 incidents as a lone female.

The harasser of a woman is usually older
than the victim. In 68 incidents out of every
100 the harasser was older than the victim, in
12 incidents younger, and in 11 incidents of the
same age. In 7% of the incidents there were
several harassers, of Various ages, and in 2%,
the women did not know their harasser's age.
(See Figure 5-2)
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FIGURE 5-3
Marital Status of Harasser

Percentage of Narrator Victims Who Indicated the Marital Status of the Person(s) Who Bothered Them Sexually

(Question 32d)

a

Married Mixed

The harasser of a woman usually is mar-
ried. Two-thirds (67%) of all incidents were
perpetrated by someone who was married; only
15% were initiated by an unmarried person (8%

single and 7% divorced, separated, or widowed).
In 9% of the incidents there was more than one
harasser, of different marital statuses, and in
an equal number the woman did not know her
harasser's marital status. (See Figure 5-3)

The harasser of a woman usually is some-
one of the same race or eth lc background.
In 63% of all incidents the harasser was of the
same race or ethnic background as the victim.
(See Figure 5-4) However, there were some
striking differences in the experiences of minor-
ity and nonminority women harassed by men.2
While most nonminority female narrators (75%)
and most women in some minority groups were
harassed by a man of the same race or ethnic
background; most black, Hispanic, and Asian
or Pacific Islander women (53%, 62%, and 88%,
respectively) IA ere bothered by men of different
backgrounds.

The harasser of a woman usually has no
supervisory authority over her, but some-
times is a supervisor. Ilarassers of women
usually (in 65% of all incidents) are coworkers
or "other" Federal employees having no super-
visory authority over the victim. In a sizeable
number of incidents (37%), however, women
were harassed by their immediate supervisor
or a higher level supervisor. Subordinates were

2Too few women in some minority groups reported
harassment by more than one man or by women to
allow separate analysis in regard to background of
those harassers. See Appendix D, Table G for data
on the race or ethnic background of victims and
their harassers.

Unknown Single Divorced,
separated,
widowed

harassers in only 4% of the incidents; in 6% of
the incidents the supervisory status of the
harasser was unknown.3 Victims of the rela-
tively uncommon most severe form of harass-
ment, actual or attempted rape or sexual
assault, were harassed ny an immediate or
higher level supervisor almost as often as by a
coworker or "other" Federal employee (51% of
the incidents perpetrated by a supervisor com-
pared with 57% by a coworker or other, em-
ployee). In many incidents involving more than
one harasser, both supervisors and coworkers
were identified. (See Figure 5-5)

FIGURE 5.4
Ethnic Status of Harasser

Percentage of Narrator Victims Who Indicated the
Ethnic Status of the Person(s) Who Bothered Them

Sexually (Question 32c)

TOTAL VICTIMS OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT

Same Different Some the
same and
some
different

Unknown

3Since respondents harassed by more than one
person were allowed to give more than one answer to
this question (Survey Question 33). percentages total

more than 100%.
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FIGURE 5-5
Organizational Level of Harasser

Percentage of Narrator Victims Who Identified the
Organizational Level of the Person(s) Who Bothered

Them Sexually (Question 33)

TOTAL VICTIMS OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT

Coworker or Immediate Unknown Subordinate
other supervisor
employee or other

supervisor

I NOTE Some respondents Indicated that more than one
party bothered them,

Many women are harassed by someone
who has harassed others on the job. While
the majority of female narrators (53%) did not
know whether the harasser had bothered oth-
ers, 43% did know this to be the case and only
3% knew it not to be true. Victims of the most
severe and severe forms of sexual harassment
were more likely to be bothered by repeat
offenders than were victims of less severe ha-
rassment (38% and 49% compared with 32%).
(See Figure 5-6)

Harassers of Men Also Are Similar

The harasser of a man usually is a woman.
In 72 out of every 100 cases, the incident was
perpetrated by a womanin 60 incidents by a
lone woman and in 12 cases by two or more
women. Men were more likely than women to
be victims of homosexual harassment; 22% re-
ported being harassed by one or more men,
while only 3% of the women reported harass-
ment by one or more women.

The harasser of a man usually acts alone.
In 78 out of every 100 incidents the harasser
aited alone rather than in concert w ith others
in 60 out of 100 incidents as a lone female and
in 18 as a lone male.

The harasser of a man most often is young-
er than the victim. In 39% of the incidents the
harasser was younger than the i ictim, but in
29% the harasser was older, and in 18% the OA o
were the same age.
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FIGURE 5-6
Has the Harasser Sexually Bothered Others at Work?
Percentage of Narrator Victims Who Were Sexually
Harassed and Who Indicated Whether the Person(s)

Who Bothered Them Sexually Had Sexually
Bothered Others at Work (Question 34)

TOTAL VICTIMS OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT

Did not know Harasser had Harasser had not
bothered others bothered others

The harasser of a man most often is mar-
ried. Slightly over one-third of the male narra-
tors (35%) said their harasser was married, but
a larger proportion was currently unmarried
either divorced, separated, or widowed (25%) or
single and never married (20%).

The harasser of a man usually is someone
of the same race or ethnic backgrnund. This
was true in 68% of all incidents, but, as in the
case of female victims, race or ethnic back-
ground of the victim made a difference.in near-
ly 9 in every 10 (89%) incidents involving a non-
minority male victim and a female harasser,
the harasser was of the same background (i.e.,
also a nonminority). Black men were about as
likely to be harassed by a woman of a different
background as by a black woman (46% of the
cases involving female harassers compared
with 51%), and Hispanic and Asian or Pacific
Islander men were more likely to be bothered
by a woman of a different race than by one of
their own race (69% and 100% of the cases
involving female harassers, respectively).

The harasser of a man usually has no
supervisory authority over him. Three-
fourths of the male victims (76%) reported their
harasser was a coworker or another Federal
worker hating no supervisory authority over
the victim. In addition, the harasser was more
likely to be subordinate than a supervisor (16%
of all cases compared with 14%).

A number of men are harassed by some-
one who has bothered others on the job.
While most male narrators (61%) did nut know

hether their harasser had bkithered others,
31% did know this to be the case, and 8% were
certain it was not the case.



Experiences of Men and
Women Differ

In some ways the harassers of female and
male victims were quite similar. For instance,
most harassers of men and women acted alone
rather than with others. In other ways, the
experiences of men and women were notice-
ably different. For example, while most ha-
rassers were of the opposite sex of the victim,
men were considerably more likely to be vic-
tims of homosexual harassment 422% of male
narrators were bothered by one or more men.
ba only 3% of female victims reported homo-
sexual harassment).

Most harassers of women (68%) were older
than the victim, but the pattern for men was
less obvious. The largest group of men (39%)
were bothered by someone younger, but a size-
able number (29%) were bothered by an older
person. Most harassers of women (e7% of the
incidents). While men were most likely to be
bothered by a married person, this was true in

only :35% of the incidents described. Thus.
women were nearly twice as likely as men to
have been harassed by someone who was
married.

Most harassers of men and w omen were
coworkers or other Federal employees who had

no supervisory authority over the victim. This
finding is particularly significant in the case of
women since it appears to contradict the popu-
lar notion that the greatest part of the problem
of sexual harassment originates with (male)
supervisors who wield formal power over their
(female) victims. It may be, however, that some
supervisors, while not themselves readily iden-
tifiable as the perpetrators of specific sexual
harassment incidents, may be gi% ing tacit ap-
proval to the behavior and thus creatip'g an
environment wherein sexual harassmen( is not
only tolerated but encouraged. As one Federal
employee wrote on the survey questionnaire:
"A major problem is that the major portion of
'management' is male, and if they do not parti-
cipate in the games themselves, there is tacit
approval of activity. Any objection is met with

a wry smile and the reaction that maybe you
are imagining things and perhaps overempha-
sizing your own charms."

It appears that the "coercive," or "shake
down" element of sexual harassment-10 the
extent that it was present -- operated more in

the case of women. While both men and women
were most likely to have been harassed by work
associates or peers, this was more true for male

victims (76%) than for females (65%). Likewise,
while both men and women were less likely to
be harassed by an immediate or higher level
supervisor, this was also more true for men
(14%) than for women (37%). The finding that
the majority of sexual harassment incidents
are perpetrated by coworkers or other work
peers does suggest that any institutional efforts
to eliminate the problem of sexual harassment
might need to involve Federal workers at all
levels rather than only supervisors. However.
since supervisors ultimately are responsible for
the conduct in their workplaces. training for

them regarding sexual harassment should cer-
tainly be stressed.

Of the men and women who knew, most said
the:r harassers had also bothered others. That
413% of all female victims could with certainty
state that their harasser had bothered others at
work' suggests that the problem of sexual ha-
rassment should not be viewed solely as a
number of isolated instances of personal sexual
attraction. For a sizeable number of women
(98,000), their experience was part of an overall
pattern exhibited by a harasser. Since most
harassers of women are men, it seems fair to
assume that the majority of repeat offenders in
harassment of women are men. Thus, it appears
that certain men are more likely to harass than
others and that sexual harassment is not neces-
sarily part of the normal interaction among
men and %%omen on the job. or that all men and

omen engage in it, as has been intimated by
some.

A similar case could be made for the harass-
ers of men. For 31% of male victims, their
experiences were part of an overall pattern
exhibited by the harasser. Thus it seems likely
that a number of female harassers were also

repeat offenders. However, since the number of
men harassed is far smaller than the number of
women, it seems fair to conclude that the prob-
lem of repeat offenders among male harassers
is far more significant.

Some Harassers Reported on
Themselves

It is important to note that we attempted
only to construct a general profile of harassers
in terms of general personal and job character-

'This is part+cularly telling in that. as shown in
Chapter 6. the so rve found that most victims do not
talk to others in their offices about their experiences.
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istics; obviously a more in-depth examination,
including inve4igation of psychological vari-
ables, w as beyond the scope of this'study. flow-
ever. we did attempt to gain more information
about harassers by asking several questions of
people willing to identify themselves as
harassers.

Only 10,500 men and 1,100 women indicated
that (luring the 2-1-month period they had been
accused of sexually bothering someone. Since
most of the accused w ere men. we looked only
at their responses. not at the women's. The vast
majority of those men. 82%. felt they had been
unjustly accused by their victimand 8%
thought the accusation had been fair (the
remaining 10% were not sure whether the
charge was fair or not)."'

Few Federal workers admitted they have
been accused of sexual harassmentfar fewer
than the numbers w ho claim to have been
harassed. Host men who do report ha% Mg.
been accused felt the charge was unfair. When
asked why they considered the charge unfair.
18", said the accuser had misunderstood their
molt .1/4 es. -15". said the accuser w anted to create

.(lased on reponse:, to Survey Questions 36 and 17:
-;ee Appendix D. Table II for data.

'fl ased on response, to Survey Question 38. see
Appendix I ), Table Q for data.

trouble, 291,, felt the' had done nothing wrong!'
Only one-third indicated that management
subsequently found the charge to be false,
although there is no indication of how many of
these cases were reported to management.
Since far fewer men report being accused of
sexual harassment, whether fairly or not, than
the number of women ho report being ha-
rassed by men. it would appear that few w omen
iitinh, confront their harassers. This absence

of confronttion ti perpetuate the problem of
sexual harassment.

Conclusion
This chapter has presented a profile of typi-

cal perpetrators of sexual harassment as de-
scribed by their victims. We have seen that the
ty pica{ harasser of women differs from the typ-
ical harasser of men, principally in terms of sex
and age. and, to a lesser extent. in. marital sta-
tus and race or ethnic background. We have
also such that few indi% id uals admit to having
been accused of sexual harassment.

The next chapter explores in more depth the
sexual harassment incidents.
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6
Incidents of Sexual
Harassment

Those who are sexually harassed by supervisors and those
who experience the more severe forms of sexual harassment
are more likely than other victims to foresee penalties or pos-
sible benefits for not going along or for going alpng with the
unwanted sexual attention.
Most victims respond to sexual harassment by ignoring it,
but few find that technique improves the situation. The most
assertive actions are found to be the most effective.
Few victims talk about their experiences with others but
those who do find talking to someone with independent
authority or organizational responsibility to be more helpful
than talking with- coworkers, family. or friends.
Few victims take formal actions, but many who do find them

helpful.
The reported response of agency officials to informal and
formal charges of sexual harassment has been mixed.

62.000 people having to weal with uninvited.
unwanted sexual attention while working at
their jobs for the 1"wirYral Government, two
thirds of them women ... 300.000 confronted
by behaviors that a minimum of two-thirds of
the Federal workforce considers sexual harass-
ment ... 12.0110 facing actual or attempted
rape or sexual (assault, a criminal offense ...
most of them bothered by cm% orkers of the
opposite sex. but a sizeable number harassed
by people -with supervisory authority over
them, ..

The picture of sexual harassment in the Fed-
eral workplace is taking shape. We know who
the victims are. how many are facing what
kinds of unwanted attention. and who 'is perpe-
trating thj offensive behavior. To complete the
picture we needed to know more about the epi-
sodes themselves. the details of the individual

incidents that, when taken together. would
place the many facts and figures in context.
Only then would the picture be a clear imw-e of
the problem of sexual harassment as it affects
Federal \%orkers.

We wanted 'to know about the element of

coercionor enticementin sexual harassment
incidents: Do harassers use explicit or implied
leverage to ensure cooperation from their vic-
tims?1 Do victims think something harmful
will happen if they don't go along, or something
beneficial if ,they do? I low-do victims deal with
the unwanted behavior? Do they simply ignore
the situation. hoping -it will go away? Does any
particular response seem most effectie in get-,

Ling the behavior stopped? Is management lielp

'Congressional Nlemoandum of Untlerstanding:
. see Appendix E.

.
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ful in this regard? Such information is essential
in developing- remediesles that are likely to reduce
the incidence of 'sexual harassment.

We found-that the ans'w ers to these questions -

depended' someAat on the sex of the victim,
ho was perpetrating the offensive behavior,

and what kind of unwanted attention was
involved.

Employees bothered by others who had super-
visory authority over them, and those who- -4
faced actual or attempted rape or assault, were
most likely to see penalties for not going along
and rewards for going along. The use and effec-
tiveness of various formal and informal re-
sponses. inchiding talking with other people
about the situation and filing formal com-
plaints, depended somewhat on the sex of the
victim and the severity of the situation. Some
victims found management helpful. but many
did not..

Again. findings in this chapter are based on
the response of narrators--those victims who
agreed' describe in detailone experience of
sexual harassment, either their only or their
most recent experience. or the one that had the
greatest effect on them. For simplicity. these
people are referred to as victims. although. to
be precise, they make up only a' subgroup of
victims.

Fear of Penalties and Expectation,
of Rewards

Most victim narrators did not think anything
bad would happen to them if they did not go
along with the unwanted attention,. Nor did
most anticipate that something beneficial would
happen iithey did go alonk. Men and women
tended to agree on these points. The large
maj(irity of female victims (70%) thought there

07 'would be no adverse consequences if they (lid
not go along with the,haraser.2 We speculated
that the reason for this was that most reported
l'ieing harassed by presumably less powerful
coworkers rather than supervisors (see Chap-
ter 5). Indeed we found that the victims' percep-
tion, of consequences differed somew hat depend-
ing- on w ho was bothering them and w hat kind
of Unwanted attention they were getting.

Women who were harassed by coworker,
ha% ing nons.9 pen, ii.ory authority over them
were more likely to think nothing adverse

-13;ised or 1-(s1,011.4., to Silt-Ct.:1- (buast)s)n 21, also
'cc. A plieriilix 'fittile Ft flir add iti() 1 -data.

6,1

would happen to them than were women both-
ered by immediate Sliperisurs (70% compared
with 44%) (see Figure 6-1). Interestingly, wo-
men harassed by their immediate supervisors
were less likely to think that nothing would
'happen to them (in) and thus mire likely to
fear penalties than those bothered by higher
level supervisors (57%): likewise, those harassed
by their cowc kers were less likely to think that

-nothing would happen to them.(70%) and thus
more likely to fear penalties than those both-
ered by "other employees (79%). This suggests
that harassers having direct organizational
contact with the victim are seen as more coer-
cive or threatening than those whose relation-.
ship is more distant.

In addition. the more 'severe the form of
harassment the -woman was facing, the, more
likely shp`was to perceive adverse consequences
(see Figtire 6-1). Vic,ijms of actual or attempted
'rape or assault NvOre most likely to perceive
adverse consequences regardless of whether
the- harasser was:a,.!,:ow'orker or a supervisor.
Only 15% to 23% of /these women thought no-
thing would happen Ito them if they did not go
along.

For the women who did perceive adverse
consequences. the difficulties the.' foresaw, not
unsurprisingly. were related to who was harass-
ing them. WOmen harassed by their supervi-
sors were more likely to (Oar eusequences
related to job status and pAy being unable to
get a promotion or losing their jobs. for exam-
ple. On the other hand. women -bothered by
cow orkers or other employ ees were more likely
to feel the quality of their personal relation-
ships would suffer if they did not go along (for
eNaniple. "the per:Ann:00r other workers would
be unpleasant or would embarrass me").

Women harassed by their super% isors also
were more likely to 'wreck e benefits fur going
along w ills the on w anted behit% ior, the majo-
ity harassed by coworker:, (81.,0 foresaw no
benefits.' This difference in perceptions held
true for ictims of all forms of sexual harass-
ment except the few e. ho experienced actual or
attempted rape or assault. For this group,
those harassed by 1111111ediate super isors w ere
more likely than those ictimized by coworkers
and other workers to foresee nu benefits (71
compared w ith 47",.) A reason for this differ-
ence in pe....ept;on-, might be in the nature of
the lam ior itself. those confronted by super-
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FIGURE 6.1
Perceived Penalties for Not Going Along

Percentage of Narrators Who Were Harassed by Their Immediate Supervisor or Coworker Who Thought the

Following Would Happen to Them if They Did Not Go Along With the Sexual Harassment (Question 24)
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FIGURE 6-2
Perceived Benefits for Going Along

Percentage of Narrators Who Were Harassed by Their Immediate Supervisor or Coworker Who Thought the
Following Would Happen to Them if They Did Go Along With the Sexual Harassment (Question 25)
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visors in this most assaultive way felt extremely
threatened am I could see no benefits, only
penalties. whereas other victims, not being in
direct control of their harasser, felt less threa-
tened and could foresee possible rewards for

going along.
The perceptions of men about leverage used

to secure compliance were similar to that of
women. Again, most men did not think any-
thing bad would happen if they did not go
along, but men harassed by immediate super-
visors and those experiencing the more severe
forms of harassment were more likely than
others to fear penalties. Men were somewhat

more likely than women to perceive benefits in
going along with the unwanted attention: but,

like women, those harassed by supervisors
were more likely than others to foresee possible

rewards for their compliance.
In summary. most victims do riot perceive

any penalties for not going along with the
harasser or rewards for going along. The super-
visory status of the harasser and the type of
behavior they were confronted with seems to

have an effect on their perceptions of leverage.

Men and women bothered by individuals hav-
ing direct organizational control over them
their snpervisors, and particularly their imme-
diate supervisorsare much more likely to feel

leverage is being used against them. In addi-
tion, workers harassed by their supervisors are
much more likely to see good working condi-

tions and job betterment as more powerful
incentives for going along than improved rela-

tions with their harassers.

Assertive Responses Are the
Most Effective

To find out how ictims deal with incidents of
sexual harassment. we asked which of nine
possible responses they had made and what the

effect of each had been.' The effectiveness of

these informal efforts varied, depending on the

sex of the victim and the severity of the hass-
ment experience.

Most women responded passively to the un-
wanted attention, by ignoring it (61%) or avoid-

ing the harasser (48%). Their reasons for doing
this may have been ;similar to those of the vic-

tim whose situation w as related by a supervisor
in another unit: "She was afraid to report the

'See Survey Questions 23a and 23b: see Appendix
1), Figure L for additional data.

"Itesponlents were asked to lndwate :t11 action,
they had taken, and many

incident for fear her supervisor would notallow
her to work overtime. She refused his advances

and began to avoid him whenever possible, hop-

ing. it would 'blow over .
The women's next most frequent response u)

sexual- harassment was taking direct action by
asking or telling the harasser to stop; half the
women reported doing this. Although most
women-, ignored the behavior, they found this
one of the least effective actions to take (see
Figure 6-3). Only 28% of those who did so found

it "made things better," and a number found it

made the situation worse.
The small number of women who went along

with the behavior indicated that this was by far
the least effective course to take: only 8% re-
ported that things improved as a result. On the

other hand, direct, assertive responses such as

"asking or telling the person to stop" and "re-
porting the behavior to a supervisor or other
officials" were found to be effective by the
majority of women who took those actions (54%

and 53%, respectively). However. since many
women did not find these actions made things
better. it cannot be assumed that most women
could get sexual harassment to stop simply by
reporting it or asking the offender to stop.

Although the relatively rare action of disci-
plinng the harasser" was found to be the most
effective response (7 1% of the women who did
this.found it made things better) few women
are in a position to discipline their harasser
since relatively few women work in supervi-

sory capacity.
Like women. most male % ictims(65%) ignored

the unwanted attention. However. proportion-
ately few er men a% oided the offender or asked

or told the person to stop. For men. the most
effective actions were "a.:king or telling the
person to stop,""disciplining the harasser"talso
a rare response for nitql), and "avoiding the
person(s)": (67%, 56%. and .53'' of men who took

those actions found theni to make things better).

As with women, the effectiveness of the var-
ious actions for men differed according to the
form of sexual harassment being faced. The
few male victims of actual or attempted rape or
sexual assault found direct responses ineffec-

tive. [ "or them, the most effective response was

going along w ith the behavior (46% of those
who went along with the situation found that to

make things better). whereas this was rela-
tively ineffective for men dealing with other

bl;e%% er than 1.000 mnen. 2",, of all female nar-
rators who answered tin, quest JOIL took this action



FIGURE 6-3
Narrators' Informal Responses to Sexual Harassment

Percentage of Narrators Who Indicated that.Taking These Informal Actions "Made Things Better" (Question 23)
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forms of unwanted behm ior. What such a large
proportion of men but so few w omen, would
fiml going along %% it b such assaultive behavior
to "make things better" raises some questions.
Perhaps the'd i fference is based in cultural and
perceptual differences of opinion about what

9114.1consti ,s n instance of actual or attempted
rape or assa It.

In summary, man3, informal responses to
sexual harassment :mule things better fur some
Ictimseven making a joke of the beim\ ior
and telling, or threatening to tell, other work
ers. The responses that generally proved most
effective were:

reporting the behavior to a super\ isor or
other Officials,
asking or telling the persons) to stop, and
avoiding the person(s).

Other more specific techniques for victims to
take to stop sexual harassment are discussed in
publications listed in Appendix II. In add itioR,
Mary P. Rowe, a ponnant and knowledge-
able observer in the field, has found that one of
the most effective techniques is for the victim
to write a personal confidential letter to the
harasser outlining the offense and asking that
the behavior be stopped. According to Dr.
Rowe, this technique has the advantage of
stopping the harassment quickly and effective-
ly. preventing recurrence. and enabling the
victims to take assertive action on their own.'

Actions that generally proved least Offective
(and in many instances had a deleterious effect)
were:

going along with the behavior, and
ignoring the behavior or doing nothing.

Talking with Others
To understand' more about how people re

spond to sexual harassment, we asked victims
whether they had discussed their experiences
with anyone and, if so, with whom and with
what result,*

About half the women and one-third of the
men who answered this question" had talked
with someone about their experience. Women
most frequently had talked to other workers or

'Mary P Rowe. Ph.D.. Assistant to the President.
M assach usetts Institute of Technology con ersatiun,
March 1981.

"See Survey Questions 27a and 271); see Appendix
D, Figure M for additional data.

''A number of narrators. i.e those who responded
to Survey Question 20, did not answer Question 27.

C;^

to friends and relatives (68% and 60%, respec-
tively, of the women who answered this ques-
tion). Men also most frequently spoke to those
groups of people (of those who answered this
question, 65% spoke to other workers, and 53%

talked to friends or relatives).
It should be mentioned however, that rela-

tively few of the men and women we have been
calling "narrators" do in fact talk to anyone.
For example, although other workers were the
most I ikeIN to be told, only 37% of the women we
have termed "narrators"-83,700 out of 223,700
and 20% of the 97,500 male narrators indicated
they had talked with other workers. It appears
that victims prefer to keep their experiences
private.

The benefit of talking to various parties de-
pended on the type of harassment and the sex
of the victim (see Figure 6-4). When asked
whether their discussions made things better
or worse, or made no difference, women gener-
ally indicated they found.talking to outside con-
tacts (lawyers. civil rights group, Congress, or
officials in another agency) or a supervisor or
other officials more effective than talking with
other workers; of those who had talked with
those groups, 44%, 48% and 23%, respectively.
said the action made things better.

However, female victims of severe harass-
ment found talking to the various parties about
equally effective, while the small number of
women who had faced actual or attempted rape
found talking to EEO (Equal Employment
Opportunity) or union officials to be harmful or
to have no effect.

The results for male 4 ictims were even more
mixed. As a group they found the best results
from talking to personnel officials (41% who did
so said it made things better) and the worst
results from talking to union officials (18%).
Male victims of actual or attempted rape or
assault found talking with outside contacts
helpful and talking to unions to have no effect.
whereas victims of less severe harassment
found neither of these actions to have an effect,
but did find talking to EEO officials useful.

While these findings are so mixed that few
generalizations can be made, it might be noted
that although talking with other people can
make things better (sometimes just in thE . ic-

tim's ability to endure the situation), the best
people to talk to are those who can do some-
thing to change the situationnot coworkers,
friends, or relatives. Since relatively few vie-
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tines talk to agency officials, publicizing the
availability of both organizational and outside
parties may lie indicated. In addition, training
may be indicated to help agency officials resolve
problems of sexual harassment.

Few File Formal Complaints

Only 6,600 women (approximately 3% of all

Federally employed women who described
their sexual harassment incidents) and 1,700

men (2% of all male narrators) indicated that
they filed formal complaints."' Of the 8.300
formal actions taken, most were requests for an
investigation by the organization (2,800) or
adverse action appeals (2.500).1' Filing a dis-
crimination complaint, the most widely known
remedy, was chosen somewhat less often than
other formal remedies except for "requesting
an investigation by an outside agency," which
is the least known remedy. Infrequent use of
the discrimination complaint system may be

explained by the fact that until recently sexual
harassment generally was not considered to
fall under the Jurisdiction of the EEO com-
plaint systerir.1 c,

The marorit3 159%) of the 8.300 men and
women who took formal action found these
actions w0.e effective (i.e.. they -made things
better") Conversely. 3.400 men and women
fou'nd- their effort had no effector made
things worse.' '

Most of the women who requested an investi-
gation by their agency or filed a discrimination
complaint found those actions effective (70%

and 66".. respectively). However, the effective-
ness of remedies differed somewhat depending
on the severity of the behavior involved (see
Figure 6-5).

Men who requested an investigation by an
outside agency were most likely to think their
action had made things better, but, in contrast
with women, few who filed a discrimination
complaint found that action useful. Again. the

'Based on responses to Survey Question 28b. see
Appendix D. Figure N for additional data.

''See Chapter 8 for a description of the various
formal complaint procedures.

'In Noember 1980 the Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity Commission helped to clarify the issue by
adopting guidelines in which sexual harassment
under certv.h. conditions C\ as interpreted to be a
form of discrimination on the basis of sex; see
Appendix E

"See Appendix I), Table I for data.

effectiveness of remedies varied somewhat de-
pending on the severity of the behavior the men
had experienced.

In summary, the type of formal action taken
and the perceived effectiveness of the action
varied with the sex of the victim and the sever-
ity of the behavior the victim faced. However,
the perceived success rate was only 59% (i.e., '1
victims in every 10 who took formal action did
not'find their efforts made things better). This
middling success rate was cited b3 Congress-
womun Gladys Spellman during Congressional
hearings" as a possible reason so many employ-
ees consider formal actions ineffective or think
nothing would be done if incidents of sexual
harassment were reported. Said Spellman: "If
the success rate is only 50%, it. isn't going to be a
great incentive to moving ahead" (i.e., to-chang-
ing attitudes so more Federal workers will
have confidence that somethinv will happen if
incidents are reported).

For a number of Federal workers, filing a
formal complaint not only did not make things
better, but actually made matters worse.15 One

survey respondent related on her questionnaire
what happened when she filed a grievance,
which eventually went to arbitration: "My su-
pervisor was found to have sexually harassed
but the end result was I was literally forced by
my supervisor and management to transfer to
another installation. The action I took against
my supervisor cost me psychologically as well

as prevented promotions."

Response of Management

In general, the response of agency officials to
formal and in formal actions was reported to be
nrixed1" (see Figure (i -6).

Although female narrator-victims who did
pursue formal remedies were more likely to
encounter a favorable and corrective response
than apathy or hostility, the results depended
on the severity of the experience they had
faced. More than 8 out of every 20 female nar-
rators who answered this question said man-
agement found the charge to be true or took
action against the offender, and only around 1

"Hearings before the Subcommittee on Investiga-
tions of the I louse Committee on Post Office and
Civil Service on Sexual Harassment in the Federal
( iovernment, 2nd Sess., September 25, 1980, p. 28.

''See Appendix I). Figure N for data.
"'Based on responses to Survey Question 29.
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FIGURE 6-5
Narrators' Formal Responses to Sexual Harassment

Percentage of Narrators Who Indicated That Taking These Formal Actions "made thi gs better" (Question 28)
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NOTE. Some respondents indicated that they took more than one formal action.
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FIGURE 6-6
Organizations' Responses to Formal Actions Taken by Narrators

Percentage of Narrators Who Indicated That Their Organizations Responded as Follows (Question 29)
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in 20 said management v as hostile or did
nothing. The more sex ere tin- harassment ex-
perience. the more likeb. management x% as to
do something about it. How ex er. onl 6"i, of the
group of female narrators (and none Of the ' is
tuns of less severe harassment) reported the
damage had been correctedand for some it
may ha% e taken a'. pile. Wrote one woman v ho
had been bothered I* a Branch Chief. "Ms
harasser's super% isors took no action until the
% ere ordered to bt outside sources. The sexual
harassment continued ox er sex s. ral x ears with
several di fferent omen. t" o of horn signed
under pressure from this in.- The situation
ex entually was rectified h. remox ing him from
a management position...

The finding that no female victims of "less
severe" harassment reported that damage from
the harassment had been corrected may reflect
the difficult in correcting damage caused by
ambigious for such as unwanted sexual
comments, and suggestive looks and pressure
for dates. The negati% e consequences for these

letnns be more in the realm of the psy-
chological.

Although men who took formal action also
were more likely to find a favorable rather
than a hostile management response. they were
less likely than women to do soand four times
more likely than women to encounter hostility.
particularly if they had experienced the less
severe forms of sexual harassment. Thus, it
would seem that men who allege sexual harass-
ment are less likely than women to be taken
seriously by management, possibly because sex-
ual harassment often is seen as a problem that
happens only to women. There is other evidence
that the complaints of men are not taken as
seriously as those of women in the !ow number
who found reporting the behavior and talking
to a supervisor or other agency officials to be
effective. Around half the women found report
ing (53%) or talking (48%) to these officials
make thingsbetter. but only one-third (35%) of
the men found reporting the behavior helpful.
and only, one-fifth (20%) found talking to offi-
cials useful (see Figures 6-3 and G).
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The comments respondents wrote on their
questionnaires t learl indicate that some man-
agers apptbach C._ problem more seriously
than do others. One ictim reported that %chen
she attempted to get help from her harasser's
superior officer. she x% as told she should be
niOre tolerant of him and make allowance for
him. Another x% rote of taking a complaint to
the top administrator, who said he was pow er
less to admonish for "hearsay." In contrast. a
supervisor reported. "GIs deputy tried sexual
harassment pressure on my secretary until I
dealt w ith the matter rather bluntly for the
future of his w ork record." Adds this respon-
dent. "I ha% e ad% ised counseling for the' ictims
and filing charges against the perpetrators."

Conclusion
This chapter has explored the behax for of

ictims and harassers during sexual harass-
ment incidents and the attempts of ictims to
stop the harassment. Few ictims talk to or-
ganizational officials about their problems and
only a handful file formal complaints. It may
be that most victims simply want the harass-
ment to stop and see no need to escalate the
situation by filing a formal complaint.

Thus, informal actions carried out by victims
or those with organizational or independent
authority to correct the situation are seen as the
most effective available remedies. Exploration
of this possibility cont inues in the next chapter.

Clearly, the findings reported in this chapter
indicate that there is much management can
do to improve its effectiveness in reducing sex-
ual harassment. Agency officials must be clear-
l informed of their responsibilities in this
regard. In addition. victims need to be informed
of the most effective informal responses to stop
sexual harassment. They also need information
on formal remedies so that option is open to
those who choose to take it.



7
Impact and Cost of
Sexual Harassment

between May 1978 and May 19
to have been $189 million.
Although their experiences d
work situations of most victims, a sizeable number of men
and women do leave their jobs or suffer other adverse job
consequences.
A majority of victims do not think their personal well being
or work performance declined as a result of their experi-
ences, but a sizeable minority do.
Victims are much more likely to think sexual harassment
negatively affected their personal well-being or morale than
to believe that their work performance or productivity
suffered.
Most victims report that as far as they know the morale and
productivity of their immediate workgroups are little
affected by their personal experience of sexual harassment.

The cost of sexual harassment to the Federal Government
is conservatively estimated

not change the careers or

"1 really stored a lot of feelings 4)% er one ',articular
sexual advance

"My hos,. kept pestering me for dates and kept
making personal remarks. When I wouldn't
change my mind and t,lay around %% ith him. hr
had me transferred to a less desirable, Job

"Because I will not cooperate nIth nn super~ isor.
he is gi% ing me bad references so I Can't gt
another Job in order to get out of the .situation."

The problem of sexual harassment does not
ei, I w hen the harasser v albs out of the ruo
or w hen a ne%% day begins in the office. Vic-
tims are affected by their interpersonal
problems and crisis experiences Just as all peo-
ple are. Ilow strongly and in w hat way they are
affected undoubtedly depends on complex
combination of personal ariabieSA ho they
are. how .they iew the w °rid, how many options

they haN e and situational variableswhat
sort of experience they had, what sort of office
they were working in.

Nor dues the problem of sexual harassment
necessarily end v ith the victim. The problems
of the ictim or between the s ictim and the
harasser may spill over into the workgroup.
becoming a distractim if not a cause of addi-
tional office problems. In extreme cases, the
impact of individual incidents may extend far
beyond the office -to the Federal Women's
Program manager called in to hear a com-
plaint, or to the personnel specialist called on to
t% rite a c acanzw notice for a job left by a victim.

Thus. v hile the picture of sexual harassment
incidents is fairly complete, more questions
must be asked to gain an understanding of the
true extent of the problem of sexual harass-
ment in the Federal work force What is the
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impact of sexual hat assment on a victim's
ph.% sa al and emotional l ondition. \\ ork per
form:Ince. careci %% ell being, arid job turniA
What effect does sexual harassment ha% e um

the morale and producti% it.% of the uctun',-,
immediate %N. orkgroup' .1tal ho%% do all these

things each of them costly to some extent In
-Anne %% ayadd up ta, a total cost to the Federal
GoN.ernment';

While most N. let uns did ho: think their (Ape
riences nad had :t neg-ati% e effect on then ork
performance or producti\ ity. or on that of their
%% ork group. enough did report these and other
neg-at e conseqUeCeS to in mg the est Imated
cost of sexual harassment to the Federal Gov-
ernment over the 2-year period of the study to
$189 million. This (Aural' cost is discussed first.
and then the responses of the violins On which
the estimates were based are examined in
greater detail.

Sexual l larassment Is Costly to
the Federal Government

Sexual harassment of its employees cost the
Federal Government an estimated $189 million
during the period May 1978 to May 1980$102
million for the harassment of women and $87
mdlion for the hat assment of men. These fig-
ures represent the costs of:

replacing employee, %%110 left their fob,
because of sexual harassment.

paving- medical insUratice elatills for ser-
vice to employee: who sought professior, tl
help because of physical or emotional strt ss
brought on by their experiences.

paying sick leave to employees who nuss:d
work. and

absorbing the costs associated t.% ith re-
duced huh\ idual and work group prod LAC-
t!V it V.

The starting point for making cost eSthilates
dens es from those N. tennis ho agreed to de-
scribe at least one harassment incident they

experienced in greater detail. We term these
inch% nary ators. The incident they de
scribe may be a "most recent.' experience or
one they felt had the greatest impact on them.

Obtaining the cost estimates on sexual harass-
ment required that several general assump
lions he made. Fundamental among these is
that those respondent- defined as narrators are

,t'ong-ressional Memorandum of hiderstadii.,..;,
see Appendix E.
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representative of of all vie tints and that ft e may
generalize from them to the total population of
N. let ims. A second important set of assumptions
concerns the deri% at ion of costs of harassment.
Largely . cost \\ as calculated by int.( rential
extrapolations front questions included in the
sun. . This as necessary since no direct
questions tt ere included in the stir\ e. tt hick"
would provide information about the nature
and amount of medical benefits used as a con-
scquem e of sexual harassment, the reason for
or the amount of sick lea\ e taken. ork time
missed. or estimated amount of \\ or!. time
de kited to harassment redaction actit.

Cost of Job Turnover: $26.8 million

Projecting- figures for the entire groups of
victims. not just narrators, we estimated that
.29.350 Federal employees-2-1.660 women and
4.690 menleft their, jobs over the 2-year study
period as a result of being sexually harassed:
Replacing an employee usually involves three
types of measurable costs: personnel costs asso-
ciated with offering the job to it replacement.
costs of a background check on the replace-
ment. and the cost of training- the replacement.
Assuming that each person who left the job due
to sexual harassment was replaced. that a back-
v.-round check of some type was made on each
replacement. and each replacement recei%ed
formal training- in the new position. the loss to
the Federal Government due to Job turnover
resulting from sexual harassment is estimated
to have been $26.8 million$22.5 million for
women and $4.3 for men (see Table 7-1).

These figures are conservative in that they
assume that the first person offered the job
accepted it. They also do not include the costs
associated ith ha ing a job vat ant (e.g.. ork
not (lone or oertime for other employees) and
with taking one employee off, and putting an-
other on. the payroll. The estimated number of
Feder al employees ho quit because of sexual
harassment also is conservative in that the stir

. by its nature. did not reach the neoule who
left the Federal Government altogether as a
result of their sexual harassment experience.

.1.'igtires projected front the 20,900 narrators
(18.200 %\ omen and 2.700 mow 110 indicatcd in
response to Su.e., Quc.tion 2(1 (sec Figure 7 t and
additional data in Appendix 1)) that they had left
their Jobs because of unwanted sexual attention,
either by quitting- 0 transferring- or becauc they
had been reassigned or fired.
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Table 7-1

Costs of Sexual Hirassment

Job Turnover
Women -Men Total

Cost to offer a jobt 6.4 .ti " 5 7:6

Background checks: 1).'t 4).1

, [raining-3 21.1 2 7 26.8

'hual Co.t of Job Turnover ti 22.7i $ 13 13 26.8

Einot tonal titre 3.9 2.1 .5 6

Individual Producti% if% 37 7 31.1 72 1

ALsenteeisin 5.3 2.6 7.9

lVork Group I'rodt)rtI It} 76.9

TOTA LS 311/2 3 56.7 188.7

SMIree Office of hop am Management and E aline
t m Office Id Pet atel 1lana genient

-Source pi vealm of Per,onnel In\ e4igat ion:, Office of
l'er.onnel Management...

Cost of Emotional and Physical Stress:
$5 million

Dollar loss due to emotional and physical
stress was measured in terms of estimated use
of Governmental health benefits plans. An esti-
mated .128,200 victims indicated that their ex-
perience of sexual harassAient Ilad a negative
impact on their emotional and physical health.'
We assumed that such physical and emotional

,.stress would result in symptoms for which
some victims would seek professional services
and that the employees' Government health
benefit plans would cover 40% of the cost of these
services. We also assumed that the need for
medical help would vary by the severity of the
harassment experience of the v,ietim. Thus, we
assumed that the victims of the "most severe"
form of sexual harassment who said their emo-
tional or:physical condition had declined (7.560
women and 1.590 men) would seek on the aver-
age $200 worth of medical services. that. vic-
tims of "severe" forms of .sexual harassment

\,(74.000 women and 22.000 men) would Tek on
the average $100 in services. and that ea .11 vic-
tim of "less severe" sexual harassment (17.850
women and 5,200 men) would seek on the aver-
agei$50 in services. 'On this basis we estimate
the loss to the .Government in use of health
benefits plans due to emotidnal and physical

'Figures,p,rojecied from the number of narrator:
victims who itakated in response to Survey Ques-
tili 3Ia (Figare 7-2 and additional data in Appen-
dix D) that their emotional and physical condition
declined'as a result of unwanted sexual attention.

Soliree. .1.11111.1% "I's awing in the Federal Bemire
1-1 1970. pubh.hed In the i)ffi(e of l'er-4,mo.4 Nlanako
mein. Wm ',force f fern% enc.., and Det elopment ()fin I'

siess to have been $5 million $3.9 million for
women and $1.1 million for men.

Cost of Absenteesim: $7.9 million

Dollar cost to the Government due to absen-
teeism was measured in terms of extra sick
leave paid to the estimated -O,-130 Federal
employees whose time and att dance it Wqrk
suffered as a result of -their se. ual harassment
experiences.' We assumed that victims of "most
severe" sexual harassment (4.320 women and
660 men) took 5 days on the average of sick
leave. while victims of "severe" sexual harass-
ment (28.000 women and 8,000 men) took 3
days on the average. and those victims of "less
severe" harassment (4.250 women and 5.200
men) took 1 day on the average. Furthermore.
assuming that the average daily' salary of men
a -id women is $80 and $48. respectively.' we
project the approximate work time lost due to
sick leave absenteeism to cost $8 million ($5.3
million for women and $2.0 million for men).
Note. this estimate does not reflect tardiness at
work or absenteeism not due to sick leave.

4

!Figures projected from the number of narrator
victims who indicated in response to Survey Ques- ,
tion 3Ia (Figure 7-2 and Appendix D) that their time
and attendance at work declined as a result of
unwanted sexual attention.

,Daily salaios were based oft approxiMations that
the average nnual salaries of women and men
working for the Federal Government are $12,000
and $20.000 respectively. This assumes 250 working
days a year and is based on data derived from the
questionnaire.
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Cost of Decline in individual Productit ity.
$72.1

Dollar cost of diminished victim krodairvity
was measured in terms- of Self-reported de-
creases in quality...and quantity ofAvork. First we
assumed that the producti% it. of the estimated
17.290 epiployees whose work quality and
quantity became worse'. declined by 10% and
Mal this loss translates into a loss to the
Government of 10"u of the workers' annual
salaries. Figures are based on calculations of
average annual salaries of male and female vic-
tims of each of the three levels of severity. of
sexual harassment experience.' On this basis
we estimate the loss-to the Federal (;mesnment
due to decreased productivity of victims of sex-
ual harassment to have been $72.1 million
$37.7 million for female victims and $311 mil-
lion for male victims (see Table 7-1).

Ve believe a 10". loss in productivity to be a
very conservative figure. In 1970. the General
Accounting Office estimated that lost pro<luc-
tivity of individual workers due to alcoholism
was at least 25"..' It seems possible that the
problems generated by.;:xual harassment. at
least-in severe cases or when. as is commonly
the case, the harassment continues over a
lengthy period." could approach iaseverity the
problems associated with em ployeealcohol ism.

If the 25". GAO figure were used to estimate
loss due to decreased worker productivity. the
cost to the Federal (;overnment over the 2-yea
study period would amount to $18(..2 million. It

"Ftgare: projected from number of narrator
% iettm. who indu'ated iii resNinse to Survey Quo,-
tion 318 I Figure -4-2 and 4%ppendix I), that the qual-
ity and quanta.% of their work became wor,se as ,r
result of unwanted -texual attention

Rtninded a% erage annual salaries of \ !cum-. t1"
-most severe- sexual harassment were *12.11(1()00 for
women am I $15.3110 for men: -se% (AT" \ harass-
ment. s12. 10 for women ;Litt: 32R000 for ntent"h'ss
,e, ere" sexual harassment. $12 1(10 for women and
$22.-100 for Metr.,CP Appendix I). Table J.

Substantial Cost Sa% ing's from Estaidi.hment 14'
..\ leoholism Program .o Federal Co, Man ,

ees." GAO Report to Special Subcommittee on Al-
inhulism and Narcotics Committee iin Labor and
Public Welfare. S Senate, September 28. 1970. p.
1 I. Tile ;:\ t: figure of 25".. was at that tune. and still

COOIderCd conscr%atixelk% mans people familiar
with the problem of alcoholism in the work force.
For example. see editorial Charles Elliott Black-
ft all HE -What Dues Emplt*ec Alcoholism Reallt
Cost?", Labo -Management Alcoholism Journal VII
(May-une, 197A

''See,Chapter 2
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should be mentioned that the estimated loss
does not into account any decline in pro-
ductivity of the harasser. who might be as-
sumed also to have been less productive during
die duration of the harassment incidents.

Cost of Decline in Workgt oup Pt-milled%
$76.9 million

Decrease in mu-kwgulp producti% 1ty IA as

measured LA tC111:. Of V iCt ink; assessment
of this. factor.'" ,We estimated. that 30.'i8((
workgroups were affected." If workgroup
productivity cad be :L.:mimed to decline by
1".. dollar eost_ fur. this (ten-eased produc-
tRi6 are likely to be at !east I of the average
salaries of members of the workgroup. These
average w orkgroup salaries were estimated on
the basis of sizes',-', and sexual conw(Isition of
workgrouus reported b- narrator-victuns.
Again (4). the basis of calculations from survey--
data. whinen iii the workgroups were assigned
an average annual salary of $12.000.-and men
an average annual salary of $20.000. On this
basis. the loss to the Federal Governmen due.
to decrea,ed productivit of employee. who
worked in close as-ficiation with the victir s of
sexual harassment is estimates) to have la
$76.9 million -32.6 million for workgroups
containing- female vietims and $-1-1.3 million for
workgroups male victims.

The I ieneral Aecountidg Office studC cited
earl ter estimates that the productivit of an
alcoholic emphiyee's vorkgroup could decline
as mush as 5"0 to 10", If these percentages
were applied to the workgrouos of ietims
sexual harassnienk the loss to the 1-1leral

Krlsed on response, tt) Stir% et (t1,-stion alb
-This 1. composed of 9911 -cokgrouP' of fermate

'.icons. and 331) of male %lentils. of -most severe'
sexual harassment: 12.000 and 11,01 %vorkg,otips of
km; ((and male 'cum, of sexual harass
;net respecti%t . and 2.7(50 and .1.t)00 %%okgritups
of fe laic andinale %letups of -less se% ere- sexual
harass erit. Set Appendix I). 'Fable K.

A% erage %%url,g,ruttp of male and femalt, % it
tuns of each le%el of .e%erir, of sexual haa,,rocro
experience %%:l, deter mined-nit iv basis of response-
of narrator-% lentils-to Surly non 18, Ow ,L,(1
age %%orkgoup size for all female' ictinis was caleti
laced to be roug,hIN 13 persons, and for all male % it
tiros. 16 person.. See ,\ppentlix I), Table N.

I 'Sexual composition of workgroups of %ictittis
was determined In- resporises of narrator '.tennismis to
Sokey (11(.2..tion 51
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iovernment over the 2-year study period w uultl
Kaye amounted to $381..-, million (5"., lossi or
$(69 million. 110 Table 7-1).

'Total Cost of Sexual Harassment of Federal
Employees: $189 million

The cost to the Pei feral Governmerit of sexual
harassment of Federal workers way estimate(I
on the basis of w hat % ictims said about how
their experiences affected them personally and
their coworkers. Estimates of dollar los,e, doe
to Job turrio% er, Increased absenteeism. physi-
cal and emotional stress, and decreased indi-
% aloof orkgroup podueti% ity were based.
on seen.Ingly reasonable set, of assumption,
and deliberately were conservative. The esti-
mated merall cost. $189 million, while likely a
minimum amount. is still enough to pay the
salaries of all the executives in the Federal
Go% crument both the 165 to') agencY e%ectl-

-ti% es and the 7.000 member: of the Senior
Executive so.% ice_for 4; immthi;

As indicated. these cost estimates were Posed
on the negatke cons-equences of sexual haras,-
nietit on jet inis and their %%okgroups as per-
cut ed ict lin-narrators. The 0% eral I impact.
as indicated by this group. is descussed in (fetalt
in the sections that follow,

Work Situation of Most Victims
Did Not Change

The job status and working conditions of the
majority of stet did not change as a result of
sexual harassment, but this elearly depended
on the ,evirrity of the experience' (see Figure

). Near ly f ( 19",,1 of the w omen m, ho expe-
rienced actual or attempted rola. or sexual
assault, compared with .1 in 5 female victims
"severe" forms of sexual harassment (22",,) and
1 in 10 % ictims of "less severe" sexual harass-

ment (111 ;4,), reported some change in their
working conditions or careers as a result of
sexual harassment. that is, dot not indicate "no
changes happened in (their) work situation."
Most of the changes were for the worse. Wrote

N.

''Figures provided by Ann Andrews, Coordinator
of ExecutiCe Personnel and Management Develop-
ment In:ormation Systems, OPM.

''Rased on responses to Survey Question 26.

;

one victim: "I transferred out of state because
of sexual harassment I received from my im-
mediate supervisor because I chose not to tell
her of my social life off the job." Anothor
reported: "Because of my refusal to grant
favors to my immediate supervisor I have been

pre% ented from obtaining.t.dhe full-time status I
had prior to my graduate studies in man-
agement."

It is Interesting that many of the relatively
few w omen w ho anticipated penalties would
occur if they did not go alone did in fact
report negative consequences. i.e., their fear of
negative consequences was found to be justi-
fied. These %%omen were much more likely to
report ad% erse consequences than the women

ho had thought that nothing would happen if
they di( I not go along.

Of the %%omen narrators w ho reportedad-
verse consequences as a result of their sexual
harassment experience. approximately 18,200
indicated theeft their jobs (by quitting, trans-
ferring. being reassigned or fired) at some
point during the 2-year period of the study.

The experiences of men were similar to those
of women. Most inch reported that no changes
had occurred in their work situations, but this

again depended On se% erit> of experience, with
male % ictims of the "most severe" form of
sexual harassment most likely to experience
chattges(-18"., did) and victims of "severe" and
"It's, 'severe- sexual harassment far less likely
to report changes (15% and 9%, respectively).
Around 2.701) men reported they had left their
lobs (%oluntaily or involuntarily) over the 2-
year steely i)eiod as a result of unwanted sex-
ual attcnuon. As with women, men who fore-
saw penalties or benefits for not going along or
going along w it h the sexual harassment were
more likely to experience changes in their work
situations than tho.e who did not anticipate any
consequences.

Well-Being and Morale
of Many Victims Suffered

:gain, although the personal well-being and
job morale of most victims apparently did not
suffer as a r esult of their experiences, many did
report suffering these negative consequences,

"''Those ho checked one or more items when
responding to Survey Question 24: see Appendix D,
Table 1, for data
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FIGURE 7-1
Changes in Narrators' Work Situations as a Result of Sexual Harassment

Percentage of Narrators Who Indicated These Changes Actually Occurred (Question 26)
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INOTE: Many respondents indicated that mrmagement responded in more than one way'
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FIGURE 7-2
Impact of Sexual Harassment on Narrators

Percentage of Narrators Who Indicated These Aspects of Their Lives "Became Worse" (Question 31a)

t
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Feelings about Emotional or ' Abilitytso work Time and The quantity The quality

work physical with others on attendance of work of work

cnndition the job at work
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and their experiences w ere strongly related to
the type of unwanted attention they had faced!'
(see Figure 7-2). Approximately 65,500 women
(33% of the women who responded to this ques-
tion) said their emotion or physical condition
became worse as a result of their experiences.
Negate phy sical and emotional consequences
were far more common among w omen w ho had
faced actual or attempted rape ur sexual .?s-
batik 82% of the female victims of this most
sev, re form of harassment reported worsened
emotional or physical conditions, compared
with 37% and 21% of the victims of severe and
less severe forms of unw anted attention. One

oman, V. hose Division Chief had become y io-
lent in his persistent pressuring of her for Sea-
ual favors, described her experience in this
way. "It Yv su upsetting I finally went to a
doctor fur help in Calming my nerves. Finally
quit. I've been r. housewife since then. I'm
afraid to gu backit w as like being raped."

An even larger number of omen-7-1,300,
ur 36,rx, of all female narrators--said their feel-
ings about vvyrk (i.e., their "morale") became

orse as a re.- tilt of the tom anted sexual atten-
tion. Again, w ornerr w hu faced actufi' or
,:iempted rape or sexual assault.w ere consid-
erably more likely than v ictims of "less.sey ere"
harassment to report this negatiy e consequence
(62% compared with 2,1%).

Men were less likely than women to report
having been adversely affected by their expe-
riences. Only 1 in 5 male narrators (21% or
17.500 Alen), compared with 1 in 3 women,
reported worse emotional or- physical condi-
tions attributed to the unw anted attention they
received, and only 1 in 5 (19'0, or 16,800 male
narrators), compared w ith 1 in 3 w omen.
reported their feelings about work became
worse. Like women, the subsequent physical
and emotional condition of male narrator -
victims was strongly related to the severity of
the experierice they had had. More than half of
the men who had faced actual attempted rape
Or sexual assault (53%) reported worsened emo-
tional or physical health, compared with only
22% and 17% of male N ictims of severe and less
severe forms of harassment. The feelings of
men tow ard work were less dependent than
w omen on ty pe of experience: 27% w ho had
experienced the most severe form of harass-
ment, compared Yv ith 17% of victims of "less
severe" behavior. reported lowered r.uale.

""Based on responses to Survey Question 31(a) and
(b).
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Victims Judged Their Own Work
Performance and Productivity to
Be Unaffected

The impact of sexual harassment on victims'
work performance and productivity was exam-
ined in terms of the victims' own assessments of
changes in their time and attendance at work,
their ability to work with others, and the quan-
tity and quality of their work.'s As Figure 7-2
show s, very few victims reported thyr work
had suffered_ in any of these ways.

>,)That only 10% to 15% of womenr who had
received sexual attention they did not invite
and did not want (attention that in some cases
continued 6 months or more) felt their expe-
riencLa had adversely affected their work per-

... formanee anjI productivity seems somewhat
surprising. It may be that most of the behavior,
while unwanted, was not perceived as coercive
enough to affect indjvidual productivity and
performance substantially. Some evidence of
this (assuming-perceived coerciveness is related
to severity of experience) shows up in analysis
of revonses by severity of experience: the more
severe the harassment incident, the more likely
were female narrators to report diminished
performance and productiy ity. Also interesting
is the finding that victims of the two most
severe forms of harassment were likelier to
report that their time and attendance and their
ability to work w ith others had suffered than
that the quality and quantity of their work had
diminished.

While the explanation suggested above may
have some validity, the finding that so few
women and men, as wellreport their ha-
rassment experience had an adverse effect on
their work performance ;warrants further
exploration.

Sex-Assessments of Work Performance
Must be Questioned

When one looks at the victims' self-reports of
the impact of sexual harassment on personal
well-being and work performance, a striking
difference emerges. It appears that victims,
both male and feinale, are more inclined to
state that their emotional and physical condi-
tion was harmed by sexual harassment than
that their ability to do their work was dimin-

i'See Survey Question 31a(c)-(f).
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FIGURE 7-3
Impact of Sexual Harassment on the Morale and Productivity of Narrators' Immediate Work Groups

Percentage of Narrators Who Indicated These Effects on the Morale and Productivity
of Their Immediate Work Groups (Question 31b)
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'shed. For example, female victims of "most
,,ev ere" ha rassnient were nearly four times as
likely to state that their emotional or physical
conditiqn gut worse (82%) than that the quality
of their work declined (21%). A possible expla-
nation for this difference was suggested by
Congresswoman Gladys Spellman (Democrat-
Maryland) during hearings on sexual harass-
ment in the Federal workforce called by the
Subcommittee on Investigations, Committee on
Post Office and Civil Service:'"

MN Spellman I am aware of that question on
productnity and I ;r1.111 pushed over it.

lire people have been harassed and had. 10 -:010e
.er ,,ev ere problems. Yet they say it did not

affect their productivity.

I am puzzled owl that and wondered if. indeed.
thfy w ere. afraid to say that productivity had
changed for fear it would have an adese effect
oil thorn As we look at some of the graphs we have

c find that 82 iiereent of those responding
to the sur%cy said thee emotional or physical con-
dition was affected. 62 percent said their feelings
about work were affected; 18 twrcent said their
tune and attendance at work was affected.

Surely. that affects productivity Thirty-two per-
cent said that their ability to work with others on
the job was affected. 'Twenty- eight percent speci-
fied that their quantit2, of work wads affected.
a Ink 21 percent specified that the quality of their
work was affected. In addition, there are indica-
tions that those who have been victims of severe
sexual harassment and victims of less severe sex-
ual has also were affected in those ways
but. then. w hen you ask "%s productility
affected." they w ill say. no That of course, belies
the other statistics that we have, ,;() I think that we
can allolc just a little bit beyond that one simple
question.

There is far more to it than meets the eye.

In scan, although a sizoable number of
women, and to a lesser extent men, report phys-
ical or emotional distress or reduced morale,
fewer are willing to admit to a decline in pro-
ducti it.v. This discrepancy may be perceptual
or based on fear of adverse consequences and
thu:, should nut necessarily be taken at face
alu. It may be that those who are experi-

dicing ,tress are not al w ays the most accurate
judges of the effect of that stress on their own
oe rformance on the *job. Further research may
be needed to put thi. finding in context.

'''Congressional Hearings, September 2:i, 1980,y
pp.,37-38.

8,1

Victims Also Judged Their
Workgroups to Be- Unaffected

Most male and fernale_narratos thought
their personal yxperienees had no effect on the
morale (85% to 88%) and productivity (90% to
95%) of the people they worked with on a day-
to-day basis,'" but their perceptions depended
somewhat on the severity of the behavior they
encountered (see Figure 7-3).

Women w ho faced actual or attempted rape
or sexual assault were more likely than other
women to perceive a decline in their work-
groups' morale and productivity, and women in
general were more likely t-* judge there had
been a decline in morale than a decrease in
productivity (I 1 % compared with 5%). Men also
overwhelmingly reported that their work-
groups were affected by their personal expe-
riences. Interestingly, male victims of the most
severe forni of harassment were more likely
than their female counterparts to report a
decline in the morale of their coworkers be-
cause of the incident.

The finding that the workgroup was unaf-
fected by a member's sexual harassment should
be interpreted carefully since the finding is
based on the opinions of the victims, not on
reports of the coworkers themselves. Victims
may or may not have Reim aware of the effect
on their coworkers. Conversely, other members
of the workgroup may never have known of the
incidents. Most incidents o; sexual harassment
may occur in private, and as data discussed in
Chapter 6 reveal, only around one-third of
feinale narrators and one-fifth of male narra-
tors spoke with other workers about their ex-
periences. Given the data, a generalization
Cbout the impact of sexual harassment on the
victim's immediate workgroup is unwise.

Conclusion
Although sexual harassment was not per

ceived by the majority of victims to have an
adverse impact on their career, morale, or pro-
ductivity, a significant number of women and
men indicated they suffered serious adverse
consequences in the form of job transfers or
dismissals, impairment to emotional and phys-
ical health, and deteriorated work perform-
ance. Aside from compassionate and moral
reasons for reducing sexual harassment, to do
so would save the Government a considerable
amount of money$189 million over a 2-year
period, by our conservative estimate.

'0)13ased on responses to Survey Question 31b.



8
Awareness of Remedies
and Their Effectiveness

Most victims and supervisors are relatively unaware of the
formal remedies available to victims of sexual harassment.
Relatively few victims and supervisors consider formal
remedies effective in,belping victims of sexual harassment.
Taking assertive informal action is thought to be the most
effective way for employees to make others stop bothering
them sexually.
Most victims and supervisors think there is much manage-
ment can do regarding sexual harassment.

What can a person do to get sexual harass-
ment to stop? Can anything be done when
rejection of overtures results in negative job
consequences? More important, w hat could be
done to keep sexual harassment from becoming
a problem in the first place?

There are a number of formal actions Fed-
eral employees can take in instances of sexual
harassment, including filing a discrimination
complaint or a grievance or adverse action
appeal and requesting an investigation by their
own or an outside agency. These are the reme-
dies the Subcommittee on Investigations had in
mind when it directed that the survey deter-
mine "whether victims of sexual harassment
are aware of available remedies and whether
they have any faith in them"' We believed it

-L_
'Congressional Memorandum of Understanding;

see Appendix E. c"

would also be useful to learn whether Federal
employees thought there were any other actions
management might takeor any effective ways
an individual could get the'bothersome behav-
ior to stop. The broad issue of prevention of
sexual harassment also seemed important.

Since victims obviously afe the most con-
cerned about remedies. aild since supervisors
not only are often involved in the complaint
process but also are responsiole for monitoring
office behavior. we focused on their responses.
There was a great deal of agreement between
the two groups. Generally, there was a very low
level of awareness of formal remedies. With the
exception of filing a discrimination complaint,
the majority of victimsmale or femalewere
not aware of formal remedies available to them.
Even fewer felt these formal actions would be
effective in helping Federal employees who
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have been sexually bothered 1,3, others. Super-
\ isors Federal employees, reslionsible for ad-
\ ising workers of their rights were onlysome
w hat more aw are of formal remedies. nor w ere
they much more confident in the effectiveness
of these remedies. Despite this lack of faith,
most ictims and supervisorsmen and women

e there is int:h management can
do regarding sexual harassment. particularly
in the areas of sanctions and penalties

A large number of v ictin is and super% isors
at least 4 in eery 10did not think filing a
formal complaint per se was one of the most
effective things employees could do to get sex-
ual harassment to stop. li'ar greater numbers
preferred direct informal actions asking or
telling the offender to stop and reporting the
behavior to a supervisor or other official as
remedies for the behavior.

In order to provide background information
for this chapter. the next section describes the
various formal remedies usually available to

ictims 4)f sexual haraSSMellt w IthIll the Fed-
eral (iovernment.

Explanations of Formal Remedies

Formal actions or remedies are procedures
that have been established by agencies in ac-
cordance with law or regulation for use by
employees to resolve their work-related com-
plaints. Depending in some cases on the type Of
formal remedy used, tic complaint may con-
cern any number of matters, such as unfair
office !intakes, demotion, termination. or ra-
cial discrimination. These formal institutional
remedies are also available to process charges
of ,,exua' harassment.

In sonic cases. such as filing a grievance, the
first step in taking formal action may be con-
tacting- the supervisor. The subsequent investi-
gation and conclusion of the ease remain w thin
the worker's employing agency. In other in-
stances. other agency officials, such as EEO of-
ficials in the case of discrimination corn;
process the complaint within the agency and
the complainant has appeal rights outside the
agency. At other times, the formal action be-
gins with an outside agency, such as the Office
of the Special Counsel within the Merit Sys-
tems Protection Board. Depending on the (fir-

8f;

cumstances provoking the complaint, more
than one channel of formal complaint may be
available to an employee who alleges sexual
harassmentor only one may be apppropriate.

Complainants have a choice of courses of
action to take. For example, alleged victims
may want to file a discrimination (yin? pla ha if
they feel that the sexual harassment was a
result of sex discrimination as interpreted by
the EEO(' Guidelines on sexual harassment.'
In summary. these guideline~ state that sexual
harassment is sex discrimination when going
along w ith the liehavior is implicitly or explic-
itly a term or condition of employment. M. hen
going along- or not going along is used as the
basis of employment decisions affecting the
,ictirn or w hen the behavior has the effect of
interferring- w ith the victims' work perform-
ance or creates an intimidating hostile or
offensive work enviionownt

Victims may choose to opp«11 an ml mon.
act Ian (for eXan tile. a remm al or demotion
based on unacceptable performance) which
they feel was a resqlt of refusing to go along
with sexual harassment. Employees may ap-
t -al the ;talon to the Merit Systems Protection

.ard where they have a right to a hearing on
le merits.'
Victims may file gocro mvs w Ith their agency

manag-ement seeking relief from sexual harass-
ment. There are 11AI:illy no appeal rights out-
side the agency foi grievances. There are tw
kinds of grievance systems in the Federal
( lm eminent an ad mlnistrat ive grievance sys-
tem provided by each agency under ()PM regu-
lation and a negotiated grievance system [inc-
l. ided by a collective bargaining agreement
between a unain alul agency nianagernent '

Victims may also request ',frod n con

t anai of their allegations of sexual harassment
by the r agency inspectors General if their
agency has one and if the allegations involve
fraud, waste. or ,m;snmnagement of Govern-
ment funds.

Finally. victims may want to request an
f ruin s( illa Ian from the Special Counsel
of the Merit Systems [Protection Board if the
sexual harassment inolves a proh r

-'See Appendix E
'See Section 20,1, of the Civil tierce Reform Act

of 1978. l'ob Lits, 91- 151.92 Stat. 1111. codified at 5
'.S.C. 1201 et and 7501 et seq.
'See 5 C.f' R. Part 771.

t
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FIGURE 8-1
Awareness of Formal Remedies

Percentage of Victims and Supervisors Who Knew the Fallowing Formal Remedies Were Available to Victims

of Sexual Harassment (Questions 12a-16a)

Filing a
discrimination
complaint

Filing a
grievance or
adverse action
appeal

NOTE. Percentages based on "Definitely Yb" responses to

sonnet practice such as "taking or refusing to
take a personnel action, including promotion of
employees who submit to sexual advances or
refusal to promote employees who resist or pro-
test sexual overtures."' The Special Counsel

may recommend corrective action or ask the
Merit Systems Protection Board to "stay" the
personnel action.

In the survey questionnaire, formal remedies
were grouped to form five general types of
actions:6

filing a discrimination complaint (if the
behavior falls under videlines set forth by
the Equal Employment Opportunity Com-
mission);

filing a grievance or adverse action appeal
(that is, using the agency's internal griev-
ance system, following negotiated griev-

- ance procedures if a union contract has
been violated, or filing an adverse action

'See Section 202 of the Civil Service Reform Act of
1978 cited in footnote 3 and the OPM Policy State-
ment, Appendix E.

'See Survey Questions 12-16.

Requesting an
in estigation
by victim's
organization

questions j

Filing a
complaint
through special
channels set up
for sexual
harassment
complaints

Requesting an
investigation by
an outside
agency

appeal. with the agency, with subsequent
appeal rights to the Merit Systems Protec-
tion. Board):

requesting an internal investigation by the
employing organization (for example, by
the agency's Inspector General or Ethics
Officer);

requesting an investigation by an outside
agency (such as the Special Counsel of the
Merit Systems Protection Board if a pro-
hibited personnel practice, as defined in
the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978, is
involved); and

filing a complaint through special chan-
nels set up for sexual harassment com-
plaints.

For each type of formal actions, workers
were asked: (a) Is this remedy available to
employees where you work? lb) Would this be
effective in helping these employees?
Available responses to each question were: "de-
finitely not," "probably not," "probably yes,"
"definitely yes," and "don't know."
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Awareness of Formal Remedies
Is Not Great

Most v let inis and super% isors, were not aw are
of all the formal remedies a% ailable to Federal
employees w ho ha% e been sexually harassed.
Since w e w anted to know the le% (.1 of aw areness,
with some degree of certainty. we looked at
only the number of workers who said "defi-
nitely yes," the remedies are available: On this
basis we found that rarely were even half of the
ictinls Or super% isors aware that a remedy

existed. The Equal Employment Opportunit3.
(EEO) complaint system (that Is. filing a dis-
crimination complaint) was the most widely
known.

As can be seen in Figure 8-1. female % ictlms
were relatively unaware of all the formal rem-
edies, particularly investigations by an outside
agency or their own. That they were most
aware of the EEO discrimination complaint
procedure Is interesting since that channel was
not used as often as other remedies by the vic-
tims who did take formal action (see Chapter
6). Since most remedies (except "filing a com-
plaint through special channels") are in fact
available to victims, their responses indicate a
generally low level of awareness. Male victims
were slightly more familiar with the remedies
than were females, but their awareness still
was generally quite low.

Does unawareness of available remedies
keep men and women from taking formal ac-
tion? Apparently so. for nearly 38.000 victims-
3 ,s; women and 6,200 menindicated that
was the /reason they had not taken formal
action` (See Figure 8-2). Generally, the more
se% ere the harassing behavior, the more likely
narrators were to say this was their reason for
not taking formal action.

Supervisors as a group also were relitti%el
unfamiliar w ith formal remedieS a% to

of sexual harassment (see Figure 8-1).
More than half did not kniA% employees could
roinest internal or ex terual in estigations, and
fewer than two-thirds knew about filing an
EEO di:sermon Jon complaint. As with ic-

tinis. mate super% isors tended to be wore know i-
edgeable about eme(lies than w ere fenutle
su l )erVIS(It S

'See Survey Questions I2a )(la.
*Rased on responses to Sur % e Qt..t.stion 30.
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As can lw seen in Figure 8-1. for all i'eme-
(lies, both male and female supervisors were
more likely to be aware than were female
victimsand to some extent than were nude
ietims. Nevertheless. given their respoll

ties for advising employees of their rights.
suer isors indicate a surprisingly low level of
awareness of formal complaint channels. par-
ticular avenues .,they than filing an EEO com-
plaint, Or a grievance or adverse action appeal.

To see if awareness of formal remedies is
lower in agencies having relatively high rates
of sexual harassment. we looked at the re-
sponses of victims and supervisors in the 10
agencies "grouped as "other" where rates were
higher than rates for the Federal work force as
a whole.'' We found that in many of these agen-
cies the awareness level of viptims and supervi-
sors was lower than for the Federal work force
in general)" For example, in three agencies
(Departments of Labor and Transportation and
the Veterans Administration) plus in those
agencies grouped as "other." victims and su-
pervisors tended to be less aware than the
Government-wide averages.

In other agencies such as the Departments of
Justice and I lousing and Urban Development.
other Defense agencies. and the General Ser-
vices Administration, there are sex-based dif-
ferences. For example, in other Defense agen-
cies. male supervisors tended to be more aware
of remedies and female victims and supervisors
less aware than the Government-wide averages.

Formal Remedies Are Not Seen as
Effective

To get a clear picture of tits. opinions of % ic-
tims and supervisors about the effecti% eness of
formal remedies, we again looked only at the
"definitely yes" responses." On this basis it
n lust be condud%d that little faith is placed itI
formal remedies. In no case did more thin 1 in
5 % ictin,s think a reniedv would be tffecti,e
(see Elgin e 8-3). Super isors ere not much
more confident

Tne u:E0 cum) hunt system and the gine%
:Ince or ad action pr.yess ten,Ied to
re( LI% t! 1110:,L :-1.1)110! i iy male
%.ictuns were mot'., confluent in the -?inedies

Chapter -1 for a discussion of incidence of se
1181 h irassment Ill !mitt 'dual Government agencies.

'"St Append; I). Table Al fot data.
"Se'' Surve Questions 121)-16h.
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FIGURE 8-3
Perceived Effectiveness of Formal Remedies

Percentage of Victims and Supervisors Who Thought Formal Remedies Would Be Helpful To Victims of
Sexual Harassment (Questions 12b-16b)

Filing a
discrimination
complaint

Requesting an
investigation
by victim's
organization

Filing a
grievance or
adverse action
appeal

INOTE: Percentages are based on "Definitely Yes" responses to iitiestions..
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Filing a
complaint
through special
channels set up
for sexual
harassment
complaints

Requesting an
investigation by
an outside
agency



than were female victims. Likewise, a greater
percentage of male supervisors than female
supervisors rated the remedies effective.

Why so few victims and supervisors indi-
cated they believe formal remedies would be
effective is uncertain. The way the question
was posed may have been a factor. Perhaps the
majority simply thought formal action would
not be effective in. the circumstances de-
scribedhelping "persons who have been sex-
ually bothered by others"; more might have
thought a formal action would be effective had
the situation 'been more clear'-cut, for example
a worker suffering negative emotional, physi-
cal, or job consequences from the harassment.

Some support for this notion, at least in
regard to victims, comes from reasons narra-
tors gave for not filing a formal complaint. As
Figure 8-2 shows, the most common reason
given by narrators reporting severe and Jess
severe harassment was "I saw no need to report
it." However, this reason was given by far
smaller percentages of narrators who had ex-
perienced actual or attempted rape or sexual
assault. Clearly, victims of the less intense
forms of harssment saw filing a formal com-
plaint as an unnecessary response.

Another explanation for the lack of confi-
dence in formal remedies might be unfamiliar-
ity with available courses of action. The fact
that supervisors were both more aware of rem-
edies and more favorable toward them might
suggest this is the case. A third possible expla-
nation for the low ratings given the formal
remedies is that victims and supervisors gen-
erally do not think that taking an informal
action is the most effective course of action for
any work - related problem. When asked which
of six actions they thought were the most effec-
tive actions employees could take to make oth-
ers stop bothering them sexually,12 fewer than
6 in 10 victims and supervisors chose "filing a
formal complaint" (see Figure 8-4). Whether
these responses indicate a true lack of faith in
the available formal remedies or simply a belief
that other actions are more effective for reme-
dying sexual harassment is unknown.

Certainly some amount of dissatisfaction and
distrust was expressed by narrator victims

12Based on responses to Survey Question 10.

who took no formal action (97% of the female
narrators and 98% of the male narrators). As
Figure 8-2 shows, a substantial percentage of
female narrators gave as their reasonor one
of their reasonsfor not filing a formal com-
plaint that it would make the work situation
unpleasant, nothing would be done, or filing
would be held against the accuser.

Smaller percentages, but still representative
Of a large number of male narrators, also gave
those reasons. Contrast these beliefs with the
results of the small number of victims who
actually took formal actions. Although a major-
ity (59%) of these female and male victims
found the formal actions effective (see Chapter
6), a sizeable number (41%) did not. This mid-
dling success rate may contribute to a lack of
faith in available remedies.

Perhaps the men and women who thought
filing a formal complaint would make their
work situations unpleasant had heard of an
incident similar to that reported by a victim
whose sex discrimination complaint was in
process: "My supervisor continues to make re-
marks which are just on the 'safe' side of the
line. I have been followed while leaving work
by co-workers who get away with making sug-
gestive remarks to me on the job." Perhaps
those who felt filing a complaint would be held
against them agreed with comments written on
questionnaires returned by two survey respon-
dents: "At my station," wrote one, "you will find
very few complaints of sexual harassment, not
because it isn't there, but because there is fear
of consequences." Observed the other, "If you
file a complaint against someone harassing
you, you will be eased out of your job or your
working conditions will become so miserable
you will quit or transfer."

Maybe those who feel nothing would be done
had observed, as had one respondent who wrote
on the questionnaire, that "managers either
ignore or squash the complaint." The concerns
of even the small percentage of narrators who
thought filing a complaint would take too much
time and effort may be justified. Wrote one
survey respondent: "The discrimination com-
plaint process is ineffective for handling prob-
lems in areas it was designed to cover because
the process takes too long." Another survey
respondent noted an additional problem related
to formal remedies: "Sexual harassment can be
very subtle and difficult to prove."

Whatever their reasons, it is clear few vic-
tims of sexual harassment or supervisors be-
lieve formal remedies would be effective in

90
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FIGURE 8:4
Perceived Effectiveness of Individual Actions

Percentage of Victims and Supervisors Who Thought Employee Actions
Would Stop Sexual Harassment (Question 10)
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helping people who have been sexually bothered
by others. It also should be mentioned that most
of the men and women who do file complaints
are victims of the more severe forms of sexual
harassment, actual and attempted rape and
assault or "severe" sexual harassment. It may
be that they tend to use the formal complaint
procedures because of the severity of their
harassment or because they believe that they
have strong cases which have a greater chance
of success.

In summary, taking formal action is not
necessarily the best course of action for all vic-
tims. Few victims of "severe" and 'less severe"
harassment filed formal complaint& Their most

_____common reason:was that_ they saw no need to
report it. The system of formal remedies may
be less effective in some agencies than in oth-
ers. Some victims maybe unable to document
their cases. Others may prefer to handle the
harassment informally. As the next section
shows, there is general agreement that other
types of action are more effective in getting
harassnien t stopped.

Assertive Informal Remedies Are
Seen as Most Effective

Their reasons for not doing so indicate that a
sizeable number of narrator-victims do not see
filing a formal complaint as a viable option (see
Figure 8-2). Many worry that the solution
might add to the problem by making the work
situation unpleasant, or that filing a complaint
might backfire, with them ending up being
blamed. Many., would be too embarrassed to
make the matter known. An even larger num-
ber seem to feel it would be an empty exercise
(nothing would.be done), perhaps requiring too
much time and energy. Hurting the offending
person is also a concern.

To the largest number of victims, however,
particularly those who have not faced the most
severe form of harassment, filing a formal
complaint simply is not an appropriate re-
sponse.

We were interested in what victims would
consider the most effective things employees
can donot necessarily to get relief from nega-
tive job consequences, but simply to get others
to stop bothering them. Would they agree with
the victim who transferred jobs because "you
just don't make a big racket when the attain-
ment of your doctorate depends on your evalua-
tions." Would they approve the directness, if not

the technique, of the victim who wrote: "When
he made one of his comments, I told him if I
heard him say something like that again to m6,
I would 'haul off' and belt him in the mouth."
Would they think it best to ask a third party to
intervene? Or would their response reflect the
hopelessness one respondent seemed to feel
when she wrote, "Sexual harassment is (wide-
spread)and is now a, problem I cannot handle."

Most victims believe people can do some-
thing to stop the unwanted behavior: as can be
seen in Figure 8-4 only 2 in 20 women and 1 in
20 men felt there is little employees can do.
More female victims endorsed the most direct
informal response, "asking or telling the per-
son(s)lo stop," as being more effective than any
other action. The next most frequent response
was "reporting the behavior to the supervisor
or other officials." Fewer than half the female
victims endorsed the most passive actions, "ig-
noring the bpavior" and "avoiding the per-
son(s)." TheNost coercive direct response,
"threatening to tell or telling other workers,"
was regarded as effective by the fewest num-
ber, presumably because other workers, as op-
posed to supervisors, rarely have Authority over
the annoying person. Thus female victims con-
sider the most effective actions to be those
involving direct confrontation with either the
annoying person or someone who has authority
over that person. These actions were judged
most effective in getting the harassment stopped
by more victims than the direct formal action,
filing a formal complaint. As with females,
more male victims endorse the most direct
responses, with fewer, but still a large percent-
age, regarding a formal complaint as most
effective.

That direct informal action can be effective
in getting offensive behavior stopped was con-
firmed by several respondents who commented
on their personal experiences. Wrote one vic-
tim: "I put a stop to the situation by speaking to
the individual concerned. Some (people) ...
(do) not realiz(e) that they are offensive. Only
with me (or others) saying something to them
will they realize they are being offensive. ..."
The offending party may even find this the best
approach. Wrote one man: "The lady confronted
me and requested that I stop as my gestures
were sexy. Her request was granted and the
lady and I are good friends."

Several respondents also indicated that re-
porting to a supervisor or higher authority can
be a successful tactic. One described how an
incident was reported to a higher authority

U
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(informally) and an apology was given publicly.
Said the commentor: "The initiator of the un-
wanted advances lost esteem among fellow
workers, and this action effectively nipped in
the bud any further complications."

Supervisors tended to agree with victims
about the most effective ways to get unwanted
sexual attention stopped, with the largest
number endorsing the direct informal actions
(see Figure 8-4). That male supervisors were
more likely than others to endorse retorting
the behavior to the supervisor may indicate
that supervisors (the majority of whom are
men) wish to be informed about sexual harass-
ment problems. Another finding, that male
supervisors seemed to -have more faith in the
complaint system than did female supervisors,
is consistent with the finding reported in Fig-
ure 8-3 that greater percentages of male super-
visors than female supervisors endorsed spe-
cific avenues of formal complaint.

Although more victims and supervisors
male or femaleconsidered asking or telling
the person(s) to stop an effective action, this
does not necessarily indicate that is all they
think is needed to get the behavior stopped.
Indeed, many believe it is not enough.13 While
the majority felt "nearly all instances of un-
wanted sexual attention can he stopped if the
person receiving the attention simply tells the
other person to stop," a sizeable , number
approximately 1 in every 4 men and supervi-
sors and 1 in 3 women and victimsdisagreed.
That the responses break down this way, with
men (22%) and supervisors (24%) being less
likely to disagree that telling the person to stop
will stop the behavior than w omen (35%) and
victims (37%) is not surprising, since most su-
pervisors are men and most victims are women.
Nevertheless, it is clear that a majority of Fed-
eral workers feel telling a person to stop is ade-
quate and effective in getting unwanted sexual
attention stopped.

Management Can Help

Most victims and supervisors think there is
much an organization's management can do to

oBased on disagree/strongly disagree and agree/
strongly agree responses to Survey Question 1(h).
See Appendix D, Table N for data.
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reduce the rate of sexual harassment. Their
optimism showed through clearly in their re-
sponses to the question, "Which are the most
effective actions for an organization's manage-
ment to take regarding sexual harassment?""
As Figure 8-5 shows, only around 1 in 20 men,
women, and supervisors felt there is little man-
agement can do to reduce sexual harassment
on the job. Management actions involving
tougher sanctions and enforcement generally
were endorsed more often than other manage-
ment actions. A majority of victims and super-
visors also endorsed actions involving publiciz-
ing management policy regarding sexual ha-
rassment. Actions intended to h'lp victims cope
with sexual harassment_were less popular, with
women noticeably more likely than men to
think a special counseling service would be
effective.

The importance of effective management in-
volvement can be seen in the comments that
respondents wrote on their questionnaires. Few
were as cynical as the Federal worker who said
there is very little management can do because
"management does not want to reduce sexual
harassment on the job"or as discouraged as
the person who wrote, "upper management in
my agency is generally unconcerned about sub-
jects like sexual harassment; senior executives
feel they have more important things to do."
But a number implied that greater support
from management is indicated. Wrote one per-
son: "A major problem is that among manage-
ment there is tacit approval."

Swifter investigations and action against
managers who knowingly allow behavior to
continue' might seem appropriate to the Fed-
eral worker who wrote that supervisors took no
action against the offender., a Branch Chief,
until they were ordered to by outside sources.
Noted the respondent: "The sexual harassment
continued over several years with several dif-
ferent women, two of whom resigned under
pressure from the harasser." Awareness train-
ing on management responsibilities for decreas-
ing sexual harassment might seem like a good
idea' to the Federal worker who observed:
"When one complains to the supervisor about
an employee whose comments and filthy jokes
are annoying and embarrassing, she always
says, 'Oh, I know, he's always been like that,'
but she never does anything about it."

"See Survey Question 11.
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FIGURE 8-5
Perceived Effectiveness of Management Actions

Percentage of Victims and Supervisors Who Thought Management Actions Regarding Sexual Harassment

Would Be Effective (Question 11)

4
-

Conduct iv-v-1ft and Enforce'penaltier Enforce tienatties---Publicize-the
thorough investigations against managers who against those who availability of formal

of complaints of knowingly allow this sexually bother others complaint channels

sexual harassment behavior to continue

Establish and
pablicize policies
which prohibit
sexual harassment

Provide training for
managers and EEO
officials on their
.responsibilities for
decreasing sexual
harassment

Establish a special
counseling service for
those who experience
sexual harassment

Provide awareness
training for employees
on sexual harassment

INOTE: Many respondents indicated more than one action wuuld be effective.

Respondents' comments also indicated that
management action can beor is thought likely
to behelpful. As cited above, management
investigatimr and discipline of the offending
person "effectively nipped in the bud" any
further problem. Publishing a policy "along the
vein of 'you don't have to put up with this' could
go a long way toward encouraging people to
speak up," wrote another Federal worker. How-

ever, a third cautions, "the Federal Govern-
ment spends a lot on developing policy and pro-
viding training, 'but they are not very serious
about doing anything practical to correct the
problem." One reports that agency employees

are "... periodically given memoranda citing
the section of the law so we will know how to
report or file a complaint if we encounter sex-
ual harassment."

Conclusion

4

There is very little that
management can do
to reduce sexual
harassment on the job

Although few victims and supervisors consi-
dered current formal remedies for sexual ha-
rassment effective, many thought a number of

management actions regarding sexual harass-
ment would be helpful, and most endorsed
management actions involving sanctions and
enforcement of penalties. Awareness of exist-
ing complaint channels is relatively low (par-
ticularly in a number of agencies having high
rates of harassment), and most victims and
supervisors felt publicizing the availability of

these channels would be helpful. A number of
victims and supervisors indicated that filing a
formal complaint is not one of the most effec-
tive actions employees can take to stop sexual
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harassment, and a number of victims indicated
that their reasons for not taking formal action
are related to the system itself. The overwhelm-
ing support for management action involving

A
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sanctions and penalties. but lack of faith in
current formal remedies. may reflect unfamil-
iarity or dissatisfaction %.% ith the existing corn-
plaintsystem.-



Findings,
Conclusions, and
Recommendations

The findings, conclusions, and, recommendations that follow
grow difeC0-SroUTO-f "nsTn e. pi eceding eight
chapters. The major findings are summarized and conclusions
drawn to facilitate the development of the policy recommenda-
tions on ways to remedy sexual harassment in the Federal work
force.

The recommendations are directed to-those institutions
Congress, Federal agencies, OPM, EEOCthat have responsi-
bility for assuring that the Federal workplace is free from un-
solicited and unwelcome sexual overtones. Each of these
institutions can play an important role in bringing this about
by effectively implementing the recommended actions. Most of
these actions do not require extensive outlays of funds and
resources and are cost effective when compared to the dollar,
psychic, and productivity costs of prohibited sexual harassment
on the job.

Summary of Findings

View Of Federal Workers Toward
Sexual Harassment

1. A variety of uninvited sexual behaviors
are considered to be sexual harassment by
both men and women.

Both men and women Federal workers
generally agree that uninvited behaviors
of a sexual nature constitute sexual ha-
rassment.

Federal workers believe supervisors should
be held to a higher standard of conduct
than other workers regarding sexually
oriented behavior on the job.

2. The attitudes of men and women Fed-
eral workers about sexual behavior at work
vary.

Both men.and women Federal workers
believe sexual activity, whether voluntary
or otherwise. should not occur between
people who work together.

Men show a greater tendency than women
to think victims are somewhat responsible
for bringing sexual harassment on them-
selves and are inclined to believe the issue
of sexual harassment has been ex-
aggerated.

Both men and women Federal workers
think sexual harassment is something
people-should-not-have to tolerate.
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Extent Of Sexual Harassment
In The Federal Workplace

3. The incidence rate of sexual haras.4-
ment in the Federal workforce is wide-
spread.

One out of every four Federal employees
reported being sexually harassed on the
job over a 2-year period.

Women are much more likely to be victims
than men-42% of all female Federal em-
ployees, but only 15% of male employees,

_reported being sexually_ harassed_

Sexual harassment can take many forms,
and every form except attempted or actual
rape or sexual assault was experienced by
a sizeable percentage of both men and
women.

4. Many sexual harassment incidents
occur repeatedly and are of relatively long
duration.

Sexual harassment is not just a one-time
experiencemany victims were repeatedly
subjected to harassing behaviors, particu-
larly the less severe forms.

Incidents of sexual harassment are not just
passing eventsmost lasted more than a
week, and many lasted longer than 6
months.

5. The majority of Federal employees
who had worked elsewhere feel sexual ha-
rassment is no worse in the Federal work-
place than in state and local government or
in the private sector.

Victims Of Sexual Harassment

6. Individuals with certain personal and
organizational characteristics are more
likely to be sexually harassed than others.

Age, marital status, and sexual composi-
tion of the employee's work group have a
relatively strong effect on whether a Fed-
eral employee is sexually harassed.

Factors having a somewhat weaker rela-
tionship are employee education level, race
or ethnic background, job classification,
traditionality of the employee's job, and
sex of the employee's immediate super-
visor.
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7. Sexual harassment is widely distrib-
uted among women and men of various
backgrounds, positions, and locations.

Some agAcies have a greater incidence of
sexual harassment than do others.

Sexual harassment is more likely to occur
in work environments where employees
have poor communications with their su-
pervisors and feel pressured to participate
in activities of a sexual nature.

Perpetrators Of Sexual Harassment

8. _The personal_anclorganizational char-
acteristics of those who harass women are
somewhat different from those who harass
men.

Most victims are harassed by people of the
opposite sex.

Most harassers act alone rather than in
concert with another person.

Most harassers of women are older than
their victims, and most harassers of men
are younger.

Most harassers are married, but many
men report being harassed by divorced or
single women as well.

Most harassers are of the same race or
ethnic background as their victims but
minority men report being harassed by
those of a different race or ethnic back-
ground.

Most harassers are coworkers, but many
women are harassed by supervisors.

9. Many harassers are reported to have
bothered more than one victim at work.

10. Few employees report having been
accused of sexually harassing others.

Incidents Of Sexual Harassment

11. Those who are sexually harassed by
supervisors and those who experience the
more severe forms of sexual harassment are
more likely thamother victims to foresee
penalties or possible benefits for not going
along or going along with the unwanted
sexual attention.

12. A number of informal actions were
found by victims to be effective in stopping
the sexual harassment.
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Most victims respond to the sexual ha-
rassment by ignoring it, but few find that
technique improves the situation.

The most direct and assertive informal
responses, such as telling the harasser to
stop, are reported to be the most effective

it actions to take. .

Few victims talk about their experiences
with others, but those who do find talking
to someone with independent authority or
organizational responsibility to be more
helpful than talking to coworkers, family,
or friends.

13. Filing a formal complaint was also
found to be relatively effective for the few
who tried it.

Few victims take formal actions, but many
who do find them helpful.

The reported response of agency officials
to informal and formal charges of sexual
harassment has been mixed.

The Impact And Cost Of
Sexual Harassment

14. The cost of sexual harassment to the
Federal Government between May 1978
and May 1980 is conservatively estimated to
have been $189 million.

15. Although their experiences do not
change the careers and work situations of
most victims, a sizeable number of women
and men do leave their jobs or suffer other
adverse consequences.

A majority of victims did not think their
personal well-being or work performance
declined as a result of their experience, but
a sizeable minority do.

Victims are much more likely to think
sexual harassment negatively affected
their personal well-being or morale than to
believe that their work performance or
productivity suffered.

16. Most victims report that, as far as they
know, the morale and productivity of their
immediate workgroup are little affected by
their personal experience of sexual
harassment.

Awareness Of Remedies And
Their Effectiveness

17. Federal workers are generally un-
aware of formal remedies and even fewer
are convinced of their effectiveness.

Most victims and supervisors are relative-
ly unaware of the formal remedies avail-
able to victims of sexual harassment.

Relatively few victims and supervisors
consider formal remedies effective irrhelp-
ing victims of sexual harassment.

18. Taking assertive informal action is
thought- to- be the -most _effective_way .for
employees to make others stop bothering
them sexually.

19. Most victims and supervisors think
there is much management can do regard-
ing sexual harassment.

Conclusions
These findings lead to five general conclu-

sions that can be drawn about the sexual ha-
rassment in the Federal workplace. In addi-
tion, several views about the nature of sexual
harassment are discussed.

1. Sexual harassment is a legitimate prob-
lem in the Federal workplace.

We have seen that sexual harassment is in-
deed a widespread and legitimate problem. As
shown in Chapter 2, the vast majority of both
supervisors and others alike agreed that sexual
harassment is behavior that should not be tol-
erated and a sizeable number of victims indi-
cated that it was a problem where they worked.
Chapters 3 and 4 provided information on how
widespread and prevalent sexual harassment
is among female and male Federal workers.
Another indication that sexual harassment is a
legitimate problem is the sizeable dollar cost to
the Federal Government of the effects of sexual
harassment, as conservatively estimated in
Chapter 7.

2. In the past, agency managers and su-
pervisors have not been as successful as they
could be in resolving problems of sexual
harassment.

We found that in the past, management over-
all has been somewhat less than effective in
resolving issues of sexual harassment that have
been raised. Chapter 5 shows that few victims
talked to supervisors for advice or reported the
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behavior formall3 and w hen they did, they had
only a G0-40 chance of having the problem
resolved.

Problems may also arise w hen supervisors
who do not actually participate in the sexual
harassment give tacit approval to the subordi-
nates who engage in the behavior. Since these
supervisors have responsibility for employee
conduct in their offices, they should take charge
in eliminating it from their workplaces rather
than approving or ignoring it. The basis for
this lack of commitment may be partially ex-
plained by the findings in Chapter 2 that a
number of supervisors think that the problem
of sexual harassment has been exaggerated
and-that-victims-are somewhat-to_blame_ for
bringing the sexual harassment on themselves.
Clearly, these attitudes of supervisors tend to
undermine the authority and force of agency
policy statements prohibiting sexual harass-
ment and have the effect of thwarting their
implementation.

3. There is much that management can
do about the problem of sexual harassment
in the future.

We found that there is much management
can do about the problem of sexual harassment
in the future to both prevent its occurrence and
remedy the effects. Chapter 8 contains infor-
mation on a number of actions which respon-
dents felt would be helpful in reducing sexual
harassment. Chapters 4 and 5 provide data on
the characteristics of individuals most likely to
be harassed and to do the harassing.

Some of these characteristics are under the
control of management and can be adjusted to
reduce the rate of sexual harassment. Fur ex-
ample, individuals in nontraditional jobs, such
as women law enforcement officers, have been
shown to experience sexual harassment at
somewhat higher rates than others. Supervi-
sors of these employees as w ell as the employees
themselves can be made aware of this fact and
appropriate preventive and remedial steps
implemented.

4. There are effective actions that victims
can take to resolve the problem of sexual
harassment.

A number of actions have been discussed
that victims themselves can take regarding the
sexual harassment. As shown in Chapter 5, the
most assertive informal actions are the most
effective: talking to someone with either out-
side or organizational responsibility sometimes
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helps, and filing a formal complaint as noted
above has an avei'age.chance of helping the vic-
tims. Chapter 8 indicates that victims as well
as supervisors need to be made aware of the
existence of available remedies so that they can
use them if needed. However. Chapter 5 indi-
cates that most victims would prefer to settle
the matter informally rather than taking a
formal action that would tend to escalate this
highly persona! matter. Appendix 11 lists publi-
cations that offer additional advice on effective
techniques fur dealing with sexual hart, meat.

5. Sexual harassment has varying effects
on victims, which probably account for the
differences in repercussions.

In studying the effects of sexual harassment
on its victims, we found variance in the reper:
cussions, depending on a number of factors. It
appears that some victims experience dramatic
consequences as a result of this experience and
others do not. The causes are various, but con-
tributing factors appear to be the level of sever-
ity of the sexual harassment, personal and
organizational characteristics of the victim, the
organizational level of the harasser, and the
perceived motive or demeanor of the harasser.

Some v ictims w ere more likely to be sexually
harassed than others, and some reported suf-
fering greater consequences, particularly when
the harasser had greater power. For example,
womep victims of actual or attempted rape or
assault w ho were harassed by their supervisors
w ere more likely than other victims to report
fearing and suffering negative job consequences
as a result of t112ir sexual harassment expe-
rience. These iethns of "most severe" sexual
harassment were also much more likely to
report experiencing emotional or physical prob-
les or reductions in their work perfor ranee

However, it should be pointed out that the
findings indicate the level of severity by itself
does not control whether adverse consequences
will occur. Some victims of seemingly mild
forms of sexual harassment have reported ad-
verse consequences. For example, an individ-
ual who received repeated lewd comments (less
severe" behavior) from her supervisor might
suffer greater consequences than n individual
who was pressured for sexual favors ("severe"
behavior) by a coworker.



What Is the Nature of Sexual
Harassment?

Although sexual harassment has been dem-
onstrated to be a problem that management
can combat, the question still remains: what is
the underlying nature of sexual harassment in
the first place? Three explanations that were
discussed in Chapter 1 have been raised in the
literature. The first two views are somewhat
interrelated in that those who have low power
are thought to be more vulnerable to those with
greater power. Based upon the findings in the
study, we concluded that the first two explana-
tions appear valid under some circumstances
and we rejected the last. The three views are:

1. That sexual harassment is a form of power
that is exercised by those in control, usu-
ally men, over low-status employees, usu-
ally women.

2. That individuals with certain low-power
characteristics, such as youth and low
salaries, are more subject to sexual ha-
rassment than others.

3. That sexual harassment is an expression
of personal attraction between men and
women that is widespread and cannot and
should not be stopped.

The f _glowing briefly discusses these views in
light of the findings from the study.

Sexual Harassment is an Abuse of Power

This theory grows out of the view that sexual
harassment is a form of sex discrimination
designed to keep women from advancing from
low paid, powerless jobs. Women do comprise
only about one-third (31%) of the jobs in the
Federal workforce and most women occupy the
lowest paid jobs compared "to men)

However, the findings show that most vic-
tims, both men and women, are harassed by
coworkers rather than supervisors who pre-
sumably have more power. On its face this find-
ing would tend to disprove the power theory.
however, one must look closer at the data. The
findings also show that victims, regardless of
severity of the harassment, were more likely to
perceive and experience adverse consequences
if their harasser was a supervisor rather than a

'See Office of Personnel Management. Federal
Civilian Work Force Statistics. F.gptul Ern/dug/I/cid
oppibutyStidies. November 1978, p. xv.

coworker. This seems to indicate that, although
not all harassment is an outgrowth of organiza-
tional power, those cases where consequences
are greater are more likely to be examples of
abuse of organizational power. The sexual ha-
rassment by coworkers probably has more to
do with personal power and sex roles than with
organizationally derived power. In any event,
further research would be helpful in exploring
this issue.

Individuals with Certain Characteristics are
More Vulnerable to Sexual Harassment

The view that those with low status and
power characteristics are more vulnerable to
sexual harassment has been proved in some
respects and disproved in others. Some with
low; poweil and status, such as younger men
and women and trainees, did report receiving
sexual harassment disproportionately, but oth-
ers, such as those in low salary levels, low edu-
cation levels, and women office and clerical
workers. (lid not.

Sexual Harassment is Not an Expression of
Personal Sexual Attraction

The theory that sexual harassment is an
expression of personal sexual attraction grows
out of a view that sexual harassment is part of
standard behavior between the sexes and that
employers have no business interfering with
these matters of love or personal attraction.
This theory has been disproved on several
counts.

That many harassers were reported to have
harassed more than one victim casts doubt on
the idea that sexual harassment is simply a
matter of unique personal attraction. The find-
ing that the rate of sexual harassment is not
constant among all Federal agencies also some-
what negates the idea that sexual harassment
is appropriate sexual behavior that occurs
everywhere: that many victims report severe
consequences also tends to negate that this
behavior is and should be standard practise. In
addition. the vast majority of respondents stated
that sexual harassment is not something that
"people should have to put up with." All of this
indicates that sexual harassment should not be
considered standard behavior at the workplace
and is very much a matter of concern for
employers such as the Federal Government.
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Implications
Understanding.that sexual harassaient does

not affect all victims in the same way is impor-
tant in deyeloping recommendations on ways to
effectively reduce sexual harassment in the
Federal workplace.

To help reduce most instances of sexual
where the effects are not so 'advesrse

or presumably debilitating, an awareness cam-
paign that focuses on prevention would be the
most effective. This campaign should advise
managers of their responsibilities and hold
them accountable, as well as provide aid to vic-
tims in informally resolving these matters:

For the smaller number of instances where
the sexual harassment has an extremely ad
verse or punitive affect, the response of man-
agement should be swift and thorough in im-
posing sanctions against the behavior and in
aiding the victim.

These concepts are more thoroughly explored
below.

Recommendations

Since sexual harassment has been clearly
shown to be a problem in the Federal Govern-
ment, managerial policies should be instituted
stating sexual harassment is unacceptable
conduct that will not be condoned. A number of
agencies have already begun to do this.2 The
Federal courts and Federal regulations3 have
also stated that under many circumstances,
sexual harassment is a violation of both civil
law and criminal law. Therefore, it is both cost
effective and managerially responsible to take
effective steps to reduce the amount of sexual
harassment in the Federal Government.

Sanctions and Enfbrement
1. Agencies should provide strong and

effective enforcement against sexual harass-
ment and issue sanctions where appropri-
ate. To do this:

Agencies should conduct swift and thor-
ough investigations to discover evidence of
sexual harassment and take appropriate
action.

2See Appendix F for data on these agencies.
"See Appendix II for a discussion of the legal anal-

ysis of sexual harassment.
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Agencies should emphasize their strong
commitment, o prohibiting sexual harass-
ment on the job by imposing sanctions
where appropriate against the behavior,
including:

a. enforcing penalties against those who
sexually. bother others, and

b. enforcing penalties against managers
who knowingly allow this behavior to
continue./

- /
2. Complaint channels for allegations of

sexual harassment should be clarified and
streamlined.

Agency management has a responsibility to
investigate and eliminate prohibited behavior,
such as sexual harassment. The sanctions im-
posed and the remedial action taken, as with
other violations of the law, should be commen-
surate with the violation. What is key, however,
to render this recommendation effective is that
allegations, be taken seriously so that forceful
and fair resolutions result. This will help to re-
store the faith of victims as well as supervisors
in formal channels for processing complaints
or grievances.

No additional legal or regulatory mecha-
nisms appear to be necessary to enforce sanc-
tions against sexual harassment if strong en-
forcement can be accomplished within current
channels. However, the channels must be made
more efficient and responsive to the fact that
sexual harassment is a legitimate problem that
must be handled as seriously as other violations
of the law, standards of conduCt, or prohibited
personnel practices.

Publiciking Managerial Policy
and Commitment

3._ Managers and other agency officials
should be made aware of their responsibil-
ity and held accountable for enforcing Gov-
ernment, and agency policy prohibiting
sexual harassment at the workplace. This
can best be accomplished by agency managers:

issuing strong policy statements

otherwise clarifying acceptable behavior
for supervisors, and

holding supervisors responsible for the
conduct of their offices with regard to sex-
ual harassment through the performance
appraisal system.



Agencies should emphasize the use of pre-
ventive measures and informal resolution of
complaints as a means of combating sexual
harassment since processing formal complaints
is both time-consuming and costly. Since most
victims do not file complaints, these measures
will also affect the largest number of victims
and harassers. The costs of preventing sexual
harassment rria. y be more than offset by the
savings to the-Government in reducing sexual
harassment and, thus. reducing job turnover
and increasing job productivity and morale.

It is also important to note that a knowledge-
able observer with a widespread clinical prac-
tice for the last decade finds that enunciat-
ing regulations clearly and specifically can
be very effective in reducing sexual harass-
meuts4 Buttressing' this argument is the
finding ip.Appendix F that the agency with the
highest rate of sexual harassment for women
also had not issued a policy statement of sexual
harassment at the time this survey was con-
ducted.

However, Dr. Rowe cautions that because of
heightened awareness caused by publicizing
the policy, the number of informal and formal
complaints of sexual harassment may tempo-
rarily increase in the short run.

4. Agencies should develop a training
strategy to aid in preventing sexual harass-
ment-this strategy will be instrumental in
targeting those grows that should receive
training on a priority basis to best utilize
limited training resources.

This-trainink can include inservice classroom
training either as a separate course or as part
of other courses. publishing pamphlets or hand-
books for employees and supervisors on the
subject, and providing other awareness activi-
ties through lectures and short workshops. An
effective training strategy should include at
least three target audiences:

(a) managers and supervisors whose re-
sponsibility is the conduct of the work-
place;

(b) other agency personnel such as person-
nel and EEO officials who have responsi-
bility to advise victims and supervisors on
procedural and other matters regarding
sexual harassment, and

.

'Mary P. Rowe, Ph.D. Assistant to the President,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, conversation
March 1981.

(c) victims or potential victims requiring
information on their rights as well as use-
ful techniques on coping with the sexual
harassment informally.

Providing Assistance to Victims

5. Agencies should provide information to
victims on effective techniques for resolving
incidents of sexual harassment.

Agencies should provide all employees with
information (in pamphlet or other written for-

mat) regarding:

what the most effective actions are foi

them to take to stop sexual harassment,

what their rights of redress of sexual ha-
rassment are. including the availability of
formal complaint channels.

which agency officials have responsibility
fur processing complaints or assisting with
problems associated with incidents of sex-
ual harassment: officials may include Fed-
eral Women's Program managers, EE()
counselors, EEO officers or personnel offi-
cers. and

The study indicates that most victims try to
resolve their sexual harassment incidents by
ignoring the behavior but that this very rarely
solves the problem. Victims should be advised
that the most assertive responses are the most
effective. Since a sizeable number of victims
report suffering negative personal effects that
result in losses to the Federal Government,
steps should be taken to mitigate some of these
effects.

6. Outside agencies, such as the Office of
the Special Counsel in the MSPB, should
also publicize the availability of their ser-
vices as resources allow.

7. Federal employee labor unions should
be encouraged to instruct shop stewards
and other union officials about counseling
techniques and legal redress for union mem-
ber victims of sexual harassment who seek
assistance from the union.
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Follow-up'

8. A number of other activities should be
instituted to assure compliance with law
and regulation as well as to provide follow,
up to this study both within the Federal
Government and in the private sector.

Steps that should be taken include:

Copies of the MSPB Final Report docu-
menting the incidence of sexual harass-
ment should receive wide distribution
among the agencies.

The Congress should continue to monitor
the activities of the various Federal agen-
cies regarding sexual harassment.

Agencies should ensure that their training
courses developed to prevent sexual harass-
ment are effective.

EEOC should continue its review of ac-
tions taken by agencies to combat sexual
harassment.

Other research, groups, _both .public' and
private, should be encouraged to do fur-
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ther analysis on this subject using the
MSPB data tape in order to increase un-
derstanding and awareness of the prob-
lem; agencies should be encouraged to use
the MSPB questionnaire to conduct re-
search of organizations within the agencies
for purposes of comparison.

State and local governments, universities.
as well as companies in the private sector
should be encouraged to conduct research
on sexual harassment among their own
employees or students. The MSPB survey
questionnaire should be made available to
use as a model.

As with the laws that the Federal Govern-
thent enforces against the private sector, the
laws and policies regarding sexual harassment
in the Federal workplace should also be moni-
tored and enforced. The most cost effective
approach is to include the monitoring of sexual
harassment policies in conjunction with evalua-
tion programs already in place.



Appendix A

Methodology

Development of the
Questionnaire

- 'The 'following is a discussion of the method-
ology used to collect and to analyze the survey
data in this report.

At the outset it was clear that a questionnaire
would be the only feasible means of gathering
information from a sample large enough to
make the results valid. Social psychologists
knowledgeable in questionnaire design and the
topic of sexual harassment aided the Merit Sys-

tems Protection Board (MSPB), Office of Merit
Systems Review and Studies' research team in

the preparation of the questionnaire. A group
of advisors, consisting of academic sex research-
ers, Government management officials, repre-
sentatives of Federal employee unions, a direc-

tor of a community-based volunteer organization,
and representatives from OPM and EEOC,
were consulted in the initial design and devel-
opment of the questionnaire as well. Several
criteria guided the development of the study:

The definition of sexual harassment de-
veloped by the Office of Personnel Man-
agement would apply.
The confidentiality and anonymity of re-
spondents would be maintained.
The questions and language in the ques-
tionnaire would be as unbiased as possible.
The survey questions regarding experien-
ces of sexual harassment were to be limited
to recent occurrences, at least within the
last two years.
The conduct of the survey would adhere to
ethical standards in the use of human test
subjects.

The draft questionnaire was pretested on a
cross section of men and omen Federal em-
ployees at eight different work sites who first
were asked to complete the questionnaire and
then to participate in a group discussion about
the content and style of the questionnaire. The

men and women were pretested separately to
elicit candid comments. On the basis of these
results, the questionnaire was revised sixteen
times to produce a valid and reliable document.

The final form of the survey questionnaire
used in the study was 12 pages long and con-
tained 63 questions. The categories of sexual
harassment were expanded from the Office of,
Personnel Management (OPM) definition, which

the Congressional Subcommittee directed the
MSPB research team to use (see Chapter 1), to
include the following seven behaviors:

Actual or attempted rape or sexual assualt
Unwanted pressure for sexual favors
Unwanted deliberate touching, leaning
over, cornering or pinching
Unwanted sexually suggestive looks or

gestures
Unwanted letters, phone calls or materials
of a sexual nature
Unwanted pressure for dates
Unwanted sexual teasing, jokeS, remarks
or questions

The questionnaire was divided into seven
sections, each designed to obtain the following
types-45f information:

Section IAttitudes regarding sexual be-
havior that can happen at work.

Section IIHow respondents define sexual
harassment and other questions.

Section IIIOpinions on remedies that would

be useful in reducing sexual harassment in the

workplace.

Section IVGeneral data on incidence level

of sexual harassment and detailed data on a
specific critical incident of sexual harassment..

Section VGeneral data on the experiences
of those who have been' accused of sexually
harassing others.

Section VIAttitudinal and demographic
information about respondents' work settings.

2
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Section VIIDemographic information on
the personal characteristics of respondents.

Respondents were asked to report their ex-
periences within the 24-month period before
receipt of the questionnaireMay 1978 to
May 1980. The finite timeframe was chosen
as a means of measuring the current extent of
sexual harassment in the Federal Government
and the period of two years was selected to
obtain sufficient data on the duration of the
sexual harassment incidents. Care was taken to
avoid the use of emotion-laden language or la-
bels, e.g., in most cases, the term "unwanted
sexual attention" was used rather than the
term "sexual harassment," and "sexually both-
ering" rather than "harassing."

The same questions were asked of all respon-
dents; however, most of Section IV was only to
be answered by those who had experienced
sexual harassment within the 2-year period
and Section V was only to be answered by those
who had been accused of sexually bothering
someone within the same 2-year period.

Selection and Design of the
Sample

The-sample employed was a disproportion-
ately stratified random sample of civilian
employees in the Executive branch of the Fed-
eral Government who were listed in the OPM
Central Personnel Data File (CPDF), with the
exception of those who:

(1) Were located at a work site outside the
continental U.S., Alaska or Hawaii;

(2) Were military personnel;
(3) Were employed by the Federal/Bureau of

Investigation, the Federal Election Com-
mission, U.S. Postal Service, Postal Rate
Commission, National Security Agency,
Central Intelligence Agency, Federal
Reserve Board, White House Office, or
Tennessee Valley Authority; or

(4) Were lacking legitimate values for any
of the stratification variablesi.e., sex,
minority status, salary, or organization.

Participants were limited to those in the con-
tinental United States because of time and
budgetary constraints; military personnel and
those employed in the U.S. Postal Service,
other quasi-independent agencies or those or-
ganizations whose principal function concerns
intelligence activities were excluded because
they were not in the Executive branch ur not
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under the blanket jurisdiction of the Merit Sys-
tems Protection Board; those for whom data on
the stratification variables were unavailable
were also excluded because including them
would have biased the sample.

Following a common survey research prac-
tice, the sample was disproportionately strati-
fied to deliberately include a higher than pro-
portional number of women, minorities, higher
graded persons and other relatively small sub-
groups. A "disproportionately stratified" sam-
ple is one in which certain categories of partici-
pants are selected to be in the sample in greater
numbers than they occur in the generarpopula-
don. These categories of participants are inten-
tionally oversampled to ensure adequate num-
bers for statistical analysis within each cate-
gory. The sample is "random" in that, within a
given category (or stratum), each member has
an equal chance of being selected. A random
sample enables the researcher to make predic-
tions about the whole population based upon
the sample.

The sample was stratified on the basis of the
following four variables:

Sex: (2 categories) male or female
Minority status: (2 categories) minority or
non-m

.

nurity
Salary: (5 categories) less than $11,000, at
least $11,000 but less than $15.000. at least
$15.000 but less than $20.000. at least
$20,000 but less than $24,000, or at least
$24,000.
Organization: (3 categories) Department of
Defense, a health care agency, and all
other agencies.

The rationale for each lf these stratification
variables is explained as follows.

SexFor the most part, sexual harassment
has been viewed as an issue of primary interest
to women and has portrayed women as the
principal victims. Accordingly, it was antici-
pated that women, un average, would be more
disposed to participate in the survey and would
be the most likely source of ease studies. With
these considerations in mind, women were over-
represented to the extent that they comprised
half of the sample w !tile they constituted only
one-third of the workforce.

Minority StatusThis was used as a stratifi-
cation variable for two reasons. First, sexual
harassment was believed to be an abuse of
power and that pow cries:, people w ere more
vulnerable to sexual harassment. Since minori-
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ties tend to hold positions of lesser power, it was
believed that they might have experienced
sexual harassment more often than non-
minorities. Secondly, minorities have at times
been inadequately represented in nation-wide
polls. For these reasons, minorities comprised
half the sample although they constitute only
20% of the workforce. A minority person was
defined to be any one who was American Indian
or Alaskan, Native Hispanic, Black, or Asian
or Pacific Islander.

Annual SalaryThis was utilized as a strati-
fication variable because it was deemed to act
as a proxy for authority and responsi)ility.
Harkening back to the earlier theory okpower
and powerlessness, it was envisaged Vat those
having lesser authority might be more vulner-
able to sexual harassment. As such then, the
sample was stratified on the basis of salary
with equal representation from each category.

OrganizationThis was employed for strati-
fication purposes to reflect function and struc-
ture. In that context, a military stratum (i.e.,
Army, Navy, and Air Force), a health care
stratum (i.e., the Veterans Administration), and
other agency stratum (i.e., all elseeverything
but the military and health care strata) were
defined. This stratification scheme represented
several thoughts. First, the military sector was
deemed to subsume three similar organizations
having approximately equal size and like man-
agerial philosophies. Secondly, the health care
stratum reflected inputs from a private study
that suggested the likelihood of a high inci-
dence rate in that sector. Thirdly, the "other
agency" category constituted the more tradi-
tional but varied government functions. An
equal number was selected from each of the
three strata.

The sample was drawn by the Office of Per-
sonnel Management in March 1980 from its
Central Personnel Data File (CPDF), circa
9/30/79, the most recently updated and verified
version then available. The CPDF then con-
tained 2,602,023 employees of which 1,920,212
qualified for possible, inclusion in the sample.
In turn the latter were stratified into 60 cells
from which an equal number (670) of observa-
tions were randomly selected. The actual selec-
tion was based upon the least significant four
digits of the social security number. The 60
cells reflected the stratification criteria.

Representativeness of the Sample

- The following factors helpe& to ensure that
the sample was representative of the whole
Federal Executive Branch population:

The sample was random and drawn from
the entire population.

The first stage where home addresses were
sought was blind in that it did not reveal
the subject matter and hence did not unin-
tentionally include or exclude a dispropor-
tionate number of individuals who had
specific views in the subject matter.
The response rates for the questionnaire
of the 60 stratification cells were similiar
to the response rates received from the
original solicitation for home address
information.
The sample was sufficiently large and
the response rate sufficiently high that
the odds are overwhelmingly against the
occurrence of typical or unrepresentative
findings.

Conduct of the Study
Questionnaires were mailed the end of May

1980, to 23,964 men and women employees of
the Federal Government. Questionnaires were
mailed to employees' homes to protect the iden-
tities of individual respondents and to ensure
privacy in responding. Home addresses were
obtained from a larger sample of employees

Iswho were asked to participate in an u pecified
research project. Those who agree to partici-
pate by providing home address information
made up the sample of 23,964 who received
questionnaires. A stratum or grup number
was included on each questionnaire to aid in
weighting the data during the data analysis
phase.

Accompanying each questionnaire was a
cover letter from Patricia A. Mathis, Director,
Merit Systems Review and Studies, which
explained the purpose of the study, assured
respondent anonymity, and urged participa-
tion.' A private marketing research firm,
Market Facts, Inc., printed, distributed, col- .
lected and tabulated the responses. A postage
paid return envelope and a numbered postcard

'See Appendix C.
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to be mailed back separately from the question-
naire was sent to each member of the sample.
The numbered postcard was used to cross
names off the mailing list for the second wave
of the questionnaire..

To encourage participation, reminder post-
cards were sent to everyone in the sample
approximately one week after the first mailing.
In addition, a followup mailing to those who
had not returned the numbered postcard was
completed by June 26, 1980. An additional
mailing to individuals who were late in provid-
ing home addresses was also made around that
time. July 10, 1980, was established as the
cutoff date and questionnaires received after
that date were not included in the analysis of
results.

Preparation of the Data

A total of 20,314 usable questionnaires were
returned for an overall response rate of 84.8%.
The response rates for the \6arious strata in the
sample ranged from a low of 67.6% for lbw-
income minority men in the Veterans Adminis-
tration to a high of 93.6% for medium low-
income minority women in the Department of
Defense. There were no serious gaps in the
data; at least 177 usable questionnaries were
returned in each stratum. In general, women
(86%) were more likely to respond than men
(81%), non-minorities (87%) more likely than
minorities (80%), and those with higher incomes
(87% to 86%) more likely to respond than those
with lower incomes (79% to 82%). Since approx-
imately 231 of the 20,314 returned question-
naires did not contain a stratum number for
weighting purposes, 20,083 questionnaires
10,648 from women and 9,302 from menwere
processed and analyzed. Of those respondents
who returned usable questionnaires, 2,116
wrote a comment of some type on their booklet,: .

Responses were key punched, 100% verified
and edited by the contractor according to
MSRS research staff specifications. All data
analysis was conducted by the MSRS research
staff. Prior to analysis, the data were weighted
to extrapolate from the sample results to the
total Federal work force, that is, to expand the
sample size to equal the population from which
it was drawn. For example, 53% of the respon-
dents in the actual sample were women, how-
ever aft& weighting, the figures reflected that
37% of those in the survey were women, a
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number much closer to the actual percentage
in the workforce.

Sample respondents are weighted by the
ratio of their sample stratum to the total stra-
tum population. For example,

W =
Nh

where
nh

Nh = total stratum population,
nh = sample stratum cases, and
W = weight.

In the sexual harassment study, 60 strata
were used that respectively reflected income (5
categories), sex (2 categories), ethnicity (2 cate-
gories), and organization (3 categories). For
example, the Veterans Administration (VA)
was one of the trichotomous categories within
the stratification variable representing organi-
zation. Within that variable were 20 different
stratai.e., 5 income categories, 2 gender cate-
gories. and 2 ethnicity categories. By utilizing
the weights to expand the 20 strata, approxi-
mation for the VA's population resulted.

Weighting was used also to analyze non-
stratification variables, such as job classifica-
tion. This was possible since each stratum was
completely random and all characteristics
(however defined) were represented in prorata
number.

Analysis of the Data

Questionnaire design and preliminary analy-
sis of responses provided the bases of the analy-
sis of the data. All of the data analyzed were
weighted data, taken to be representative of the
entire population of Federal employees. Since
the possibilities for data analysis were virtuall
unlimited, the analysis in this study was re-
stricted primarily to crosstabulations. Much of
the analysis focused on the behavioral and
situational differences between male and female
victims for the various levels of severity of
behavior.

Victims were classified on the basis of re-
sponses to two survey questions (17 and 20)
which asked participants to define their un-
wanted sexual harassment. Much of the analy
sis in chapters 5, 6, and 7 were based on the
responses to victims to Section IV of the ques-
tionnaire which asked them to describe one
incident of sexual harassment in detail. Those
who filled out this section were termed "narra-
tors." For purposes of analysis, we presumed
that the responses of narrators reflected those



of victims as a whole. Further definitions and
explanations of this and other terms are given
in Appendix B.

In analyzing and presenting the data for this
report, percentages and numbers were rounded
in order to simplify the analysis. We were not
able to include data from the State Department
because the response was too small t.,-consider
the information from this group to be reliable.

Confidentiality and Anonymity of
Participants

The confidentiality and anonymity of respon-
dents were preserved throughout the conduct
of the study. Names of participants were ran-
domly selected by computer and processed by
an outside contractor and subsequently de-

'

stroyed. No member of the MSRS research
team or any other Federal agency had access to
the identity of the participants.

Participants were requested not to put their
names on she questionnaire and no identifying
numbers were placed on the questionnaire that
could be traced to an individual participant.
The same stratum or group number that were
included on the questionnaire could be given to
as many as 670 individuals. In addition, all
answers were collapsed so that individual re-
sponses could not be identified.

When the data tape is released to the public
after publication of the final report, even fur-
ther steps will be taken to ensure that responses
will never be able to be traced to an individual
respondent from demographic data or other
personal information.

11 6
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Definitions of Terms

Appendix B

Atz.
The following are definitions of commonly

used terms that appear in this report. The text
of survey questions asked can he found in
Appendix C.

Sexual harassment/unwanted sexual at-
tentionthis is used interchangeably through-
out the questionnaire.

Perpetrator/Harasser; Sexually Bother/
HarrassThese terms are also used inter-
changeably to refer to the initiator of the sexual
harassment and the action taken.

Victims/NonvictimsVictims of sexual ha-
rassment were defined as those respondents
who indicated in Question 17 of the question-
naire that they had experienced one or more
forms of "sexual harassment" on the job during
the previous 24 months. Those who did not
so indicate on Question 17 were termed "non-
victims." Approximately 294,000 women and
168,000 men or a total of 462,000 Federal
employees were victims. Approximately 400,000
womeli, 1,000,000 men or a total of 1,400,000

Federal employees were "nonvictims."
NarratorsSection IV of the questionnaire

asked respondents, who had indicated in Ques-
tion 17 that they had been "harassed," to answer
quest' ins 18 through 35 in terms of one partic-
ular incident of sexual harassment. This inci-
dent (termed the "critical incident") often
involved more than one form of sexual harass-
ment. Respondents who filled out this portion
of the questionnaire including Question 20 were
termed "narrators." Thus, "narrators" were a
subset of "victims."

Approximately 225,500 women and .99,000

men or a.total of 324,500 Federal employees,
were "narrators." Comparing these figures to
those for victims shows that 30% fewer em-
ployees (23% fewer women and 41% fewer men),
who indicated by Question 17 that they were
victims, chose to describe a "critical incident."

Supervisors/Nonsupervisors-z--Supervisors
were defined as those who responded affirma-

tively to Question 58 that they were super-
visors. Those who responded negatively were
termed nonsupervisors.

Level of Severity of Sexual harassment
On the basis of preliminary analysis, sexual
harassment experiences (identified by respon-
dents in Question 17 or Question 20) were clas-
sified as "most severe," "severe", or "less severe."
Unwanted behaviors making up those cate-
gories are as follows: "most severe"actual or
attempted rape or sexual assault; "severe"
letters, phone calls or materials of a sexual
nature; pressure for sexua: favors; and deliber-
ate touching, leaning over, cornering or pinch-
ing; "less severe " pressure for dates; sexually
suggestive looks or gestures; and sexual teas-
ing, jokes, remarks or questions.

These behaviors were divided into "severe"
and "less severe" categories on the basis of
agreement by respondents as to which behav-
iors constituted sexual harassment.'

The attitudes, experiences, and demographic
characteristics of both victims and narrators
were analyzed by these three levels of severity
of experiences. When a respondent indicated
having experienced harassment of more than
one form, that respondent was counted in the
category of greatest severity, e.g., if a victim
reported experiencing both attempted or actual
rape or sexual assault (most severe) and pres-
sure for sexual favors (Severe) the data was
analyzed on the basis of the most severe expe-
rience.

AgencyThe term "agency" refers to the
major organization where the respondent
worked. Question 55 contained responses for 17
specific agencies with large workforces, as well

as a category of "other" for employees of agen-
cies other than those listed. The category of
"other Defense" includes such agencies as Office

of the Secretary of Defense, Defense Mapping

'See Chapter 2 for a fuller discussion.
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Short terms for types of sexual harassment used in the Questionnaire.

Short Term

Actual or attempted rape or assault

Pressure for sexual favors

Deliberate touching

Suggestive looks

Letters and calls

Pressure for dates

Sexual remarks

Long Term

Actual or attempted rape or sexual assaults

Same

Deliberate touching, leaning over, cornering or
pinching

Sexually suggestive looks or gestures

Letters, phone calls or materials of a sexual
nature

Same

Sexual teasing, jokes, remarks or questions

Agency and Defense Supply Agency. The
Department of Health, Education and Welfare
(HEW) was included as one of the 17 agencies,
although shortly after the questionnaire was
developed, HEW was abolished and two new
agencies were formed: the Department of
Health and Human Services and the Depart-
ment of Education. Survey data is only availa-
ble for HEW.

The following are definitions of other terms
that appear in this report.

Geographical Location. The groupings of
states into regions in Survey Question 56 paral-
lel the Office of Personnel Management regions
plus Washington, D.C. These regions are:

New England: Massachusetts, Vermont, New
Hampshire, Maine, Connecticut;

New York: New York, New Jersey, Puerto
Rico, Virgin Islands;

Mid-Atlantic: Philadelphia, Delaware, Mary-
land, Virginia, West Virginia;

Washington DC area: Metropolitan Washing-
ton, DC;

Southeast: Kentucky,lennessee, North Caro-
lina, South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mis-
sissippi, Florida;

Upper Midwest: Michigan, Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota;

Midwest: Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas;
Southwest: Texas, Arkansas, Oklahoma, New

Mexico;
North Central: Nort#Dakota, South Dakota,

Montana, Wisconsin, Colorado, Utah;
Pacific: California, Nevada, Arizona, Hawaii;
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Pacific Northwest: Washington, Oregon,
Idaho, Alaska.

Informal action/Formal actionInformal
action refers to actions taken by victims to
make the harasser stop bothering them and
which do not involve any of the formal institu-
tional channels set up within the Federal Gov-
ernment for investigating or resolving com-
plaints. Formal actions or remedies involve
those formal institutional channels.

Immediate Work GroupThis refers to the
people with whom the respondents worked
most closely on a day-to-day basis. i.e., co-
workers.

Job ClassificationThe categories in Ques-
tion 57 were developed as a result of pretesting,
and included the categories of "Trainee", "Blue
Collar/Service", "Office/ Clerical", "Professional/
Technical", "Administration/Management" and
"Other." The category designated as "Other"
was for those jobs which did not easily fit into
any of the other designated categories such as
law enforcement positions.

Level of Privacy in Work SpaceThis
term refers to responses from Question 49 as to
the level of privacy respondents had in their
own workspaces. The categories are: "no work
space", "open work space" (seen from all sides);
"semi-open work space" (seen from 1, 2, or 3
sides (including cubicles), "semi-private" (shar-
ing an office with a door that can be closed) and
"private office" (private office with a door that
can be closed).

Non-Traditional/Traditional JobRespon-
dents who are referred to as having "non-

ho



traditional" jobs are those who indicated in
Question 52 that they are one of the first of
their sex in their jobs, e.g., female airplane
mechanics and attorneys or male secretaries
and nurses. Those who did not so indicate on
Question 52 were considered to hold "tradi-
tional" jobs.

Probationary EmployeesThose respon-
dents who are considered on probation are
those who indicated in Question that they
had been a Federal employee for less than one
year.

Race or Ethnic BackgroundThe catego-
ries in Question 59 for respondent's race or eth-
nic background include: "American Indian or
Alaskan Native". "Asian or Pacific Islander"
"Black", "Hispanic", "White" and "Other". The
"Other" category was for those of mixed races
or ethnic backgrounds who felt that,the desig-
nated categories were inappropriate. Those in
the "White, not of Hispanic origin" category are
also designated as "nonminorities" and all oth-
ers are designated as "minorities."

Salary/Pay GradeThe annual salary lev-
els of respondents were based on the group
number or stratum number from the sampling
plan that was affixed to every questionnaire.
The categories for annual salary were as fol-
lows: low income (less than $11,000); medium

.IJW income ($11,000 to $14,999); medium
($15.000 to $19.999): medium high ($20,000 to
$23,999) and high income ($24,000 and higher).

Also reported were pay grade (Question 54)

and pay category or classification (Question

53). These terms refer to the pay classifications
of Federal workers, e.g., GS-5 refers to a pay
category which is in the General Schedule (GS)
and at a grade level of 5 on a scale from 1 to 18.

Most white-collar jobs are in the General Sche-

dule pay classification. The pay grade desig-
nated as "Other" was for those who did not fit in
the other pay grades, e.g. Executive Level IV.

Sexual Composition of Work Group -This
is defined by Question 51 as the distribution of
men and women among the people the respon-
dents worked with during a normal work day.
The categories of responses are arranged as fol-

lows: "all men." "predominately male" (more

men than women). "equal numbers of men and
women" "predominately female" (more women
than men), and "all women."

Size of Work Group --This refer s to the num-
ber of people in the respondent's immediate
work group as shown in Question 48. The cate-

gories were: "small" (1-5 persons); "medium"
(6-15 persons) : "large" (16-25 persons) and

"very large" (more than 25 persons).
Working I loursThis refers in Question 47

to whether respondents usually worked in the
daytime or at some other time such as night-
time, weekends, frequent overtime. alternating
shifts.

Work ScheduleThis refers in Question 46

to whether a respondent is a permanent, fun-
d me employee or is employed in some other
.;:pacity. such as part-time, seasonal. tempor-
ary, term. or consultant.
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MERIT SYSTEMS PROTECTION BOARD

Washington. D C.

May 22, 1980

Dear Federal Co-worker:

Thank you for agreeingt participate in this survey. The Merit Systems Protection
Board, a Federal agency created by the Civil Service Reform Act, has been asked
by Congress to conduct the first scientific study of sexual harassment in the
Federal workplace. This survey is intended to find out whether uninvited and
unwanted sexual attention is a problem in the Federal Service, how different peo-
pie feet about the behavior, and if it is a problem, what should be done about it This
is your opportunity to help establish the facts about the subject.

Your name was selected in a random drawing of 20,000 from the Federal
workforce. In order to receive a wide range of opinions that truly represent the
thoughts and experiences of Federal workers, it is extremely important that all
people in the sample, both men and women, complete and return their booklets.
We need answers from those who have not experienced unwanted sexual atten-
tion as well as from those who have. Likewise, we need answers from those who do
not think a significant problem exists, as well as from those who do. Do not ask
anyone else to fill out this booklet.

Your frank and honest answers to this booklet will be kept strictly confidential. Do
not put your name anywhere on the booklet. All answers will be combined so that
individual responses cannot be identified. Market Facts, Inc. is collecting and
tabulating the responses for us. Since there is no identifying number on the
booklet itself, a numbered postcard is enclosed. This should be mailed back
separately from the booklet in order for your name to be crossed off the mailing list.
Use the enclosed envelope addressed to Market Facts, Inc. to return the booklet.

The booklet has been mailed to your home address to allow you as much privacy
as possible. It should take about 15 minutes to complete if you have not
experienced an incident of sexual harassment and about 30 minutes if you have
We would appreciate your returning the completed booklet wit in 5 days.

We strongly urge you to take advantage of the opportunity to participate in this
landmark study. The overall findings will be presented to Congress this summer.

Sincerely,

Patricia A. Mathis
Director, Merit Systems

Review and Studies
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MERIT SYSTEMS PROTECTION BOARD

Washington. D.C. 20419

June 26, 1980

Dear Federal Co-worker:

Recently you were asked to participate in the Merit Systems Protection Board's land-
mark study of sexual harassment in the Federal workplace. As of today, we have not.
received the numbered postcard which we asked you to return when you completed
your questionnaire booklet. You should have received this booklet about three weeks
ago. The Merit Systems Protection Board, a Federal agency created by the Civil Ser-
vice Reform Act, has been asked by Congress to conduct this study in order to find out
whether uninvited and unwanted sexual attention is a problem in the Federal Service.

I am writing to you again because of the significance each person's response has to
the usefulness of this study. Your name was drawn through a scientific sampling proc-

ess in which every Federal employee had approximately an equal chance of being se-
lected. This means that ohly about one out of every 100 Federal employees is being
asked to complete this booklet. In order to receive a wide range of opinions that truly

represent the thoughts and experiences of Federal workers, it is extremely important
that all persons in the sample, both men and women, complete and return their book-
lets. We need answers from all persons regardless of their opinions on the subject.

As we mentioned in the last letter, we have taken steps to assure you of complete
confidentiality. All answers will be combined so that individual responses cannot be
identified. An outside contractor, Market Facts, Inc., is collecting and tabulating the re-

sponses to the study.

In the event that your booklet has been misplaced, a replacement is enclosed. Again, this
booklet has been mailed to your home address to allow you as much privacy as possible. Do

not complete this booklet if you already mailed the first one. The booklet should take
about 15 minutes to complete if you have not experienced an incident of sexual harassment

and about 30 minutes if you have. The analysis of the study would be assisted greatly if you

would mail your completed booklet within 5 days. A franked envelope addressed to Market

Facts, Inc. is enclosed.

The overall findings from the study will be presented to Congress later this summer.

Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.

122

Sincerely,

Patricia A. Mathis
Director, Merit Systems Review

and Studies
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SEXUAL HARASSMENT IN THE mdOa,a tio 637SyStern.1

S PrOtecIton Board
J

FEDERAL WORKPLACE: car.

IS IT A PROBLEM? .M (6)
(7-10
open)

This is the first nationwide study of sexual harassment at the Federal workplace The first and
second sections of this booklet ask how you feel about relationships amthig people who woik
together. The third section asks your opinion of various remedies for sexual harassment The fourth
and fifth sections ask about your ownoxperience with sexual harassment The sixth section asks for
general information about your workplace and the type of job you hold. The seventh section asks for
information about you, such as your sex, age and educatioq If you left the Federal Government.
please answer the questions in terms of your. last Federal job

We appreciate your taking the time to fill out this booklet

SECTION I

People feel very differently about what should or shouldn't go on at work. We want
your opinion about different kinds of sexual behavior that can happen at work

1 flow much do you agree or disagree with each statement below'? For each statement, please "X"
the box which best describes your opinion.

Statetwitnt

a. I think its all right for people to have sexual
affairs with people they work with. .

b Morale atwork suffers when some employees

Strongly
Olsagre

Now lauCh You Agra* Or Olsagrart

No
Olsagras Opinion Avow

Strongly
Agra* '

oo,

seem to get ahead by using thir sexuality
c. Women in positions of power are just as likely

as men in such positions to sexually bother the
people who work for them

d. There's nothing wrong when women use their
sexuality to get ahead on the job .

e. Unwanted sexual attention cn the job is some-
thing people should not have to put Up with

f. People who receive annoying sexual attention
have usually asked for it

g People shouldn't be so quick to take offense
when someone expresses a sexual interest in
them.

h. Nearly all instances of unwanted sexual atten-
tion can be stopped if the person receiving the
attention simply tells the other person to stop

I I would call something sexual harassment even
if the person doing it did not mean to be offen-
sive

j When people say they've been sexually
harassed, they're usually justytryong to get the
person they accuse into trouble.

k There's nothing wrong when men use their sex -
'uality to get ahead on the job.

I Those who sexually bother others are usually
seeking power over those they bother

m The issue of sexual harassment has been ex-
aggeratedmost incidents are simply normal
sexual attraction between people

n. I think that women need their jobs as much as
men do.

los)

12,4I
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SECTION 11

This °Lotion ,asks how you feel about relationships. among people who work

together.

We would like to know what you would think if the following behaviors happened to you or someone 125 0900)

else at work For each behavior listed below, please "X" ONE box for each question.

i

etwrior

2 Uninvited pressure for sexual favors:

a If a supervisor did this, would this bother you?
b. If a supervisor did this, would you consider this

sexual harassment?
c. If another worker did this, would this bother

you?
d If another worker did this, would you consider

this sexual harassment?

3 Uninvited and deliberate touching, leaning
over, cornering, or pinching-

Your Response To Ildharlor

011nItely
Hot

Probably
Not

Don't
Know

Probably
Yes

Definitely
Yes

0

1281

.,.

a If a supervisor did this, would this bother you"
b If a supervisor did this, would you consider this

sexual harassment?
c If another worker did this, would this bother

you?
d. If another worker did this, would you consider

this sexual harassment?

4 Uninvited sexually suggestive looks or
gestures

130)

a If a supervisor did this, would this, bother you?
b. If a supervisor did this, would you consider this

sexual harassment?
c If another worker did this, would this bother

you?
d. If another worker did this, would you consider

this sexual harassment?

4341

5 Uninvited letters, phone calls, or materials of a

sexual nature.

a. if a supervisor did this, would this bother you?
b. If a supervisor did this, would you consider this

sexuai harassment?
c. If another worker did this, would this bother

you?
d. If another worker did this, would you consider

this sexual harassment?

1381

6 Uninvited pressure for dates.

a. If a supervisor did this, would this bother you?
b. If a supervisor did this, would you consider this

sexual harassment?
c If another worker did this, would this bother

you?
d. If another worker did this, would you consider

this sexual harassment?

1421

2
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Dat laltaly Probably Don't Probably De/1MM yBab alrlor Not Not Know Ms Ms
7. Uninvited sexual teasing, 'jokes, remarks, or

questions

a. If a supervisor did this, would this bother you?
ti. If a supervisor did this, would you consider this

sexual harassment?
c. If another worker did 9 ts, would this bother

you"
d If another worker did this, would you consider

this sexual harassment?

8. If you have also worked outside of the Federal Government, would you say that there is more or
less unwanted sexual attention in non-Federal jobs? Please "X" ONE box.

I have never held a non-Federal job.

There is mcre in non-Federal jobs.

There is about the same amount in both
non-Federal jobs and Federal jobs.

There is less in non-Federal jobs

I don't know

El i

0 2

0 3

0 4

0 a

9. Have you ever left, considered leaving, or lost a Federal job because someone was bothering
you sexually? Please "X" ALL the boxes that apply.

No. 1

Yes. I left a Federal job. 2

Yes. I considered leaving a Federal job. 3

Yes. I lost a Federal job. 4

SECTION III

In this section, we would like your views on what actions would be useful in reduc-
ing sexual harassment in the workplace.

14SPfi
Job No 6374

(48)

(50 open)

15i)

152)

10 In most cases, which of the following do you think are the most effective actions for employees to
take to make others stop bothering them sexually? Please "X" ALL the boxes that apply.

Ignoring the behavior 0 1
Avoiding the person(s) 0 2
Asking or telling the person(s) to stop 0 3 153 54)

Threatening to tell or telling other workers 4

Reporting the behavior to the supervisor or other officials 0 5
Filing a formal complaint e

There is very little that employees can do to make others
stop bothering them sexually '
None of the above a

3
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11. Which of the following do you think are the most effective actions for an organization's manage-
ment to take regarding-sexual harassment? Please "X" ALL thirboxes that apply.

'Establish and publicize policies which prohibit sexual harassment. 1

Conduct swift and thorough investigations of complaints
of sexual harassment. 2

Enforce penalties against managers who knowingly allow this behavior
to continue. 3

Enforce penalties against those who sexually bother others. 4

Publicize the availability of formal complaint channels. 5
(55 56)

Establish a special counseling service for those who experienca
sexual harassment. 6

Provide awareness training for employees on sexual harassment. 7

Provide training for managers and EEO officials on their responsibilities
for decreasing sexual harassment . Oe
There is very little that management can do to reduce sexual
harassment on the job. 6

None of the above. I
We want to know whether you think the following possible formal actions are available to those
who have been sexually bothered by others and if the actions would be effective in helping those
employees For each action listed below, please "X" ONE box for each question.

Actions

12 Requesting an investigation by my
organization

a. Is this remedy available to employees where
you work?

b. Would this be effective in helping these
employees?

.

Now Available Of Effective Aetion Would 15e

Definitely Probably
Not Not

13. Requesting' an investigation by an outside
agency.

a. Is this remedy available to employees where
you work?

b. Would this be effective in helping these
employees?

14 Filing a grievance or adverse action appeal.

a Is this remedy available to employees where
you work?

b. Would this be effecdve in helping these
employees?

15. Filing a discrimination complaint.

a. Is this remedy available to employees where
you work?

b. Would this be effective in helping these
employees?

16. Filing a complaint through special channels
set up for sexual harassment complaints.

a. Is this remedy available to employees where
you work?

b Would this he effective in helping these
employees?

Don't
Know

Probably
Yes

Definitely
Yes

(57)

0

MU

4

126

(68)
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SECTION IV
This Section asks about any experience you may have had with uninvited and
unwanted sexual attention on the job from persons of either sex.
17 Have you received any of the following uninvited sexual attention during the last 24 months from

someone where you work in the Federal Government? Please "X" ONE box for each item.
ovenney In Last 24 Months

Ones
Month or 2.4 times Once WeakUninvited Casual Attention Norm Ones Less Month or Yon

a. Actual or attempted rapcber sexual assault.

b. Unwanted pressure for sexual favors.

c. Unwanted deliberate touching, leaning over,
cornering, or pinching

d. Unwanted sexually suggestive looks or
gestures.

e Unwanted letters, phone calls, or materials of a
sexual nature.

/ASPS
Job No 0374

.N

C

(137/

f. Unwanted pressure for dates.
_

g. Unwanted sexual teasing, jokes; remarks, or
questions.

If you have not received any uninvited sexual attention within the last 24 months, then skip to
Section V, question 38, on page 8.

It uninvited and unwanted sexual attention has happened to you in the Federal Government within
the last 24 months, select one experience that is either most recent or that had the greatest effect
on you and answer the questions in this Section in terms of that experience Please fill out these
questions even if you handled the situation yourself.

18. Is the experience you are about to describe the most recent one, or is it the one which had the
greatest effect on you? Please "X" ALL the boxes that apply.
This was my only experience. 1

This was my most recent experience. 2

This was the experience that had the greatest effect on me. 3

This experience is still continuing, 4

19. Did this experience take place where you now work or on a different Federal job? Please "X"
ONE box.

This experience took place on the job where I now work,
This experience took place on a different job in the Federal Government.

0 1
0 2

20. During any particular experience, a person may receive more than one kind of unwanted sexual
attention. During the experience you describe here, which of the following happened to you?
Please "X" ALL the boxes that apply.

Actual or attempted rape or sexual assault
Unwanted pressure for sexual favors
Unwanted and deliberate touching, leaning over, cornering, or pinching
Unwanted sexually suggeMive looks or gestures
Unwanted letters, phone calls, or materials of a sexual nature
Unwanted pressure for dates
Unwanted sexual teasing, jokes, remarks, or questions

21. How often did the unwanted sexual attention occur? Please "X" ONE box.

Once
Once a month or less
2-4 times a month

0 ,

0 2
0 3

Every few days
Every day

22. How long did this unwanted sexual attention last? Please "X" ONE box.

Less than one week i
Several weeks 2

C-8

o ,
0 2
0 3
0 4
0 5
0 a7
El 4

0 5

Onatii six months 3
More than six months

5

El 4

(731

(74-79 OPrd

El BO
Card 2

1511717.5".

(6)
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23a. How did you respond to this unwanted
sexual attention? Please "X" ALL the
boxes that apply.

23b. For each action that you took, what
effect did it have? Please "X" ONE
box for each action that you took.

Action
Made Mines

02.131 Woos*

Met 01 Ploopono

Web No
Offforonc

Mods Thins*
Bitter

I ignored the behavior or did nothing.
- (141

1 ...-

I avoided the person(s). 2

I asked or told the person(s) to stop. 3

I threatened to tell or told other
workers.

4 a--...----.....
I reported behavior to supervisor or
other officials.

the behavior.

5

'6I made a joke of

I went along with the behavior. i "0
I transferred, disciplined or gave
a poor performance rating to the
person. e sm..
I did something other than actions
listed above 9 ...--- (22)

24. Did you think that any of the following would happen to you if you did not go along with the
(23 noon)

unwanted sexual attention? Please "X" ALL the boxes that apply.

My working assignments or conditions would get worse.

The person(s) or other workers would be unpleasant or would embarrass me

I would be unable to get a promotion, step increase, good rating, or reference.

I would lose my job
I did not think anything would happen.

O 2
3

4

6

25. Did'you think that any of the following would happen if you went alongwith the unwanted sexual

attention? Please "X" ALL the boxes that apply.

My working assignments or conditions would get better.

The person(s) would become more pleasant.
would gee a promotion, step increase, good rating, or reference

I would get a better job.
I did not think anything would happen.

0
O 2

3

4

26. Did any of the following changes happen in your work situation as a result of this unwanted sex-

ual attention? Please "X" ALL the boxes that apply.

(24)

(25)

My working assignments or conditions got worse.
120.271

I was denied di promotion, step increase, good _performance rating, or reference 0 1

I was reassigned or fired.
3

I transferred or quit to take another job.
4

I quit without having another job.
6

My working assignments or conditions got better. b.
I received a promotion, step increase: good performance rating, or reference. 0 7

No changes happened in my work situation. 0 8

27a. Did you talk about this with anyone? Please "X" ONE box.

No 1.--110- Then skip to question 28a

Yes '0 2
6

12
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27b. Did you talk with any of the following? 27c. For each individual or group that you talked with,Please "X" ALL the boxes that apply. did it make a difference? Please "X" ONE box
for each group talked to,

DIffarance Talk Way
Pawl* Talked To 129.301 Mad* Taloa; Mb* No "(14Z"Worse *Moreno@ ,"

Other
1 0 131)

workers
My supervisor(s) or other 2 -------0111.- 0 0officials
Personnel office 3 0 0
Equal Employment Opportunity Official
(EEO Counselor, Federal Women's Program
manager, etc )

4

Outside contact (lawyer, civil rights group,
,Congress, o oother agency, etc.) 5

Union 6 --..-4111.... o o
oFriends, relatives

7

o a (38)
None of the above 6

28a. Did you take any formal actions? Please "X" ONE box.

No 1 ---ers- Then skip to question 30
Yes 2.

(4)

28b. What formal actions did you take?
Please "X" ALL the boxes that apply.

formal Action

I requested an investigation by my
organization.

I requested an investigation by an
outside agency.

I filed a grievance or adverse action
appeal.

I tiled a discrimination complaint or
lawsuit.

None of the above.

---
28c. For each action .that you took, did it make a

difference? Please "X" ONE box for each action
that applies.

Diftaranco Format Action Made
1401 WO* Thloes Mad* No 101404:11.1,no

Worse Dittaraoca

. 0 ' 7---111 0
2 0 0

3 ,..

1411

4 0
5 1451

29 How did your organization's management re3pond to the actior' you took? Please "X" ALL the
boxes that apply.

Found my charge to be true.
Found my charge to be false.
Corrected the damage done to me.
Took action against the person who bothered me
Were hostile or took action against me.
Did nothing.
The action is still being processed.
I don't know whether management did anything

O i
2

3

O 4
5

6

r

8

30 What were your reasons for not taking any formal actions? Please "X" ALL the boxes that apply.

I did take formal actions
I did not know what actions to take.

saw no need to report it.
I did not want to hurt the person who bothered me
I was too embaraised.
did not think anything would be done.

I thought it would take too much time and effort
I thought it would be held against me or that I would be blamed
I thought it would make my work situation unpleasant

1

7

12 ;j

I --lib.-
0 2
0 3

4

O 5
0 6

7

O 6
9

(46 471

Then skip to question 31

148 49, -
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31a. How did the unwanted sexual attention affect you? For each statement listed below, please
"X" the box which best describes how you were affected.

ildessrst

a. My feelings about work
b. My emotional or physical condition
c. My ability to work with others on the job
d. The qUallty of my work
e. The quantity of my work -

f. My time and attendance at work

Nos You Woo Motto)

hum,
Mum

Nod No
out

Ilscimue11~

'
I

31e How did the unwanted sexual attention affect others In your immediate work group, that is, the

people you worked with on a day-to-day basis? For each statement !lewd below, please "X"
the box watch boat describe.: hots others were effected.

s.c.m. 1NN1

Stutuunb Wonmo MN
wtes

r
Not
*on

Nos Others More ANectoll

a. Morale of the immediate work group
b. Productivity of the immediate work group

(501

15,5)

(561

(57)

32. Please describe the person(s) who sexually bothered you. Please "X" ONE box for each line.

a. SEX

Male Female 2 Two or more males 3 Two or more females 4 Both males and females 5 Unknown 1_, a
(50)

b. AGE
Older than you Os Same age as you 02 Younger than you 3 Various ages 4 Unknown us (511)

c. ETHNIC STATUS
Same as you t Different race than you 2 Some the same and some different 3 Unknown° e

d. MARITAL STATUS

Married s Single Divorced, separated, widowed 3 Both married and not married 4 Unknown Oa te'/

33. Was the person(s) who sexually bothered you: Please "X" ALL the boxes that apply.

Your immediate supervisor(s) Your subordinate(s) 4

Other higher level supervisor(s) 2 Other employee(s) 0 5

Your co-worker(s) 3 Other or unknown

34. Do you know whether the person(s) has (have) sexually bothered others at work? Please "X" ONE box.

No, this person has not sexually bothered others at work.
I don't know.
Yes, this person has sexually bothered others at work. 3

35. At the time of this experience, how much did you need this job? Please "X" ONE box.

Not at all t quite a bit

A little 2 A great deal

Some 3

This ends the questions about this particular experience. Please continuo.

0 4
0 5

SECTION V

We, are also interested in knowing whether you have been accused of sexually
bothering someone else within the last 24 months.

36. Has anyone said that you were sexually bothering them within the last 24 months? Please "X" ONE box.

No. it Then skip to Section VI, question 44, on page 10
I don't know. 0 2
Yes. 0 3

8

142)

163)

1641
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If you have been accused of sexually botherinf someonp within the last 24 months, select one
experience Vat is either the most recent or hal the greatest effect on you and answer the ques-
t;ons in this Section in terms of that experience__

37. Did you think that the charge was fair? Please "X" ONE boX.
No

Yes 2FThen skip to question 39
3

Not sure _

38 Why co you think it was unfair? Please "X" ALL the boxes that apply.

There was nothing wrong with what I did
The person who accused me misunderstood my motives.
The person who accused me wanted to create trouble
My organization's management found the charge to be false

ri
02

0 3a
39. Please describe the person who accused you Please "X" ONE box for each line.

a SEX

A male a A female

b. AGE

Older than you 01 Some age as you 2 Younger than you 3

c ETHNIC IDENTIFICATION

Same race as you Different race than you

d MARITAL SIATUS
Married a Single 2 Divorced, separated, widowed 3

40 Was the person who accused you: Please "X" ONE box.

Your immediate supervisor
Other higher level supervisor 02
Your co-worker 3
Your st.bord; nate 4

Other employee
Other or unknown 06

41 Were any formal actions taken by the person who accused you? Please "X" ONE box.

No
I don't know
Yes 3

42 Do you know whether this person has accused others at work? Please "X" ONE box.

No, this person has not accused others at work
I don't know
Yes, this person has accused others at work

43 Was your work productivity affected as a result of this experience? Please "X" ONE box.

Became worse
Had no effect
Became better

2
0 .

This ends the questions about this particular experience Please continue

9
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SECTION VI

This section asks about your work setting. if you completed Section IV on page 5
(if you received unwanted sexual attention) or Section V on page 8 (if you were
accused of bothering someone sexually), please answer these questions in terms
of the job where that occurred. If you did not complete Sections IV or V, please
answer these questions in terms of your .7:resent job.

44. Below are a series of statements that may or rimy not generally describe your immediate work

group, that is, the people with whom you workled) most closely on a day-to-day basis. How much

do you agree or disagree with each statement? For each statement, please "X" the box which

best describes your opinion. Now Much You AVM of Olugroo

Itri7Vo Dupre. OpInlyn As,..
No Strongly

Aye*Statontont

a. I feel (felt) free to bring up general work-related
concerns or suggestions to my immediate
supervisor. MI

b I feel (felt) that my supervisor would correct
general work-related concerns or suggestion!'
if possible.

c Where I workled). I feel (felt) I am (was)
expected to flirt.

d Where I workled). I feel (felt) I am (was)
expected to make sezual comments about the
opposite sex.

e Uninvited and unwanted sexual attention is
(was) a problem for employees where I

workled).

I, Where I work(ed). employees use(d) their sex-
ual favors for advancement on the job.

g. My organization makes (made) every effort to
stop unwanted sexual attention among its
employees.

rim

The following questions ask you about your Job.

45 How long have (had) you been a Federal employee? Please "X" ONE box.

Less than one year 0 1
One year or more 2

46 What is (was) your work schedule? Meal. "X" ONE box.

Permanent, full-time 1

Other (part-time. seasonal, temporary, term, consultant) 2

47 What are (were) your usual working hours? Please "X" ONE box.

Daytime
Other (nighttime. weekends, frequent overtime. alternating shifts) 0 2

48 How many people are (were) in your immediate work group? Please "X" ONE box..

1-5 'persons I 16.25 persons 3

6-15 persons 2 More than 25 persons 4

49 Do (did) you have a work space you could call your own? Please "X" ONE box.

No
Yes. seen from all four sides
Yes, seen from 1.2, or 3 sides (including cubicles)

4f.Yes, a semi-private office with a door that can be closed
Yes, a private office with a door that can be closed

10

S

132

0 I
02
0 i
0 4
0 S

WO

II%

120)
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50. Is (was) your Immediate supervisor: Please "X" ONE box.

Male
Female 02
I have more than one supervisor and they are male and female 3

51 Are (were) the people you worked) with during a normal work day. Please "X" ONE box.

All men 1 More women than men 1

More men than women 2 All women s
Equal numbers of men and women 1 3

52 Recently, women have been taking jobs that mostlyrnen did in the past and men have been start-
ing to move into jobs held mostly by women. There arenow female airplane mechanics and attor-
neys and male secretaries and nurses. Are (were) you one of the first of your sex in your job?
Please "X" ONE box.

NvN9 0 1
Yes 2

53 What is (was) your pay category or classification? Please "X" ONE box.

General schedule and similar (GS, GG, GW) 0 1

Wage system (WG, WS, WL, WD, WN. etc ) 0 2
Executive (ST, EX, ES, etc.) 0 3
Other 0 4

54. What is (was your pay grade? For example GS-5, WG-9 Please "X" ONE box.

55.

Lan)
Job hIc. 6374

1-4 9-12 3 15 and over (or SES) 5

5-8 2 13-15 4 Ungraded 6

In which agency do (did) you work? Please "X" ONE box.
Agriculture - 01 Justice
Air Force 02 Labor

Other 7

-1
-2

Army 3 Navy, Marine Corps 3
Commerce 4 State -4
Energy 5 Transportation 0 a
General Services Administration 6 Treasury a
Health. Education, Welfare r Veterans Administration -1
Housing and Urban Development a All other Defense agencies -3
Interior a Other -9

58. Where is (was) your Job located? Please "X" ONE box.

(21)

1221

(231

(24)

126.261

Massachusetts. Vermont, New Hampshire, Maine, Connecticut. Rhode Island
New York, New Jersey, Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands
Pennsylvania, Delaware. Maryland, Virginia. West Virginia
Washington, D.C. area
Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia,
Alabama, Mississippi, Florida
Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois. Wisconsin, Minnesota
Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas
Texas, Arkansas. Louisiana, Oklahoma, New Mexico
North Dakota, South Dakota, Montana, Wyoming, Colorado. Utah
California, Nevada, Arizona, Hawaii
Washington, Oregon, Idaho. Alaska

57 How would you describe your job? Please "X" ONE box.

1

2

3

4

06

06
a

-1
-2

129401

Trainee
Blut collar/Service
Office/Clerical

1

. 2
03

Professional. Technical
Administration. Management
Other

4

6

13)1

11
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58. Are (were) you a supervisor who gives (gave) performance ratings to other employees/ Please "X" ONE box

No 1

Yes 2

SECTION VII
This Section asks for information we need to help us with the statistical analysis

of the survey.
59. What is your race? Please "X" ONE box.

1321

American Indian or Alaskan Native
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black; not of Hispanic origin

1

2

3

Hispanic
White, not of Hispanic origin
Other

6

a

133:

60 What is the highest level of education you have completed? Please "X" ONE box.

Less than high SOMA diploma
High school diploma or GED (Graduate Equivalency Degree)
High school diploma plus technical training or apprenticeship
Some college
Graduated from college (B.A.. B.S.. or other bachelor's degree)

Some graduate school
Graduate or professional degree

61 What is your age? Please "X" ONE box.

1

2

3

5- 4

6

a

1

134.351

16-19 ' 35-44 4

20-24 2 45-54 s

25-34 3 55 or older 6

62 What is your marital status? Please IX" ONE box.

Single Divorced or Separated 3

Married 2 Widowed 04

63. Whet is your sex? Please "X" ONE box.

Male f
Female 2

1321

138,

139421

143.201
Won

This completes the questionnaire. If you have any other comments, please write them here We appreciate

your help in taking the tune to answer these questions Please use the enclosed envelope to return your

completed questionnaire

Th. Hum b,, If. the 09111 .5 U paw) numb*, urn.0 re* MID
101 444h In, 046shcal anotyvi Th,s numbs, *41 ft.., 1:4
CoonoctoO to you .octo.cloon2 'too* many *that PoOd
1,54 th1 um. numb,. AG,. Monk you oq much
y064 Nap

12
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Appendix D

Additional Statistical
Analyses

This Appendix provides additional statistical information to
supplement the data provided in the text of this report. The first
set of tables and figures provides back-up information to the
tables and figures that appear in Chaptth.s 2 to 8 and are num-
bered according to the table or figure supplemented. The second
set of tables and figures provides additional information on data
for which no table or chart appears in Chapters 2 to 8 and are
numbered consecutively in this appendix. In addition, note that
the number of respondents in the various tables and figures in
this appendix may vary from question to question.

( 135
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Back-up Statistical Information

Back-up Tables

Ba.k-Jo Table 2-1

Sexual Attitudes
TOuestlon No. 1)

These are the opinions that Federal workers have expressed about different kinds of sexual behavior that
can happen at work. Percentages are of Federal workers - -men, women, supervisors, nonsupervisors, victims and
nonvictimswho disagreed with the following statements.

Definition of
Sexual Harassment:

(i) 1 would call some-
thing sexual harassment
ever: tr the person doing
it did not mean to be
offensive.

(g) People shouldn't be
so quick to take offense
when someone expresses
a sexual interest in
them.

Sexual Activity In The
Office:

'0; Morale at work suffers
when some employees seem to
get ahead by using their
sexuality.

(cr, There's nothing wrong
when women use their
sexuality to get ahead on
the sob.

(k) There's nothing wrong
whey men use their
sexuality to get ahead on
the sob.

(al I think its all right
for people to have sexual
affairs with peopte
they work with.

Responsibility Of Victims For
Their Own Harassment:

(11 When people say they've
been sexually harassed,
they're usually trying to
get the person they accuse
into trouble.

(f) People who receive
annoying sexual attention
have usually asked for it.

(m) The issue of serum
harassment has been
exaggerated- -most
incidents are simply
normal sexual attraction
between people

Policy Implications:

(e) Unwanted sexual
attention on the job is
something people should
not have to put up
with.

RESPONDENTS

Women Men Supervisors Nonsupervisors Victims Nonvictims

62% 59% 59% 61% 59% 61%

50% 37% 43% 41% 43% 41%

4% 5% 4% 5% 4% 5%

94% 93% 93% 94% 94% 9446

94% 9346 94% 9346 94% 9)46

68% 60% 68% 62% 62% 64%

78% 62% 66% 69% 77% 65%

71% 55% 57% 62% 70% 58%

56% 34% 36% 44% 56% 38%

296 3% 2% 3% 3% 3%

Note: Percentages are based on Disagree" and "Strongly Disagree" responses to statements.

D-2 13 6
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Back-up Table 4-2
Incldene Rate of Sexual Harassment In Each Agency

Number of Federal Employees In Different Agencies Who Experienced Sexual
Harassment (Question 55)

Agency I/

Most
Severe Severe

Female Victims

Less Total
Severe Victims

Total Female
Federal Employees

"Department of Labor 140 3,800 620 4,600 8,100

Department of Transportation 100 6,300 1,200 7,700 14,000

Department of Justice 430 3,900 1,900 6,300 11,900

All other Department of
Defense Agencies 2/ 880 11,600 3,300 15,700 31,600

Ali drier Agencies 27 570 14,900 8,100 23,600 49,400

Department of Housing and
Urban Development 60 2,000 1,200 3,200 6,800

Department of the Air Force 480 21,100 7,700 29,300 63,100

Veterans Administration 1,600 33,500 12,300 47,400 102,600

Department of the Navy,
including the Marine Corps 1,400 17,700 7,100 26,100" 58,000

Department of the Inter' Or 200 7,000 3,100 10,300 24,800

Department of the 940 27,700 ,,I8,000 36,600 90,200
..ijrmy

Department of Commerce 50 3,900 3,800 7,700 19.400

Oepatment of Energy 100 2,100 770 3,000 7,900

Department of Treasury 0 13,300 8,800 22,100 60,100

. Department of 'Health,
Education,, and We Here 3/ 1,000 20,200 7,200 28,500 81,600

General Services Administration 0 3,000 1,800 4,800 14,800

Department of Agriculture
-

770 6,800 4,100 11,700 37,900
.

Male Victims

Agency I/

Department of Health,

Most
Severe Severe

Less
Severe

Total
Victims

Total Male
Federal Employees '

Education, and Welfaie 3/ 350 7,400 5,000 12,700 57,300

Veterans Administration 440 13,200 7,900 21,600 98,600

Department of Justice 50 .1,800 1,000 2,900 18,300

. Department of Housing and
Urban Development 0 920 360 1,300 8,000

alenual Services Administration 0 1,900 1,600 3,500 21,400

Department.of the Army 630 15,800 9,200 25,600 172,600

Department of Treasury 100 5,700 3,400 9,200 65,00

Department of the Interior 50 3,500 4,100 7,700 55,90)

Department of Energy 0 810 720 1,500 11,200

'Department, of the Navy,
including the Marine Corps - 500 13,300 7,400 21,200 157,100

All other Department of .

Defense. Agencies 2/ 0 4,600 4,400 9,000 69,900

Department of the Aar Force 170 12,400 5,000 17,500 141,200

Department of Agriculture 180 6,700 5,300 12,200 98,800

Department of Commerce 230 470 1,300 2,000 16,300

All other Agencies 2/ 200 3,800 3,800 7,800 75,000

_ , Department of Libor 160 1,200 350 1,700 16,000

Department of Transportation 0 2,500 2,100 4,700 53,700

NOTE: All figures for each agency may not add up due to rdunding.

I/ Ranked in order of highest percentage( of sexual harassment among all female victims

2/ See Appendix B for explanation
T/ The Department of Health, Education and Welfare was abolished and two new agencies
of Health and Human Services and'the Department of Education) were formed in May 1980.

1 3,
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Back-up Table 4-3

Perceptions of Work Environment

These are statements used to describe the general work setting in the immediatework group. Percentages are of Federal workers who agreed or disagreed with thefollowing statements. (Question 44)

General Relations ,
with Supervisors

a. Agreed witn: I-feel free r
to bring up general work-
related concerns or
suggptions to my
immediate supervisor.

b. Agreed with: I feel that
my supervisor would
correct general
work-related concerns or
suggestions if possible.

Level of Sexual Activitiy

c. Disagreed with: Where
work, I feel I am

expected to flirt.

d. Disagreed with: Where
I work, 1 feel I am
expected to make sexual
comments about the
opposite sex.

e. Disagreed with: Uninvited
and unwanted sexual
attention is a problem
foir employees where 1
work.

f. Disagreed with: Where
I work, employees use'
their sexual favors for
advancement on the job.

g. Agreed with: My
organization makes every
effort to stop unwanted
sexual attention among its
employees.

Respondents

Female Male
Victims Nonvictims Victims Nonvictims

76% 90% 81% 91%

I

69% 84% 71% 83%

78', 95^D 77% 90c'o

82% 96% 72% 88%

53% 87% 60% 84.0c

45% 69% 49% 71%

24% 37% 32% 42%

Note: Perceintages are based on "Agree" and "Strongly Agree" or "Disagree" and "Strongly Disagree"responses to ajatements.

I. 3
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Back-up Figures

Back-up Figure 3-3
Numbers of Female and Male Federal Employees

Who Experienced Each Form of Sexual Harassment (Question 17)

WOMEN MEN

Sexual remarks 229,800 116,600

Suggestive looks 191,200 92,100

Oe liberate touching 182,000 75,300

Pressure for dates 103,200 34,100

Pressure for sexual favors 63,900 27,800

Letters or calls 60,300 35,900

Actual or attempted

rape or assault 9,000 3,200

TOTAL - employee respondents 688,100 1,156,800

Back-up Figure 3-4
Numbers and Percentage of Female and Male

Victims of each form of harassment who experienced
that form of sexual harassment more than once (Question 17)

ONCE A MONTH TWO-FOUR ONCE A WEEK
ONCE OR LESS TIMES A MONTH OR MORE

Women Men Women Men Women Men

Sexual remarks 52,400 33,500 87,000 48,400 41,700 15,900
(23%) (29%) (38%) (42%) (18%) (14%)

Suggestive looks 50,600 36,200 70,900 34,000 32,300 11,100
(27%) (39%) (37%) (37%) (17%) (12%)

Deliberate touching 69,400 34,200 63,600 25,900 24,200 8,600
(38%) (46%) (35%) (34%) (13%) (12%)

Pressure for dates 46,300 18,700 33,100 10,000 13,200 3,200
(45%) (55%) (32%) (32%) (13%) (9%)

Pressure for sexual favors 30,800 i6,600 15,900 7,500 8,900 2,500
(48%) (60%) (25%) (27%) (14%) (9%)

Lettere or calls 34,700 22,300 16,300 10,500 5,100 2,300
(58%) (62 %) (27%) (29 %) (8 %) (6 %)

Actual or attempted
rape or assault 7,200 1,400 800 1,100 400 400

(44%) (80%) (8%) (36%) (5%) (14%)

139

Women Men

48,700 18,800
(21%) (16%)

37,400 10,700
(20%) (12%)

24,900 6,600
(14%) (9%)

_10,600 1,400
4(10%) (4%)

8,200 1,200
(13%) (4%)

4,200 800
(7 %) (2 %)

600 200
(7%) (7%)

D-5



Back''-up Figure 4 -I Age of Victims

(in

Most Severe
Women Men

Severe
Women Men

Less Severe
Women Men

Total Victims
, Women Men

,,,

Total Federal
Employees

Women Men-
16-19 0 0 40% 17% 27% 10% 4,900 520 7,400 2,000

20-24 3% 2% 42% 11% 14% 7% 34,400 6,300 58,100 31,300

25-34 2% 0.4% 36% 10% 15% 8% 117,000 53,400 222,000 294,800

35-44 2% 0.1% 29% 9% 12% 5% 65,900 42,500 155,400 301,500

45-54 1% 0.3% 23% 8% 9% 5% 50,400 43,600 154,300 340,200
1

55 or oldor 0.4% 0.1% 14% 6% 8% 6% 21,700 21,900 97,400 192,800

NOTE: Percentages based on total ftcmale and male Federal employees.

11MEN,

Beck -Up Figure 4-2 Marital Status of Victims

,1=r, 11.11010IMMINIONII.

-, .

Single

Most Severe
Women Men

Severe
Women Men

Less Severe
Women Men

Total Victims
Women Men

Total

Federal Employees
Women Men

2% 1% 35% 13% 16% 9% 73,900 29,300 140,100 130,900

/*it/ Divorced 2% 1% . 34% II% 13% 9% 67,200 17,400 138,000 83,400

.1Married 1% 0.2% 26% 8% II% 5% 141,700 118,200 379,500 937,800

Widowed I% 0 . 20% 24% 10% 6% 11,400 2,700 36,700 9,1130

NOTE: Percentages based on total female and male Federal employees.
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Beck-up Figure 4-3

Victims
Total FederalEducation Level of Most Severe Severe Less Severe Total Victims EmployeesVictims Women Men Women Men Women Men Women Men Women Men

.... ........
.... .16.I

Less then high school
diploma . 1% 0.1% 23% 4% 7% 4% 6,300' 5,100 20,200 62,600

High school diploma or
GED 1% 0.2% 23% 7% 11% 4% 58,700 , 111,700 168,800 130,700

High school diploma plus
technical 2% I% 27% 7% 10% 5% 40,600 23,100 103,800 187,400

Some college 1% 0.2% 32% 12% 12% 5% 114,900 54,600 254,000 317,700

Graduated from college. 1% 0.2% 35% 8% 14% 6% 36,500 26,900 72,900 198,400

Some graduate school 2% 0.2% 36% 8% 15% 7% 15,700 16,300 29,800 105,400
,

Graduate or professional
degree . 1%' 0.3% 31% 9% 16% 8% 21,500 27,200 44,400 158,700

Note: Percentages based on total female and male Federal employees.

Back-up Figure 4-4

Victims
Total Federal

Racial and Ethnic Back- Most Severe Severe Less Severe - Total Victims Employees
ground of Victims Women Men Women Men Women Men Women Men Women Men

Other 1% 2% 29% 11% 18% 14% 2,400. 2,200

_

4,900

--
8,100

Hispanic 2% 1% 31% 12* 12% 6% 10,100 9,400 22,100 52,100

White, not of Hispanic
origin 1% 0.2% 30% 8% .12% 5% 212,800 125,700 500,200 940,900

Black, not of Hispanic
origin 2% 1% 27% 13% 14% 7% 59,300 24,800 140,900 121,100

Asian or Pacific Islander 3% 0.3% 22% . 7% 11% 9% 3,500 2,900 9,700 18)400

American Indian or Alaskan .
Native 0.1% 0.4% 26% 16% 9% 6% 4,300 3,000 12,200 13,700

Note: Percentages based on total female and male Federal employees. 142 i



Beck-up Figure 4-5

Geographic Location of
Victims

North Central

Upper Midwest

Midwest

Pacific

Washington, D.C. area

New York

Southwest

Mid Atlantic

.New England

Southeast

Pacific Northwest

Victims

Most Seveie Severe
Women Men Women Men

Less Severe
Women Men

1% 0.3% 28% 9% 19% 5%

1% 0.3% 34% 9% 12% 4%

2% 0.3% 31% 8% 12% 7%

1% 0.1% 30% 12% !3% 8%

2% 0.4% 28% 8% 14% 6%

1% 0.2% 26% 7% 16% 7%

2% 0.2% 30% 7% 10% 5%

1% 0.3% 29% 10% 12% 6%

2% 0% 25% 10% 13% 2%

1% 1% 28% 7% 9% 4%

3% 0% 26% 7% 8% 7%

Note: Percentages based on tote! female and male Federal employees.

Total Federal
Total Victims ''' Employees
Women Men Women Men

15,200

41;500

15,700

36,700

34,500

16,800

29,600

38,100

5,100

' 43,100

11,700

10,100

17,600

7,200

33,000

14,900

10,300

15,900

24,800

9,500

19,800

7,600

31,500 72,100

90,000 132,000

35,100 46,800

63,100 169,400

78,700 104,000

39,400 71,800

72,000 136,800

90,100 149,000

23,700 41,300

112,700 171,200
. ,

31,900 56,300

Back-up Figure 4-6

Annual Salary of Victims

Low income

Low medium income

Medium income

Medium high income

High income

Most Severe Severe
Women Men Women

2% 1% 31%

I% I% 28%

1% 0.2% 29%

1% 0.1%

2% 0.1%

Victims

Less Severe Total Victims
Men Women Men Women Men

II% 14% 7% 113,600 21,700

11%

9%

28% 7%

29% 7%

Note: Percentages based on total female and male Federal employees.

7% 99,200

5% 53,800

4% 15,000

6% 13,000

i 4 o

35,100

49)500

19,500

42,400

Total Federal
Employees

Women Men

247,900 114,000

249,000 194,200

131,600 344,400

36,200 175,700

31,000 334,700



i**Back-9 Figure 4-7

Job Classification of
Victims

Victims
- Total Federal

Most Severe Severe Less Severe Total Victims Employees
or Men Women Men Women Men Women Men Women Men........ .

Trainee 296 1% 35% 7% 14% 8% 9,900 3,600 19,300 22,000

Professional, Technical 1% 0.3% 31% 9% 13% 6% 91,000 85,600 203,900 585,400

Administration, Management 1% 0% 29% 9% 12% 6% 33,000 .30,100 77,600 201,900

Other 3% 0.3% 24% 8% 15% 6% 15,400 7,000 37,100 48,400

Office, Clerical 1% 0.2% 28% 11% 11% 6% 127,400 9;600 310,600 56,400

Blue Collar, Service 1% 0.4% 27% 7% 10% 5% 12,400 28,500 32;500 225,400

,.

Note: Pereintages based on total female and male Federal employees.

.r

.,

Back-up Figure 4-8

Traditionplity of Jobs
of Victims

Held a Non-traditional
Job

Held a traditional jbb

Victims
Total Federal

Most Severe Severe Less Severe /Total Victims Employees
Women Men Women Men Women Men Women Men Women Men....._

2% 1% 36% 13% 15% 7% 35,800 8,700 67,400 43,000

1% 0.3% 28% 8% 12% 6% 255,900 156,000 620,700 1,102,100

Note: Percentages based on total female and male Federal employees. ..

Back-up Figure 4-9

Victims
Total Federal

Sex of Supervisors Most Severe Severe Less Severe Total Victims Employees
of Victims Women _Men Women Men Women Men Worrier: Men Women Men

Male Supervisors 1% 0.2% 32% 8% 12% 5% 190,000 '137,000 424,000 1,027,700

Male and female supervisors 2% 1% 29% 14% 13% 10% 21,900 9,400 49,500 37,400

Female supervisors 1% 1% 25% 16% 12% 6% 80,900 20,500 215,200 89,100

Note: Percentages based on total female and male Federal emplor7.4



Back-up Figure 4-10

Victims

Sexual Composition of Most Severe Severe
Victims' Work Group Women Men Women Men

All men 2% 0.4% 42% 4%

Predominately men 1% 0.2% 35% 8%

Equal numbers of men and
women 2% 0.3% 29% 12%

Predominately women 1% 1% 25% . 15%

All women 0.4% 1% 13% 17%

Total Federal
Less Severe Total Victims Employees
Women Men Women Men Women Men

11% 4% 20,600 12,200 37,400 159,200

13% 5% 107,100 .90,800 219,100 678,300

Note: Percentages based on total female and male Federal employees.

7%

6%

4%

57,200

102,800

5,100

Back-up Figure 5-1

Victims

Most Severe Severe
Sex of Harasser Women Men Women Men

Male 80% 2% . 79% 13%

Two or more males 18% 9% 17% 2%

Both males and females 1% 22% 2% 3%

Female 0% 34% 2% 70%

Two or more females 1% 33% 1% 12%

Unknown 0% 0% 1% 0.2%

Total respondents 4;400 1,500 146,100 54,900

Less Severe
Women Men

79% 26%

15% 8%

2% 9%

2% 47%

1% 1 i%

0.4% 1%

71,900 40,400

30,300 134,800 163,600

32,300 274,800 146,400

1,300 23,700 5,800

Total Victims
Women Men

2!2,400 96,800

Notes Percentages based on total female and male respondents for each form of sexual harassment.
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Back-up Figure 5-2

Most Severe
Age of Harasser Women Men

Older 86% 26%

Younger 4% 37%

Same 3% 6%

Various ages 7% 32%

Unknown 0% 0%

Total respondents 4,300 1,400

Victims

Severe Less Severe Total Victims
Women Men Women Men Women Men

68% 28% 66% 32%

12% 42% 14% 33%

11% 17% 11% 20%

7% 10% 7% 14%

2% 4% 2% 1%

142,100 54,400 70,800 38,600 217,200 94,409

Note: Percentages based on total female and male respondents for each form of sexual harassment.

Back-up Figure 5-3

Marital status of

-.10FP

Most Severe
Harasser .Women Men

Married 73% 18%

Mixed 10% 33%

Unknown 2% 5%

Single 7% 29%

Divorced, Separa,ted,
Widowed 8% 16%

Total respondents 4,300 1,200

Victims

Severe Leas Severe Total Victims
Women Men Women Men Women Men

69% 35% 64% 35%

9% 12% 9% 15%

8% 7% 10% 6%

8% 20% 9% 20%

7% 27% 8% 24%
der'

141,600 52,100 70,200 37,500 216,100 90,800

Note: Percentages based on total female and male respondents for each form of sexual harassment.
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Beck-up Figure 5-4
Victims

Ethnic Status of Most Severe Severe Less Severe Total Victims
Harasser Women Men--. -- Women Men Women Men Women Men

Same (es victim) 66% 48%

_
62% 72% 65% 64%

Different 23% 10% 27% 16% 25% 18%

Some the same and some
different

Unknown

7% 33% ,

5% 8%

9% 9%

3% 3%

9% 15%

2% 3%--
Total respondents 4,300 1,400 140,300 51,900 69,200 37,900 213,800 91,200

Note: Percentages based on total female and male respondents for each form of sexual harassment.

Back -up Figure 5-5

Organization Level of Most Severe
Harasser Women Men

oworker or other employee 57% 80%

Immediate supervisor or
other supervisor 51% 11%

Unknown 9% 14%

Subordinate 5% 6%

Total respondents 4,200 1,500

41111M1111..

Victims
Severe Less Severe Total Victims
Women Men Women Men Women Men

C 33% 74% 69% 78%

40% 13% 30% 15%

6% 6% 6% 4%

4% 18% 3% 15%

146,000 55,400 72,400 40,300 222,600 97,200

Note: Percentages based on total female and male respondents for each form of sexual harassment.-
Back-up Figure 5-6

Victims
Has the Harasser Sexually Most Severe Severe
Bothered Others at Work? Women Men Women Men

Did not know

Less Severe
Women Men

53% 43% 48% 58% 64% 64%

Harasser had bothered
others 38% 40% 49% 34% 32% 28%

Harasser had not bothered
others 9% 17% 3% 8% 4% 8%

Total Victims
Women Men

Total respondents 4,400 1,500 146,500 55,500 72,300 40,100 223,200 97,100

Note: Percentages based on total female and male respondepts,, (or each form of sexual harassment.
1 4 1



BACKUP FIGURE 6-3

Narrators' Informal Responses'to Sexual Harasment
Percentage of Narrators Who Indicated That Taking These Informal

Actions "made things worse" (Question 236)

VICTIMS OF MOST
SEVERE SEXUAL
HARASSMENT

VICTIMS OF
SEVERE SEXUAL
HARASSMENT

VICTIMS OF LESS
SEVERE SEXUAL
HARASSMENT

TOTAL VICTIMS
OF SEXUAL
HARASSMENT

44%

111

2

33%

20%

37%

gg 8%

6%

152

10
11%

18%15%

7% 72 11% 9%

MID .

74%

Sax
22

0% 15%

410 illap
3%so=41

27%

15%
ii%

6%

Transferred, disciplined or

gave a poor performance
rating to the person

Asked or told the person(s) to stop

Reported the behavior to the
supervisor or other officials

Avoided the person(s)Women!!

Men Made a joke of the behavior

Threatened to tell or told other workersi

113

321

8% 6%

Note: Many respondents indicated Ignored the behavior or did nothin
that they took more than one
action. Wtnt along with the behavior

Percentages based on number or narrators, by form of haraS5ent, who took each action.

"frt..
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VICTIMS OF MOST
SEVERE SEXUAL
HARASSMENT

VICTIMS OF
SEVERE SEXUAL
HARASSMENT

BACKUP FIGURE 6-4

Parties Contacted by Narrators
Percentage of Narrators Who Indicated That Talking
to These Parties "made things worse" (Question 27c)

83%

50%

L
22

e«
4%

0

15%

liwww
0% 0% 0% 0%

38%

2

2%

41%I1

33

VICTIMS OF LESS
SEVERE SEXUAL 9%

HARASSMENT 5%0::3 0% 0%
11111L-

4%

29%

HARASSMENT

asail

TOTAL VICTIMS 23%

OF SEXUAL

Supervisor(s) or other
officials

Outside contact (lawyer, civil rights
group, Congress, other agency, etc.)

Personnel office

Equal Employment Opportunity official
(EEO Counselor, Federal Women's Program
Tanager, etc.)

Women!!

32%

6%

10

lot

147%

38%

mm4=2
1% 2%

1%2%

Friends, relatives

Men Note: Many respondents indicated
that they contacted more
than one party.

Percentages based on number or narrators, by form of harassment, who took each action.

25%

6%

23%

/1 210111.

3%

23%

2%5%

Union

Other workers

D-14



VICTIMS OF MOST
SEVERE SEXUAL
HARASSMENT

VICTIMS OF

SEVERE SEXUAL
HARASSMENT

VICTIMS OF LESS
SEVERE SEXUAL
HARASSMENT

TOTAL VICTIMS
OF SEXUAL
HARASSMENT

St .(,:z c°F.

--r-J s't
,aq ,o ga.-tors whC i,dCatej That Tjh C 7rc.0

"-ade tti ^gs worse 1Q,e,t,

28%

10%

AID

112% 4/

14:11
Requested an investigation
by victim's organization

Filed a discrimination
complaint or lawsuit

Requested an investigatio

Women an outside agency

15%

10%

OA 0% OT

73%

431

42%

24

Men

Note Some respondents indicated
that they took more than
one formal action.

to

13%

)

10e4

311

48%

0%

s 27% 20

Filed a grievance or
adverse action appeal

Percentages based on number of narrators, by fo-m of harassment. who took each acton.
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Back-up Figure 7-1

Changes in Narrators' Work Situations as a Result of Sexual Harassment

Percentage of Narrators Who Indicked 'These Changes Actually Occurred (Question 26).

Number of Respondents

Victims Of Most Severe Sexual
Harassment

Tote) Respondents

Victims Of Severe Sexual
Harassment

Total Respond/nts

Victims Of PLeas Severe Sexual
Harassment

Total Respondents

Total Victims of Sexual
Harassment

Total Respondents 1/

WOMEN - MEN

4,100 1,400

144,700 53,900

70,400 38,600

221,900 95,400

I/ Numbers of respondents may not add up due to rounding and calculation variance.

flock-up I igure 7-2

lm act of Sexual Harassment on Narrators: Percentage. of Narrators Who Indicated These Aspects of Their
Lives Became Better- or were Not Affected by the Sexual Harassment fiJuestion Ha)

Feelings About Work
Had no effect
Became Better

Most Severe
Women Men

39% 73%
0% 0%

Total Respondents 3,600 1,500

Emotional or Physical
Condition

Had no effect ,18% 31%
Became Better 0 16%

Total Respondents 3,600 1,300

Ability to Work with Others
Had no effect 63% 57%
Became Better 6% 19%

Total Respondents 3,600 1,400

Time and Attendance at Work
Had no effect 49% 72%
Became Better 3% 5%

Total Respondents 3,600 I , 300

Severe
Women

50',
0.3%

134,800

82%
I%

123,200

86%
0.3%

123,100

The Quantity of Work
Had no effect 66% 62% 87%
Became Better 6% 213% 0.4%

Men
Less Sever-

Women Men
Total Narrators
Wr-r:,r, Men

80% 76% 81% 64% 80%
1% 0.2% 1% 0.3% 1%

48,900 66,600 37,100 207,600 89,100

77% 78% 01% 66% 78%
2% I% 2% 1% 2%

48,900 64,700 34,000 199,400 85,700

83% 89% 84% 84% 83%
1% 1% 1% 1% 2%

46,600 64,200 35,000 193,000 84,400

/
/i

91% 95% 90% 88%/ 90%
I% 0.4% 2% 0.4% 2%

47,200 62,400 34,000 191,000 84,000

87% 94% 90% 89% 88%
I% 1% 2% 1% 2%

Total Respondents 3,Z00 1,300 120,700 47,100 62,000 33,900 187,800 83,800

88%
I%

The Quality of Work
Had no effect 73% 60%
Became Better 6% 54%

Tntal Respondents 3,400 1,400 121,400
Note: P".rceetages bawd on total number of respondents who
respondents hove been rounded.

D- 3 t

07% 95% 92% 90% 87%
1% 1% 2% 1% 2%

47,500 62,200 33,400 188,900 83,800

answered e.ir ti statement; the numbers of



Back-up Figure 7-3

Impact of Sexual Harassment on the Morale a.id Productivity of
Narrators' Immediate Work 'Groups

Victims Of Most Severe Sexual
Harassment

Total Respondents

Victims Of Severe Sexual V

Harassment

Ntimber of Respondents,

MORALE PRODUCTIVITY

Women Men Women , Men

3,100 1,100 3,300 1,000

Total Respondents 118,000

Victims Of Lees Severe Sexual
Harassment

Total Respondents

Total Victims of Sexual
Harassment

44,900

r

118,700 46,000

51,000 32,600 61,000 32,200

Toes! Respondents I/ 184,200 80,000 184,800 80,400

4f
1/ Number of respondents may not add up due to rounding and calculation variance.

\.iVictims Of Less Severe Sexual
arassment

Elfirfk-up Figure-/13-2

Reasons For Not Taking Formal Action:

Victims Of Most Severe Sexual
He eXissment

Total Resp/ondents

Victims Of Severe Sexual
Harassment

Total Respondents

Total Respondents

Total Victims of Sexual
Harassment

Total Respondents. I/

Number of Respondentr

WOMEN MEN

4,200 1,501)

142,500 55,000

70,500 39,400

1.%

209,806 92,600

I/ Numbers of respondents may not add up due to rounding end calculation variance.

1)-17

t) 4,

14.111,0
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Additional Statistical Information

Additional Tables.
'Appendix Table A

Sexual Attitudes
(Question No. 0

These are the opinions that t-ederal workers have expressed about different kinds of sexual behavior that
can happen at work. Percentages are of,Federal workers--men, women, supervisors, nonsupervisors, victims and
honvictims--who disagreed with the following statements.

r SUPERVISOR RESPONDENTS
Definition of
Sexual Hirassment:

(I) I would call sortie-
thing sexual harassment
even if the person doing
it did not mean to be
offensive.

( g) People shouldn't be
so quick to take offense
when someone expresses
a sexual interest in
them.

Sexual Activity In The
Office:

,o) Morale at.wOrk suffers
spine einpiovees seem to

ger ahead by using their
sexuality.

'a; There's' nothing wrong
when women use their
sexuality to get ahead on
the job.

(k) There's nothing wrong
when men use t^eir
sexualjty, to get ahead. on
the job.

'a' I think its all right
for people to have sexual
affairs with people
they work with

Responsibility D' Victims For
Their Own Harassment:

:j) When people say they've
been sexually harassed,
they're usually trying to
get the person they accuse
into trouble.

'f) People who receive
annoying sexual attention
have usually asked for it.

(m) The issue of sexual
harassment has been
exaggerated--most
incidents erg simply
normal sexual attraction
between people

Policy Implications:

'e) Unwanted sexual
attention on the job is
something people should
not have to put up
with.

Female

Agree: '31% 30%

Disagree: 60%

Agree:6 37% 47%

Disagree: 51%

Agree: 4%

Disagree: 94%

Agree: 4%

1

Disagree: 94%

Agree: 16°,0'

Disagree: 70%

Agree: 8%

Disagree: 75%

Agree: 25%

Disagree: 69%

Agree: 27%

Disagree:. 53%

Agree:

Disagree:

98%

2%

Male

59%

41%

92%

Disagree:

94Agree: %

3% 4%

5%

93%

4%

94%

22%

6",o

12%

64%

32%

54%

32%

96%

2%

Note: Percentages are based on "Disagree" and "Strongly Disagree" and "Disagree" and "Strongly Disagree
responses to statements.
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Appendix _Table B

Is There More Sexual Harassment in the Federal Government than Outside the Federal Government'?
(Opinions of employees who had tome previous work experience in a non-Federal job) (Question
8)

Same amount in both

More in non-Federal jobs

Less in non-Federal jobs

Total respondents who had
some previous work experience

Women Men

264,20) 434,000
(68%) (61%)

78,100 209,400
(20%) (29%)

44,400 74,600
(12%) (10%)

386,700 717,900

Appendix Thble C

Percentage of Higher Educated (College Degree or Above) end Lower Educated Women Victims Who Agreed That Each
of Six Forms of Unwanted, Uninvited Sexual Attention Constitutes Sexual Harassment. iOuestions 2-7,b,d)

,

Pressure
Letters for Pressure

and Sexual Deliberate for Suggestive Sexual

Calls Favors Touch Dates Looks Remarks

Higher Lower Higher Lower Higher Lower Higher Lower Higher Lower Higher Lower

If a supervisor
did this

94% 93% 95% 92% 93% 92% 80% 79% 77% 72% 65% 62°0

If another 87% 87% 83% 81% 86% 85% 63% 66% 66% 63% 55% 53%

worker did this

Appendix Table D

Sexual Attitudes
775uestion 1)

'4.1MMI

These Are the Opinions That Women Victims Have Expressed About Different Kinds .
of Sexual Behavior That Can Happen at Work. Percentages Are of Higher and Lower

Educated Women Victims Who Agreed and Disagreed With the Following

Statement!.

Definitions of
Sexual Harassment:

Respondents
Higher Lower

Educated Educated

(1) I would call something Agree: u7% 25%

sexual harassment even if the
person doing it did not mean
to be offensive. Disagree: 45% 64%

'9 People shouldn't be so Agree: 31% 40%

quick to take offense when
someone expresses a sexual
interest in them. Disagree: 53% 48%

NOTE: Percentages are based on "Agree" and "Strongly Agree" and "Disagree" and
"Strongly Disagree" responses to statements.

D-19
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Appendix Table F

Percentage of Narrators in Each Agency Who Stated That They Were Sexually Harassed on Their Current Job.
(Question 19)

Agency
Most Severe
Women Men

Severe
Women Men

Less Severe
Women Men

Total Victims
Women Men

Department of Labor 100% 0 81% 77% 98% 100% 87% 77%
Department of Transportation 50% 0 . 84% 95% 90% 38% 85% 61%
Department o'f Justice 0 0 .76% 100% 65% 100% 69% 73%
All other Department of

Defense Agencies 7% 0 83% 94% 96% 90% 87% 92%
All other Agencies 77% 100% 84% 70% 92% 92% 87% 83%
Department of Housing and Urban

Development 0 0 100% 89% 100% 100% 98% 92%
Department of the Air Force 21% 0 64% 79% 87% 85% 70% 80%
Veterans Administration 87% 68% 91% 91% 95% 93% 92% 91%
Department of the Navy, including

the Marine Corps 100% 0 87% 9.5% 83% 88% 86% 92%
Department of interior 100% 100% 85% 51% 98 °o 99% 89% 75%
Department of the Army 63% 100% 74% 77% 86% 89% 77% 84%
Department of Commerce 100% 0 78% 60% 76% 90% 78% 80%
Department of Energy O 0 61% 100% 77% 100% 65% 100%
Department of Treasury 0 100% 80?", 87% 85% 79% 82% 86%
Department of Health, Education

and Welfare 85% 50% 78% 81% 90% 97% 82% 86%
General Services Administration 0 0 100% 100% 54% 100% 82% 100%
Department of Agriculture 100% :00% 770,0 85% 85% 77% 82% 84%
Federal Government-wide 66% 76% 81%. 84% 88% 89% 83% 86%

Appendix Table F

Percentage of Women and Men in Each Job Classification Who Reported Being in Non Traditional Jobs.

Job
Women

ViCtims Non victims
Men

Victims Nonvictims

Trainee 35% 13% 0 4%
Professional, technical 19% 13% 5% 3%
Administration, management 22% 16% 4% 2%
Other 8% 7% 11% 5%
Office, clerical 2% 2% 13% 7%
Blue collar, service 21% 14% 4% 6%

Appendix lable G

Percentage of Narrators Who Were Harassed by Members of the Oppos,te Sex Whose Race or Ethnic Background Was as Follows

Female Narrators Harassed by Men Male Narrators Harassed ta Women
Race or Ethnic
Background-of American American
Haasser Indian Asian Black Hispanic White Other Indian Asian Black Hispanic White Other

Sane 81% 8% 38% 75% 17% 50% 0 S I % 2c 88%
Difeent 18% 88% 53'm 62% 23% 60% 38% 100's 46% 69% 10's 3%
M,el 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Unknown 3% 0 21% 11% 0 3% I% 34's
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Appendix 'Table H
Number and Percentage of Accused Harassers Who Responded as Follows to the

' Question of Whether They Thought the Charge Was Fair. (Questions 36, 37)

Total accused harassers
Thought charger unfair

Did not know if charge was fair

Thought charge was fair

Women Men

1;100 10,500

900 8,100
Q3% 82%

190 980
17% 10%

0 780
0 8%

Appendix Table I

Number and Percentage of All Female and Male Narrators Who Took Formal Actions
Who Found It "Made Things Better". (Question 28c)

Results
Made things better

Made no difference or made things worse

TOTAL

Female and Male
Respondents

4,900
(59%)

3,400
(41%)

8,300

Appendix Table J

Computation of Cost td Federal Government Due to individual Productivity
Loss of Victims of Sexual Harassment

A. Computation of Average Annual Salary: (Taking the salary midpoint of each salary level in Figure
weighting it by the number of victims in each level, produces.)

Women Victims

Average
Annual Productivity

Number Salary Loss it

Men Victims

4 -6 and

Average
Annual oroductivity

Number Salary Loss 1/

Most Severe" Victims
"Severe" Victims
"Less Severe" Victims

8. Computation of Dollar Cost Due
and quantity of work) declined

9,027 S 11,981 $1,1g8 3,206 5, 15,325. $1,532

202,718 S 12,430 $1,243 99,721 5 19,980 $1,999

82,901 S 12,145 $1,214 62,287 $ 22,160 $2,216

to Individual oroductivity Loss: Number whose individual productivity 'quality
(extrapolated from Figure 7-2)multiplied by 10% salary loss 'see A above'.

10%
Salary Dollar

Number Loss Loss

Female Victims
Most Severe 2,250 $ 1,198 S 2,695,500

Severe 24,000 S 1,243 129,832,000

Less Severe 4,250 S 1,214 $ 5,159,500

TOTAL
$37,687.000

Male Victims
Most Severe 240 5 15,325 $ 1,532 $ 367,680

Severe 12,000 5 19,980 $ 1,998 $23,976,000

Less Severe 4,550 $ 22,160 $ 2,216 $10,0132,800

TOTAL $34,426,480

Cost to Federal Government
(in millions).-

Productivity Loss Women Men Total Victims

10% 5 37.7 S 34.4 S 72.1

20% 5 75.4 5 68.8 5 144.2

25% 5 94.2 5 86.0 5 180.2

30% $113.1 $103.2 S 216.3

NOTE: This analysis assumes that the impact on victims is similar to

narrators, and thus, all figures hsve been extrapolated from narrators
whole.
I/ Assumes 10% individual productivity loss is equivalent to 10% loss in salary.

I 0 6

that reported by
to victims as a
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Appendix rob lo K

Computation of Cost to Ferrero! Government Duo to Workgroup Productivity
Loss of Victims of Sequel Harsliment.

Computation of estimatod number of workgroups v.hosiisproductivity declined

A. Estimated Number of Impacted Work Group.: percentage of narrators who
indlctd the productivity of their Immediate work group 'became *for" (s
Figur. 7.2). rnultIpliod by the total numbor of victims (me Figure 7.2.)

11dsmo2 Mon TOTAL

Most Sovr 900 3)0 1,230
%von 12.000 11,000 23,000
Les. Svr 2,550 3,900 6,450

TOTAL 15,450 15,254 30,680

8. Est imtd Number of Impacted Workgroup by Sexual Composition: pr og.or t i on of
narrators in workgroups of d nt ooxu1 composition* (se Oackup r1gur
4-10) multiplied by. the mambo, of Impacted work groups (so A above).

Most 5 Sever t. es Uwe.
VicaL1 Men Women Men Women ea...22

All women II 0 120 110 51 0
PrdOminstty ...Omen 216 102 4,200 2,750 841 546
(qu! Numbers 270 2) 2,160 2,310 575 936
PrdornInatly men 342 165 4,560 . 5,280 895 2,262
All man 54 40 940 550 178 156

TOTAL 900 3)0 12,000 11,000 2,250 3,900

C. Estirnotd Total Workgroup Salary: timotd number of men end roman In ch
workgroup multipli-d by their vvrago salary

Productivity Productivity
Type of Workgroup Women Loss1/ Mon Loss- -.--.
All woman 1156,000 11,560 1224,000 12,240
Prdominntly women $196.000 $1,960 1280,0:0 12,600
Ecru' 1704,000 $2,040 1288,000 12,880
Predominantly men SI20,0:0 $2,200 1294,0:0 $2,960
All men 1252,000 12,520 1360,000 13,603

Cl. Multiplying th IX productivity loss guivlent ( s C bovI by the estimeted
arab" of import workgroups Ise* a lio.) Produce,. the following stirnatsr

Cost to Folderol Govrnmnt
(In millions)

Assic '4 Workgroup
Productivity Loss Woman Men

IX 1 32.6 1 44.3
3% 97.7 133.0
5% 162.8 221.7

Total Victims

$ 76.9
2)0.7
384.5

NOTE. This nlyele *sewn that the Impact on victims is similar to that reported by
n rrrrr or nd thus, 11 flour here bean rrrrr Poleted from nrr store to victims as
whole.

1/..,Est4mted productivity loss is quivInt to 1% of the iretimetd total workgroup

D-22
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Appndie Table L

Percentage of N rrrrr or Who Prcivd Adverse Conquncele and round That
Conditions Old Cot Worm.

Percentag of Narrators Who Found Ad Consequoncos Occurred .1./

Prclvd
Those Ad Most S Weal, Less Sever Total
Consquenc Women Mon WoMen Mn Women Men Women Men

Thought working Se% 85% 64% 69% 40% 29% 61% 58%
ossignmont or ,

conditions
would get worst,

Thought he r 63% 55% 37% 40% 20% 14% 35% 31%
or other workers
would become
unpleasant or
ember." Itleten t

Thought would be 99% 46% 65% 50% 44% 65% 64% 54%
unable to get
promotion, stop
inc rrrrrr good
r mg or
reference

Thought would 81% 15% 63% 65% 100% io" 10% 69%
los.. lob

Did not think 4% 0% 1% 2% 4% 4% 6% 4%
anything would
hoop,.

I/ Yhte Otto/nee that those who did not respond that 'no change happened in my
work situation' did ..p..0ne dverele consequnce. For erimple. If 17% of the
women victims of "most severe" nint who perceived tht their working
asignmente or conditions would get wore, if tney did not go along with the

anent uctuatly found that no changes happened to their work situation, then It
if Owned that UK must hove rivportencd some kind of d rrrrr conegunre



Append., Table M

Percentage of Victim. and Supervisor. Who Knew the Following Formal Remedies
Ware Available to Victims of 5e,..1 Ilete.snwnt. by Agency

(Questions 12a 16e )

VICTIMS AND SUPtfivisons

Agency 1/

Department of

Filing
Checruninetion

Complaint

Women Men

Filing a Grievance
or Ad

Appeal

Women

Action

Men

Requesting en
Investigation by

Victim's Orgam ration

Women Men

Filing a Complaint
through Special Channels

Women Men

Requesting an
Investigation by
en Outside Agency

Women Men"
Lebo, 42% (45%) 110% (79%) 12% (49%) 58% (58%) 6% (19%) 9% (21%) 13% (11 %) 14% (71%) 1% (6%) 23% Qs%)

Department of
TreneportetIon 43% (51%) 50% (77%) 72% (41%) 33% (59%) 19% (78% 24% (11 %) 7% (6%) 10% ((1 %) 4% (4%) 6% (IS'

Department of
Justice 70% (59%) 78I6 (71%) 13% (19%) 67% (55%) 8% (14%) 48% (62%) 1% 0 0 (23%) 9% (4%) 21% (21%)

All other Depart-
ment of Defense

, Agencies 50% (46%) 40% (68%) 13% (57%) 44% (65%) 15% (14%) 1914 (50%) 1% (7%) 9% (17%) I% (5%) 5% (17%)

All other Agencies 79% (51%) 44% (55%) 30% (32%) 72% (40%) 14% (19%1 10% (l1%) 11% (4%) 1% (8%) 6% (9%) 2% (9%)

Department of
Housing & Urban
Development 57% (61%) 29% (S7%) 47% (19%) 20% (68 %) 16% (71%) ft% (56%) .1% (8%) 4% ()4%) 1% (7%) 4% (3s%)

Department of the
Air Force 54% (77%) 49% (65%) 44% (52%) 41% (54%) 22% (29%) A% (16%) 11% (11%) 16% (18%) 7% (19%) 12% (14%)

Veterans
AdmInl on 44% (S9%) SI% (57%) 11% (46%) 38% (50%) 14% (26%) 72% (16%) 5% (10%) 10%. (13%) 6% (7%) 10% (le%)

Department of the
Nary, Including
the Marine Corps 48% (59%) 59% (70%) 96% (52%) SS% (63%) 18% (S7%) 79% (48%1 12% (12%) 21% (76s.) 3% (10%) 10% (14%)

Department of
Interior my% (54 %) 87% (Srs) 76% (41%) 4)% (46%) 14% (34%) 29% (1911 11% 01%1 81 (70%) 10% (14%) 2% (17%)

Department of the
Army 54% (54%) SO% (67%) PP* (43%) 49% (69%) 17% 125%1 71% (46%) 8% (15%) ICI% (20%) 6% (4%) 11% (17%)

Department of
Carrnere 51% Om) 64% (56%) 41% (4(1%) 35% (37%) 19% (10%) 0311 (19%) 11% (8%) 77% OM) 8% (77%) 8% (10%)

Department of
Energy 40% (35%) 36% (NV%) RI% (713%) 20% (61%1 74% 05%1 6% (47%) 4% 0 6% (10%) 7% (72%) 6% (13%)

Department of
Treasury 46% (45%) 46% (60%) 30% (11 %) 47% (49%) 74s. (19%) 79% (49%) 18% (17%) 14% (11 %) 4% (6%) 11% (9%)

Department of
Health. Education.
and Welfare 58% (64%) 59% (61 %) 45% (58%) 40% (57%) 75% (11%1 16% 12% (II%) 11% (18%) 4% (9%) 11% (11%)

General Services

,(47%)

Administration 60% (65%) 58% (45%) 54% (45%) 51% (10%) II% (14%) 11% (24%) 29% (20%) 21% (18%) 9% 0 17% (6%)

Deportment of
Agriculture 50% (71 %) 51% (57%) 38% (50%) 40% (55%) 19% 11811 17 (0.0 8%, (15%) 8% (14%) 7% (7%) 13% (11%)

NOTE: Figures for supervisors in parentheses ( I.

I/ Ranked in order of highest percentage of sexual herawnent among all fem..), victims.

NOTE; Percentges based on 'Definitely Yea" response. to question..

Appendix Table N

Percentages are of Federal Workers Men, Women, Supervisors, Nonsupervisors,

Victims and Nonvictima Who Agreed or Disagreed With the Following Statement

(Question Ih).

Attitude

Agree:

Nearly all instances of
inwanted sexual attention
can be stopped if the
person receiving the
attention simply tells
the other person to
stop.

Respondents

Women Men Supervisor Nonsupervisor Victims Nonvictims

62% 74% 73% 68% 60% 73%

Disagree: 35% 22% 24% 28% 37% 23%

1)-2:3



Appendix Table 0'

Perceptions of Work Environment

Percentage of Male and Female Federal Wo7:cers Who Responded as follows:
(Question 44)

e. Agreed with: Uninvited and
unwanted sexual attention is a
problem for employees where
I work.

Total Respondents

f. Disagreed with: My
organization makes every effort
to stop unwanted sexual
attention among its employees.

Total Respondents

WOMEN MEN TOTAL

95,200 102,700 197,900

(14%) (9%)

678,700 1,127,600 1,806,300

148,600 226,200" 374,800

;22%) (20%)

676,700 1,129,400 1,806,100

Note: Percentages are based on "Agree" and "Strongly Agree" and "Disagree" and
"Strongly Disagree" responses to statements.

Marital
Status of
Victim

Appendix Table P

Percentage of Victims in Each Marital Status Who Reported Their Age As Follows:

Ages 16-19 Ages 20-24 Ages 25-34 Ages 35.44 Ages 45-54 Ages 55 or older
Women Men Women Men Women Men Women Men Women Men Women Men

Single 6% % 28% 13% 47% 58% 11% 18% 7% 7% 2% 2%

Divorced 0 0 4% I% 40% 35% 28% 35% 21% 19% 7% 11%

Married 0.3% 0 8% 2% 39% 26% 27% 26% 19% 31% 7% 16%

Widowed 0 0 0 0 6% 0 7% 17% 38% 55% 50°0 28%

Appendix Table 0

Percentage of Accused Harassers Who Gave the Following Reasons for Why They
Thought the Charge was Unfair. (Question 38)

WOMEN MEN

There was nothing wrong with what I did 16% 29%

Accuser misunderstood my motives 38% 48%

Accuser wanted to create trouble 21% 45%

Management found the charge to be false 41% 35%

Total Respondents 900 8,000

D-24 i 0,; I



Appendix Tattle R

Perceived Penalties for Not Going Along

Percentage of Narrators Who Were No 4 by Their Imnsedite Supervisor or Coworker Who thought
the ED flowing Would Happen to Them If they Did Not Go Along With the %suet Harassment
(Question 24)

WOMEN MEN

Higher Level Other Hsgher Level Other
Supervisor Employee Supervisor Employee

Victims Of Mast Severe Sextl
Harassment

1. My working assignments or
conditions would get worse. 11'%

2. The porion(e) or other workers
would be unpleasant or would
cent. me. 77%

7. I would be unable to get
promotion, tep Incr , good
roiling. or reference. 75%

O. I would lose my lob. 0

5. I did not think anything would
happen.

Total ReSpon.Nints

Victims Of Severe Sexual
Harassment

20%

900

I. My working assignments or
Conditions would get worse. 71%

2. The person(s) or other workers
would be unpleasant or would
emb 25%

lwould be unable to get a
promotion,* step increase, good
rating, or reference. 28%

O. I would lose my Ob. 5%

5. I did not think anything would
happen. 51%

Total Respondents 32,900

Victims Of Less Severe Sexual
Harassment

1. My working assignments or
conditions would get worse. 17%

2. The person(s) or othLr workers
would be unpleasant or would
emb rrrrrr me. 13%

3. I would be unable to get
Olomotion, step increase, good
rating, or reference. 11%

O. I would lose my lob 1%

5. I did not think anything would
happen 78%

Total Respondents 17,700

total Victims of Sexul
liarassinent

I. My working assignments or
conditions would get worse. 76%

2. The person(s) or other workers
would be unpleasant or would
ease me. 77%

,,). I would he unable to get
promotion, step increase. 000d
rating, or reference. 70%

0. I would lose my lob.

5. I did not think nytning would
happen.

Total Respondents

57%

46.700

75% 100% 60%

66% 65% 25%

71% 87% 27%

13% 77% 11%

17% 0 77%

1,500 160 970

II% 17% 7%

15% 27% 15%

10% 34% 5%

2% 0% r '4

76% 06% 81%

57.100 4.700 21.100

0% 15% 8%

10% 54% 11%

2% 211% 6%

0.2% 5% 1%

89% 30% 83%

27,1100 3.1(1) 14,700

9% 17% 9%

le% 18% Is%

0% 28% 6%

1% 3%

79% 00% 80%

87,100 7.800 37,500

i 0
D-25
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FIGURE C

How Much Did Narrators Need Their Jobs?
(Question 35)
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FIGURE D

Incidence Rate of Sexual Harassment
by GS General Schedule Grade Level

(Questions 53 c 54)
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FIGURE E

PerLevLage of Female and Male Victims in Each Job Classification

Who Reported Their Age As Follows:
(Question 57 6 61)
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FIGURE L

Percentage of Victims of Sexual Harassment
Who Indicated That They Took the Following Informal

Actions (Question 23a)
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FIGURE N

Percentage of Victims of Sexual Harassment
Who Took the Following Formal Actions

, (Question 28b)
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300Uft of Reprefientatibefi
SUSCOPAMarnEt ON iNVEIMOATIONS

or Mt
COMMITTEE ON POST OFFICE AND CIVIL SERVICE

122 CANNON Hoot OFFICE Sulu:oda

Illasignstag, S.C. 20515

December 26, 1979

Honorable Ruth T. Prokop
Chair
Merit Systems Protection Board
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20419

Dear Ruth:

I wanted to thank you again for your agency's excellent
testimony before my Subcommittee on Investigations concerning
the problem of sexual harassment in the Federal Government.
Your cooperation was crucial to the success of the Subcom-
mittee's heariRgs.

I feel that these hearings represent a significant
first step towards alleviating this problem. It became
clear during those hearings that a concerted effort was
necessary to create a climdte where tie Federal employee
would be free from sexual harassment. To ensure that our
efforts to address this problem are coordinated and to
facilitate cooperation between the agencies involved, I
am sending you the enclosed Memorandum of Understanding
for the Merit Systems Protection Board, as well as the
memorandums for the Office of Personnel Management and ,

the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. These detail
the steps that each agency agreed to undertake. They are
intended to serve as a tool to ensure smooth and thorough
implementation of the agreed-upon measures.

I hope these are helpful in highlighting areas where
cooperation is necessary and to ensure that no vital concerns
remain unaddressed. If there are any questions, please
contact my Staff Director, Tom DeYulia, on 225-6295:

With every best wish, I am

Sincerely, -4"

Enclosures

4AMES M. HANLEY
Chairman



MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN THE

INVESTIGATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE
OF THE

POST OFFICE AND CIVIL SERVICE COMMITTEE
AND

THE MERIT SYSTEMS PROTECTION BOARD
CONCERNING

THE PROBLEM OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT OF FEDERAL EMPLOYEES

The Merit Systems Protection Board has agreed to conduct a
thorough and authoritative survey on sexual harassment in the
Federal wcrkforce. The Board is sensitive to the fact that this
will be the first scientifically constructed survey on the subject
conducted in either the Federal or the private sector, and that
it must be reliable.

The Board intends to survey as many as 20,000 Federal employees,
unless a smaller number will ensure a reliable response. Men and
women representing a cross-section of the Federal workforce will be
randomly selected to participate in the survey. The survey will
be pretested on members of this gross- section.

The survey will use OPM's government-wide definition of sexual
harassment, and will address several issues including:

1. The degree to which sexual harassment is occurring within
the Federal workplace, its manifestations and frequency;

2. Whether the victims or perpetrators of sexual harassment
are found in disproportionate numbers within certain agencies, job
classifications, geographic locations, racial categories, age
brackets, educational levels, grade levels, et cetera;

3. What kinds of behavior are perceived to constitute sexual

harassment and whether the attitudes of men and women differ in

this respect;

4. What forms of express or implied leverage have been used
by harassers to reward or punish their victims;

5. Whether victims of sexual harassment are aware of
available remedies and whether they have any confidence in them;

6. The impact of sexual harassment on its victims in terms of

job turnover, work performance, their physical or emotional condi-
tion, and their financial or career well-being; and

7. The effect of sexual harassment on the morale or productivity

of the immediate work group.

E-3
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The distribution and collection of the survey will be completed
in such a fashion as to assure respondents that their anonymity and
privacy will be protected.

The Board estimates the survey results will be available in
four to six months. At that time, the Board will issue a report
containing a summary of the legal aspects of sexual harassment, a
discussion of current remedies for Federal employees and possible
improvements and a compilation of important statistics derived
from the survey results.

The Board noted that both the Board and the Special Counsel
have the statutory authority to address and protect Federal employees
from prohibited personnel practices such as sexual harassment. The
Board expressed confidence that this authority would be used to
create a supportive climate in which victims of sexual harassment
will come forward to invoke the available sanctions.

E-4



MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN THE

INVESTIGATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE
OF THE

POST OFFICE AND CIVIL SERVICE COMMITTEE
AND

THE OFFICE OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
CONCERNING

THE PROBLEM OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT OF FEDERAL EMPLOYEES

The Office of Personnel Management has agreed to distribute
within a matter of weeks its policy statement on sexual harassment,

which was read during its testimony. This statement defines sexual
harassment, and declares it to be a violation of the merit system

and a prohibited personnel practice.

The Office of Personnel Management hopes that principles of
equity will be developed in the course of resolving sexual
harassment complaints through the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission and the Merit Systems Protection Board, and that these
principles will guide the setting of appropriate penalties for
particular types of offenses. After a number of cases have been
tried, OPM will issue a statement describing the penalties set
for particular offenses in order to make employees aware of the likely

penalties that harassers may face.

The Office of Personnel Management has agreed to make training

on sexual harassment issues available to employees in both supervisory
and non-supervisory positions. OPM plans to give sexual harassment
coverage in existing courses in the personnel management, equal
employment opportunity and supervisory curriculum. In particular,

within a matter of weeks OPM will develop in-house a three to four
hour training module to be included in supervisory and inter-

personnel relations courses. OPM staff trainers will also receive
training on how to cover these issues. Furth6rmore, OPM intends

to increase the depth of training as more information is available

on the problem, and expects the Merit Systems Protection Board's

survey to be helpful in this regard.

The Office of Personnel Management will also encourage each

agency to take appropriate steps. OPM will encourage each agency to

set up their own training programs and to use the materials OPM is

developing. Also, each agency will be asked to issue its own

statement on sexual harassment, and this statement should follow OPM's

directive. OPM will offer technical assistance to agencies in both

efforts.

- 2

The agencies will also be urged to emphasize training on sexual
harassment issues as part of their new employee orientation programs,
and to make all their employees aware of the remedies available
to victims and the penalties applicable to harassers. OPM will
also urge the agencies to ensure that contractors are also protected

from sexual harassment.

The Office of Personnel Management will assess agency compliance
with sexual harassment laws on a continuing basis.

172
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN THE

INVESTIGATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE
OF THE

POST OFFICE AND CIVIL SERVICE COMMITTEE
AN[

THE EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
CONCERNING

THE PROBLEM OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT OF FEDERAL EMPLOYEES

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission is requiring each
agency as a part of its affirmative action plan to inform Federal
employees that coercive sexual advances are prohibited in the
workplace by Title VII. The Commission will issue a directive
defining sexual harassment prohibited by Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act and distinguishing it from related behavior which does
not violate Title VII. The Commission will also require agencies
to take specific steps to make the work environment free of sexual
intimidation.

The Commission is designing a training module on sexual harass-
ment for equal employment opportunity personnel, and is working with
the Office of Personnel Management to include coverage of sexual
harassment issues in training for all new supervisory staff. The
Commission will recommend that OPM extend this training to existing
personnel.

The Commission will be issuing directives to Federal agency
equal employment opportunity counselors which will also be
circulated to Federal women's program officers, asking them to
include sexual harassment information in thFir programmatic
initiatives.

The Commission expects to be able to begiln evaluating-its pilot
program in January or February, 1980. The Cominission eventually
hopes, through this or other initiatives, to reduce Ole average
complaint processing period from 440 days to 100 da'ys.'

i ;Id



2. Office of Personnel Management Policy Statement and Definition of
Sexual Harassment

I, Rep, flew 10

United States of America

Office of
Personnel Management Washington, D.C. 20415

DEC l 2 Ins

MEMORANDUM TO HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS AND INDEPENDENT AGENCIES

SUBJECT: Policy Statement and Definition on Sexual Harassment

This memorandum transmits the Office of Personnel Maagement's policy

statement on sexual harassment which is applicable toseach Federal
agency and department. The policy statement also includes the specific

definition of sexual harassment which should be utilized in addressing

this issue.

The Subcommittee on Investigaticas of the Committee on Post Office and
Civil Service has held hearings on the problem of sexual harassment
within the Federal sector. The Office of Personnel Management was
requested by Chairman James M. Hanley to assist in the effort to
curtail sexual harassment by issuing a policy statement which made
clear that sexual harassment undermines the integrity of -the Federal

Government and will not be condoned. Merit system principles require

that all employees be allowed to work in an environment free from

sexual harassment.

I am recommending that each of you take a leadership role by initiating

the following actions:

1. Issue a very strong management statement clearly defining the
policy of the Federal Government as an employer with regard to

sexual harassment;

2. Emphasize this policy as part of new employee orientation covering
the merit principles and the code of conduct; and

3. Make employees aware of the avenues for seeking redress, and the
actions that will be taken against employees violating the policy.

Attachment

Vo er,

CO. 14 J.
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POLICY STATEMENT AND DEFINITION ON SEXUAL HARASSMENT

Federal employees have a grave responsibility under the Federal code
of conduct and ethics for maintaining high standards of honesty,
integrity, impartiality and conduct to assure proper performance of the
Government's business and the maintenance of confidence of the American
people. Any employee conduct which violates this code cannot be condoned.

Sexual harassment is a form of employee misconduct which undermines the
integrity of the employment relationship. All employees must le allowed
to work in an environment free from unsolicited and unwelcome sexual
overtures. Sexual harassment debilitates morale and interferes in the
work productivity of its victims and co-workers.

Sexual harassment is a prohibited personnel practice when it results in
discrimination for or against an employee on the basis of conduct not
related to performance, such as the taking or refusal to take a person-
nel action, including promotion of employees who submit to sexual
advances or refusal to promote employees who resist or protest sexual
overtures.

Specifically, sexual harassment is deliberate or repeated unsolicited
verbal comments, gestures, or physical contact of a sexual nature
which are unwelcome.

Within the Federal Government, a supervisor who uses implicit or explicit
coercive sexual behavior to control, influence, or affect the career,
salary, or job of an employee is engaging in sexual harassment. Similarly?
an employee of an agency who behaves in this manner in the process of
conducting agency business is engaging in sexual harassment.

Finally, any employee who participates in deliberate or repeated unsolicited
verbal comments, gestures, or physical contact of a sexual nature which
are unwelcome and interfere in work productivity is also engaging in
sexual harassment.

It is the policy of the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) that sexual
harassment is unacceptable conduct in the workplace and will not be
condoned. Personnel management within the Federal sector shall be
implemented free from prohibited personnel practices and consistent
with merit system principles, as outlined in the provisions of the Civil
Service Reform Act of 1978. All Federal employees should avoid conduct
which undermines these merit principles. At the same time, it is not
the intent of OPM to regulate the social interaction or relationships
freely entered into by Federal employees.

- 2 -

Complaints of harassment should be examined impartially and resolved
promptly. The Equal Employment Opportunity Commissio will be issuing
a directive that will define sexual harassment prohibited by title VII
of the Civil Rights Act and distinguish it from related behavior which
does not violate title VII.

E-8
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3. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission Guidelines on
Discrimination Because of Sex vA,

74678 Federal Register / Vol. 45, No. 219 / Monday. November 10. 1980 / Rules and Regulations

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
COMMISSION

29 CFR Part 1604

Discrimination Because of Sax Under
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
as Amended; Adoption of Final
Interpretive Guidelines

AGENCY: Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission.
ACTIOIC Final Amendment to Guidelines
on Discrimination Because of Sex.

SUMMARY: On April 11. 1980. the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission
published the Interim Guidelines on
sexual harassment as an amendment to
the Guidelines on Discrimination
Because of Sex. 29 CFR Part 1604.11, 45
FR 25024. This amendment will reaffirm
that sexual harassment is an unlawful
employment practice. The EEOC
received public comments for 60 days
subsequent to the date of publication of
the Interim Guidelines. As a result of the
comments and the analysis of them.
these Final Guidelines were drafted.
EFFECTIVE cuma: November 10. 1980.

FOR Fuff,rmart INFORMATION CONTACT:
Karen Danart, Acting Director. Office of
Policy Implementation, Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission.
2401 g Street. NW.. Washington. D.C.
20506, (202) 634-7060.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATtOM During
the 60-day public comment period which
ended on June 10.1980, the Commission
received over 160 letters regarding the
Guidelines on sexual harassment. These
comments came from all sectors of the
public. including employers, private
individuals. women's groups, and local.
state, and federal government agencies.

The greatest number of comments.
Including many from employers, were
those commending the Commission for
publishing guidelines on the issue of
sexual harassment, as well as for the
content of the guidelines.

The second highest number of
comments specifically referred to
f 1604.11(c) which defines employer
liability with respect to acts of
supervisors and agents. Many
commentors, especially employers.
expressed the view that the liability of
employers under this section is too
broad and unsupported by case law.
However, the strict liability imposed in
§ 1604.11(c) is in keeping with the
general standard of employer liability
with respect to agents and supervisory
employees. Similarly, the Commission
and the courts have held for years that
an employer is liable if a supervisor or
an agent violates the Title VII.
regardless of knowledge or any other

mitigating factor. Anderson v. Methodist
Evangelical Hospital. Inc.. -
F.Supp. -. 3 EPD 18282 (D.C. Ky.
1971), affd 404 F.2d 723.4 EPD 17901
(6th Cir. 1972); Commissisra, Decision No.
71-960, CCH EEOC Decisions (1973)
16193; Commission Decision No. 71-
1442. CCH EEOC Decisions (1973) 16216.
Furthermore, a recent 9th Circuit case on
sexual harassment imposed strict
liability on the employer where a
supervisor harassed an employee
without the knowledge of the employer.
Miller v. Bank of America. 600 F.2d 211.
20 EPD 130,086 (9th Cir. 1979). In keeping
with this standard, the Commission.
after full consideration of the comments
and the accompanying concerns, will let
§ 1604.11(c) stand as it is now worded.

A number of people asked the
Commission to clarify the use of the
term "agent" in § 1604.11(c). "Agent" is
used in the same way here as it is used
in I 701(b) of Title VII where "agent" is
included in the definition of "employer."

A large number of comments referred
to § 1604.11(a) in which the Commission
defines sexual harassment. These
comments generally suggested that the
section is too vague and needs more
clarification. More specifically, the
comments referred to subsection (3) of
§ 1604.11(a) as presenting the most
troublesome definition of what
constitutes sexual harassment. The
Commission has consiaered these
comments and has decided that
subsection (3) is a necessary part of the
definition of sexual harassment. 'The
courts have found sexual harassment
both in cases where there is concrete
econonfic detriment to the plaintiff.
Melon v. Johns- Manville Corp.. 451
F.Supp. 1382. 16 EPD 18330 (D. Colo.
1978). Barnes v. Costle. 561 F.2d 983. 14
EPD 17755 (D.C. Cir. 1977). Garber v.
Saxan Business Products. 552 F.2d 1032.
14 EPD 17587 (4th Cir. 1977). and where
unlawful conduct results in creating an
unproductive or an offensive working
atmosphere. Kyriazi v..Western Electric
Co.. 461 F.Supp. 894. 18 EPD 18700
(D.N.J. 1978). For analogous cases with
respect to racial harassment see Rogers
v. EEOC. 454 F.2d 234. 4 EPD 17597 (5th
Cir. 1971): EEOC v. Murphy Motor
Freight Lines. Inc.. 488 F.Supp. 381, 22
EPD 130.888 (D.C. Mn. 1980).

The word "substantially" in
§ 1604.11(a)(3) has been changed to
"unreasonably." Many commentors
raised questions as to the meaning of
the word "substantially." The word
"unreasonably" more accurately states
the intent of the Commission and was
therefore substituted to clarify that
intent.

It should be emphasized that the
appropriate course for further .

i .? 6

clarification and guidance on the
meaning of § 601.11(a)(3) is through
future Commission decisions which will
deal with specific fact situations. Since
sexual harassment allegations are
reviewed on a case-by-case basis. any
further questions will be answered
through Commission decisions which
will be fact specific.

A fair number of comments were
received on § 1604.11(d) which defined
employer liability with respect to acts of
persons other than supervisors or
agents. Again, as in § 1604.11(c). the
traditional Title VII concept prevails
regarding employer liability with respect
to those people other than agents and
supervisory employees. Many
commentors asked the Commission to
clarify the meaning of "others." As a
result. f 1804.11(d) has been separated
into two subsections. The new
§ 1604.11(d) refers to sexual harassment
among fellow employees and the
liability of an employer in such a
situation.

The new § 1604.11(e) refers to the
possible liability of employers (muds of
non-employees towards employees.
Such liability will be determined on a
case-by-case basis, taking all facts int n
consideration, including whether the
employer knew or should have known of
the conduct, the extent of the employer's
control and other legal responsibility
with respect to such individuals.

A number of people also raised the
question of what an "appropriate
action" might be under § 1604.11(d).
What is considered to be "appropriate"
will be seen in the context of specific
cases through Commission decisions

Section 1604.11(e) of the Interim
Guidelines, which sets out suggestions
for programs to be developed by
employers to prevent sexual
harassment, now becomes § 1604.11(f)
The Commission has received many
comments which state that this section
is not specific enough. The Commission
has decided that the provisions of this
section should illustrate several kinds of
action which might be appropriate.
depending on the employer's
circumstances. The emphasis is on
preventing sexuatharassment. and
§ 1604.11(f) intends only to offer
illustrative suggestions with respect to
possible components of a prevention
program. Since each workplace requires
its own individualized program to
prevent sexual harassment. the specific
steps to be included in the program
should be developed by each employer

Several commentors raised the
question of whether a third party who
was denied an employment benefit
would have a charge cognizable under
Title VII where the benefit was received
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by a person who was granting sexual
favors to their mutual supervisor. Even
though the Commission does not
consider this to be an issue of sexual
-harassment in the strict sense. the
Commission does recognize it as a
related issue which would be governed
by general Title VII principles.
Subsection (g) has been added to
recognize this as a Title VII issue.

After carefully considering the
numerous comments it received, the
EEOC made the above changes to the
Interim Guidelines and. at its meeting of
September 23, 1980. adopted them as the
Final Guidelines on sexual harassment.
subject to formal interagency
coordination. Formal interagency
coordination has been completed, and
none of the affected agencies had
additional comments. Therefore, these
Guidelines become final as adopted at
the Commission meeting of September
23. 1980.

Signed ai Washington. D C. this 3rd day of
November 100n

Eleanor. Holmes Norton,
Chair, Equal Employment Opportunity
Conmussio».

Accordingly. 29 CFR Chapter XIV.
Part 1804 is amended by adding
§ 1694.11 to read as follows:

PART 1804GUIDEUNES ON
DISCRIMINATION BECAUSE OF SEX

§ 1604.11 Sexual harassment.
(a) Harassment on the basis of sex is

a violation of Sec. 703 of Title VII.'
Unwelcome sexual advances, requests
for sexual favors. and other verbal or
physical conduct of a sexual nature
constitute sexual harassment when (1)
submission to such conduct is made
either explicitly or implicitly a term or
condition of an individual's
employment, (2) submission to or
rejection of such conduct by an
individual is used as the basis for
employment decisions affecting such
individual, or (3) such conduct has the
purpose or effect of unreasonably
interfering with an individual's work
performance or creating an intimidating.
hostile, or offensive working
environment.

(b) In determining whether alleged
conduct constitutes sexual harassment.
the Commission will look at the record
as a whole and at the totality of the
circumstances, such as the nature of the
sexual advances and the context in
which the alleged incidents occurred.
The determination of the legality of a
particular action will be made from the
facts, on a case by case basis.

'Ile principles ini.olved here continue to nppl)
to race, color, religion of national origin

E-10

(c) Applying general Title VII
principles, an employer, employment
agency. joint apprenticeship committee
or labor organization (hereinafter
collectively referred to as "employer") is
responsible for its acts and those of its
agents and supervisory employees with
respect to sexual harassment regardless
of whether the specific acts complained
of were authorized or even forbidden by
the employer and regardless of whether
the employerknew or should have
known of their occurrence. The
Commission will examine the
circumstances of the particular
emplcrr.ent relationship and the job
junctions performed by the individual in
determining whether an individual acts
in either a supervisory or agency
capacity.

(d) With respect to conduct between
fellow employees, an employer is
responsible for acts of sexual
harassment in the workplace where the
employer (or its agents or supervisory
employees) knows or should have
known of the conduct. unless it can
show that it took immediate and
appropriate corrective action.

(e) An employer may also be
responsible for the acts of non-
employees, with respect to sexual
harassment of employees hi the
workplace. where the employer (or its
agents or supervisory employees) knows
or should have known of the conduct
and fails to take immediate and
appropriate corrective action. In
reviewing these cases the Commission
will consider the extent of the
employer's control and any other legal
responsibility which the employer may
have with respect to the conduct of such
non .employees.

(f) Prevention is the best tool for the
elim.nation of sexual harassment. An
employer should take all steps
necessary to prevent sexual harassment
from occurring, such as affirmatively
raising the sub,ect. expressing strong
disapproval, developing appropriate
sanctions, informing employees of their
right to raise and how to raise the issue
of harassment under Title V4T ind
developing methods to sen .trice all
concerned.

(g) Other related practices. Where
employment opportunities or benefits
are granted because of an individual's
submission to the employer's sexual
advances or requests for sexual favors.
the employer may be held liable los
unlawful sex discrimination against
other persons who were qualified for but
denied that employment opportunity or
benefit.

(Title VII. Pith 8B-352. 78 Slat 253 (42
U.S C. 2000e et sty ))
IFS on, 10-34Wil 1\1441I1-740 s 45 ansl
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4. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission Instructions for
Prevention of Sexual Harassment in theWorkforc Plans

OFFICE OF THE CHAIR

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20506

October 15, 1980

MEMORANDUM

TO: Heads of All Federal Agencies

FROM: Eleanor Holmes Norton
Chair

SUBJECT: Instructiqns for Prevention of Sexual Harassment
in the Workforce Plans - MD-704 4-Supplement to
Affirmative Action Program Plans for Minorities
and Women for Fiscal Year 1980)

Attached is a copy of EEOC's official Management Directive 704

(Prevention of Sexual Harassment in the Workforce Plans). As

you are aware, on March 17, 1980, EEOC issued to all agencies
copies of tne Interim Interpretive Guidelines on Sexual
Harassment and EEOC ManagementDirective,on Sexual Hal'.assment,

which were effective immediately.

Several agencies submitted' sexual harassment plans on May 1,

1980, the due date, pursuant to the interim EEOC Management

Directive on Sexual Harassment. For all agencies who have not
submitted their plans to date, please submit them by no later

than 60 days after the effective date of this Management

Directive.

This extension recognizes the initial tight time constraints for
submitting those plans as well as the concern some agencies have

raised as to whether to follow the interim EEOC Management
Directive or whether to wait for the final Sexual Harassment

Directive - MD-704.

If you have any questions regarding this directive, please do not
hesitate to have your staff call Alfredo Mathew, Jr., Director,

Office of Government Employment, 756-6060, or Fran Framer,
Director, Office of Interagency Coordination, 634-6916.

Agencies should be diligent in meeting the new deadline. The

sexual harassment problem has been documented in the federal

government and considerable .coficern has been shcwn by Congress

and others. After we assess agency experience, we shall consider
whether additional guidance should be issued.

Attachment
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EQUAL ILMPLOYM5NT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

MANAGEMENT DIRECTIVE

4
1
1
4
1
1

4
4

1

1

EEOMD 704 4

DATE: September 23, 1980

TO THE HEADS OF FEDERAL AGENCIES

1. SUBJECT: INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREVENTION OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT
IN THE WORKFORCE PLANS (SUPPLEMENTS TO AFFIRMATIVE
ACTION PROGRAM PLANS FOR MINORITIES AND WOMEN FOR
FISCAL YEAR 1980)

2. PURPOSE: This directive transmits the final guidelines on
sexual 7arassment discrimination. The directive also clari
fies instructions to agencies for the development, submission
and implementation of agency plans to: (a) educate employees
about their rights, responsibilities and remedies under the
sexual harassment guidelines and (b) describe agencyinitiated
steps to eliminate discriminatory conduct. These plans are
designated prevention of sexual harassment in the workforce
plans.

3. EFFECTIVE DATE: September 23, 1980

4. AUTHORITY: These instructions are prepared pursuant to EEOC's
authority under Section 717 of Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 52000e-16; Reorganization
Plan Number 1 of 1978, issued pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 901 et.
seq.; and Executive Order 11478 ;34 F.R. 12985, August 10,
1969), as amended by Executive Order 12106 (44 F.R. 1053,
January 3, 1979).

5. FOLICY INTENT: Agencies shall submit prevention of sexual
harassment in the workforce plans as supplements to their
Transition Year Affirmative Action Plans. Several agencies
already have submitted such plans in response to EEOC's
March 12, 1980 formal request for comments on the interim
sexual harassment guidelines. Agencies that have not yet
submitted plans must do so within 60 days of the effective
date of this Management Directive. The plans will be
evaluated as part of the EEOC analysis of agency affirmative
action submissions.

--,,EEOC :::tri, 336
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6. APPLICABILITY AND SCOPE: These instructions apply to all
executive agencies (except the General Accounting Office),
to military departments insofar as covered employees are
concerned (definition in 5 U.S.C. 102), the U.S. Postal
Service, the Postal Rate Commission, and those units of
the legislative and judicial branches of the Federal
Government and of the Government of the District of
Columbia having positons in the competitive service, as
specified in Section 717(a) of Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, as amended.

7. PLAN COMPONENTS: Each plan shall, at a minimum, contain
brief descriptions of the following elements and the time-
tables for their implementation:

o Specific steps to be taken by the agency to
inform employees that charges of sexual harassment
are cognizable under Title VII.

o Proposed training, directives or other programs
designed to inform supervisors and other agency
personnel of their responsibilities to discourage
explicit or implicit unwelcome verbal or physical
conduct of a sexual nature in order to create and
maintain a workplace free of sexual harassment.

o Proposed agency codes of conduct or other materials
designed to curtail conduct deemed prohibited under
the guidelines.

o Proposed methods to ensure accountability Within
the agency for maintaining a workplace free of
sexual harassment.

o Any other initiatives already undertaken or proposed
by the agency to meet the requirements of the guide-
lines.

8. RESPONSIBILITIES:

a. The head of each agency specified in Section 6 above shall
be responsible for agency compliance with these instructions.

b. EEOC will approve or disapprove agency prevention of sexual
harassment in the work place plans and communicate results of its
evaluation to the agency with instructions for submission
of revised plans if required.

c. EEOC will report to the President (pursuant to 29 CFR 1613.205)
and to the Congress on the accomplishments of each agency,
based on agency reports of FY 1980 accomplishmenL3.

I J 0
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9. REPORTING REQUIREMENTS: Federal agencies and designated major
operating components (as described in MD-702) are required to
submit their sexual harassment plans to the Office of Govern-

nt Bmployient, EEOC, 60 days after the effective date of
thi "directive. '

10. ATTACHMENTS: Final "Interpretive Guidelines on Sexual Harassment"
are included as part of this directive, in order to provide

` .--- guidance to agencies that must still develop and submit plans.

11. OTHER PROHIBITIONS AGAINST SEXUAL HARASSMENT: Office'of Personnel
Management Policy Statement, (December 12, 1979) Polity Statement
and Definition on Sexual Harassment - Memo from Alan Campbell
transmitting policy statement.

12. INQUIRIES: Further information concerning this directive may
be obtained by contacting:

Equal: Employment Opportunity Commission
Office of Government Employment
2401 E'Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20506
Attn: Bailey's Crossroads
Telephone: (703) 756-6040

-' Interagency Report Control Number

Clearance for this report has been applied for under interagency
report 'control number 0229-EEO -XX in accordance with FPMR 110-11.11.

6),..toz- ,0 4..i.,:c
Preston David
Executive Director
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Appendix F L:41

Agency Actions
Regarding Sexual
Harassment

,Since hearings w ere first held on sexual ha-
rassment in the Federal Government in October
and November 1979, by the Subebmmittee on
Investigations of the House Committee on Post

-.Office and Civil Service, a number of agencies
have taken steps to reduce sexual harassment.

The Office of Personnel Management has
issued a Government- wide policy state-
ment calling sexual harassment a form of
employee misconduct and a prohibited
personnel practice.

* Both the Office of Personnel Management
and many agencies have begun training
Federal employees on the subject of sexual
harassinent.
Many agencies have included action k to
reduce sexual harassment in their Affir-
mative Action Program Plans.
The Equal Employments Opportunity Com-
mission has issued interpretive guidelines
calling sexual harassment, under- certain
conditions, a form of discrimination on the
basis (.,` sex, which is prohibited under
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

OPM Policy Statement

On December 12, 1979, the Office of Person-
nel Management (OPM), the Federal agency
charged with administering and monitoring
the Federal civil sere ice, issued a Government-
wide policy statement on sexual harassment
(see Appendix E). Sexual harassment. which
OPM defined as "deliberate or repeated unsoli-
cited verbal comments, gestures, or physical
contact of a sexual nature which are unwel-
come,"' was described as both "a form of

'Note that the OPM definition did not include
urmanted materials of a sexual nature, which was a
form of behavior included in the MSPB survey that
was considered by more employees to constitute sex-
ual harassment than any other type of beinvior.

---
employee misconduct which undermines the
integrity of the employment relationship" and
"a prohibited personnel practice when it results
in discrimination for or against an employee on
the basis of conduct not related to perfor-
mance." The statement concluded, "(i)t is the pol-
icy of the Office of Personnel ganagement that
sexual harassment is unacceptable conduct in
the workplace and will not be condoned."

Most Agencies Have Also .

Issued Statements
_

The OPM policy statement was issued at the
direction of the Subcommittee on Investiga-
tions, House Post Office and Civil Service
Committee. Although the policy statement is
applicable to all Federal departments and inde-
pendent agencies, the Subcommittee also in-
structed OPM to urge agencies to issue di&
own directives 'prohibiting sexual harassment
in accoi'd with OPM's.pojicy.

As of September 1980, 62 agencies had issued '
policy statements, 9 were in the process of pre-
paring stalgments, and 2 had taken no action
(see Table Of the 17 agencies named in the
stUrvey questionnaire (counting the 'Defense
Department as "all other Defet.se" agencies; see
Survey Question 55, Appendix C), 16 had issued
statements and one had not (see Table F-2).
Many of th, agency statements repeat all or
portions of the OPM statement. All define sex-
ual harassment and prohibit it as a form of
acceptable employee conduct.

These and other figures presented in this
appendix were compiled from agency responses
to a letter of inquiry regarding agency actions
,signed by James M. Hanley, Chairman of the
Subcommittee on Investigations, House Com-
mittee on Post Office and Civil Service, dated
August 5, 1980. At least q2 agencieshad issued
policy statements by the time respondents were
completing the survey questionnaire (June 30,
1980, was used as the cutoff date); dates of issu-



anee of 10 statements are unknown. At least
had issued statements by tilt time respondents
were completing the survey questionnire; the
issuance date of one statement is unknow n.

The strongest agency statements suggest that
the agency has taken great interest in the mat-
ter. For example, OPM's language is adapted
to the agency in question, examples of harass-
ing behm jar are given, sand specific instruc-
tions on- how to go about filing a complaint
(including names and phone numbers of people
designated to receive complaints) e provided.
In addition, in many cases the agency head has
taken a strong personal stand. One, for exam-
ple, states: "I want to make clear to all ... my
position: this agency will not tolerate sexual
harassment of its employees." Another seems
even more determined and does not stop with
policy: "I strongly disapprove of sexual harass-
ment in any form and wish to prevent this
unlawful employment practice from occurring
Within our agency. If you believe you are being.

'or have been, subjected to any form of sexual
harassment, please discuss the problem imme-
diately with the agency EEO officer ... If this
is at all unsatisfactory, you may raise the ques-
tion with the agency EEO Counselor at the
Agency Liaison, Division."

In contrast. the weakest agency policy-state-
ments seem to have a detached, almost apolo-
getic tone. One, for example, begins, "Although
there has been no evidence of widespread sex-
ual harassment within (this agency) ..." and
suggests that publicity, rather than an existing
or potential problem, necessitated "clarifica-
tion of the Department's position." This agency
was also shown to have higher than average
rates of sexual harassment for both men and
women.

In addition to stating that sexual harassment
is against agency policy, all agency policy
statements warn employees that disciplinary
actions will be taken if the policy is violated.

Employee Training on Sexual
Harassment

OPM Module Used. In January 1980, OPM
developed a training module on sexual harass-
ment designed to inform participants that sex-
ual harassment is a prohibited personnel prac-
tice and a violation of merit system principles.
The module addressed the course of action to be
taken if sexual harassment is experienced or

F-2

observed. Using a workshop format, the train-
ing also provides for discussion of differing
perceptions of what constitutes sexual harass-
ment and the impact of harassment on employer
morale and productivity. Although the 3 to 4
hour module can be used separately, it is typi-
cally incorporated into such OPM interagency
training courses as Introduction to Supervi-
sion, Interpersonal Communications, and EEO
Counselor Training. OPM estimates that by
September 1980, approximately'8,800 Federal
workers had been trained in Washington and
the regions using the OPM module or a varia-
tion.' In the Fall of 1980, the OPM EEO Insti-
tute began offering a 2-day training course on
sexual harassment which explores the subject
and remedies in much more depth than the
original OPM

Training Module for EEO Counselors

At the direction of the Subcommittee on
Investigations, the Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity Commission, in cooperation with OPM,
has Jeveloped a training- module on sexual
harassment for use in training equal employ-
ment opportunity (EEO) counselors. The mod-
ule is available through OPM's EEO Training
Institute and to other agencies for use in their
in-house training. It i, not known how many
people have been trained with this module.

Agency Training. There has been no syste-
matic approach to training on sexual harass-
ment among the agencies. As directed by the
Subcommittee on Investigations, agencies have
also begun providing training on the subject of
sexual harassment for their employees. (see
Table F-1) As of September 1980, 20 agencies
had begun training, and another 19 planned
training for FAY 1981. Of the agencies estimat-
ing the percentage of employees trained, none
had trained all of its employees.

Ger.erally, managers have been the first to be
trained, but some agencies have trained equal
pef'centages of managers and nonmanagerial
employees. The exact content of the agency
training courses varies, but a number lave
indicated they are using, or plan to use, the
OPM module. Others, such as the Department
of Navy, have developed and administered their

'Hearings before Subcownitte on Investigations
of the House Committee on Post Office and Civil
Service on Sexual- harassment in the Federal Gov-
ernment, 2nd Sess., September 25, 1980, pp.32-33.



TABLE F-1

Summary of Agency Actions Regarding Sexual Harassment
as of September 1980 1/

AGENCY ACTION
NUMBER
OF AGENCIES

Policy Statements

62
(42)

(10)-

Issuance

Had Issue'd
Before June 30, 1980 2/

After June 30, 1980
Issuance date unknown (10)

4

Had not issued 3/ 11

Employee Training.

Training conducted 20

No training conducted 32

Planned training for FY 1981 (19)

No information on planned training (IS)
No response 21

Percentage of Employees Trained

Managers/supervisors only 7

Both managers and employees 6

Other (including EEO officials) 4

No estimate given 3

Affirmative Action Program Plan
Supplements on Sexual Harassment

Had submitted to EEOC 29

Had not submitted 26

No response
Not applicable

14

1

AN'

Status and/or applicability unknown 3

TrIfiaiData compiled from agency responses to a letter of inquiry regarding agenc.
action signed .py James M. Hanley, Chairman of the Subcommittee o
Investigations, Huse Committee on Post Office and Civil 'Service. A total of 73
agencies were questioned.
2/ Date by which respondents had filled out and returned MSPB survey
quf, 3tionnaires.-
3/ State- Department was waiting for adoption of EEOC Guidelines; Office of
Ivianagement. and Budget had reviewed its policy but saw no need for a formal
statement since it had not had any complaints of sexual harassment. The

remainder of agencies that had not issued statements were in the process of

preparing them: Department of Education (which was not farmed t'itil May 7,
1980), Commission On Civil Rights, Equal Employment Opportunity Commission,
Federal Emergency Management Agency, Inter-American Foundation, National Capital

Planning Commission, Panama Canal Commission, Pennsylvania Avenue Developmertt
Corporation, and U.S. Metric Board.
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TABLE f 2

Strenarr of Act iOns Regard.eq St110.1 Har."00ellt Taken by 17 Agencies

Named n Survey Quest ionnai re as of Sept enitter 1980 a/

rig It v STAIENINTS

Wate,,1
Issued'

ye,

ye,

ye

ve5

of

Issuanck Si

Issued Directly to

All Managers and
fePloyeesT

Before Yoryey yes

Before survey yes -,

before sarey No response

Before survey

ses, Before Server

General Services yes Before survey
Administration

nealtn. Education
and Welfare c/

Nous ng and

Urban DeveloPeent

re, Before survey

4---

before

Interior ye5 Before survey

Just ,e ye' before starve*,

1
V1 Befnre survey

NAvY'.er,e .or PS yes

Stare 40 WA. t
'0, EEO(

...9sideli nes_

T. snspnr- tati g^ g,/ yes After s0rvey
2/7

Treys. res

-.-

Before say ye,

NA

yes

se,

ve5

Estimated Percent age

of nanagy I, and Erployees
Aare 0. Polity

1001

1007

No response

1001

1001

NO fesPOnse

d/ J/
VOS

ye5

Ye,

No response

Nn respo'Se

!Doh

to se, in eeelg.ee 'Co response

nee.. letter

1'1

er]. .e.

,y/r 5tIl. 4^

Deknse f Al, 'they ,,,

De...5e AOC,/ es i

Before u, yr.

n S Ito '1.1^Ale,
1-.71

Pecl.

ye, Etc, .f

501 of eOlovees

NA NA

NA NA

re, 17:Or

unnOen

Data toh-c,led 'ice d9e, G. response, te, et Or ; ,n, e, 7 7..y

Mouse Crier . n Post +^' ,, and r v.1 %,./r

T -y of is aarte rep -ted as befi re 5, slier th
and retired the MSPB guest ionn+ire

. After tke survey guest r 0,1"tet ru1VAIthr 10 1 '
t.e Deuthtment 0' EJ 0.11 0 0 MEW coed A ir'k state-, t 1.71

dr MEW not guest ones' t v thr Satiroefnitter (err, Inn
C"7 CV Statf,t,

e Mt e ,,,hafel t ht0 tea red aoc,,, ately t h

E 40S nyd ref satitted a Pia, Education did y. t 0/nd

te ,( -as Ir /^, pr ,nted ehei Iii i so, ggesi ?red

ow n structured courses th\at deal in a more sy,
tematie way with the recognition and preven-
tion of sexual harassment than does the ()I'M
module. In addition, the Federal Women's Pro-
gram in many agencies has sponsored lectures
and workshops to raise the level of a' areness
among employees about the issue.

Sexual Harassment Has Been
Addressed In Agency Affirmative
Action Program Plans

In March 1980, the EEOC instructed agen-
cies co include as supplements to their Fiscal
Year 1980 Affirmative Action Planning Pro
cess, a plan indicating what steps they would
take to prevent sexual harassment of their
employees. The documents were to describe
agency plans to prevent sexual harassment

F-4

'tr. J,,,

,

0. r re terbe 1,8/ //t a,n EdeCation 5 7-77,5 /7/ prore55

Planned

5e5

No, bat putt 419
it together

ve

EMPLOYEE TRAININ

COnduc tee

yes

No (plans to

survey needs)

V

Ye,

ri,

n81

Planned

sitteh tie

Estimated
Percentage
Trained

Planned for NA
IV 1981

No. but required F.
by policy statement

No response NA

el

NA

All tort eanagers civi yes

'an training planned for
If '981

No response NA

40 response NA

Nies

Yes

No It' ponae
No estimate 9/yen ye5

NA yes

let of managers fn.- no

ploye training planned

Some 86

NA

MC 1 managers an'

super v sors

550 (managerisl stet.
not given)

Se
ffiRNAT1VE ACT10 (

PLAN SUBMITTED'

I/

II0

no

no

yes

No response

110

V,

/ . .5 1r. C a r 5' I, Gutcommitte on Investigations,

1: ,Q3/ do/ r eh, h re pon0,-Is Ii toroleted

0, ti r., 7/1/-y7, ,7 tietihn and Pronan Serwihes and

t r d , r/ .1.Ir/ of

through training and, or other methods. Sev-
eral agencies submitted supplements by the
May 1. 1980 deadline, and as of September
1980, 29 agencies (including 8 of the agencies
named in the survey) had submitted supple-
ments to EEOC. (see Table F-1). The remain-
ing agencies again were instructed in a man-
agement directive dated September 23, 1980,
to submit supplements which would be evalu-
ated as part of the EEOC analysis of agency
affirmative action submissions (see Appendix
E.

Special Services Are Available in a
Few Agencies

Some Federal agencies have set up special
services for their employees with regard to
sexual harassment. For example, the General

i



Services Administration's Office of Civil Rights,
is in the process of setting up a direct telephone
line solely to handle calls from (GSA)employees
alleging incidents of sexual harassment. The
line will provide callers with information on
remedies and how to document the sexual
harassment al legations.3 The Naval Material
Command also maintained a toll free 24-hour
recorded message service for approximately 5
months, primarily to gather information on the
extent and nature of sexual harassment of
Navy civilian and military personnel.'

Both GSA and the Naval Material Command
feel their efforts have been worthwhile and
successful in meeting their purposes, In the
case of GSA, initial efforts identified a need
and means for meeting the need subsequently
were devised. The Chief of the Naval katerial
Command felt that just the existence of the
message service reinforced his policy statement
that sexual harassment would not be tolerated.
Analysis of the incidents described (e.g., job
status of harasser and victim) and the needs of
victims (e.g.. for more information on reme-
dies) is aiding in the development of training
courses.

The EEOC Has Declared Sexual
Harassment A Violation of the
Civil Rights Act

In September 1980 the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission adopted and subse-
quently published in November 1980, guide-
lines interpreting sexual harassment as dis-
crimination on the basis of sex under certain
circumstances and a violation of Section 703 of
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (see
Appendix E).

The EEOC Guidelines essentially formalized
the Federal Government's position in regard to
sexual harassment as a form of discrimination
under Title VII. The several court cases filed
and decided before the issuance of the guide-
lines had variously interpreted several issues,
including (a) whether sexual harassment is in
fact discrimination on the basis of sex, (b)
whether a tangible loss or adverse personnel
action must be involved to make sexual harass-

3Based on information provided by Lynne Bil-
lman. Ph.D., National Federal Women's Program
Manager, General Services Administration.

ment illegal under Title VII, and (c) whether
an employer is liable for the conduct of its
employees. See Appendix H for a further dis-
cussion of the case law surrounding sexual
harassment.

The EEOC Guidelines addressed these issues
by affirming (a) that sexual harassment is a
form of discrimination on the basis of sex when
submission is a condition'of emplOyment, when
submission or rejection is a basis for employ-
ment decisions, or when the behavior interferes
with an individual's work performance or
creates an intimidating, hostile, or offensive
work environment, and (b) that in many in-
stances employers are not only responsible for
the conduct of their supervisors and their agents
and fOr conduct between coworkers, but may
even be responsible for conduct of nonemployees
toward employees.

In addition the Guidelines note that when
employment opportunities or benefits are
granted because of an individial's submission
to an employer's advances or requesfs for sex-
ual favors (i.e., sexual favoritism), the employer
may be liable for sex discrimination against
other persons who were qualified for but were
denied that benefit. In other words, although
sexual favoritism is not sexual harassment, it
may be considered sex discrimination against
others in the office.

These Guidelines are just thatguidelines.
Although they are afforded some weight by the
courts, they are not necessarily binding on any
court. Nevertheless, the EEOC Guidelines, by
clarifying a number of issues, do open up new
options for Federal workers who seek relief
from sexual harassment and any negative con-
sequences that may arise from it. They also
have sparked considerable debate by those who
consider them too vague and overreaching in
assigning management responsibility. Ulti-
mately, the courts will decide.

Most Agencies Have Informed
Employees of Remedies

Most agencies have \made some effort to
inform employees of avenues of relief and re-
dress. Man3r did so in their policy statements,
which most agencies indicated were distrib-

lBased on information provided by Constance
Price, Federal Women's Program Manager, Naval
Material Command.
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uted to all employees at the time of issuance
(See Table F-2) and many enclose information
in orientation packets fur new employees. At a
minimum, most policy statements informed
employees that sexual harassment may be pro-
hibited discrimination.

however, some agencies appear to have been
more helpful than others in giving employees
information on remedies in policy statements.
Some refer employees to the agency personnel
office, EEO office, or employee handbook. Some
give information on several legal recourses and
provided names and telephone numbers of peo-
ple to contact under different circumstances. A
few agencies distributed a special information
packet containing a copy of the EEOC Guide-
lines and a detailed Outline of procedures for
filing a discrimination complaint.

Few Formal Complaints Have
Been Filed

Although little information is available, it
appears that agencies have processed few for-
mal EEO complaints of sexual harassment. In
addition, the Office of the Special Counsel of
the Merit Systems Protection Board, which
may become involved in complaints of sexual
harassment in several ways, both as an appeals
body and an investigative body, estimates that
cases involving sexual harassment constitute
less than 1% of cases it receives.5 Likewise.
the EEOC reports .few cases involving sexual
harassment. Of the 6,299 discrimination com-
plaint cases resolved by Federal agencies be-
tween January 1 and October 24, 1979, only 39
(or 0.6%) involved allegations of sexual harass-
ment. During FY 1980, EEOC conducted only
about 17 hearings on Federal complaints of
sexual harassment.6

Substantial delays in processing EEO com-
plaints has been a problem. EEOC reported
that the average processing time for Federal
EEO complaints that are investigated by the

It should be noted that this figure could be
higher. In cases involving discrimination complaints.
the Special Counsel's Office. thwith it has authority.
usually-defers to EEOC and vency authority; data
from letter from Mary Eastwood. Acting Special
Counsel. to James M. Hanley, Chairman, House
Committee on Post Office and Civil Service. Octo-
ber 9. 1980.

'Based on testimony of Eleanor Holmes Norton,
Chair. EEOC. before SubcomnAtee on Investiga-
tions, November 1. 1979. and September 25, 1980.
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agencies themselves is 440 days.' The costs of
processing EEO complaints were not readily
obtainable, but given the lengthy average pro-
cessing time, the costs per complaint are ob-
viously considerable.

Few Cases of Discipline Are
Reported

Between November 1977 and August 25,
1980, 21 employees in 4 Federal agencies (the
Departments of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment, Labor, Treasury, and Interior) were
reported to- have been disciplined for sexual
harassment-12 supervisors, 5 nonsupervisory
employees. and 3 others whose supervisory sta-
tus is unknown.` Disciplines ranged from pub-
lic apology (1 instance) to removal from the job
(7 instances, including at least one nonsupervi;
sor). Other forms of discipline were admon-
ishment (2 instances), verbal reprimand (1
sup'rvisor), letter of warning (1), 10-day sus-
pension (1 supervisor), downgrade and reas-
signment (1 supervisor). The form of discipline
in 7 cases is unknown.

-hearings before the Subcommittee on Investiga-
tions, September 25, 1980. p.45.

('Compiled from data from hearings bef IT the
Subcomm!ttee on Investigations, Septem r 25,
1980, p. 34, and a special reporz, r OPM,
dated 8/25/80.
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Appendix G

Survey of the
Literature

Sexual h4rassment in the workplace, has
received a great deal of attention in recent
years. Conferences have been held, sourcebooks
and guidebooks for individuals, employee
groups, employers, civil rights and welfare
agencies, and women's groups have been com-
piled, policy statements have been written,
legal guidelines have been issued, legislation
has been proposedand an abundance of liter-
ature on the topic has been published.

Most of what has been written on sexual
harassment has focused on the problem as it
affects women. Generally, the literature has
been of five types: theory and analysis, studies
and surveys, books and articles written for the
popular press, legal commentaries, and guides
for dealing with the problem. This section
reviews the theoretical and analytical writings
and the studies and surveys (see Appendix H
for a review of legal cases).

The usefulness of the theoretical and analyti-
cal literature in understanding sexual harass-
ment varies a great deal, depending on the
purpose of the piece and the frame of reference
of the writer. Some have approached the topic
from a feminist point of view, regarding harass-
ment exclusively as a women's issue; others
have viewed it more broadly as a topic for
scientific research.

Many writers, drawing primarily on case
studies of individual women, h we focused on
the victims of harassment: who the victims are,
how they respond to harassment, and how they
are affected. Other writers have sought a more
general understanding. In addition to looking
at victims, they have attempted to explain the
existence of harassmentand sometimes have
proposed solutions based on their theories. Most
believe that sexual harassment has litt!e to do
with sexuality. Although some view it in terms
of socialization, many maintain harassment is
an expression of power and hostility. Theoriz-
ing on the causes frequently has led to specula-

344-463 0 - 81 - 13

tion about the vulnerability of certain groups to
harassment. Women in low-status, low-paying
jobs, minority wo,-nen, and unmarried women
supporting familips as well as themselves are
seen as most vulnerable to the exercise of
power by superiors since they stand to suffer
most when their jobs are threatened. Women in
traditionally male jobs are seen as frequent vic-

-tims because of male hostility to women enter-
ing their domain; at the same time, women in
traditionally female jobs (particularly clerical
and service workers) are expected to have high
rates of harassment not only because their jobs
are of low status, but because women in these
jobs traditionally have been expected to serve
the needs of men. Finally, young, unmarried,
and relatively attractive women are thought to
be vulnerable socially.

Constance Backhouse and Leah Cohen (1978),'
in The Secret Oppression: Sext«z1 Harassment
of Working Women, assert that harassment is a
means by which men keep women subordinate
in the workplace; they propose a variety of
legal remedies and suggest steps individuals,
unions, and employers might take to deal with
the problem. Lin Farley (1978), in Sexual
Shakedown: The Sexual Harassment of Women
on the Job, traces harassment to the growth of
capitalism. Claiming that harassment is the
way capitalism and patriarchy have converged
to be mutually reinforcing of women's inferior
position in the labor force, she places little faith
in legal remedies and advocates that women
organize to protect themselves.

Bularzik (1978) regards harassment as a
means of social control arising at the turn of the
century out of men's hostility to women enter-
ing a domain once exclusively their own;
through harassment men control women's ac-
cess to certain jobs, limit their success and

'For complete reference information, see the
Annotated Bibliography, Appendix II.
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mobility, and thus compensate for powerless-
ness in their own lives.

Ilooven and McDonald (1978) believe that
the conditions of work under capitalism are a
factor in women's vulnerability to harassment.
They see harassment in terms of the exploita-
tion of a powerless worker group w ithin an
economi, sy stein that requires that one group
remain subordinate. Sexual harassment. they
argue, serves to keep women m their place both
as women and as workers: "uppity- beim% ior
(e.g-., refusing- sexual demands) threatens the
systenl. They wonder whether it is possible to
eliminate the conditions of work that lead to
sexual harassmentlow-status. I( w-paying jobs
for women without, abolishing- capitalism
itself.

Silverman (1976-77) also explores the depen-
dence of women on nlen in power. She views
harassment as an exchange transaction akin
to prostitution whereby men grant economic
favors in return for sexual favors. She advo-
cates that women organize to conduct public
education campaigns focusing on sex stereo-
types and ways to change the work Situation.

Several writers have seen harassment as an
inappropriate carryover of sex into the work-
place. The late Margaret Mead (1:), 8) called
for a general taboo against sexuality at work.
She believed that is the only way of ensuring
women equal treatment and opportunity at
work. Gutek and Nalcamura (1980) consider
this is too drastic a measure. one that would
eliminate many benefits. Instead, they recom-
mend the development of workplace conditions
that would permit positive forms of sexuality
and eliminate negative forms. ,The necessary
condition. they believe. is "a clear understand-
ing of sex roles and work roles and a commit-
ment to separate the two." This is most easily
done. they believe, when approximately equal
numbers of males and females are employed in
the various job categories, because "jobs that
are exclusively one sex are likely to be based on
and perpetuate sex role characteristics." The
second condition is a cumin mitment on the part
of organizations and individuals to refrain from
using organizational resources (fur example.
power to hire and fire) to further personal
interests.

A number of informal survey s and studies of
harassment have been conducted. Some hay e
attempted to determine the extent of harass-
ment. w bile others have studied groups already
identified as victims. As with the theoretical
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writings, the usefulness of these studies in gain-
ing a clear picture of harassment varies con-
siderably. Many of the surveys have involved
self-selected (and often very small) samples.
Moreover. the surveys have varied in design,
scope. time frame for reporting incidents (e.g..
past 2 years vs. working lifetime),, and defini-
tion of harassment used. making comparisons
of findings difficult.

The earliest of the survey s w as conducted in
1975 by Working Women I. nited. One hundred
fifty-five women who either attended a "Speak
Out" on sexual harassment or were members of
a civil service employees. union filled out a
questionnaire about their experienees. Harass-
ment was defined as "any repeated and un-
wanted sexual comments. looks, suggestions or
physical contact that you find objectionable or
offensive and that causes you discomfort on,

your job." Seven in et eery 10 w omen reported
ha% i ng experienced such behavior at least once
during their work careers.

The next year. Rr book (Safran. 1976)
brought the issue to national attention when it
reported responses to a questionnaire printed
in its Jar 'ry 1976 issue. Nine thousqnd read-
ers retu ed the questionnaire, making it the
largest survey on the topic until the study
reported in this document. Noting that women
who felt strongly about harassment, probably,
because they had experienced it. were likelier
to return the questionnaire. Redbook reported
that approximately 9-out of every 10 women
responding had been harassed by male co-
workers or supervisors at some time during
their working lives.

Kelber (1977) reported al.! results of a ques-
tionnaire survey of male and female profes-
sional and clerical, employees of the United
Nations. Of the 875 responding. Ulf of the
w omen add nearly a third of the men had expe-
rienced sexual pilissures or were aw are that
:uch pressures exited in the organization.

New Responses. Inc. 1979) a. kul 250 male
and feniale employees of three Federal Gov-
ernment agencies who ho ere attending NRI
workshops at the in% nation of the employing
agencies to fill out a questionnaire about their
experiences. Of the 198 responding- (98 were
female) 4 out of 10 said they had encountered,
in thei. current or former job, a situation in
w Inch they had been made to feel that their
"employ limn situation would suffer unless they
met sexual demand, or tolerated continuing
sexual overtures."



The Impact Journal asked readers who were
employed by the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development to return a question-
naire on harassment printed in its May/June
1979 issue. The July/August 1979 issue ("Sex-
ual HarassmentARampant at HUD," 1979) then
related the responses of the 63 women who
reported having been "approached by an im-
mediate supervisor or subordinate and invited
to engage in sexual activities." The .Journal did
not indicate the nu.aber returning the question-
naire, but did report that 11% of the incidents
involved a woman bothering a female co-
worker. The publicity.surrounding this survey
focused attention for the first time on harass-
ment in the Federal work force.

The Working Women's Institute (1979) re-
ported on 92 women who had written the Insti-
tute that they had o,perienced sexual harass-
ment on the job and subsequently answered a
questionnaire on their experiences.

Of the four studies identified that used some
scientific methods of sample selection. two used
questionnaires to gather information, one con
ducted telephone interviews, and one conducted
personal interviews. Only one included both
men and women.

Carey's (1977) study involved personal inter-
views with 401 working women in San An-
tonio, Texas. Participants were limited to
acquaintances of the interviewers, but a quota
sample was used to obtain a balanced represen-
tation of occupations. All 401 women reported
having experienced harassment at some-time
during their working lives.

Livingston (1979) sent questionnaires to all
980 female faculty and staff of a mid-sized state
university. Just over half of the 114 responding
(52%) reported having received "unwanted
sexual comments, looks, suggestions, or physi-
cal contact that they found objectionable or
offensive."

In the study most similar to the one reported
in this document (Sangamon State University,
1979), questionnaires were sent to 4,859 female
employees of 51 Illinois state departments,
agencies, boards, and commissions (15% of the
population). Preliminary results indicated that
nearly 6 in every 10 of the 1,495 women re-
sponding (59%) had experienced, during the
past 2 years in their present place of employ-
ment, one or more types of harassment that
made them feel "humiliated or threatened."

In the one study that involved loth men and
'women, Gutek, Nakamura, Gahart, Handschu-
macher, and Russell (1980) conducted telephone
interview's with 178 men and 221 women whose
telephone numbers had been selected at ran-
dom from the central and western Los Angeles
telephone books. Instead of defining harass,
men t. the researchers asked respondents to
comment on five types of social-sexual behavior
that might be considered harassment: verbal
comments and remarks of a sexual nature per-
ceived to be positive; comments perceived to be
negative; nonverbal beha,flors of a sexual na-
ture (e.g., leering, gesturing, touching or brush-
ing against); requests to socialize or date with
the 'understanding that denial would hurt the
job situation and acceptance would help; and
requests for sexual activity with the same un-
derstanding. The must common experience was
positive verbal comments, with nearly half of
both men and women 46% and 47%, respec-
tively) reporting having had such experiences
on their present job. Requests for sexual activ-
ity, the least common experience, were reported
by 6% of the men and 11% of the women.

Writers and researchers generally have ad-
dressed one or more aspects of harassment:
incidence; characteristics of victims, harassers,
and the workplace; responses of victims; and
consequences for victims. This review looks at
what has been written and reported on these
aspects. It is not intended to be an exhaustive
review of the literature; rather its purpose is to
identify and examine some of the issues su-
rounding the problem of sexual harassment.

Problems of Definition
An immediately apparent problem in con-

sidering sexual harassment is the lack of a uni-
form definition of the term. Though somewhat
consistent. the definitions used by writers and
researchers have differed on some important
points. Is harassment something that can hap-
pen only to women (Farley, 1978)? To be re-
garded as harassment, must the behavior occur
more than once (Working Women United Insti-
tute, 1975)? Must it be deliberate?' Can the
recipient merely find the behavior objectiona-
ble and offensive, a source of discomfort (Work
ing Women's United Institute, 1975). or must it

'The Office of Personnel Management definition
says "repeated or deliberate."
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in% olt e a demand tied to negative job conse-
quences if denied (New Responses, 1979)or to
pusitity consequences if granted? Must the ini-
tiator 1w in a position to affect the
immediate job, job ad% ancement, or career or
can subordinates and coworkers also be
harassers?

On one point, writers and researchers seem
to agree: sexual harassment is nonreciprocal
behavior and does not include .mutually satis-
factory, no-job-related-strings-attached rela-
tionships in the office. Most also agree that
harassment can involve a wide range of verbal,
visual, and physical behaviors.

It appears that at some level of harassment
there is an element of subjectivity; whether a
particular experience is seen as innocuous and
tolerable, offensive, or threatening may depend
in part on the victimand perhaps even on the
person exhibiting the behavior (see, e.g., Sa-
fran, 1976).

Gutek, Nakamura. and their associates (1980)
explored perceptions by asking respondents
whether they regarded each of five types of
behavior as harassment. Most thought that
requests to socialize and requests for sexual
activity, both with the understanding that de-
nial would hurt the job situation and compli-
ance would help, constituted harassment (85%
and 82%, respectively), but only 20 % considered
positive sexual comments to be harassment.
Except for requests for sex, men and women
differed on what the" thought harassment was.
For exam" ", only one-third of the men (35%) ,

but two- L of the women (66%) thought
nonverbal behaviors such as leering, gesturing,
and touching constituted harassment.

Incidence
For several reasons it is impossible to draw

any ou. the most general conclusions about the
extent of haras,ment from the studies pre-
y discussed: Among other difficulties.
samples have bee small an,l/or unscientifi-
cally selected, information- gathering tech-
niques have vari. d, and different definitions of
harassment have been used. Farther, the ques-
tions about expel ences. with harassment Lave
been posed in different ways, some asked about
experiences over the working career, ..,orcc have
specified the present job or present place of
e.nployment, and others have used a question
that was ambiguous as to time frame. It it.

obvious that rate:, of haras,ment ()ter a w ork-
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ing career would be higher than rates mea-
sured over a finite period.

Among the studies that ha% e had some degree
of scientific control, the incidence rates among

orking w omen over their working lifetimes
hit% e ranged from 52% (Livingston, 1979; ques-
tionnaire survey) to 100% (Carey, 1977: per-
sonal interviews).

Some have speculated that harassment of
men, if it occurs at all, is very infrequent, much
less common than among women. Since men
rarely have been studied as potential victims,
there is eery little evidence on this point. Gutek,
Nakamura, and their associates (1980) found
no significant differences between men and
w omen in reports of five types of social-sexual
beim% for (altl,eugh women did report more
incidents in each category, and a greater per-
centage of men had experienced only one type
of behavior). It should be be noted, however,
that the researchers questioned their findings
for males and speculated that while females
were reporting experiences that were both ego
enhancing and harassing, the males were re-
porting primarily ego-enhancing incidents. In
fact, elsewhere Gutek and Nakamura (1980)
assert that harassment of men is rare, affecting
perhaps 1% to 5% of men during their working
lives.

Other researchers also have attempted to
learn the extent of various types of harassing
behaviors. It appears that harassment (given
the right of the recipient ultimately to judge
what is harassing) manifests itself in a variety
of waysfrom flattering or derogatory com-
ments, through nonverhal behavior in the form
of looks and gestures, touching, use of mate-
rials of a sexual nature, and pressure for dates
or sexual favors, to attempted or actual rape or
assault. The harassing behavior may be pri-
marily an effort to attract attention, or it may
have a quid pro quo element. The harasser may
threaten negative job consequences if denied or
promise rewaxe:s if accepted.

Again, it is difficult to asst.'s the incidence of
different forms of sext al harassment, heause
re earchers nay e wor led ci%estiors differentl,
u: 2d vary ing ittor,.; of sexua' Aarasment,
and employed different time f: at s, P t most
it can Le concluded that, verbal harassrlient and
the less-than-coerek c forms of nonverbal ha-
: a.s.,ment, such as cornering, touching, pinch-
ing, are far more common than the more coer-
,jce forms, such as pre.,:,ure for sexual favors
or attempted or ;actual rape or sexual assault.



Characteristics of Vicps

The typical ictim of sexual harasmnent fre-
quently is described as a young, unmarried,
and often attractive woman working in a low-
paying, low-status job. Women in traditionally
male or traditionally female jobs often are
view ed as most vulnerable. What little evi-
dence there is on ictim characteristics is

mixed.
Age. Some studies have found that female

victims tend to be youngin their thirties or
younger (Gutek and Nakamura, 1980: Safran,
1976; Working Women's Institute. 1979). in
fact. the 011( study that analyzed incidence of
harassment by demographic factors (Livings-
ton, 1979) found that if marital status, current
job, age, and total years of work experience,
only age was related to experience of harass-
ment (generally, the younger the woman, the
more likely the experience). However, all stud-
ies have reported that vV01111./1 of all ages are
victims of harassment.

Occupation, Socio-economic Status, In-
come, Education, Race. This cluster of seem-
ingly related demographic characteristics has
been examined to some extent by several
writers and researcher.. Several studies have
deliberately involved women in a range of
occupations or at varying skill levels, but lew
have compared incidence of harassment among
these groups. Whiie the Working Women sur-
veys (Working Wornen's Institute. 1979: Wfirk-
mg Wcmen United Institute, 15 'I'S) gave some
evidence that victims tend to be wori;ing
lea-stuti,.. traditionally' female jobs (as wait

:.terical workers), Carey (1977) fund
that v. omen in a wide range or jobs. iron-.
unskilled to professional, had been harassed,
and Livingston (1979) found no relationship
between current occupat;on (technical/clerical.
supervisor, or Iirofessional) and experience of
harassment. No study has specifically exam-
ined the question of harassment of women
working in traditionally male occupations, but
Martin (1978), obsery Mg male-female relation-
ships in the police department of a large city,
noted a great deal of harassment of vti omen
police officers.

As to income, the Working Women's Institute
(1979) found, not surprisingly since most of the
92 victims it surveyed were working in un-
skilled or low-skilled jobs. that the income of
victims was low,

The New Responses survey (1979) reported
on race of victims. Whites made up 49% of the

respondents, but accounted for 64% of the vic-
tims: likewise, blacks represented 48% of the
sample, and Hispanics, 2%, but accounted for
:35% and PA, of the victims, respectively.

Marital Status. Evidence that unmarried
women are more vulnerable to harassment
than married women is mixed. For instance,
more than three-fourths of the 92 female vic-
tims in the Working Women's Institute survey
(1979) were single, separated, divorced, or
wid wedand over half of them the sole sup-
port of their families and, or themselves. These
high figures undoubtedly are at least partly
attributable to the self-selected nature of the
sample. In contrast, the majority of the victims
in the M i/book survey were married (Safran,
1976), and Livingston (1979) found that ha-
t assment was not related to marital status.

Attractiveness. Attractiveness as a victim's
characteristic has been examined in terms of
both physical appearance and personality. Pop-
ular opinion is that victims of harassment are
physically attractive, though many have des-
cribed themselves as "fat and 40." Gutek and
Nakamura examined this issue by tasking re-
spondents to evaluate their physical attractive-
ness in general, compared with others at work.
and to the oppesite sex. Ir one study (Gutek and
Nakamura, 1980), people who rated I hems 'Ives
as physically attractive were more Rely to
report demands that linked dating or se, to job
consequences than were people .vho described
themselves as le.e, attract' In their second
study, 73% of the women who rated themselves

r attractive reported at least one incident
i. olv ing the five social-sexual behaviors stu-
died. compared w ith :33", of the other female
respondents.

1 his same set of studies also asked respon-
dents to evaluate the pleasantness of their der-
sonalities. In both, women who described their
personalities as attractive reported more of all
types of social-sexual behaviors.

Years of Employment. Livingston (1979)
found no relationship between experience of
sexual harassment and this factor.

In summary, there is some evidence that
female victims of harassment tend to be young,
attractive, and working in low-status (and tra-
ditionally female) occupations, but the most
that safely can be said is that women of all ages
and skills, married and unmarried, working in
all occupations, have been victims of harass-
ment. The picture of male victims is far less

clear.
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Characteristics of Harassers

Writers have also speculated aboutand re-
searchers examinedcharacteristics of ha-
rassers. usually in terms of gender. age, and job
status, occasionally by marital status, attrac-
tiveness, and length of acquaintance with the
victims One study (Gutek. Nakamura, et al.,
1980) has, attempted to examine harassers in
terms of victims to see if any patterns exist.

Gender. For some, the question of gender
has been simple: since they define sexual ha-
rassment as heterosexual behavior directed at
women, the harasser, by definition, is male.
The one controlled study that included both
men and women asked only about heterosexual
harassment. The Impact Journal survey ("Sex-
ual Harassment Rampant at HUD," 1979)
noted that nearly 11% of the-incidents reported
by the 63 female victims had been initiated by
female coworkers.

Age. Typically, male harassers have been
thought to be older than their female victims,
and some surveys have given evidence of this.
The Working Women's Institute (1979), for ex-
ample,. reported that male harassers averaged
14 years older than their victims, and the vic-
tims identified in the Rrdbook survey (Safran.
1976) described their male harassers as "too
old" to be considered prospective partners.
Female victims in the study by Gutek. Naka-
mura. and their associates (1980) described
male harassers as "somewhat older" (modal age
group 40-49). while male victims described
their female harassers as relatively young.

Job Status. A narrow definition of sexual
harassment. that harassment involves behavior
exhibited by someone in a position to help or
hurt the job, suggests that the harasser is a
supervisor or other superior.

Several surveys and studies have given evi-
dence that harassers are their victims' bosses.
In the Working Women's Institute survey
(1979). for example. 79% of the harassers had
the power to fire or promote the victims. Sim-
ilarly. the typical harasser in the Impact Jour-
nal survey ("Sexual Harassment Rampant at
HUD." 1979) was the victim's immediate boss,
and 25% of the incidents were initiated by
superiors further up the hierarchy.

In the study by Gutek. Nakamura, and their
associates 1980). females reported more of
each of five types of social-sexual behavior
being initiated by their supervisors than did
males. The extent to which the five types of
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behavior were initiated by supervisors ranged
from 14% for males reporting positive com-
ments to 73% for women reporting requests for
sexual activity tied to, job consequences.

Generally, the more involving and demanding
the behavior, the greater the percentage of
supervisor-initiated behavior.

Marital Status. Several surveys have found
that the male harasser is more likely to be mar-
ried (Gutek and Nakamura, 1980; Safran. 1976;
Working Women's Institute, 1979).

However. as Gutek and Nakamura suggest,
the tendency of male perpetrators to be mar-
ried may simply reflect the higher number of
married men in the population.

Attractiveness. In the study by Gutek, Naka-
mura, and their associates (1980), male victims
tended to describe their female harassers as
relatively attractive, while females tended to

-describe their male harassers as less attractive_
Victims in the Redbook survey (Safran, 1976) ,)
frequently described their harassers as "too:
unattractive."

Length of Acquaintance. Catek, Nakamu-
ra. and associates (1980) also examined harass-
ers in terms of length of acquaintance with the
victims. Generally, male victims had not known
their female harassers for a long time: there
was no trend for female victims.

In summary, findings indicate that male
harassers tend to be married, older than their
victims, somewhat unattractive, and their vic-
tims' supervisors. However, it is clear that
many harassers are unmarried, attractive. co-
workers or subordinates. Study of female ha-
rassers has been tco limited to make generali-
zations.

Effects of Harassment on Women

A number of writers and researchers have
described the effects of sexual harassment on
the victim's emotional and physical health.
Although a few victims report feeling flattered
(see, e.g., Carey, 1977; Safran. 1976). most
report negative emotions including humili-
ation, isolation, guilt. and fear (see, e.g.. New
Responses, 1979; Safran, 1976; Working Wom-
en's United Institute, 1975). Nearly all (96%) of
the 92 victims surveyed by the Working Wom-
en's Institute (1979) had suffered some kind of
emotional stress (nervousness, fear. anger, and
sleeplessness), and 63% ha,' experienced physi-
cal symptoms in the form .leadaches..nausea,
and weight change.



The latter survey. also confirmed an earlier
Institute finding (Working Women United In-
stitute. 1975) that harassment affects the vic-
tims' work and their attitudes toward work:
83% of the victims said the experience had

interfered with their job performance, report-
ing that they had been distracted. spent time
looking for ways to avoid the harasser. and lost
self-confidence and enthusiasm for .work.

Responses to Harassment and
Effects of Responses

Women who experience sexual harassment
respond in a number of ways: by attempting to.,
handle the problem themselves (by ignoring
the behavior. avoiding the harasser, or asking
the harasser to stop): by complaining through
channels: by transferring or quitting: and by
acquiescing. There is no clear picture of the
number who take the latter course; the Impact
Journal survey ("Sex ual Harassment Rampant

at HUD." 1979) reported that :30% of the 6:3
female victims surveyed had cooperated, while
only 1% of the Federally employed women in

the New Responses survey (1979) reported hav-

ing given in.
Most victims deal with the behavior by

attempting to avoid the harasser or telling him
to stop (see, e.g., the New Responses survey).
Few, it appears, report the behavior or initiate
grievance procedures. giving various reasons
for failing to do so. For example. of the more
than 100 victims in the Working Women United
survey (1975), only 18% had complained through
established channels: those who had not cited

as reasons their beliefs that nothing would be
done, their complaint would be treated lightly.
they would be ridiculed or blamed, or there
would be negative consequences. In the New
Responses survey (1979) only 13% of thevictims
had reported the incident (usually to a supervi-
sor or coworker) and only 4% had initiated a
formal grievance action.

Some women deal with harassment by re-
moving themselves from the situation alto-
gether. In Carey's (1977) survey, for instance.
16% had left a job because of harassment; and

13% of the victims employed by the state of
(Sangamon State University. 1979) had

either quit or requested a transfer.
The victims' fear of negative job consequences

if they refuse demands appears to be well
founded. Women report such consequences as
withheld promotions, poor performance evalua-
tions, and less desirable work (see. e.g., New

Responses, 1979: "Sexual Harassment Rampant
at HUD." 1979; Working Women United Insti-
tute, 1975). Not surprisingly, negative conse-

quences are reported more frequently in sur-
veys invciving self-selected samples of women
who ma:: have been inclined to participate in
the survey because they had been strongly
affected by their experiences. Of the 92 victims
filling out the Working Women's Institute
questionnaire (1979). for instance. 66% reported
having been either fired or pressured into re-
signing, whereas only 6% of the Illinois State
employees (Sangamon State University. 1979)
had been involuntarily transferred or fired for
noncompliance.

Likewise, the victims' failure to complain
through established channels appears under-
standable. Few are satisfied with the disposi-
tion of the case (New Responses. 1979): many
report that no action was taken and that the
situation did not change or became 'worse (see
Carey. 1977: New Responses. 1979: Working
Women United Institute. 1975).

Workplice Characteristics
A number of writers have addressed the

issue of workplace.characteristics as related to
the incidence and nature of harassment, with
many suggesting that harassment is most com-

mon among women working in traditionally
male jobs. Both Martin and Fein (1978) and

Gutek and Nakamura (1980) believe it likely
that harassment varies among different work-
places and have taken a broad approach to the

issue.
Terming the study of the social context in

which men and women interact at work "the
most important direction for research." Martin
and Fein suggest that harassment might fruit-
fully be studied in terms of several workplace
flictors: power, specifically the relationship be-
tween harassment and the degree of the super-
visors' power to hire and fire as well as the
disparity of power between male supervisors
and female employees: contact and visibility
among employees, to see if opportunities for
contact between the sexes, for private encoun-
ters, and for isolated contact lead to harass-
ment: the ratio between male and female
workers, to determine whether harassment has

a different character and is more likely where
males predominate: occupational and organi-
zational norms that may predispose workers in
certain jobs to harassment or may attract cer-
tain kinds of workers who tend to be more tol-
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erant of harassmen ob function, to examine
the relationship betwee arassment and jobs
requiring women to serve as surrogate wives
and mothers; opportunity structure, to see if
women whose skills are valued, unique, or such
that they are likely to find other positions, and
women able to leave the workplace altogether,
are less vulnerable to harassment, and also to
see if a tight job market increases vulnerabil-
ity; and availability of grievance procedures.

Gutek and Nakamura (1980) also have ad-
dressed most of these aspects of the workplace.
They suggest that propinquity of workers,
pOwerlessness in the immediate job or job ma:-
10i. employment in jobs that are traditionally
Male or traditionally female, and work em i-
ronments in which attention is constantly called
to sexuality (e.g.. by joking and comments).
female workers are expected to wear skimpy
clothing, and a macho image is encouraged in
men c r a helpless image in women are related
in some way to incidence and feelings of
harassme:it.

Examination of workplace factors has been
very 'limited, but a few researchers have stud-
ied several of the factors, directly or indirectly.
Findings related to incidence among women in
traditionally female or traditionally male jobs
were discussed earlier. Workplace atmosphere
has been examined in several ways. One is
through the descriptions of their workplaces
given by victims. Carey (1977) has done the
most work in this area, asking -101 working
women, all victims of harassment, questions
that could reflect sexism and discrimination in
their workplaces. No clear pattern appeared in
the responses. For instance, 12% of the women
had been passed over for a job in favor. of a
male, and three-fourths of them thought it was
because of his being malebut 30% had been
passed over by a female, and most of them
thought it was because the woman was better
qualified. On the other hand. -12% reported that
men had taken credit for work women had
dune (but half that number said women had
done the same thing).

Another w ay of looking at workplace charai'l
teristics is through attitudes show n tow and
harassment in general and complaints of ha-
rassment. Harassment could be expected to be
nuge 'common where incidents are treated
lightly and complaint procedures arc ineffec-
tive, but there is little research to go by. Vic-
tims in the /1«ibouk survey (Safran, 1976) said
harassment frequently W as treated as a joke in
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their offices, and, as noted earlier, complaints
frequently produce no action or result in nega-
tive consequences. But incidence among work-
places with variously effective complaint pro-
cedures has not been compared.

A third way of looking at the workplace is
through organizational policies governing ha-
rassment: Do organizations have them? Are
workers aw are of them? I low easy is it for peo-
ple who feel harassed to file a coniplaint? Again.
few studies have addressed these questions.
Lang (1978) is one of the few researchers who
has reported on the impact of company state-
ments on harassment. Iler sample was e ry.
small (only 20 w omen. one-fifth of those origi-
nally asked to fill out her- questionnaire). but
her conclusions w ere interesting. "The compan-
ies and workplaces of the 12 w omen victims did
not for the most pa t have procedures for filing
complaints or guidelines to discourage harass-
ment. Those that did fell under EEOC or had
initiated procedures and guidelines only after
they had been sued for discrimination by an
employee." Lang further reported that "w omen
who worked for companies that discouraged
harassment w ere the w omen who had the least
problem in dealing w ith it." Carey (1977) re-
ported that the companies of one-third of her
-101 victims did not ha% e policies governing
sexual harassment (and another third of the

ictims did not know whether their companies
had policies or not). As to the experiences of

ictims w hen they du complain through formal
channels, the negative consequences many en-
counter were described earlier. In addition, the
complainant may be told not to take the inci-
dent seriously (Carey . 1977) or may find the
process time consuming (New Respuses. 1979).

Conclusion

A great deal has been w ritten about sexual
harassment. The value of much of the litera-
ture rests primarily in pros iding a bac4 round
against which the topic can be studied. Little
scientifically controlled research has been un-
dertaken. and it is impassible to gain a clear
picture of the problem from these few because
the study results often are not comparable.
Further. research has only begun to address all
the aspects of the phenomenon.

What has been established is that sexual
harassinent is a problem encountered by a sig-
nificant number of women. The must common
forms of harassment are comments and non-



verbal behaviors such as gesturing.and touch-
ing; far less common are instances of attempted
or actual rape or sexual assault. It is not un-
common for harassment to be in the form of
demands tied to negative job consequences if
rejected or to positive consequences if accepted.

Victims often are young and working in low-
status occupations, but it is clear that women of
all ages, both married and unmarried and
working at all levels in a range of jobs, expe-
rience harassment. Victims respond in a va-
riety of ways, most often by ignoring the behav-
ior. attempting to avoid the harasser. and/or
asking the harasser to stop; sonic leave the
situation altogether by transferring or quit-
ting. Few victims report the incidents or file
formal complaints; those who do get little help
and sometimes suffer negative consequences as
a result. The experience frequently has a nega-
tive emotional and physical effect on the victim
and may diminish job performance.

Little is known about the harassment of men
or same-sex harassment. Nor is much known
about the way different factors in the work-
place influence the incidence and nature of
harassment.

A variety of explanations for harassment
have been advanced. Many theorists hold that
it is a manifestation of power having little to do
with sex. It also has been viewed as an example
of the typical type of male-female interaction in

our society, whereby women exchange sexual
services for economic security. Another theory
is that harassment represents an inappropriate
blending of sex roles and work roles. A variety
of remedies also have been advancedfrom
resocialization of workers to legal remedies
and penalties for harassers.

The study reported in this document Pro-
vides a great deal of information helpful in
understanding the nature of harassment and
testing the theories. It is the largest statisti-
cally controlled study of the topic ever con-
ducted, the only one conducted on a nationwide
sample. `Many issues are addressed and some
questions are answered. It will be the task of
researchers who follow to continue interpreta-
tion of the data collected and pursue other
aspects of the problem, so that one day sexual
harassment in the workplace will be under-
stoodand eliminated.
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Bibliography

Appendix H

General Theory and AnalysiS

Association of American Colleges, Project on
the Status and Education of Women. Sexual
Harassment: A Hidden Issue. Washington,
D.C. (1818 R St., N.W.): Association of Anieri-
ean Colleges, June 1978. (7 pages)

This report focuses on sexual harassment of
working women and female university stu-
dents. After discussing a definition of sexual
harassMent and examining its extent in the
workplace and on campuses, the report looks at
reasons women may be reluctant to complain,
formally or informally. Title VII of the 1964
Civil Rights Act and Title IX of the Education
Amendments are discussed as remedies, and
some other legal issues are noted. The report
concludes with a discussion of actions institu-
tions might take to deal with sexual ha-

rassment.

Backhouse, Constance, and Cohen, Leah. The
_ Secret Oppression: Sexual Harassment of

Working Women. Toronto: Macmillan of Can-
ada, 1978. (208 pages)

This book opens with a series of case studies
showing that women in all occupations are vic-
tims of sexual harassment.

Backhouse and Cohen argue that sexual ha-
rassment, like rape, is not so much an expression
of sex as of power. They present a history of
harassment and examine attitudes prevalent in

personnel management and unions toward
women and sex in the workplace. They also
examine the effectiveness of laws, including
civil tort procedures and suit's under Title VII
of the Civil Rights Act. The book concludes
with chapters on personal solutions, action
plans for management and unions, and societal
solutions.

Bularzik, Mary. Sexual Harassment at the
Workplace: Historical Notes. Radical Amer-
ica, July/August 1978, 12(4), pages 25-43.

Bularzik argues that sexual harassment is a
form of violence used, like rape and wife bat-
tering, as a mechanism of social control; specifi-
cally, harassment is a means of controlling
women's access to certain jobs, of limiting
women's job success and mobility, and of com-
pensating men for powerlessness in their own
lives. To support her argument, Bularzik ex-
amines the incidence of sexual harassment dur-
ing the late 19th and early 20th centuries, a
time when women entered the work force in
great numbers. Her central thesis is that sex-
ual harassment grew out of men's hostility to
women entering% domain they had previously
had to themselves. Bularzik also looks briefly
at union attitudes and actions.

"Evans, Laura J. Sexual Harassment: Women's
Hidden Occupational Hazard. In Jane Rob-

erts Chapman and Margaret Gates (Eds.),
The Victimization of Women. Beverly Hills:
Sage Publications, 1978, pages 203-223.

The author traces myths about: women's feel-
ings toward male sexual aggression and exam-
ines them in light of the results of several
informal surveys of women. She argues that
sexual harassment plays on the basic contra-
diction posed for women: self as a sexual being
vs. self as a worker. In other parts of the essay,
she examines public policy toward sexual ha-
rassment, with particular focus on litigation
under Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act.
She also discusses harassment of men as well as
homosexual harassment.

Farley, Lin. Sexual Shakedown: The Sexual
Harassinent of Women on the Job. New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1978. (228 pages).

Farley defines sexual harassment as "unsolic-
ited nonreciprocal male behavior that asserts a
woman's sex role over her function as a
worker." She traces its development to the
growth of capitalism and claims that sexual
harassment is the way capitalism and patri-
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archy converge to be mutually reinforcing of
women's status in the labor force. In this con-
text sexual harassment is a tool by which men
keep women in their place. The book is primar-
ily consciousness raising in approach; many
case histories documenting incidents are pre-
sented. Farley briefly describes legal remedies,
but notes that they are time consuming and
frequently do not work well. She discusses the
roles of employers and unions and concludes by
advocating that women organize in the work-
place, publicizing the issue through the press
and other media.

Gutek, Barbara A., and Nakamura, Charles Y.
Sexuality, Sex Roles and Work Behavior.
Draft,' University of California at Los An-
geles, August 1980, (18 pages).

These authors look at heterosexual harass-
ment of men and women as a range of behav-
iors on a continuum of sexuality in the work-
place. They present a typology of behaviors
categorized as those exhibited primarily to get
attention and those requiring compliance as a
condition of work and examine conditions un-
der which these behaviors are viewed by initia-
tors and recipients as harassment. They also
discuss possible negative consequences of sexu-
ally focused behavior on women and organiza-
tions, concluding with a discussion of why sex-
uality is a factor in the workplace and how
harassment might be minimized. The authors
draw on information gained from several of
their own studies as well as other published
literature to support their discussion.

Mead, Margaret. A Proposal: We Need Taboos
on Sex at Work. Redbook, April 1978, pages
31-33; 38.

The late Margaret Mead argued that "it isn't
more laws that we need now, but new taboos."
She defined taboos as internalized prohibitions
against behavior which "is unthinkable and
which affirm what we hold rnost precious in
our human relations." While earlier taboos
governed relations between men and women in
the home, there are no comparable taboos gov-
erning relations between men and %%omen on
the job. Mead claimed that we are in a period of
transition that requires the development of
"decent sex mores in the whole working world."
Citing recent developments in coed dormitories,
she noted that an informal taboo had devel-
opeda prohibition agaipst serious dating
among those who live in the same dormitory.
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She saw this as a positive step toward develop-
ing the new taboo in the workplace: "You don't
make passes at or sleep with the people you
work with."

Silverman, Dierdre. Sexual Harassment:
Working Women's Dilemma. ,Quest: a femi-
nist quarterly, Winter 1976-77, 3(3), pages
15-24.

Silverman argues that sexual harassment is
a feminist issue because it is a widespread phe-
nomenon and an issue that ties together wom-
en's experience as workers and as women in
this society. She presents prostitution as the
paradigm for all male-female relationships and
contends that sexual harassment is one form of
this financial/sexual transaction. Data from a
1975 survey are cited as statistical support for
the arguments. Silverman advocate_ s workplace
organizing and public education as means of
combating the problem.

Somers, Patricia A., and Clementson-Mohr,
Judith. Sexual Extortion in the Workplace.
The Personnel Administrator, April 1979,
pages 23-28.

This article presents a brief ovierview of the
topic of sexual harassment and cites statistics
indicating its extent among women workers.
The authors conclude with a discussion of the
costs of sexual harassment to victims and
employers.

Studies and Surveys

Benson, Donna Joan, and Thomson, Gregg E.
Sex, Gender and Power: Sexual Harassment
on a University Campus. Working Draft,
University of California, 1979. (34 pages)

This study explored the sociology of sexual
harassment and its consequences in a univer-
sity setting. Questionnaires were sent to a ran-
dom sample of 400 female students in their
senior year; of the 269 who responded, 55
reported having been sexually harassed by one
or more male instructors at the university. On
the basis of detailed reports of incidents from
50 respondents, the researchers identified two
forms of sexual harassment. In the milder
form, the unwanted attention came from an
instructor upon whom the victim was not heav-
ily dependent and whom she could avoid with-
out much cost to her psychologically. In the
severe form, attention came from an instructor



with whom there was a prior dependent rela-
tionship; in this case, the victim suffered in sev-
eral ways, including loss of self confidence in
her profession and loss of trust of male instruc-
tors in general.

Carey, Sandra Harley. Sexual Polities in Busi-
tress. Unpublished paper, University of Texas
at San Antonio, 1977. (4 pages)

Carey sought to determine the presence, ex-
tent, and handling of sexual politics in the
workplace. Four hundred and one working wo-
men, all acquaintances of the interviewers, were
interviewed in their homes. A quota sample
vas used to obtain a balanced representation of

occupations: The study also asked about a var-
iety of attitudes toward and experiences in the
workplace, e.g., would the women prefer to
work for men or women, should women use
sac tiarattractiveness as a means to get-ahead.

Gutek, Barbara A., Nakumura, Charles Y.,
Gahart, Martin, Handschumacher, Inger,
and Russell, Dan. Sexuality and the Work-
place. Paper prepared for publication in
Basic and Applied Social Psychology, Octo-
ber 1980, 1(3). (25 pages) (Also, Gutek and
Nakamura, University of California at Los
Angeles, Paper presented at the annual con-
vention of the American Psychological Asso-
ciation, New York, September 1-5, 1979; 26
pages):

This study, conducted in 1978, explored the
incidence of and reaction to five basic social-
sexual behaviors in the workplace: comments
of a sexual nature perceived as positive; com-
ments perceived as negative; nonverbal behav-
iors such as leering, gesturing, or touching; and
requests for dates or for sexual activity with
the understanding that refusal would hurt and
compliance would help the job situation. Uni-
versity students conducted 30-minute telephone
interviews with 399 men and women 18 years
or older whose phone numbers had been chosen
via stratified systematic sampling from Los
Angeles phone books. Among the factors ana-
lyzed were age, attractiveness, length of
acquaintance with, and supervisory status of

harassers.

Hooven, Martha, and McDonald, Nancy. Un-
derstanding Sexual Harassment: The Role of
Capitalism. Aegis, November/December
1978, pages 31-35.

This article focuses on how conditions of

work under capitalism are a factor in women's
vulnerability to sexual harassment. Because of
women's powerlessness in the workplace, the
authors argue, women learn to tolerate sexual
harassment to keep their jobs. They assert that
capitalism rests on the necessity of convincing
a large portion of the population that they are
inferior, hence creating internal acceptance of
oppression. They pose the question. Is women's
inferior status in the workplace inherent to
capitalism, or. is it possible to alter that status
under capitalism?

Martin, Susan E. Sexual Politics in the Work-
place: The Interactional World of Police-

women. Symbolic Interaction, Spring 1978,
1(2), pages 44-60.

This article describes attitudes toward and
treatment of women officers by mare cowork-

-ersand.administration in the Washington, D.C.,

police force. The au t hoThrfiroTa-the--impl ica--,--
tions for women officers by concentrating on
the behaviors men exhibit that serve to keep
women aware of their status and isolate them
from the informal information-sharing net-

works vital to an officer's ability to perform
jobs well and advance within the hierarchy.
She uses examples drawn from personal obser-
vations to illustrate her points.

Martin, Susan E., and Fein, Sara Beck. Sexual
Harassment in the Workplace: A Problem

Whose Time Has Come. Paper prepared for
presentation at the annual meeting of the
Society for the Study of Social Problems,
September 2. 1978. (17 pages)

This paper's goal is to'establish sexual ha-
rassment as a legitimate area of study by soci-
ologists. Martin and Fein review the literature,
suggest research topics, and explore methodo-
logical problems. They conclude that organiza-
tional studies designed to consider the social
context in which men and women interact is
the most important direction research can take.
They suggest that these studies examine such
variables as power relations, contact and vis-
ibility, ratio of male to female employees in the
work setting, occupational and/or organiza-
tional norms, job function, opportunity struc-
ture, and availability of grievance procedures.

d9

Kelber, Mim. Sexual Harassment ... The N's
Dirty Little Secret. Ms., November 1 7'i.
pages 51. 74.
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Kelber reports on a questionnaire survey of
875 male and female employees in professional
and general service jobs at the United Nations,
conducted by the Ad Hoc Group on Equal
Rights for Women. Results are reported in

-terms of numbers who either had at some time
experienced sexual pressure while working at
that organization or were aware that such
pressure existed at the organization.

Lang, Cynthia G. The Sexual Harassment of
Worki.ng Women. Unpublished paper, 1978.
(14 pages)

This small, informal survey explored the
incidence of sexual harassment of women in the
labor force, the forms this harassment takes,
and the effects it has on the careers and per-
sonal lives of the recipients. One hundred ques-
tionnaires were randomly distributed to women
workers in the Federal Government and pri-
vate industry; the replies of the 20 who re-
sponded formed the ba-7siTrthe-report7By hav,---
ing the women select stereotyped roles they
might feel pressured to conform to, Lang ex-
plored the possibility that women who feel
harassment would be more likely to be cast in
the roles of "sex object" or "iron maiden/libber"
by coworkers. Evidence that women who
worked in companies that discouraged harass-
ment had the least problem dealing with such
behavior led her to conclude that the best way
to contain it is through effective management.

Livingston, Joy. Sexual Harassment of it'orkiny
Women. Summary results, Unpublished mas-
ter's thesis, University of Vermont, 1979.

This study was designed to explore incidence
of, attitudes toward, and strategies for dealing
with sexual harassment.

A questionnaire asking respondents to react to
hypothetical situations involving four types of
behavior and four different status relationships
was mailed to the 980 female faculty and staff
of a mid-sized state university; 114 responded.
Analysis of free responses suggested a typology
for dealing with actual incidents: (1) ignoring
or (2) acting, by (a) dealing with the behavior
alone (the victims changing her behavior, avoid-
ing the harasser, or leaving the job), (b) involv-
ing people other than herself and the man
(reporting the incident to authorities, pursuing
legal action, or publicizing the behavior), or (c)
dealing directly with the harasser (distracting
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him, tolerating the behavior, objecting ver-
bally, or physically fighting back).

New Responses, Inc. Report on Se.rual Harass-
ment in Federal Employment (prepared by
Mary Ann Largen). Arlington, Va., (P.O.
Box 6114): New Responses, Inc., 1979. (6
pages)

This survey sought to determine the inci-
dence and impact of sexual harassment in
three Federal Government departments. Two
hundred fifty employees attending New Re-
sponses workshops at the invitation of the em-
ploying agency were asked to participate; 198
(98% female) complied. Results are reported
in terms of characteristics of victims and
consequences.

Safran, Claire. What Men Du to Women on the
Job: A Shocking Look at Sexual Harassment.
Redbook, November 1976, pages 149, 217-223.

-- _4--
In this self-selected survey, 9.000 women

returned a questionnaire published in the Jan-
uary 1976 Redbook. The majority of respon-
dents were married, young-(twenties and early
thirties), in white collar jobs, and earning
$5,000 to $10,000 a yearbut the range in age,
and occupation was great. This early survey
first brought the problem of sexual harassment
to national attention.

Sangamon State University, Center for Policy
Studies and Program Evaulation. Study ref
Unwanted Sexual Attention Reeeied by Fe-
male State Employees. Preliminary Data.
Springfield, Ill.: Sangamon State Unversity,
1979.

The final report of this study involving fe-
male employees in 51 Illinois State depart-
ments, agencies, boards, and commissions is
currently being prepared. Questionnaires ask-
ing about experiences of harassment on the
current job were sent to 4,859 women (15% of
the population), who ranged in age from 18 to
70. The preliminary report. based on 1,49i re-
plies, gives information on incidence of various
forms of harassment, responses of consequences
to victims.

Sexual Harassment Rampant at HUD. impact
Journal, July/August 1979, VII (11 & 12),
pages 1, 5,7.

The questionnaire used in this surrey ap-
peared in the May,',1une 1979 issue of the lin-
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pact Journal, a bimonthly subscription news-
letter. Readers who also were employees of the
U.S. Department of I lousing and Urban Devel-
opment were asked to fill out the questionnaire
and return it. The article is based on the
responses of 63 women who indicated they had
been sexually harassed on their jobs at HUD;
no information is given on how many question-
naires were returned. This survey was instru-
mental in focusing attention on harassment in
the Federal workplace.

Working Women's Institute. Responses of Fair
Employment Practices Agencies to Sexual
Harassment Complaints: A Report and Rec-
oendations (Research Series,, Report No.
2, prepared by Sherry Lederman and Peggy
Crull). New York (593 Park Avenue): Work-..

ing Women's Institute, Fall 1978. (6 pages)

This report gives the results of a 1977 survey
of-540-state-and-haeal- eivil-rights_enforcement
agencies throughout the country. The agencies
were asked about their practices and observa-
tions regarding sexual harassment complaints.
Of the 74 agencies responding, only 15 pro-
vided actual or estimated figures on the num-
ber of complaints received between 1974 and
February 1977; another 41 had received com-
plaints but were unable to provide statistics.
The report concludes with recommendations
for future action and procedures for such
agencies.
Working Women's Institute. The Impact of Sex-

ual Harassment on the Job: A Profile of the
Experiences of 92 Women (Research Series,
Report No. 3, prepared by Peggy Crull). New
York (593 Park Avenue): Working Women's
Institute, Fall 1979. (8 pages)

This report describes the responses to a ques-
tionnaire survey of 92 women who had written
the Working Women's Institute that they had
experienced sexual harassment on the job. An
analysis of demographic characteristics is pro-
vided, and the women's experiences are re-
ported in terms of the nature of the experience,
harasser characteristics, victim responses and
the effects of the responses, consequences, and
the impact on the victims economically, psycho-
logically, physically, andtheir subsequent ef-
forts to obtain employment.

Working Women United Institute. Sexual Ha-
rassment on the Job: Results of Preliminary
Surrey (compiled by Lorraine I Iodgson). New

York (593 Park Avenue): Working Women
United Institute, 1975. (2 pages)

Respondents in this early survey were 155
women (aged 19 to 61) who either attended a
meeting on the topic of sexual harassment
sponsored by Working Women United or were
members of a civil service employees union.
Victims are described in terms of occupation,
responses, and consequences.

Mass Media Articles

Berns, Walter. Terms of Endearment: Legislat-
ing Love. Harper, October 1980, pages 14-
16; 18; 20.

Berns looks at the EEOC Guidelines on sex-
ual harassment and court cases that have
arisenor may arisefrom litigation under
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act. He fears the
Guidelines may lead to further regulations and
argues that,the Federal Government should not

ilViiltrett--in-regu n g sexuality_in the
workplace.

Cadden, Vivian. Romano v. Lehat. Rights, July
1980, pages 3-6.

Cadden describes the experiences of a female
clerk typist who filed suit against her male boss
on grounds of sexual harassment.

Etzcorn, Pamela. Dealing with Sexual Ha-
rassment. Women's Work, September/October
1979, (pages 11-14; 45)

This article recapitulates the problems con-
fronting women who are harassedwomen re-
main silent for fear of losing their jobs or ruin-
ing their reputations and employers remain
unsympathetic. Etzcorn advocates that women
not remain silent and notes that "the key to
exposing sexual harassment in the workplace
is the immediate reproach." She concludes with
advice offered by the Washington, D.C., Rape
Crisis Center: document every act of harass-
ment; talk to friends and family about the
abuse; if people are-present during the harass-
ment, make sure they know it happened; check
with other women workers to ascertain if the
harasser has propositioned anyone else; meet
with company officials to review the complaint.

Feld, Andrea. Office Politics: A Game of Strat-
egy. 'Ada y's Sec ret a ry, February 1979,
pages 7-10.

Feld offers advice to women who are trying
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to play corporate games to get ahead. In the
section on sex discrimination and sexual ha-
rassment, she stresses that women should not
ignore harassment, that they should confront it

. directly. She recommends that if fired the vic-
tim use Title VII to regain the position or to
collect back pay. For pursuing a legal suit. she
advocates that the victim document her case
thoroughly.

Friedman, Karen. AFSCME Targets Fight
Against Sexual Harassment. Public Em-
ployee, August 1980, page 10.

This article describes the involvement of
AFSCME, a union for state. county, and munic-
ipal workers, in activities related to sexual
harassment, including assertiveness training
for members and development of a booklet
detailing what unions can do to deal with the
problem.

Lindsey, Karen. Sexual Harassment on the
Job,-Ms., Novernber-1-977,-pages-4-7-48,

This article opens with a series of case histo-
ries that show women in all job categories
experience sexual harassment. The work of the
Alliance Against Sexual Coercion and the
Working Women's Institute is reviewed, and
comentary is provided on recently published
literature.

Pogrebin, Letty Cottin. Sex Harassment: The
Working Woman. Ladies Home Journal,
June 1977, page 24.

Pogrebin likens sexual harassment to rape in
that both are "unwanted violations of a wom-
an's sexuality, personal privacy and human dig-
nity." She suggests that a lack of penalties for
employers and supervisors is one indication of
societal attitudes toward the behavior and notes
that employers tend to treat the behavior as
trivial.

Rivers, Caryl. Sexual Harassment: The Execu-
tive's Alternative to Rape. Mother Jones, June
1978, 3(5), pages 21-22; 24; 28-29.

Rivers discusses the situation women find
themsehres up against: management that ig-
nores the problem, pressures on women to
remain silent, and inferences that a woman is
more expendable to the company than the
harasser. She notes that women who quit jobs
to escape harassing situations may have diffi-
culty convincing state employment agencies of
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their el igiblity for unemployment benefits. She
argues that if women complained in greater
numbers, it would be easier to convince man-
agement that sexual harassment is a serious
problem.

Sexual Harassment Lands Companies in Court.
Business Week, October 1, 1979, pages
120-122.

This article focuses on the findings in the
Heelan v. Johns-Manville case, wherein the
defendent settled out of court with the defend-
ent for $100,000. Despite the Heelan decision,
the author maintains that sexual harassment
cases are difficult to win because the victim
must prove she was coerced, that she resisted,
that her refusal had a negative impact on her
job, and that no members of the opposite sex
were coerced.

Shank, Kathy. Sexual Harassment: In the
Classroom ... On the Job. Sister Courage,
May 1978, pages 8 -9.

This is a two-part article. "In the Classroom"
reviews the case of a single mother who was
approached by her professor. When she refused
his sexual advances, he became verbally abu-
sive; when she took a required course with that
professor, she failed; when she applied to law
school, he supplied an unsolicited and unfavor-
able recommendation. "On the Job" is an inter-
view with four female factory workers who
were harassed by a male supervisor and filed a
grievance with the union. Though the union
asked the supervisor to apologize, no other
action was taken against him. The women
found the procedure humiliating and frighten-
ing, but hope their experience will encourage
other women to file grievances.

Skrocki, Merrill Rogers. Right Now: Sexual
Pressure on the Job. McCalls, March 1978,
page 43.

This article reviews the services offered by
the Alliance Against Sexual Coercion and the
Working Women's Institute
counseling and advocacy. Both WWI and AASC
recommend that women keep written docu-
mentation of harassment in case they decide to
file suit.

Sullivan, Allanna M. Women Say No to Sexual
Harassment. Coal Age, August 1979, pages
74-81.
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The author examines the experiences of and
the remedies available to women coal miners
who are sexually harassed on the job. The
material corroborates findings on women in
other job categories, but especially in those
viewed as nontraditional job categories: women
face open hostility in the form of both verbal
and physical abuse. Women find that neither
the coal companies, the unions, nor their male
coworkers offer support, and that victims are
discouraged from filing formal complaints.

Tillar, Darrell Long, Sexual Harassment in
Employment: The Double Bind. Forum, May
1979, pages 4-5. 12.

This article gives a general discussion of
harassment, then examines legal issues.

Tillar, Darrel Long. Sexual Harassment: New
Rules to the Game. Forum, July 1980: pages
17-19.

Tillar discusses two recent breakthroughs in
th-e-Tiltrexual-harassment-the-1.-t:S.-Court
of Appeals ruling in the Miller v.13ank of
America case that an employer is liable for the
sexually harassing behavior of its supervisors;

-and the EEOC Guidelines. She also suggests
actions employers might take to prevent
harassment.
White, Shelby. The Office Pass. Across the

Board, April 1977, pages 17-20.

White takes the position that the real issue
behind sexual harassment is power. While she
acknowledges that most of the time it is men
who hold the power to hire and fire. and there-
fore are in a position to coerce women sexually,
she concludes that the tables could be turned.
She believes that a fixed definition of sexual
harassment is inadvisable because what one
woman may construe as a compliment, another
might consider an advance. White reviews the
Title VII case law to examine the remedies
available to women and concludes that no firm
precedents have yet been set. She notes that
women attempting to collect unemployment
compensation after quitting a job on the
grounds of sexual harrassment are unlikely to
be awarded compensation in most states.

Legal Commentaries

General Commentaries
Faucher, Mary D., and McCulloch. Kenneth J.

Sexual Harassment in the WorkplaceWhat

Should the Employer Do? EEO Today,
Spring 1978, 5(1) pages 38;46.

This article provides advice to employers
who seek to avoid corporate liability clue to
claims of sexual harassment. The authors note
that current interpretation of Title VII action-
ability is narrow in cases of sexual harassment,
but caution that it is only a matter of time
before that interpretat;on broadens, as it has in
other areas covered by Title VII. They advise
employers to design personnel policies and pro-
cedures to protect themselves in this eientind-
ity. The elements of such a preventi% e program
include: developing a clear policy and set of
procedures and making them known to emu-
ployees: providing workable procedural mech-
anisms; ensuring rapid warning to offending
supervisors: allowing complainants to remain
anonymous: and having a plan of action for
dealing with offenders (i.e., a warning for a
first offense, demotion or dismissal for a second
offense).

Ginsberg. Gilbert J., and Koreski, Jane Gallo-
was,. Sexual Advances by an Employee's
Supervisor: A Sex Discrimination Violation-
of Title Vii? Employee Relations Lou' Jour-
nal. Summer 1977, 3(1), pages 83-93.

This commentary examines the decisions in

the Conte, Miller. 13a rues. 7innkins, and Wil-

liams cases and argues that sexual harassment
is actionable under Title VII when a supervisor
is an upper level official and therefore part of
the management hierarchy. The authors also
argue that sexual harassrrtnt creates an artifi-
cial barrier to employment and therefore poses
a violation to employee rights. They contend'
that while an employee should exhaust all in-
house mechanisms, these mechanisms must be
known to the employees. They also contend that
an employee need not be required to prove the
employer approved or condoned the behavior.

Goldberg, Alan. Sexual Harassment and Title
VII: The Foundation for the Elimination of
Sexual Cooperation as an Employment Con-
dition. Michigan Lou' Reciew. May 1978,
76(6), pages 1007-1035.

This article. provides an analysis of the state
of the law. Beginning with a history of Title
VII, Goldberg notes the 1972 amendment that
extended Title VII coverage to Federal em-
ployees and establishes that sex need be only
one factor in a sex discrimination ease. In his
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examination of case law on sexual harassment
Goldberg defines v hat he sees as the three cen-
tral legal questions: v hether sexual harass-
ment is a basis for a charge of sex discrimina-
tion. w hether a plaintiff must establish that the
behav ior is a reflection of employ er polio or
practice, and w hether a super% isor can be
viewed as an agent of the employer.

Goodman, Jill Laurie. Women's Work. Sexual
Demand:, un the Job. Tin Ci, it Lila rtit
lb cif ir,March: April 1978. -1(6). pages 55-58.

Goodman examines the two theories con-
nected to the phrase "cond ition of employment."

A She believes the courts have established that
Sex as a requirement of holding a job is a viola-
tion of Title VII. However. the argument that
an employee has a fight to work in an environ-
ment free from emotional and physical harm is
not yet accepted for sexual harassment cases.
although there are ample precedents for this
interpretation in racial discrimination litiga
tion. Goodman argues that sexual harassment
is a-pro-duct of a tistury -that- has left
a position of economic inferiority and that sex-
ual coercion is an outgrowth of the social his-
tory and reinforces stereotypes of w omen. She
calls for w omen to organize to make legal and
other remedies work.

MacKinnon Catharine A. .5( .rual Ilarassno nt
of Working Wolin A Cast of SE.r
nation. New Haven, Conn.: Yale University
Press, 1979. (312 pages).

MacKinnon contends that sexual harassment
of women in the workplace is sex discrimina-
tion in employ meat because it undermine:,
w omen's potential for social equality in tw
interconnected w a) s. by using her employment
position to coerce her sexually. {tile using her
sexual position to coerce her ecunumicall). The
author advance:, a legal theory allow ing the use
of the Equal Protection Clause of the 1 ith
Amendment aiie Title VII of the Civ it Rights
Act of 1964 to establish sex discrimination in
cases of sexual harassment. She offers tw
legal perspectives from hich to use these teo
statutes: sex differences and sex inequality.
Under the differences approach. sexual harass-
ment is sex discrimination because it differen-
tially injures one gender group in employment.
Under the inequalities approach. sexual harass-
ment is sex discrimination because it is seen to
disadvantage "omen as a group w ithin a cun-
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text in %% hich women's sexuality and economic
survival have been structured to w omen's det-
riment. MacKinnon prefers the inequalities
perspective because it "implicitly centers upon
the analysis that discrimination consists in the
systematic disadvantagement of social groups."
She focuses on the tw o arguments used to disal-
low sexual harassment as a v iolation of Title
VII: that it is personal, an expression of huh-
% idual urge. and therefore not gender based.
and that sexual interaction between men and
w omen is a biological reality and therefore
natural and inevitable whenever men and
women come together. She claims that both
arguments serve to trivialize the experience of
women.

Nardino. Marie. Discrimination: SexTitle
VII Cause of Action. Scion Han Lair 1?erio
1978. 9(1). pages 108-129.

Nardino focuses on the significance of the
Thinkins appellate court rev ersal and the logic
of that court ir, establishing sexual harassment
as aetionablii under Trile VII.

Rhodin, Nano K. Comment: Employment
DiscriminationSexual Harassment and Ti-
tle V liFemale Employees' Claim Alleging
Verbal and Physical Advances by a Male
Supervisor Dismissed as Nonactionable
l'ona v. Bausch & Lomb. inc. ,Vvie York
rr twit r/ Law llerie. April 1976, 51. pages
148-165.

The central argument in this commentary is
that conduct that perpetuates sexual stereo-

pes in the w orkplace should be deemed an
impermissible condition of employment. Rhudin
cites judicial precedent to support this conten-
tion. In doing so. she raises the question of the
interpretation of the phrase "condition of et.
ploy ment," hich she takes to mean an env i-
ronment harmful to employees. Rhodin believes
courts must recognize that w omen have been
treated as inferiors historical!) and that any
behav iors that evoke memories of past subor-
dination are grounds for Title VII action. She
notes that employers are responsible for actions
of supervisors, whether or not a company policy
exists, and believe:, the question of w hether ur
not benefit accrued to the company as a result
of the discrimination is irrelevant.

Seymour. William C. Sexual Harassment.
Finding a Cause of Action Under Title VII.



I.

Labor Law Journal. March 1979, pages
. 1:39-156.

Seymour deyelops an argument in favor of
sexual harassment being actionable under Title
,VII by first establishing the incidence, as re-
ported in two surveys. In the second section of
the article, he notes that not all states have
antidiscrimination laws and plaintiffs may
have to resort to "intentional tort" laws (assault
and battery, intentional infliction of emotional
distress). He then compares the advantages of
Title VII suits with those of intentional tort
remedies. In tort suits, plaintiffs can file only
against individuals; there are no protections
against employer retaliation, but the plaintiff
can win punitive damages. Title VII provides
only for damages due tb injuries, but offers
stringent protections against employer retalia-
tion. In the third section of the article Seymour
offers three essential elements of a piina facie
case of sex discrimination: that the plaintiff be
a member of a protected crass, that she be qual-
ified for the job or promotion, and that the
employer continued to search for a candidate
atter .denying the plaintiff. In his conclusion
Seymour offers guidelines for corporations to

'avoid 'liability. under Title VII: establish an
unequivocal policy against sexual harassment;
conduct - reviews of supervisory personnel deci-
sions; establish whether the injured employee
notified higher managemet: and take action
when iiiCtingtlaint is lodged.

Weisel, Kerri. Title II: Legal Protection
Against Sexual Harassment. Washington
Lou' kcriew, f977, 53, pages 123-144.

Weisel examines the precept of Title Vil-L-to
remove artificial, arbitrary, and unnecessary
barriers to employment "on the basis of Nice,
sex, religion and .national origin"in light of
fire court decisions on sexual harassment. She
concludes that these decisions depart from the
trachtionally expansive definition of discrimi-
nation. She examines the arguments used by
the courts to dismiss claimg: that sexual ha-
rassment is not gender-based, but due to per-
sonal urges: that supervisors cannot be treated
as Itgents of the employer: and that allowing
sexual harassment to be actionable would open
up a 'floodgate" of j itigation. Citing precedents
established in other types of discrimination
cases, Weisel dismisses all these arguments,
suggesting that the "floodgate" theory is a
common fear with any emerging law and not a
valid-argument-against using Title VII in sex-
tia1 harassment cases.

Summary of Legal Case Law

Cornelius, Susan, under the direction of Stew-
art B. Oneglia, Director, Task, Force on Sex
Discrimination, U.S. Department of Justice.
"Review of Recent .Legal Cases on Sexual
Harassment," unpublished manuscript.
March 1981)

The case law surrounding sexual harassment
is relatively new and in some areas yet undeve-
loped or unresolved.. The first cases that were
brought alleging that sexual harassment was a
violation of Title VII of theCivil Rights Act of
1964 were lost. See, Come and Devane v.
Bausch and Lomb, 390 F. Supp. 161 (D. Ariz.
1975) vacated and remanded without opinion,
562 F.2d 55 (9th Cir. 1977). Miller v. Bank of
America, 418 F. Supp. 233 (N.D. Cal. 1976):
rev. 600 F. 2d 211 (9th Cir. 1979). Barnes v.
Costle. 561 F.2d 983 ( 1977) reversing and re-
manding Barnes v. Train. 13 F.E.P. Cases 123
(D.D.C. No. 1828-73, August 9, 1974).

Only in the last few years have courts con-
strued Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
to encompass sexual harassment as disparate
treatment on the basis of sex when it operates
as a term or condition of employment for a
Woman. Barnes v. Costle, Id. Williams v. Bell,

587 F.2d 1240 (D.C. 1978), reversing and
remanding Williams v. Sa.rbe, 413 F. Supp. 654
(D.D.C. 1976) on remand Williams v. Civiletti
487 F. Supp. 1387 (D.D.C. 1980). Bundy v. Jack-
son, D.C. Civil Action No. 77-1359 (D.C. Cir..
Jan. 12, 1981). 7bmkins v. Public Service Elec-
tric and Gas Co.. 568 F.2d 1044 (3rd Cir. 1977)
reversing and remanding 422 F. Supp. 553
(D.N.J., 1976). Garber v. Sanz Business Pro-
ducts. Inc., 552 F.2d 1032 (4th Cir. 1977),
re rersing and remanding 14 E.P.D. 7586
(E.D.VA. C.A. No.: 75778-A, March 18, 1976).

In Barnes the United States Court of Appeals
rejected the conclusion of the District Court
that appellant "was discriminated against, not
because she was a woman, but because she
refused to engage in a sexual affair with her
supervisor." Barnes, supra at 990. In reversing
the District Court the U.S. Court of Appeals
determined that "... But for her womanhood,
from ought that appears, her participation in

sexual activity would never have been soli-
cited.... (S)he became the target of her super-
ior's sexual desires because she was a woman,

'This represents the yiews of the author who is
solely responsible for its contents.
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and was asked to bow to his demands as the
price for holding her job... .(N)o male employee
was susceptible to such an approach from
appellant's supervisor." Id. In its opinion the
Court reaffirmed "that the statutory embargo
on sex discrimination in employment is not
confined to differentials founded wholly upun,,
an employee's gender. On the contrary, it is
enough that gender is a factor contributing to
the,discrimination in a substantial way." Id.
See, also Sprogis v. United Airlines, Inc., 444
F.2d 1194 (7th Cir.). cert. denied, 404 U.S. 991
(1971). Also, Barnes, supra, (notes 57-66).

It is clear that a relationship between the
sexual harassment and the employment must
be established to prove a Title VII case. The
provision of Title VII that applies to the Fed-
eral Government as an employer provides:

All personnel actions affecting employees ... in
(Federal) executive agencies ... shall be made
free from any discrimination based on ... sex.
42 U.S.C. 2000e-16.

The Court in Barnes construed this language,
which differs from the nondiscrimination lan-
guage applicable to private employers, to im-
pose the same legal burden on both Federal
and private employers. Barnes, supra at 988.
The provision of Title VII which applies to pri-
vate employers states that:

(i)t shall be an unlawful employment practice
for an employer:
(1) to fail or refuse to hire or to discharge any
individual with respect to his compensation.
terms, conditions. or privileges of employment.
because of such individual's ..., sex ... or (2) to
limit, segregate, or classify his employees or
applicant for employment in any way which
would deprive or tend to deprive any individual
of employment opportunities or otherwise ad-
versely affect his status as an employee, because
of such individual's ... sex ..
42 U.S.C. 2000e2(a)

Until the'recent U.S. Court of Appeals deci-
sion in Bundy, no court had construed the
phrase "terms, conditions, or privileges of em-
ployment" to extend to non-tangible injury to
the victim. Courts. in finding a violation of Title
VII, in cases which preceded Bundy, identified
specific tangible losses or adverse personnel
actions taken. In Barnes, the victim, after refus-
ing a sexual relationship with her supervisor,
was stripped of her job duties and subsequently
her job abolished in retaliation. In Williams
the victim was subjected to retaliation for refus-
ing sexual advances. She received reprimands,
was denied information necessary to perform
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her job and ultimately discharged. In Dinkins
after being subjected not only to sexual ad-
vances by her supervisor but actual physical
restraint, the victim immediately transferred
out of her office into a lower position. Following
her transfer she continued to be subjected to
adverse actions including unsatisfactory work
evaluations, disciplinary layoffs, and ultimately
she was fired. In Garber, the victim, a secre-
tary, alleged she was denied a promised raise
and subsequently fired for refusing to engage
in a sexual relationship with her immediate
supervisor.

In each of these cases a tangible employment.
loss was associated with the refusal of the
female employee to engage in a sexual relation-
ship with a male supervisor. In a pre-Bundy
case, Heclan v. ,Mhns-illan rifle Corp.. 451 F.
Supp. 1382 (1978) the court held that frequent
sexual advances of a supervisor do not form the
basis of a Title VII violation. It was the termi-
nation of plaintiffs employment that established
a Title VII violation thereby making the accep-
tance of the supervisor's sexual advances a
condition of continued employment. Id. at pg.
1389 (Note #5).

In light of these cases. the very recent Bundy
case is a landmark decision in sexual harass-
ment cases though Bundy is clearly based in
part on Title VII case law. The U.S. Court of
Appeals in Bundy reversed the District,Court
which had included in its opinion an express
finding that "the making of im Kuper sexual
advances to female employees (was) standard
operating procedure, a fact of life, a normal
condition of employment." and does not violate
Title VII "with respect to ... terms. conditions,
or privileges of employment." The issue pre-
sented in Bundy was whether the nature of the
sexual harassment alleged amounted to a term
or condition of employment. The Court held
that to prove a case of sexual harassment under
Title VII it is not necessary to establish a spe-
cific denial or loss of a tangible employment
benefit. The Court analogized to other "work
environment" eases and reasoned that "condi-
tions of employment" include the "psychologi-
cal and emotional work environment." Id. at 13.

What is interesting about ,Bandy is that the
facts support plaintiffs allegations that several
supervisors in her agency 'illegally acted to
block or delay a promotion to which she w as
entitled. Though the evidence suggests the
Court could have ruled for Bundy based on
these facts, it extended the Barnes holding to



circumstances where no tangible employment
benefit-is lost.

Perhaps the major issue in cases alleging
sexual harassment as a violation of Title VII
has been the question of the liability of the
employer for the conduct of the supervisor and
the coworkers. The key to this question may be
the distincticin between the retaliatory, adverse
personnel action and the sexual harassment
itself. Where the supervisor is authorized to
fire an employee o: take or recommend other
adverse personnel action, and does so for an
improper motive, the act is within the scope of
the supervisor's employment and should be
attributed to the employer. The unsolicited
sexual advances themselves, however, have
been, in some cases, considered a frolic of the
supervisor for which the employer is not liable.

Cases have turned on whether requiring em-
ployees to submit to sexual harassment was a
policy of the employer (Come v. Bausch and
Lomb, Inc., 390 F. Supp. 161 (D Ariz. 1975),
vacated and remanded without opinion, 562 F.
2nd 55(9th Cir., 1977); or whether the employer
acquiesced in the conduct (Garber v. Saxon
Business Products. 552 F. 2d 1032 (4th Cir.,
1977) reversing and remanding 14 E.P.D. 7586
(E.D.Va. C.A. No. 75778-A, March 18, 1976); on
whether the employer knew or should have
known of the conduct (Tonkin, supra); EEOC
v. Murphy Motor Freight Lines, Inc., 488 F.
Supp. 381 (D.C. Minn. 1980); and on whether
the employer had a policy against such conduct
and a remedial process which plaintiff failed to
purAie (Miller v. Bank of America. 418 F. Supp
. 233 (N.D.Cal., 1976). reversed and remanded.
600 F.2d 211 (9th Cir., 1979).

In one of the most recently decided cases.
however, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, in
reversing Miller. supra, did apply the principle
of respondeat superior, where the adverse per-

t son nel action was within the scope of the super-
ior's employment:

We conclude that respondeat superior does
apply here, where the action complained of was
that of a supervisor. authorized to hire. fire,
discipline or promote, or at least to participate
in or recommend such actions. even though
what the supervisor is said to have done violates
company policy.
Miller v. Bank of America, 600 F.2d 211, 213
(9th Cir., 1979).

The court also held that the plaintiff was not
required to exhaust remedies available through
the company before filing a Title VII com-
plaint. It pointed out that the Federal law

^
includes a time limit (180 days) on filing the
complaint with the EEOC and on notice by the
EEOC to the respondent (10 days). and that the
employer could avoid litigation by informal
conciliation after receiving notice of the com-
plaint.

The recently promulgated Equal Employ-
ment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) guide-
lines impose strict liability upon employers for
the acts of their agents or supervisors regard-
less of the knowledge of the employer. Section
1604.11(c).

With respect to coworkers or "others" over
which the employer may exercise some degree
of control, the guidelines impose a less strict
standard of liability which is limited to cir-
cumstances "where the employer, its agents or
supervisory employees know or should have
known of the conduct." Sections 1604.11(d) and
(e). In the only case dealing in detail with the
issue, a woman engineer at Western Electric
was subjected to sexual harassment by co-
workers. The court held "top-to-bottom" sex
discrimination existed at Western Electric.
Kyriazi v. Western Electric, 461 E Sapp 894
(D.C.N.J., 1978). The district court found the
coworkers liable for conspiracy to deprive plain-
tiff of her civil rights under 42 U.S.C. 198.5 (3).
but this part of the decision was vacated based
on a _recently decided Supreme Court decision.
Kyriazi vs Western Electric, 473 F. Supp. 786
(D.C.N.J., 1979); Great American Federal Sav-
ings and Loan v. Novotny, 442 U.S. 366 (1979).

Though the EEOC guidelines are afforded
some weight by the courts and in fact have
been relied on in part in Bundy. they do not
overrule inconsistent case law nor are they
necessarily binding on any court.

It is plausible that a reading of the new
EEOC guidelines might lead to this conclusion.
but the Court in Bundy did not rely on the
EEOC's guidelines in extending Bundy (a
literal reading-of the EEOC guidelines sug-
gests that denial of a tangible employment
benefit is not necessary to prove a Title VII
violation, that an employer's actions or that of
its agent. which results in a discriminatory
work environment, is sufficient.) The Bundy
Court looked to numerous cases that found
Title VII violations where employers "created
or condoned a substantially discriminatory
environment, regardless of whether ... any
tangible job benefits (were Jost) as a result of
the discrimination," Bandy, at 13-17. The Court
concluded that if Barnes was not extended, an
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employer could sexually harass an employee
with impunity by stopping just short of any job
action.

A final issue addressed in Bundy is the
burden of proof standard which should be ap-
plied in sexual harassment cases under Title
VII. The Court of Appeals incorporated the
requirements as set out in a Title VII case modi-
fied for Bundy. McDonnell Dough', Corp. v.
Green; 411 LT.S. 792. 804 8O 097.0. The
McDonnell formula was adjusted to flundy's
claim as follows:

To establish a prima facie case of illegal denial
of promotion in retaliation against the plain-
tiffs refusal of sexual advances by her super-
visors. the plaintiff must show (1) that she was a
victim of a pattern or practice of sexual harass-
ment attributable to her employer (Bundy has.
of course. already shown this): and (2) that she
applied for and was denied a promotion for
which she was technically eligible and of w hich
she had a reasonable expectation. If the prima
facie case is made out, the employer then must
bear the burden of showing. by clear and con-
vincing evidence, that he had legitimate non-
discriminatory- reasons for denying the claim-

.. ant the promotion. As in McDonnell. if the
employer successfully rebuts the prima fade
case. the claimant should still have the oppor-
tunity to prove that the employer's purported
reasons were mere pretexts.

Case law in the area of sexual harassment is
still developing. At this point it is firmly estab-
lished that Title VII covers sexual harassment
as a form of sex discrimination when made a
condition of employment, though what consti-
tutes a condition or terra of employment is still
being construed. Employer liability for dis-
criminatory acts of its supervisors is generally
established, though there is almost no case law
on coworker harassment, and none on "others."
To date, no court has held a supervisor or
coworker individually liable for sexual harass-
ment. In Kyriazi, supra where coworker ha-
rassment'was part of the initial cemplaint, the
employer was held liable because they knew of
their employee's activities. See also EEOC v.
Murphy Motor Freight Lines, Inc., 488 F. Supp.
381 (D.C. Minn., 1980) (race discrimination
under Title VII).

Miscellaneous Reports

City of Albuquerque, Human Rights Depart-
ment. Overview of Sexual Harassment in
Employment: Preliminary Report (prepared
by Frank Miranda and Joyce Rodarte).
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Albuquerque (Plaza del Sol Building, Suite
703.600 Second Street, N.W.): City of Albu-
querque Human Rights Department, August
1979. (32 pages plus attachments)

This overview of sexual harassment contains
a general discussion of the topic; summaries of
research studies. complaints filed with state
and local human rights agencies, and Federal
court cases; lists and descriptions of local, state,
and national agencies that address sexual ha-
rassment issues; descriptions of city, state, and
Federal laws related to harassment; a discus-
sion of actions individuals, organizations, and
employers might take to address the problem;
and a bibliography. Included as attachments
are copies or articles about the topic, agency
and court decisions, and testimony of victims of
harassment.

Michigan Department of Labor, Office of
Women and Work. Sexual Harassment in the
Workplace: A Report to the Public (prepared
for Michigan Task Force on Sexual Harass-
ment in the Workplace). Lansing (Box 30015,

' 309 N. Washington): Michigan Department
of Labor, Office of Women and Work, Novem-
ber 1979. (38 pages)

This report was prepared to help citizens and
members of the Michigan legislature evaluate
proposed state legislation on sexual harassment.
Included are an analysis of the legislation, with
recommendations for support/nonsupport and
needed amendments. and 2 summary of ha-
rassment incidents described 'n testimony at
public hearings on the topic. Als) discussed are
activities organizations might undertake to try
to eliminate harassment.

University of Michigan/Wayne State Univer-
sity, Institute of Labor and Industrial Rela-
tions, Program on Women and Work. Sexual
Harassment in the Workplace (Report of a
conference sponsored by the Michigan Task
Force on Sexual Harassment ip the Work-
place and the Program on Women and Work,
October 27, 1979, Detroit; prepared by
Patricia Stover and Yvonne Gillies). Ann
Arbor (108 Museums Annex): Program on
Women and Work, Undated. (69 pages) ,

The conference that is described in this doc-
ument was designed to develop policy measures
and strategies fora variety of groups, practical
measures for responding to sexual harassment,
and educational materials on the subject; it also



was intended to encourage the use of grievance
procedures for dealing with harassment. The
report summarizes the major addresses and
workshops and presents conference resolutions.
Also incl4ded are conference handouts on union
grievance procedures, personal strategies, and
management procedures and practices.

Till,.Frank J. Sexual Harassment: A Report on
the Sexual Harassment of Students. Washing-
ton. D.C. (1832 M Street. N.W.. Room No.

821): U.S. Department; of Education. Na-
tional Advisory Council on Women's Educa-
tional Programs. August 1980. (Part I. 51

pages: Part II, 35 pages)

The purpose of this report was to "convince
policy makers that the sexual harassment of
students is not only illegal (under Title IX of
the Education Amendments. of 1972) but a,
problem serious enough to compel Federal in-
volvement." During the academic year 1979-80,
the Council requested descriptive anecdotes
from student victims of sexual harassment.
The 'report uses the anecdotes to look at what
constitutes sexual harassment and how victims
deal with it. The illegality of sexual harass-
ment under Title IX, other legal options for vic-
tims, and liability issues are discussed at length.
Also included is a description of what institu-
tions are doing about harassment.

Booklets And Guides
Alliance Against Sexual Coercion. Fighting

Sexual Harassment: An Advocacy Handbook.
Cambridge, Mass. (P.O. Box 1): AASC, 1979.
(76 pages)

This booklet is intended to help people who

work in the social service field recognize and
deal with situations of sexual harassment. After
a general discussion of harassment, the booklet
suggests ways to increase awareness of ha-
rassment as a social issue and to publicize the
availability of services, discusses counseling of

victims, and describes legal options.

American Federation of State, County and
Municipal Employees. Sexual Harassment
On the Job Sexual Harassment: What the
Union Can Do. Washington, D.C. (1625 L

Street, N.W.): AFSCME, Undated. (38 pages)

Designed to help AFSCME workers and
local unions in dealing with sexual harassment
on the job, this booklet briefly discusses the

nature and effects of harassment and then de-
scribes, what the union should and can do to
help. Presented in the Appendix are several
laws and orders concerning harassment and a
discussion of recent court cases. Also provided
are samples of a survey, contract language, and
policy statements and a bibliography.

Michigan Department of Labor. Office of
Women and Work. Sexual Harassment on the

Job: A Packet of Information jin. Employers
(prepared by Rebecca Aghdai Brown). Lan-
sing (Box 30015, 309 N. Washington): Michi-
gan Department of Labor. Office of Women
and Work, Undated. (59 pages)

This booklet was designed to aid employers
in their efforts to adopt policy statements and
design training programs for personnel who
assist victims of sexual harassment.
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Harassment in Employnunt (prepared by
Alice Barrie, Women's Liaison). March 1980.
(4 pages) (Available from Equal Opportunity
Division, Minnesota Department of Employee
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from Working Women's Institute, 593 Park
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